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Introduction of the Project

MUSEOEUROPE 2021
Mirjana Koren, PhD, Director of the Maribor Regional Museum

In 2012, when Maribor was European capital of culture, the Maribor Regional Museum first realised the al-
ready traditional project MUSEOEUROPE. We devised it on the premise that migrations condition identity, for 
identity is not something primordial that arises in isolation, but through encounters with others. Migrations 
have accompanied humankind throughout history. Today, new aspects of the life of society such as the move-
ment of refugees, migrant workers, international tourists, educational exchange programmes are increasing 
extremely rapidly. All of these processes have been, are and will continue to be reflected in cultural heritage. 

After in-depth debate, a general theme emerges for the current MUSEOEUROPE project. This debate involves 
researchers from other European cultural, technical and academic circles: in this instance, almost 150 indi-
viduals from 22 countries. This year’s general theme is LIVING IN EUROPE. Through this we mark Slovenia’s 
presidency of the Council of the EU, while one thematic section of the symposium is connected with Slove-
nia’s title of the European Region of Gastronomy 2021. This year, we were joined as a partner in the sympo-
sium by the international umbrella organisation ICOM Europe, as well as ICOM Slovenia, ICOM Austria, ICOM 
Italy and ICOM SEE.

The MUSEOEUROPE project has three parts. In the first part, we remove museum objects from an exhibition 
in our museum and replace them temporarily with comparable objects from another European museum. This 
intervention triggers contemplation about our common European space, its history, culture, crafts, values and so 
on. The second part of the project involves an international symposium at which researchers from Slovenia and 
abroad present their research findings. An important part of this symposium is this proceedings containing par-
ticipants’ papers: a peer reviewed publication in English with Slovene summaries, which allows us to disseminate 
knowledge and experience across Europe and beyond. All proceedings are accessible on the MUSEOEUROPE 
project website. And the third part is socialising and showing participants the beautiful and culturally rich city in 
which we live, how generous is the surrounding countryside, how hospitable the people.  

Due to the epidemiological conditions, we were forced to take the decision to implement the exhibition of 
guest objects online. For the virtual exhibition we chose a writing cabinet from the collection of the Victoria 
and Albert Museum that was made in Würzburg in 1716 by Jacob Arend, Johannes Wittalm and Servatius Ar-
ent. This item fits well into the Maribor Regional Museum’s recently opened permanent exhibition Spaces of 
Beauty, which emphasises the basic furniture decoration techniques through which the level of the dwelling 
culture of the people of Lower Styria was raised.

Regrettably, the symposium also had to be carried out virtually. Let this publication be another stone in the 
mosaic of thinking about the cultural heritage of Europe and about the social capital which, at a time of global-
isation, hyper-industrialisation and hyper-communication, offers individuals an anchor point for their identity. 
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Preface of the editors

LIVING IN EUROPE
Oskar Habjanič, on behalf of the editorial board

The overall title of the international symposium Museoeurope 2021 was Living in Europe. The organisation 
and early preparations for the symposium coincided with the migrant crisis, and the concluding stages with 
the Covid-19 pandemic – developments which, in addition to the 2008 economic crisis, undeniably marked 
the first half of the 21st century. Rarely do historical developments become anchored so unequivocally and 
almost instantaneously in people’s minds, while also affecting the decadent prosperity of (Western) Europe, 
which has for decades been experiencing what Thomas Mann implied as early as the 1940s – “the flight from 
the difficulties of the cultural crisis into the pact with devil.”   

On the other hand, the prediction of the famous American political economist, Francis Fukuyama, about the 
“end of history” proved to be completely mistaken. Similar apologists of “the end” are numerous, both in 
the older and in more recent historiography, but that fact only re-confirms time and again the falsity of the 
premise that “history is a teacher of life.”  In fact, Adorno showed us that history teaches us how we should 
(not) live in order to avoid history repeating itself. This is the source of the rebellious stance and the enduring 
stress on the sanctity of life, the commitment to ethics and sensuality that was doggedly emphasised and 
epitomised by the Slovene philosopher, Dr Cvetka Hedžet Tóth (1948–2020)

Living in Europe revitalises our need to cherish and preserve memories. It also corresponds to the essence of 
the Museoeurope project, which symbolically draws on the Renaissance adage about the “knowledge which 
revives what is dying” and “art which brings back to light what has sunk into darkness.”

Living in Europe rekindles Socrates’ questions – “Who am I?” “Where am I going?” and “Where do I come 
from?” – and sets on a pedestal Descartes’ ultimate and uncompromising “doubt.” In light of the above-men-
tioned crises, to which we should add climate change and the heavy burden of the heritage of European 
imperialism and its consequences, Living in Europe should also be read with Kant, as a monumental tome 
on “the ethics of duty.” And that is why we need to understand and think about Living in Europe primarily in 
terms of the above mentioned postulates.

Living in Europe is a mirror and at the same time a confirmation that a commitment to culture should be 
understood primarily as a commitment to progress, as the Alsatian theologist, philosopher and physician 
Albert Schweitzer (1875–1965) emphasised during after World War I. Culture is a path that empowers a 
human being. “Progress in culture is progress in human affairs,” as the Slovene psychologist Anton Trstenjak 
(1906–1996) would say. 

Last but not least, Living in Europe also stands for co-existence, compassion, shared responsibility and soli-
darity. Living in Europe means above all “to be with others”, “to stand beside others,” and to “be for others.”

Fifty-two authors from 12 countries responded to the invitation from the Maribor Regional Museum to take 
part in the Living in Europe symposium. Four thematic units were defined: Social change and the family; The 
public and personal living environment, The impact of migrations on the arts, crafts, architecture and music; 
and Food and drink: from the local to the global.

The thematic unit Social change and the family dealt with the role of museums in the shaping of national 
identity, the impact of migrations, and the role of the digital platforms which networked museums’ activities 
during the pandemic.

Virgil Ștefan Niţulescu of the National Museum of the Romanian Peasant focuses on varying interpretations 
of the “national/folk” heritage in the museum and various approaches to collection policies. He starts from 
the local heritage, which is invariably an important piece in the mosaic that makes up European heritage.
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Kathrin Pabst of the Vest-Agder Museum in Norway presents the project Identity on the Line, involving seven 
European countries: Norway, Denmark, Sweden, Poland, Lithuania, Croatia and Slovenia. The project used in-
terviews with migrants and their offspring to establish the impact of migrations on their personal and family 
lives and their future professional trajectories.

A group of authors associated with the Department of Museology at Lusófona University (ULTH), Lisbon, Portu-
gal – Mário Moutinho, Judite Primo, Maristela Simão, Marcelo Lages Murta, and Nathália Pamio Luiz – present 
the EcoHeritage project conducted in cooperation with partners from Italy, Poland and Spain. Their contribu-
tion considers the interpretation of heritage, ecology, museology and socio-museology, with the starting point 
being the living environment of individuals and communities. The goal is to reinforce the role of eco-museums 
as a model of sustainable and participative heritage management with the aim of increasing economic growth.

Suzana Fajmut Štrucl of Podzemlje Peca, Mojca Bedjančič and Aljoša Šafran of the Slovene Institute for Nature 
Conservation, and Darja Komar of the Karavanke UNESCO Global Geopark present a project that encompasses 
14 municipalities situated along the national border in the Koroška region. They describe possible interpre-
tations and experiences of cultural heritage in the area, which is included on UNESCO’s list of world heritage.

Milda Rutkauskaitė from Lithuania writes about the activities of Lithuanian museums during the Covid-19 
pandemic. She cites the examples of the Lithuanian National Museum of Art, the M. K. Čiurlionis National Art 
Museum and the Museum of Modern Art. She concludes that the digital content of art museums reached a 
wider audience than before the pandemic.

Nives Cvikl of the Maribor Regional Museum looks into the use of digital presentations at an exhibition by her 
museum and their inclusion in five-star tourist packages for demanding guests in the Styria region. She describes 
the conceptualisation, development and implementation of the digital presentation of culinary heritage.

Ana Maria Maciuca of the Bucharest Municipal Museum, Romania, writes about the museum activities that 
went online during the pandemic. Her conclusion is that the use of the Internet as a tool to reach a wider audi-
ence in novel ways can create strong bonds with the public and offer an alternative way of experiencing the arts.

Alexandra Sârbu of the Cluj-Napoca Art Museum, Romania, presents an extremely ambitious project involv-
ing participatory displays. It is conducted in collaboration with the University of Art and Design and the focus 
is on participation, observation and analysis of works of art through reflection supported by dialogue and 
empathetic listening. This approach created a close and profound connection with the museum collections, 
while encouraging young people to confront their own feelings, experiences, thoughts and perceptions. 

Andreja Repič Agrež from Nova Gorica, Slovenia, takes the discourse of a work of art as her starting point. 
She points out the distinction between general and artistic work, which can be observed through the prism 
of choice, meaning and reward. The author concludes that it is the immateriality of a work of art and the 
potential for a model of the “ideal” work that create fear of art.

Dóra Bodrogai and Zsuzsanna Kovács of the Franz Liszt Academy of Music, the Franz Liszt Memorial Museum 
and Research Centre in Budapest, Hungary, present various interesting educational programmes aimed pri-
marily at students and families. The goal is to acquaint visitors with Liszt’s music, his life and times.

The thematic unit The public and personal living environment covered topics related to the comparative 
interpretation of objects, the analysis of exhibitions, 3D interpretation, the influence of architecture and 
design on living spaces, and the interpretation and purpose of living spaces.

A group of authors from the Faculty of Natural Sciences and Engineering at the University of Ljubljana, con-
sisting of Andrej Učakar, Helena Gabrijelčič Tomc, Deja Muck, Karin Košak, Matej Pivar, Marjeta Čuk and Tanja 
Nuša Kočevar, present an interesting study of digitalisation involving 3D technologies that are used in edu-
cation for the preservation of woodwork heritage. The results of the project included 3D photogrammetric 
presentations, interpretative 3D visualisations, 3D printed statues and their interpretations in jewellery.  
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Mirjana Koren of Maribor Regional Museum, Slovenia, analyses her museum’s permanent exhibitions, with a 
special emphasis on the furniture exhibition entitled Spaces of Beauty. She presents in detail the exhibition 
policy from the early twenty first century to today. Alongside the classical, chronological approach to per-
manent exhibitions, she emphasises the concept of the Gallery of European Creativity, which also contains 
Spaces of Beauty. This exhibition is placed conceptually in the context of the international cultural space, 
while the selected items of furniture familiarise visitors with the knowledge and craft skills that were used to 
enrich furniture, applying different decorative techniques known in the wider European context. 

Sarah Medlam, a retired deputy manager of the Department of Furniture, Textiles and Fashion at the Victoria 
and Albert Museum, London, studies a cabinet from the collection of the Maribor Regional Museum which 
dates from the 19th century but was executed in the French 18th century style. The analysis and interpreta-
tion of objects in the collections of the Victoria and Albert Museum, London, the J. Paul Getty Museum, Los 
Angeles, and the Maribor Regional Museum highlight the interconnections and influence of the French style 
that became established and influential in the 19th century.  

Tatjana Štefanič of the Ptuj-Ormož Regional Museum, Slovenia, looks into the figural depictions on the his-
torical furniture in the museum’s collection. Apart from a rich variety of motifs, the furniture offers an insight 
into an array of painting and carpentry techniques used to depict figures and other ornaments. 

Zvjezdana Antoš of the Ethnographic Museum, Zagreb, Croatia, examines various functions of living spaces in 
the 19th century. The focus is on individual objects that tell stories and their utilitarian function in everyday 
life. The items are from the furniture collection of the Ethnographic Museum dating from the 19th and the 
early 20th century.

Cvetka Požar and Maja Vardjan of the Museum of Architecture and Design, Ljubljana, Slovenia, deal with the 
development of public and private interiors during the 20th and 21st centuries. The authors draw attention 
to the key lifestyle changes which began to emerge during the process of gradual modernisation between 
the two world wars, and which were implemented from the 1950s onwards when the interior became one 
of the key elements of architecture.

The thematic unit The impact of migrations on arts, crafts, architecture and music encompasses various 
aspects of art that characterised Europe, from Roman times and early Christianity to the 20th century. The 
topics in this unit encompass fine arts, music, sacral architecture, influences on the economy, exhibition pol-
icies and migrations of scientists.

Eva Ilec and Aleksandra Nestorović of the Ptuj-Ormož Regional Museum, Slovenia, present the reconstruc-
tion of the attire of powerful figures in the 9th century BC. The reconstructed clothing was made from natural 
materials in order to bring it closer to modern viewers.

Aleš Maver of the Faculty of Arts at the University of Maribor, Slovenia, writes about the importance of early 
Christian thinkers in the Pannonian region, from the persecution of Christians up to the 6th century, with a spe-
cial emphasis on the life and theological teachings of the bishop of Ptuj and martyr St Victorinus of Poetovio.

Toma Zarankaitė-Margienė of the Univeristy of Vilnius and the National Museum – Palace of the Grand Dukes 
of Lithuania focuses on the dog breeding tradition in the 16th century, using the example of the Grand Duchy 
of Lithuania. The prestigious hounds symbolised the power and authority of the ruler and were an insepara-
ble part of the ruler’s life.

Polona Vidmar of the Faculty of Arts at the University of Maribor, Slovenia, looks into the two portraits of the 
Habsburgs which the Maribor Regional Museum obtained from the Cmurek castle. She places the portraits in 
the context of extensive portrait galleries established around the year 1600 in Graz by Archduke Charles II and 
Archduchess Maria Anna of Bavaria. The portraits in the Maribor Regional Museum are related to the owner 
of the Cmurek castle of the time, Jurij Stubenberg, who in 1605 escorted Archduchess Constanza to Krakow in 
his role as marshal of the court. The portraits are understood to be mementos of Stubenberg’s diplomatic trip. 
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Oskar Habjanič of the Maribor Regional Museum, Slovenia, describes the concert activities of the Polish 
pianist Theodor Leschetizki in the 1840s, i.e. until his departure for St. Petersburg. The emphasis is on the 
concerts held in what is now the Knight’s Hall of the Maribor Regional Museum and in the popular spa of 
Rogaška Slatina at Ana’s Ball. 

Valentina Bevc Varl of the Maribor Regional Museum, Slovenia, reconstructs the life path of Anton Nowak, 
a Maribor-born painter, who after completing the Realschule in Maribor studied fine arts in Vienna. Nowak 
was a member of the Vienna Künstlerhaus, as well as a founding and longstanding member, treasurer and in 
1908 the president of the Vienna Secession.

Breda Kolar Sluga of the Maribor Art Gallery and Andrej Preložnik of the Faculty of Humanities at the University 
of Primorska, Slovenia, examine the first art exhibition in Maribor in 1920. The authors conclude that the goal 
was to interconnect artists of various nationalities, one third of whom were women. Viewed from the present 
perspective, the exhibition was an extremely interesting one, from both an artistic and a social perspective.

Petra Čeh of the Škofja Loka Museum, Slovenia, looks into the oeuvre of the painter Ive Šubic, who made a 
name for himself during WWII. She studies Šubic’s distinctive images of Partisans and later portrayals of rural life.

Karla Oder of the Carinthian Regional Museum, Museum Ravne na Koroškem, Slovenia, analyses the impact 
of mining and the iron and steel industries on the Mežica Valley and its inhabitants. Thanks to continuity and 
the passing down of knowledge at the individual level, as well as the level of political systems, both industries 
survived to the present day. Numerous experts who migrated to the Mežica Valley from elsewhere introduced 
new knowledge which improved work processes and the quality of work, and consequently the quality of life.

Anton Arko of the Slovenian School Museum writes about the development of the education system in the 
Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, later the Kingdom of Yugoslavia, during the period between the two 
world wars. The author focuses on the Slovene area and the consequences of introducing the law on national 
and secondary schools.

David Hazemali and Matjaž Klemenčič of the Faculty of Arts, at the University of Maribor, Slovenia, examine 
the architecture, furnishings and paintings of selected Roman Catholic churches in several Slovene-American 
ethnic parishes in the USA. The contribution also touches upon Slovene ethnic settlements in the USA.

Irena Marušič and Estera Cerar of the Technical Museum of Slovenia draw attention to the movements and 
migrations of scientists into the Slovene ethnic regions from the 16th century onwards. While in some cases 
the reasons for migration were personal, in others they were attributable to unfortunate events. The conclu-
sion is that we all face the results of migrations, both past and present.

The thematic unit Food and drink: from the local to the global, is dedicated to gastronomy and relates to 
Slovenia’s title of the European Region of Gastronomy 2021. The contributions in this area present various 
projects dealing with branding, culinary heritage, local tastes and bread making, as well as the topical issue 
of over-fed Europe, revealed by the data on discarded food.

Marko Mele and Sarah Kiszter of the Universalmuseum Joanneum, Graz, Austria, Anja Vintar of the Institute 
for the Protection of Cultural Heritage of Slovenia, and Matija Črešnar of the Faculty of Arts, University of 
Ljubljana, Slovenia, present the Heriterra project – a brand for knowledge, nature, heritage and people. The 
project brought together experts, the lay public and entrepreneurs who recognised the opportunities offered 
by Heriterra. The project interconnects their knowledge about archaeology, archaeo-botany, archaeo-zoolo-
gy, and cultural heritage.

Irena Lazar of the Faculty of the Humanities, the University of Primorska, Slovenia, presents the archaeologi-
cal park in Simon’s Bay. The project involves a tourist product entitled “Triklinij” which draws on the culinary 
heritage of the Roman period. It is a collaboration among students, the Izola Tourist Association, a marina 
and a hotel complex.
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Jože Štukl of the Škofja Loka Museum presents the brewing industry and winemaking in the Škofja Loka 
region during the Middle Ages. The historical sources show that brewing was widespread in this region be-
tween the 12th and the 14th century, but then died out, probably because of the shortage of raw materials. 

Maja Godina Golija, of the Research Centre of the Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts, and the Faculty 
of Arts, the University of Maribor, Slovenia, presents the culinary heritage of Maribor. She establishes that 
its cuisine drew on medieval recipes, primarily Vienna cuisine, as well as local recipes passed down across 
generations. These two sources formed the food heritage of Maribor.

Adela Pukl of the Slovene Ethnographic Museum presents the examples of the preservation of the contem-
porary brand names of the soft drink Cockta and the company Šumi. She looks into cultural heritage from the 
perspective of users’ attitudes and their symbolic-identarian meaning.

Tamara Ognjević of the Artis Centre, Serbia, explores the gastronomic heritage of Belgrade that was shaped 
through the centuries in a multi-cultural urban environment. The emphasis is on the “kafana” (a tavern, inn) as 
a public space shaping the social and gastronomic potential of the city and the region. The author sees the de-
velopment of the “kafana” as offering great opportunities for authentic and sustainable gastronomic tourism.

Marko Trupković of the Žumberak-Samoborsko gorje Natural Park, Croatia, identifies the interpretation of 
tastes as an initiator of discourse on semiotics, cultural heritage and communication. Culinary heritage pres-
ents a great challenge in the study of social structure and culture.

Neva Malek and Stanko Vorih of the Piramida Educational Centre, Maribor, Slovenia, examine the bread-mak-
ing tradition. Bread has played various roles through history: as a food, a sign of wealth, a symbol of belief 
and religion, a means of payment, a subject of conversation, and a topic in literature; it is also present in 
national customs and traditions.

A similar topic is addressed by Brigita Rajšter of the Koroška Regional Museum in Slovenj Gradec, Slovenia. She 
presents the preparation and baking of rye bread using an old recipe and homemade sour dough. Rye bread and 
milk are traditional foods in Koroška that ensured survival. A loaf of rye bread could be used as a means of pay-
ment, and an egg-shaped slice of rye bread was used as a symbolic protection of newborn babies against bad fate.

Mirjam Gnezda Bogataj of the Idrija Municipal Museum explores the more than the 200 years old tradition 
of Idrija žlikrofi (a kind of filled pasta). Žlikrofi can be served as a starter, a side dish to a meat course, or the 
main dish complemented with a meat or other sauce. The dish was shaped through the influence of various 
geographical regions, the Middle European tradition and food culture, and local elements. Žlikrofi were tra-
ditionally prepared by the families of Idrija’s miners.

Aleksandra Ramšak of the Koroška Regional Museum addresses the topical subject of over-fed Europe, em-
phasizing the problem of discarded food using the example of two primary schools in Velenje and Mislinja.

Diana Borràs Rhodes and Margalida Mulet Pascual of the Institute of Anthropology at the University of the 
Balearic Islands, Spain, present the project entitled “From the Sea to the Table”, emphasizing the traditional 
bonds of the inhabitants with the sea and sea food. The culture of seafood is an indelible part of the identity 
of the Balearic Islands, especially Mallorca. 

Vanya Doneva- Tsenkova and Tihomir Tsarov of the Etar Ethnographic Museum, Gabrovo, Bulgaria present thge 
varied and rich culinary heritage of the region. The focus is on 199 recipes obtained by the museum during 
many years of studies. They look into the persistence and everyday use of those recipes in the region and wider.

The proceedings of the symposium addresses many aspects of European cultural heritage. The diversity of topics re-
veals that Europe is composed of many specific features passed down across generations. It also points to the extraor-
dinary dynamics complemented numerous migrations. The latter influence social change and interpersonal relations 
that are mirrored inside family circles, in the arts, education and, last but not least, in the shaping of cultural heritage.
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HOW MUCH EUROPE IS THERE IN A ROMANIAN  
MUSEUM?*
Virgil Ștefan Nițulescu, PhD, National Museum of the Romanian Peasant, Bucharest, Romania,  
vsnitulescu@yahoo.co.uk

Review article (1.02)

ABSTRACT
When it was established in 1906, the National Museum of the Romanian Peasant was intended to be the 
main museum of what we would today call cultural anthropology. But the initial name of the institution 
would have been “the National Museum of Romania”, which was supposed to encapsulate the essence 
of the Romanian nation. It was thought to highlight the truly “national” heritage that differentiates be-
tween Romania and the other European countries. Over the years, the museum has changed its name, 
its concept and its principles of collecting.

KEYWORDS
national museums, national identity, European identity

INTRODUCTION
The paper expresses the author’s views regarding the content of the permanent exhibition of a cultural an-
thropology museum in Romania. The National Museum of the Romanian Peasant has a rather long history 
(by Romanian institutional standards) and, in all regards, a complicated one. Its institutional roots are on the 
19th century, when the National Museum was established in Bucharest in 1834 as a museum which gath-
ered extremely diverse collections, without any museological knowledge, but rather valuable and “beautiful” 
goods. Thirty years later, that museum was divided into the Museum of Natural Sciences and the National 
Museum of Antiquities. In fact, the collections were divided, depending on the origin of the objects: natural 
or cultural. The National Museum of Antiquities collected all sorts of objects: hoards of coins and garments, 
paintings, sculptures, other archaeological items. A collection of ethnographic objects was initiated in 1875. 
There was no collecting strategy nor even a true specialist in such specific items. Only through the individual 
merit of a handful of scholars, the most prominent being Alexandru Tzigara-Samurcaș, was the first cultural 
anthropology museum of Romania established in 1906. It had a wordy name: the Ethnographic Museum of 
National Art, Decorative Art and Industrial Art. However, in a short span of time the museum was renamed, 
first, as the Museum of National Art and Ethnography, then, as the Museum of National Art (which, after the 
death of Romania’s first king, Carol I, bore his name). 

This was still an epoch that retained echoes of the time Romania was not yet an independent country. In-
dependence was proclaimed on 10 May 1877 and was internationally acknowledged by the Treaty of Berlin 
between Austria-Hungary, France, Germany, Great Britain and Ireland, Italy, Russia, and the Ottoman Empire 
for the Settlement of Affairs in the East, signed on 13 July 1878. The struggle for independence was sustained 
during the whole 19th century, through a broad range of political, social, economic, and cultural activities 
and attitudes. The word “national” was pretty much correlated with that of “Romanian” and with the ethnic 
national identity of Romanians. For instance, the defining identity mark of the National Theatre (established 
in 1840 in Jassy, and a decade later in Bucharest) was differentiated from all the other theatres not primarily 
by its institutional importance, but by the fact that the performances were  in Romanian, and not in French, 
Greek, German or Russian. The term “national” was genuinely linked with “Romanian”. 

When the museum was established, the name was chosen to mark the difference between the cultural 
ethnographic goods, which were considered to be “national art”, and the Western art represented by a few 
collections of fine art and antiquities. The initiator of the museum even thought that this kind of institution 

* Translation: dr. Virgil Ștefan Niţulescu
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would be the only one worthy of bearing the word “national” in its title. His whole argumentation, published 
in several papers, was synthesised in a booklet issued in 1909: The Museum of the Romanian Nation. What 
it was, what it is, what is should be1 (image 1). 

Image 1: Unknown author, Image from the permanent exhibition of the Museum of National Art “Carol I”, 
black and white photography, around 1930 (Archive of the National Museum of the Romanian Peasant).

At that moment, more than 90% of the Romanian population was made up of Romanians, as shown by the 
census of 1899:2

Ethnicity Number of individuals Percentage
Romanians 5,489,296 92.5
Jews 256,588 4.31
Germans and Austro-Hungarians 111,744 1.88
Turks 22,989 0.39
Greeks 20,057 0.34
Bulgarians 7,964 0.13
Russians 4,201 0.07
Serbians 3,989 0.07
Others 39,862 0.67
Total 5,956,690 100

The problem of the cultural heritage of the national minorities was largely neglected, as they were consid-
ered irrelevant in the then political and social context. Over the following decades, the borders of Romania 
changed several times. First, after the Treaty of Bucharest, concluded on 10 August 1913, between Bulgaria, 
Romania, Serbia, Montenegro, and Greece. Secondly, after 1918, when most of the territories inhabited 
by Romanians, who were previously citizens of Russia and Austria-Hungary proclaimed themselves united 

1 TZIGARA-SAMURCAȘ, A., 1909, passim.
2 COLESCU, 1905, pp. 91–110.
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3 SABIN, M. 1938, vol. II, passim. 

with Romania – a situation which was internationally recognised by the Treaty of Saint-Germain-en-Laye  
(10 September 1919) and the Treaty of Trianon (4 June 1920). Thirdly, in 1940, when Romania ceded some 
of its territories, after the annexation of Bessarabia, North Bukovina and the Herţa region by the USSR, on 28 
June, after the Second Vienna Award; on 30 August, when a part of Transylvania was ceded to Hungary; and 
after the Treaty of Craiova, on 7 September, when Southern Dobrogea was ceded to Bulgaria. Only the results 
of the Second Vienna Award were annulled, after the Second World War, through the Paris Peace Treaties, 
signed on 10 February 1947. The ethnic structure of the population changed as a result of all these border 
changes. The census concluded on 29 December 1930, revealed the following ethnic structure3:

Ethnicity Number of individuals Percentage
Romanians 12,981,324 71.9
Hungarians 1,425,507 7.9
Germans 745,421 4.1
Jews 728,115 4.0
Ruthenians and Ukrainians 582,115 3.2
Russians 409,150 2.3
Bulgarians 366,384 2.0
Gypsies 262,501 1.5
Turks 154,772 0.9
Gagauzians 105,570 0.6
Czechs and Slovaks 51,842 0.3
Serbs, Croatians, and Slovenes 51,062 0.3
Polish 48,310 0.3
Greeks 26,495 0.1
Tartars 22,141 0.1
Armenians 15,544 0.0
Hutsuls 12,456 0.0
Albanians 4,670 0.0
Others 56,355 0.3
Undeclared 7,114 0.0
Total 18,057,028 100

 
All of these changes remained unacknowledged by the concepts encapsulated in the theme of the museum’s 
permanent exhibition, which was gradually put together over many years; the museum was completed only 
late in the 1940s. 

A violent political change took place in Romania after the coup d'état of 30 December 1947, when the mon-
archy was abolished, and Romania became a republic. Soon after, the museum changed its name. First, the 
name of King Carol I was erased and then the museum became the Folk-Art Museum of the People’s Re-
public of Romania. Thus the problem of the meaning of the term national in the title disappeared. In 1953, 
the museum was unexpectedly evicted from the building that had been constructed for it and transferred 
to another, much smaller and older one. However, the collections of the museum grew during the next two 
decades, being enriched with objects collected from all the regions of Romania. In 1978, the institution was 
merged with an open-air museum in Bucharest, the Village Museum, being re-established only in 1990. In 
the meantime, the building hosted different propaganda institutions, primarily the Museum of the Commu-
nist Party. During the post-Second World War decades, something important occurred in the strategy of the 
museum regarding the principle of collecting. From its inception, due to the concept of its founder, the muse-
um collected objects that were considered to have an artistic value. Their beauty and aesthetic qualities were 
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4 BERNEA, H., NICOLAU, I., HULUȚĂ, C., 2001, p. 31.
5 http://www.recensamantromania.ro/noutati/volumul-ii-populatia-stabila-rezidenta-structura-etnica-si-confesionala (quoted 20. 6. 2021).

essential if they were to be acquired by the museum. But starting in the Sixties, the main criteria became that 
of representativity (image 2).

Image 2: Unknown author, Image from the permanent exhibition of the Museum of Folk Art of the People’s 
Republic of Romania, black and white photography, around 1962 (Archive of the National Museum of the 
Romanian Peasant).

The re-founded museum (which got back its original headquarters) acquired a new name: The Museum of 
the Romanian Peasant, chosen from a list of about 20 possibilities.4 In the early years of the decade, some 
Romanian scholars raised doubts about the name of the museum, which seemed to exclude the cultural her-
itage of the national minorities. However, nothing was formally stated, so the situation remained unchanged. 
It was the task of the museum’s team to prove its honesty and professionalism, so that when emphasising the 
museum collections, the permanent exhibition did not exclude the objects originating from the communities 
of the national minorities (image 3). Although most of the objects were collected in the rural areas inhabited, 
mainly, by ethnic Romanians, reflecting the ethnic structure of the country (83.45% Romanians, 6.09% Hun-
garians, 3.08% Roma, 0.25% Ukrainians, 0.17% Germans, 0.13 Turks, etc.),5 the staff of the museum thought 
it wise to devote a special hall to the special relationship between all the ethnic communities of Romania. 
The hall was entitled Together. 
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Image 3: Unknown author, Image from the permanent exhibition of the Museum of the Romanian Peasant, 
black and white photography, around 1995 (Archive of the National Museum of the Romanian Peasant).

The museum achieved a remarkable reputation quite soon after the re-opening. In 1996, it received the Euro-
pean Museum of the Year Award. It has also obtained many other national awards and prizes. There was no 
question about the importance of the collections and of the way they were exhibited. In 2007, the museum’s 
name was changed again. This time, recognising its national importance, the museum became the National 
Museum of the Romanian Peasant. But this time, the term “national” has a completely different significance 
that it had more than a century ago, referring only to the importance of the institution, and not to the eth-
nicity of the collections. The institution is still connected with the national identity of the Romanian nation, 
but its definition has changed. Although Romania is the still the state which preserves the ethnic identity of 
Romanians, the country is a member of the European Union, which recognises not only the existence of the 
national minorities, but also their contributions to today’s cultural landscape in Romania. It would be simply 
inconceivable to imagine Romania’s cultural heritage without the added value of all the national minorities’ 
heritage. Although, under the provisions of its constitution, Romania is a unitary state, the rights of the na-
tional minorities are some of the most striking in the European Union. That is why the term “national” in the 
title of the museum is no longer explicitly linked with the ethnic identity of most of its citizens. However, the 
public view of this is still somewhat different. The museum is jealousy “defended” as a cultural bastion of the 
Romanian ethnic identity, sometimes this denomination being incidental to that of the Christian Orthodox 
creed. A very recent example was in 2018,6 when a public incident regarding the screening of a movie with 
a LGBTQ+ theme was seen, by parts of the public, as an attack on the Romanian Christian Orthodox identity.      

6 http://www.cuvantul-ortodox.ro/recomandari/asaltul-asupra-muzeului-taranului-roman-despre-politica-provocarilor-deliberate-de-tip-
ul-arunca-piatra-sparge-geamul-ascunde-mana-si-da-vina-pe-altul/ (quoted 20. 6. 2021).
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However, right now the fate of ethnological museums in Europe is facing a new question. After a bitter 
debate at the 2019 general assembly of the ICOM in Kyoto7 regarding the newly proposed definition for 
museums, the ICOM International Committee for Museums and Collections of Ethnography (ICME) had sev-
eral discussions on the future content of the museums, and even on the name of the Committee. However, 
nothing was concluded. 

In my opinion, a museum should not be a political or an ideological statement. A museum should be based on 
the cultural heritage it manages. It is obvious that the programme on the basis of which the curators collect 
heritage has a solid cultural and, sometimes, ideological basis. But this does not necessarily imply a strong 
influence of the curatorial message. The curators should try to be as neutral as possible, leaving the public to 
decide about the true meaning of the objects. Perfect neutrality is, of course, impossible to achieve, as any 
kind of display implies a certain approach to the objects, even if they are exhibited almost without explana-
tory labels, as is the case with the museum in Bucharest. The very selection of the objects and the intrinsic 
relationship arising between them, resulting from the spatial geography of the place, offers a certain idea 
about the curator’s stance. However, the curator should leave, as much as possible, the objects to speak for 
themselves, although it is quite understandable that this ideal is not achievable. 

Today’s European Union is an extremely complicated entity. The museum world has also been under a great 
deal of pressure in the last decade, following the rise of certain issues such as deaccessioning , decolonisation 
or political correctness. In certain European museums there are questions regarding the way cultural anthro-
pology museums identify themselves as bearers of a certain national identity.  
    
I grew up in a country where  cultural institutions and operators supported political propaganda. I have experi-
enced the way in which a museum could be forced to adopt a certain political stance. I think that there should 
be no longer be a place for such attitudes in museums. Even if a temporary exhibition may reflect a certain 
(political) attitude of the curator, a permanent exhibition should have a more general scope. Therefore, such 
an exhibition should not neglect the meaning and structure of its collections. An exhibition showing objects 
without their spiritual identity would be as meaningless as displaying prehistoric objects in a contemporary 
context, without mentioning their age. In today’s Europe, museums are playing a crucial role, maintaining the 
spirit of the Council of Europe and the European Union: In varietate concordia. It is not a recent concept, as 
it was fundamental to the thinking of Leibniz. Today, without the acceptance of this principle, the foundation 
of the European museums would fall apart. 

A museum such as the National Museum of the Romanian Peasant is a European institution not because it has 
an important European collection – because it does not – but because its collection is relevant to Europe. Such 
a museum should not aim to enrich its collections by gathering traditional objects from the entire continent, 
but concentrate on the essence of the still collectable heritage of Romania and assume that its collections 
hold a part of the European identity. The prestigious example of the House of European History, which curates 
wonderful exhibitions without having an impressive collection of its own, should be taken into consideration. 
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KOLIKO EVROPE JE V NARODNEM MUZEJU RUMUNSKEGA 
KMETA?
Dr. Virgil Ștefan Nițulescu, Narodni muzej romunskega kmeta, Romunija

Pregledni znanstveni članek (1.02)

IZVLEČEK
Leta 1906, ko je bil Narodni muzej romunskega kmeta ustanovljen, naj bi postal osrednja muzejska ustanova 
na področju, ki bi mu danes rekli kulturna antropologija. Prvotno naj bi se ustanova imenovala Narodni muzej 
Romunije in v njem naj bi zajeli bistvo romunskega naroda. Namenjen je bil predstavljanju pristne »narodne« 
dediščine, po kateri se Romunija razlikuje od drugih evropskih držav. Od ustanovitve so se, skupaj z imenom 
muzeja, spremenili tudi koncept in načela zbiranja predmetov.

KLJUČNE BESEDE
narodni muzeji, nacionalna identiteta, evropska identiteta

POVZETEK
Članek prinaša avtorjevo subjektivno mnenje o vsebini stalne razstave v muzeju kulturne antropologije v 
Romuniji. Muzej bi moral biti utemeljen na kulturni dediščini, ki jo upravlja. Očitno je, da ima preprosti pro-
gram, na podlagi katerega kustosi zbirajo dediščino, trdno kulturno in včasih tudi ideološko podlago. Vendar 
to ni zagotovilo za moč kuratorskega sporočila. Kustosi bi si morali prizadevati, da bi bili čim bolj nevtralni, 
in prepustiti javnosti, naj presoja o pravem pomenu muzejskih predmetov. Popolno nevtralnost je seveda 
nemogoče doseči, saj vsaka razstava prinaša določen pristop k predmetom, tudi če so – tako kot v muzeju 
v Bukarešti – razstavljeni tako rekoč brez razlagalnih oznak. Vpogled v kustosovo stališče odstirata že sama 
izbira predmetov in razmerje, značilno zanje, ki se vzpostavi med njimi in izhaja iz geografije prostora. Vendar 
pa bi moral kustos, kolikor je le mogoče, pustiti predmetom, naj govorijo vsak zase, čeprav je razumljivo, da je 
ta ideal nemogoče doseči. Muzej, kakršen je Narodni muzej romunskega kmeta, ni evropski zato, ker bi imel 
pomembno evropsko zbirko – te namreč nima – temveč zato, ker je njegova zbirka pomembna za Evropo. V 
tovrstnih muzejih se ni treba usmerjati v iskanje tradicionalnih predmetov z vse celine, delovati bi morali z 
mislijo na bistvo dediščine, ki jo je še vedno mogoče zbirati v Romuniji, in z zavedanjem, da so njihove zbirke 
že same po sebi del evropske identitete. Pri tem je treba upoštevati najprestižnejši primer, Hišo evropske 
zgodovine, ki sicer nima opaznejše lastne zbirke, a vseeno pripravlja čudovite razstave.
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THE IMPACT OF MIGRATION ON PERSONAL AND  
PUBLIC LIFE*
Kathrin Pabst, PhD, project leader of Identity on the Line, Vest-Agder Museum, Kristiansand, Norway,  
Kathrin.Pabst@vestagdermuseet.no

ABSTRACT
In the EU co-funded large-scale cooperation project “Identity on the Line (I-ON)” (2019-2023) six muse-
ums and one university from seven European countries (Norway, Denmark, Sweden, Poland, Lithuania, 
Slovenia, and Croatia) are studying the long-term consequences of seven migration processes which 
have taken place during the last 100 years. Approximately 120 interviews with former migrants and their 
descendants were conducted, and informants were asked, among other things, about the impact of the 
migration on personal life, family life, traditions, arts and crafts. In the paper, some of the significant 
findings will be presented.

KEYWORDS
Personal narratives, sensitive topics, intergenerational transfer, long-term consequences of migration, muse-
ums as translators and transmitters of the untold

SUMMARY
Europe has always been, and will always be, continuously transforming, including by the forced or voluntary 
movement of migrants. In the Creative Europe funded project “Identity on the Line,” one of the main goals 
has been to have a closer look at how leaving and arriving shapes the identity not only of migrants them-
selves, but also their children and grandchildren. To do this, the partner institutions have used the same 
interview guide in their respective countries, while talking to indigenous people and minorities, soldiers and 
children of war, multi-ethnic emigrants or a mixed groups of migrants collectively deprived of their identities 
and basic human rights.

The major findings so far are mainly related to the feelings which were mentioned by all our informants, 
regardless of time or place of the migration process. These feelings are found between the poles of home 
and away, belonging and alienation, silence and openness, resilience and vulnerability, as well as injustice 
and reconciliation. How one copes and defines one’s identity between these poles is highly relevant for one’s 
quality of life. In most cases, the living environment, which is often related to political, social and cultural 
frames in the country one migrated to, plays a crucial role. We also found that many of our informants have 
never spoken about their experiences before, and that several want to remain anonymous in the exhibitions 
and publications to come. The events revealed were always personal and often taboo-related, shameful or 
even traumatic. The objects following the stories demonstrated the importance of the known for being able 
to cope with the unknown, and likewise for recipes, music, language or art. At the same time, experiences 
related to the migration remained untold, even within the family itself and this almost always affected the 
next generations and intergenerational relations.

As museum professionals we experienced many challenges throughout the interviewing process, including 
personal reactions to what we heard and how our surroundings responded to the museums´ work. At the 
same time, we have become even more certain that museums, if proceeding in the right way, can function as 
mediators and connections between those who are willing to share and those who need to know.

* Translation: dr. Kathrin Pabst
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VPLIV MIGRACIJ NA OSEBNO IN JAVNO ŽIVLJENJE
Dr. Kathrin Pabst, Vest-Agder muzej, Kristiansand, Norveška

IZVLEČEK
V obsežnem projektu sodelovanja »Identity on the Line (I-ON)« (2019–2023), ki ga sofinancira EU, šest muze-
jev in ena univerza iz sedmih evropskih držav (Norveške, Danske, Švedske, Poljske, Litve, Slovenije in Hrvaške) 
proučuje dolgoročne posledice sedmih migracijskih procesov, ki so potekali v zadnjih sto letih. Opravljenih je 
bilo približno 120 intervjujev z nekdanjimi migranti in njihovimi potomci. Intervjuvanci so v njih med drugim 
odgovarjali na vprašanja o vplivu migracij na osebno in družinsko življenje, tradicijo, ljudsko obrt. V članku je 
predstavljenih nekaj najpomembnejših ugotovitev.

KLJUČNE BESEDE
Osebne zgodbe, občutljive teme, medgeneracijski prenos, dolgoročne posledice migracij, muzeji kot preva-
jalci in prenašalci neizrečenega

POVZETEK
Evropa se je in se bo nenehno spreminjala, tudi zaradi prisilnega ali prostovoljnega gibanja migrantov. Eden 
glavnih ciljev projekta Creative Europe »Identity on the Line« (Identiteta na črti) je bil podrobneje prouči-
ti, kako zapuščanje in prihajanje oblikujeta identiteto ne le samih migrantov, temveč tudi njihovih otrok in 
vnukov. V ta namen so partnerske ustanove v svojih državah uporabile enoten priročnik za pogovore z av-
tohtonimi prebivalci in manjšinami, z vojaki in otroki vojne, multietničnimi emigranti ali mešanimi skupinami 
migrantov, ki so bili kolektivno oropani identitete in temeljnih človekovih pravic.

Najpomembnejše dosedanje ugotovitve so v glavnem povezane z občutki, ki so jih navajali vsi sodelujoči, ne 
glede na kraj in čas migracijskega procesa. Te občutke najdemo med dvema poloma: med domom in tujino, 
pripadnostjo in odtujenostjo, med tišino in odprtostjo, odpornostjo in ranljivostjo, pa tudi med krivicami in 
spravo. Kako nekdo doživlja in definira svojo identiteto med temi nasprotji, je bistvenega pomena za njegov 
način življenja. Večinoma je ključnega pomena življenjsko okolje, ki je pogosto povezano s političnimi, social-
nimi in kulturnimi okviri države gostiteljice. 

Prav tako smo ugotovili, da številni sodelujoči o svojih izkušnjah še nikoli niso govorili in da mnogi želijo ostati 
anonimni na razstavah in v publikacijah, ki bodo pripravljene. Vsi razkriti dogodki so bili osebni in pogosto 
povezani s tabuji, sramovanjem in celo travmami. Predmeti, ki spremljajo zgodbe, kažejo na pomen znane-
ga, ki nam pomaga soočiti se z neznanim; to velja tudi za recepte, glasbo, jezik ali umetnost. Hkrati ostajajo 
izkušnje, povezane z migracijo, neizrečene celo v okviru družine same, to pa skoraj vedno vpliva na naslednjo 
generacijo in medgeneracijske odnose.  

Kot muzealci smo se pri izvajanju intervjujev srečevali z veliko izzivi, tudi z osebnimi odzivi na slišano ter z 
odzivi okolice na muzejsko delo. Hkrati se je še okrepilo naše prepričanje, da so muzeji – če pravilno pristopijo 
– lahko mediatorji in vezni člen med tistimi, ki so pripravljeni spregovoriti, in tistimi, ki morajo vedeti.
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Mário Moutinho, PhD, Rector of Lusófona University - ULHT and Coordinator of EcoHeritage in the Department 
of Museology at Lusófona University - ULHT and MINOM Portugal, Lisbon, Portugal, mcmoutin@gmail.com
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Maristela Simão, PhD, Professor at the Department of Museology at Lusófona University - ULHT, Lisbon, 
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Nathália Pamio Luiz, Cultural Manager and Researcher in EcoHeritage in the Department of Museology of 
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ABSTRACT
EcoHeritage is a Project funded by the EU Erasmus+ Programme with a focus on ecomuseums, with partners 
in Italy, Poland, Portugal and Spain dedicated to research, practice and I&D related to the interpretation of 
heritage, ecology, museology and sociomuseology, guided by the living environment of both individuals and 
communities. The overall objective is “to contribute to the awareness and consolidation of ecomuseums as a 
model of sustainable and collaborative heritage management for the development of economic growth and 
social cohesion among rural communities” (On Projects, 2020).1 The communication aims to present the 1st 
phase of the project, from December 2020 to July 2021.

KEYWORDS
ecomuseums, heritage, sustainability, community, social development, sociomuseology

SUMMARY
Understanding the social role of the ecomuseums is imperative for their development in the local, national, 
and international contexts. After the creation of the concept in the 1970s, a diversity of experiences has been 
identified all over the world, gathering perspectives related to social cohesion, cultural diversity, the environ-
ment, and global citizenship. EcoHeritage is a project funded by the Erasmus+ Programme, focusing on the 
particularities of ecomuseums in four countries: Italy, Poland, Portugal and Spain. After convening a group 
of institutions from these countries, a research programme was developed to identify the differences and 
similarities related to their experiences, bringing together approaches from universities, NGOs, associations, 
public institutions, and other specific cases. 

The overall objective of this project is “to contribute to the awareness and consolidation of ecomuseums as a 
model of sustainable and collaborative heritage management for the development of economic growth and 
social cohesion among rural communities” (On Projects, 2020). Ecomuseums are subject to change, particu-
larly due to social transformations in contemporary societies, as these institutions present immense variety 
according to each different social and historic context. Nevertheless, there are clear linkages between the 
original aspects of ecomuseums and the current perspectives, as these institutions arose from the idea of 
responding to local populations’ needs. 

* Translation: dr. Mário Moutinho, dr. Judite Primo, dr. Maristela Simão, Leandro França, dr. Marcelo Lages Murta, Nathália Pamio Luiz
1 On Projects. (2020). ECOHERITAGE: ecomuseums as a collaborative approach to recognition, management and protection of cultural 
and natural heritage. Application form. Universidad de Jaén.
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This paper presents the 1st phase of the project, relating to the research process developed from December 
2020 to July 2021, introducing different conceptual perspectives, as well as a list of good practices in four 
different countries. The next stages will involve the development of a best practices manual, a participatory 
heritage management toolkit and a Web-based training app. All these stages will facilitate the strengthening 
of the ecomuseums networks in the European context and abroad, which could be replicated in other con-
texts and be applied to ecomuseums from other regions and countries.
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PRVI KORAKI PROJEKTA »ECOHERITAGE: EKOMUZEJI KOT  
SODELOVALNI PRISTOP K PREPOZNAVANJU, UPRAVLJANJU IN 
VAROVANJU KULTURNE IN NARAVNE DEDIŠČINE.«
dr. Mário Moutinho, Oddelek za muzeologijo, Luzofonska univerza – ULHT, Portugalska
dr. Judite Primo, Oddelek za muzeologijo, Luzofonska univerza – ULHT, Portugalska
dr. Maristela Simão, Oddelek za muzeologijo, Luzofonska univerza – ULHT, Portugalska
Leandro França, Oddelek za muzeologijo, Luzofonska univerza – ULHT, Portugalska
dr. Marcelo Lages Murta, Oddelek za muzeologijo, Luzofonska univerza – ULHT, Portugalska
Nathália Pamio Luiz, Oddelek za muzeologijo, Luzofonska univerza – ULHT, Portugalska

IZVLEČEK
EcoHeritage je projekt, ki se financira iz programa EU Erasmus+. Osredotoča se na ekomuzeje, partnerji iz 
Italije, Poljske, Portugalske in Španije pa se ukvarjajo z raziskovanjem, prakso ter inovacijami in razvojem v 
povezavi z interpretacijo dediščine, ekologijo, muzeologijo in sociomuzeologijo, pri čemer jih vodi življenjsko 
okolje posameznikov in skupnosti. Skupni cilj je »prispevati k ozaveščenosti in krepitvi ekomuzejev kot mode-
lov trajnostnega in sodelujočega upravljanja dediščine za razvoj gospodarske rasti in družbene kohezije med 
podeželskimi skupnostmi« (On Projects, 2020).1 V besedilu je predstavljena 1. faza projekta, ki je potekala od 
decembra 2020 do julija 2021.

KLJUČNE BESEDE
ekomuzeji, dediščina, trajnost, skupnost, družbeni razvoj, sociomuzeologija

POVZETEK
Razumevanje družbene vloge ekomuzejev je nujno za njihov razvoj v lokalnem, nacionalnem in mednaro-
dnem kontekstu. Potem ko se je v sedemdesetih letih prejšnjega stoletja izoblikoval njihov koncept, so se 
po vsem svetu razvile najrazličnejše izkušnje, ki so ponujale različne perspektive, povezane z družbeno po-
vezljivostjo, kulturno raznolikostjo, okoljem in državljanstvom sveta. EcoHeritage je projekt, ki se financira iz 
programa Erasmus+ in se osredotoča na posebnosti ekomuzejev v štirih državah: v Italiji, na Poljskem, Portu-
galskem in v Španiji. Vzpostavitvi skupine ustanov iz teh držav je sledilo oblikovanje raziskovalnega programa 
za prepoznavanje razlik in podobnosti med njihovimi izkušnjami, pri čemer smo združili pristope univerz, 
nevladnih organizacij, združenj, javnih ustanov in drugih specifičnih primerov. 

Skupni cilj projekta je »prispevati k ozaveščenosti in krepitvi ekomuzejev kot modelov trajnostnega in sodelu-
jočega upravljanja dediščine za razvoj gospodarske rasti in družbene kohezije med podeželskimi skupnostmi« 
(On Projects, 2020). Ekomuzeji se spreminjajo predvsem pod vplivom sodobnih družbenih sprememb; te 
ustanove so namreč že same po sebi izredno raznolike ter odvisne od vsakokratnih družbenih in zgodovinskih 
okoliščin. Kljub temu obstajajo jasne povezave med prvotno zasnovo ekomuzejev in aktualnimi načrti, saj te 
ustanove izhajajo iz želje po odzivanju na potrebe lokalnega prebivalstva.

V članku je predstavljena prva faza projekta, ki je zajemala raziskovalni proces in je potekala od decembra 
2020 do julija 2021. Predstavljene so različne konceptualne možnosti in seznam dobrih praks iz štirih držav. V 
prihodnjih fazah bomo pripravili priročnik najboljših praks, orodja za participatorno upravljanje dediščine in 
spletno aplikacijo za usposabljanje. Vse dejavnosti bodo prispevale h krepitvi mrež ekomuzejev v evropskem 
kontekstu in širše, kasneje pa jih bo mogoče replicirati tudi v drugih kontekstih in jih uporabiti za ekomuzeje 
iz drugih regij in držav.

1 On Projects. (2020). ECOHERITAGE: ecomuseums as a collaborative approach to recognition, management and protection of cultural 
and natural heritage. Prijavni obrazec. Univerza v Jaénu.
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ABSTRACT
The Karawanken-Karavanke UNESCO Global Geopark covers 14 cross-border municipalities in the Slovene 
Carinthia region (Koroška) and the Austrian Southern Carinthia region (Südkärnten). Popularisation and 
interpretation of the exceptional natural and cultural heritage are the main objectives of this cross-border 
region, which is a part of the European and Global Geoparks Network. The presence of lead and zinc ore 
in the geologically diverse area of Mežica led to the opening of the Mežica mine in 1665. After 340 years 
of operation, the mine changed its mission and opened its doors to visitors in 1997. Exceptional minerals, 
geological features, mining tradition, housing culture as well as ethnographic heritage associated with 
stories of Mt. Peca underground are introduced to visitors with various interpretive approaches within the 
tourist mine and mining museum.

KEYWORDS
Podzemlje Pece, tourist mine and museum, Karawanken-Karavanke UNESCO Global Geopark, interpretation, 
popularisation, mining heritage

GEOLOGY OF THE AREA, ALONG WITH THE MEŽICA LEAD AND ZINC MINE
The geological structure of the area led to the formation and evolution of diverse living environments, which 
in turn resulted in diverse living conditions. In the geological sense, the Geopark area is exceptional in terms 
of the diversity of rocks, their formation, and age. It consists of all three main rocks types – igneous, meta-
morphic and sedimentary, with the oldest dating back to the Ordovician period, some 450 million years ago. 
The diversity of rocks is conditioned by tectonic activity, i.e. the collision between the Adriatic microplate and 
Eurasian plate, which triggered the Alpine orogeny 70 million years ago. 

In order to understand the different settlement patterns as well as the traditional ways of life in the Mežica 
Valley, it is necessary to dig into the geology of the area. The formation of ores around the Topla Valley was 
induced by important geological events approximately 237 million years ago. The area was even more strong-
ly shaped 190 million years ago, when ore minerals (mainly lead and zinc) were excreted at great depths 
(-600 m) of the 228-million-year old sequence of sedimentary rocks (i.e. the Wetterstein formation). Conse-
quently, ore deposits in the Mežica area extend over at least 10 km2 between Mežica, Črna na Koroškem, Mt. 
Peca and Mt. Uršlja gora. More than 350 ore deposits have been discovered in this area, which may vary in 
size and/or shape.1 The earliest known written reference to the mines on the slopes of Mt. Peca dates back 
to 1424. The official beginning of mining in the Mežica area is considered to be 1665, when the imperial 
court in Breže (Friesach) permitted Hans Sigmund Ottenfels excavation of lead glance in Črna na Koroškem. 
The main development of the lead-zinc mine took place after 1867, when Bleiberger Bergwerks Union was 
established.2 

* Translation: Aljoša Šafran
1 HERLEC, U., KOMAR, D. 2018.
2 FAJMUT ŠTRUCL, S., ODER, K., KOMAR, D. 2018. 
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Until the early 20th century, work in the mine was carried out by hand, despite the constantly increasing pro-
duction. With the introduction of rotary hammers and compressed air, mining methods changed, increasing 
efficiency. The construction of separation house in Žerjav in 1914 was the beginning of qualitative processing 
of the ore. During World War I, the mine was important for munitions production. It was nationalised after 
World War II, followed by a period of intensive mining, which reached its peak between 1960 and 1965. Due 
to the low prices of lead and zinc on the world market, production gradually began to decline. Consequently, 
the lead-zinc mine was gradually closed down and it finally ceased production in 1994. Excavating over 1,000 
kilometres of tunnels, the miners extracted around 19 million tonnes of lead and zinc ore.

‘PODZEMLJE PECE’ TOURIST MINE AND MUSEUM PRESERVES A RICH MINING HERITAGE
For more than 300 years the mine was in operation, providing financial security for many local families and 
having a significant impact on life in the Mežica Valley.3 However, since the closure of the lead-zinc mine, 
a rich technical, cultural, and natural heritage has been present. With local support, the employees of the 
Mežica’s lead-zinc mine succeeded in keeping part of the mine open after mining finally ended. Nowadays, 
this is devoted to educational, research and study purposes, as well as tourism. A quarter of a century ago, 
the company ‘Podzemlje Pece’ set out the vision that both the tourist mine and the museum would become 
successful enterprises, preserving the rich heritage and thereby developing innovative tourist products.

The vision has been more than fulfilled, as many programmes and products have been developed since 1997. 
To date, ‘Podzemlje Pece’ has been visited by approximately 370,000 people. With up to 20,000 visitors per 
year, it is one of the most visited tourist destinations in the Koroška region and in the Geopark.4

THE AREA ATTAINS THE STATUS OF A UNESCO GLOBAL GEOPARK
The ‘Podzemlje Pece’ tourist mine and museum is also the location of the Karawanken-Karavanke UNESCO 
Global Geopark Infocentre. Based on the exceptional geological structure of the area, as well as striving for 
cross-border integration and joint cooperation in the field of geo-tourism, nature conservation and cultural 
heritage interpretation, the idea of establishing a cross-border geopark was born. The Geopark, which in-
tegrates municipalities in the regions of Slovene Carinthia (Koroška) and Austrian Southern Carinthia (Süd-
kärnten), is named after the mountain range that connects the regions on both sides of the border between 
Slovenia and Austria. Its boundaries were established on the basis of the following cross-border municipal-
ities: Črna na Koroškem, Mežica, Prevalje, Ravne na Koroškem, Dravograd, Bistrica nad Pliberkom (Feistritz 
ob Bleiburg), Pliberk (Bleiburg), Suha, Globasnica (Globasnitz), Galicija, Žitara vas (Sittersdorf), Železna Kapla 
(Bad Eisenkappel), Sele (Zell) and Lavamünd.5

The Geopark is characterised by an interesting geological history as well as a diverse rock composition with 
exceptional minerals, thus possessing a rich natural, cultural and technological heritage. Minerals were the 
basis for the development of mining and ironwork in the Mežica area.6 The Geopark extends over an area of 
1,067 km2 with a population of cca. 53,000 inhabitants.7 Since March 2013, the Geopark has been a member 
of the European (EGN) and Global (GGN) Geoparks Network. In November 2015 it became UNESCO Global 
Geopark - Karawanken-Karavanke UNESCO Global Geopark. It is the first cross-border geopark between Slo-
venia and Austria and one of the four cross-border UNESCO Global Geoparks in the world. 

Currently, the EGN includes 81 geoparks from 26 countries,8 and the GGN includes 169 geoparks from 44 
countries.9 The existing transboundary cooperation in the Karawanken-Karavanke UNESCO Global Geopark 
has been upgraded in recent years by the EGTC - European Grouping for Territorial Cooperation, which was 
the first such grouping to be established between Austria and Slovenia and the first EGTC to have its official 
seat in Austria. The main objectives of the EGTC Karawanken-Karavanke UNESCO Global Geopark are:

3 https://www.podzemljepece.com/si/main/zgodovina (quoted 21. 5. 2021).
4 https://www.podzemljepece.com/si/main/onas (quoted 21. 5. 2021).
5 BEDJANIČ, M. et al. 2017, p. 11.
6 FAJMUT ŠTRUCL, S., BEDJANIČ, M. 2016, p. 264.
7 BEDJANIČ, M. et al. 2017, p. 11.
8 http://www.europeangeoparks.org/?page_id=168 (quoted 21. 5. 2021).
9 http://www.globalgeopark.org/homepageaux/tupai/6513.htm (quoted 21. 5. 2021).
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10 BEDJANIČ, M. et al. 2015, p. 12. 
11 HARTMANN, G., KOMAR, D., BEDJANIČ, M., FAJMUT ŠTRUCL, S., VODOVNIK, P. 2018.
12 TROBEC, A., 2015.
13 DRAŽENOVIČ, M., SMREKAR, A. 2020.
14 KERŠIČ SVETEL, M. 2010, p. 6.

• Conservation of geological and natural resources, and the cultural and natural heritage on the territory of 
its members - 14 municipalities,

• Promotion of awareness, information and education about and in the Geopark, the European and Global 
Geoparks Network and its positioning as a geopark,

• Economic development of the Geopark, including through sustainable tourism and
• General cross-border cooperation, development and municipal policy coordination, representation of 

the interests of the entire region.10

Among the geological features of the Geopark, the following stand out:11

• The deposit of Carnian crinoids in the valley of the Helena stream, which is one of the three richest de-
posits of such fossils in Europe;

• The Mežica mine is one of five areas with lead and zinc ores of this type in the world;
• The Mežica deposit of the mineral wulfenite is the richest in Europe and one of the best known in the 

world;
• The Topla Valley mine, which offers important evidence of the sedimentary formation of such ores in the 

supratidal sea on a world scale;
• The classic deposit of the mineral Dravite in Dobrova pri Dravogradu is one of the five most important 

such deposits in the world;
• The Periadriatic fault system, which is one of the most important elements of the collision between the 

Adriatic lithospheric microplate and the Eurasian lithospheric plate;
• The Obir Caves, which were discovered by accident while excavating lead and zinc, are the most beautiful 

natural dripstone caves in Austria;
• The slopes of dark-grey pillow lava in the Obir Gorge and volcanic rocks at Smrekovec, which give proof 

of volcano activity;
• The numerous mineral water springs in the area of the fault zone between Jezersko (Seeberg) and Bad 

Eisenkappel (Železna Kapla);
• Wildensteiner waterfall in Gallizien, which is one of the highest free-falling waterfalls in Europe and also 

features red limestone rich in ammonite aptychs, remains of echinoderms and other fossils;
• The coal mine in Leše was one of the largest and most modern coal mines of the time in Slovenia, which 

exported ore to the most important ironworks in Europe.

THE INTERPRETATION OF NATURE, NATURAL AND CULTURAL HERITAGE
Heritage interpretation is an indispensable tool for the management of parks, their promotion, the implementa-
tion of sustainable tourism implementation and awareness-raising campaigns for natural and cultural heritage. In-
terpretation of cultural heritage can help us achieve educational, behavioural, and emotional goals. With its help, 
visitors, locals and the general public find it easier to love, understand and perceive heritage in (national) parks as 
a value. They begin to take an interest in it, to identify with it, to take pride in it, to understand and respect it, to 
support its management, and to develop a sense of responsibility and a need to participate in its conservation.12

Interpreting involves the translation of technical and often complicated terms of various scientific disciplines 
and sciences into simpler and more understandable ones, without losing meaning and accuracy, in order to 
get to know the visitors, to understand them and to promote their sensibility, enthusiasm and commitment.13 
The main goal of interpretation is not only to inform by stringing together facts, but above all to discover their 
meaning, to influence attitudes and behaviour and excite interest. High quality interpretation is always based 
on facts and authentic stories.14

One of the key goals of the ‘Podzemlje Pece’ tourist mine and museum as well as the cross-border Global 
Geopark is to preserve the exceptional heritage. In order to popularise, raise awareness and educate various 
target groups about the heritage of this area, many activities have been carried out by ‘Podzemlje Pece’ (as 
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15 Odlok o razglasitvi rudnika svinca in cinka za naravni in kulturni spomenik, Ur. l. RS, št. 8/ 1997 z dne 14. 2. 1997.

one of the most important stakeholders in this area). Numerous products, programmes and offers have been 
created with the aim of attracting visitors, inspiring them, offering them a unique experience, and sensitising 
them to respect and preserve the heritage. ‘Podzemlje Pece’ builds its programmes on both personal and 
impersonal interpretation, often interweaving the two. The themes presented are drawn from natural, cul-
tural and technical heritage based on the mining tradition. In addition, the programme content is tailored to 
individual visitors, depending on their interest, stamina and time. 

From outside the ‘Podzemlje Pece’ info centre, the characters ‘Franz and Marica’ invite visitors to take a 
‘short walk through the geological history of the Geopark’. Supporting walls along the driveway to the info 
centre represent a geological time scale along which visitors ‘travel’ through the most important geological 
events in the history of the area’s formation. The rare flora and fauna of the Geopark is also introduced to 
the visitors. Right next to the info centre is the ‘Labyrinth of King Matjaž’, where visitors can symbolically 
walk through the tunnels of the ‘Peca Underground’ and thus learn about tales regarding King Matjaž, who 
has been depicted in many tales by well-known Slovene illustrators. Since the truth about King Matjaž is still 
quite vague and allows multiple interpretations, all possible rulers who could be the ‘real’ King Matjaž are 
lined up along the timeline. The illustration by the academic painter Barbara Jurkovšek presents the area of 
the Geopark about 240 million years ago, when the rocks in which the Mežica ore deposits are located were 
formed. The vertebrae of an ichthyosaurus and numerous fossil remains of ammonites indicate not only the 
presence of dinosaurs, but also diverse marine life at that time. Due to their placement in the ‘Adventure 
Park’, the dinosaur exhibits, the ‘Dino Slide’ and the ‘Fossil Climbing Wall’ are designed for the youngest visi-
tors. These interpretive approaches bring the main themes closer to them in their own way.

The Karawanken-Karavanke UNESCO Global Geopark Infocentre is located in the premises of the mining work-
shops built in 1926, at the time of the great growth of the lead-zinc mine. These workshops are preserved 
by law,15 as a cultural heritage monument. They were renovated in 2014 and today serve a new purpose as 
a multifunctional space, hosting various interpretation workshops, lectures, presentations and exhibitions; 
there is also a demonstration of blacksmithing in an authentically preserved and restored smithy. All neces-
sary information about the Geopark as well as about Carinthia (Koroška) is available to visitors to ‘Podzemlje 
Pece’, where they can get various leaflets and monographs in the museum or buy locally made souvenirs.

NATURAL AND CULTURAL HERITAGE EXPERIENCES IN ‘PODZEMLJE PECE’
The information centre is also an entry point for the guided tour of the ‘Podzemlje Pece’, where visitors can 
choose between three different programmes. The experiences are mainly based on personal interpretation, 
where guides are constantly in direct contact with visitors. Depending on experiences and target groups, the 
interpretation can be implemented as, for instance, guidance, storytelling or performance. The 'Mine Train 

Image 1: Labyrinth of King Matjaž, 
2014 (Podzemlje Pece Archive, 
Photo: Tomo Jeseničnik).
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Ride' begins with a ride on the same train that once took miners to work. After the 3.5 km long entry into 
the mine, 600 metres below the surface, a walk through the tunnels of the Mežica mine begins. The guide 
introduces the rich history, mining methods and mining equipment. By trying out exhibits, visitors can relive 
and learn about real mining work.

The ‘Mine Tour by Bicycle’ and ‘Kayaking Underground’ are programmes for adventurous visitors who want to 
experience the mine in a more challenging way. Both involve interpretation and storytelling. The cycling adventure 
takes visitors through abandoned and mysterious mine tunnels, where they can safely cycle more than 5 km of 
unique underground routes from one valley to another, accompanied by a trained guide. The ‘Underground Kaya-
king’ is a five-star experience with the quality brand ’Slovenia Unique Experiences’, where visitors paddle along the 
underground river and lakes. They can also explore the underground labyrinth, flooded tunnels and excavations.

Image 2: The entry point for the guided tour 
of ‘Podzemlje Pece’, 2012 (Podzemlje Pece 
Archive, Photo: Tomo Jeseničnik).
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Image 3: Mine Tour by Bicycle, 2017 (Podzemlje Pece Archive, Photo: Tomo Jeseničnik). 

‘The Underground’ is equipped with a larger space, which is intended for different types of events (i.e. team 
building, concerts, etc.), and at the same time it is also possible to taste Carinthian cuisine ‘deep in the heart’ 
of Mt. Peca. For the youngest visitors, the Bergmandelc treasure hunt is organised, where they search for 
the hidden treasure of Bergmandelc the cave dwarf in small groups or with their parents. There are many 
riddles hidden in Bergmandelc’s chests, which must be solved correctly to obtain the lock code. If successful-
ly solved, they save the treasure hidden in the Šac kamra chamber, which would be lost forever if the tasks 
were not solved successfully. Learning through the game, the youngest visitors learn about significant miner-
als of the Mežica mine and the legend of the cave dwarf Bergmandelc. 

An exhibition in the museum ‘Podzemlje Pece’ is devoted to the presentation of the ethnological heritage of the 
area. Most of the mining families lived in multi-dwelling units named hauze. Each family had at least two rooms 
available, i.e. kitchen and bedroom.16 A ‘museum-arranged mining apartment’ presents the living culture of 
miners. The dishes and eating habits of miners in the 20th century are presented in the monograph Knapovška 
košta. During a visit to ‘Podzemlje Pece’ these traditional dishes can also be tasted by prior arrangement. 

There have been 30 minerals discovered in the Mežica ore deposit, the most common of which are galena, sphaler-
ite, marcasite, pyrite, limonite, calcite, gypsum, augite and epsomite. Among the minerals, wulfenite stands out 
for its beauty. The ‘Mineral and Fossil Heritage of Mežica Mine’ is also presented in the ‘Podzemlje Pece’ museum. 

In collaboration with ‘Podzemlje Pece’ and the Geopark, numerous didactic manuals, such as interpretive 
games, publications for various target groups, and numerous papers regarding the rich heritage of the area 
have been published in both print and social media. Numerous TV documentary films have also been made. 
Much attention is given not only to the education of pupils whose curriculum corresponds with the inter-
pretation programme prepared by ‘Podzemlje Pece’ professional staff, but also to teacher training courses, 

16 RAJŠTER, B., 2003, pp. 16–17.
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based on an applied annual geo-heritage theme, thus actively involving the Geopark in the education system. 
So far, 11 annual themes have been applied. In connection with the annual theme, a didactic manual is pub-
lished in which the thematic content is presented, followed by various tasks, tests and exercises. A lecture as 
well as an excursion for the participants are also arranged. The acquired content can be implemented within 
curricular activities, as long as the curriculum and/or time permits. The activities will include the important 
sharing of experiences and networking, as different methods and approaches to interpreting nature in edu-
cational programmes are presented. Most importantly, we wish to enthuse participants about nature, as well 
as highlighting outdoor curricular activities and their benefits. As a part of popularisation of heritage, training 
for interpretive guides, where the participants acquire in-depth knowledge in the field of a range of content, 
as well as interpretive guidance techniques, is also provided. 

CONCLUSION
The area of the Mežica Valley, which is a part of the Karawanken-Karavanke UNESCO Global Geopark, was sig-
nificantly characterised by mining and a rich cultural tradition. The area possesses an exceptional geological 
structure, as well as a rich history. In cooperation with the Geopark, the ‘Podzemlje Pece’ tourist mine and 
museum plans to build its story, products and programmes, related to the rich heritage and tradition of the 
area. These are based on interpretative approaches, as well as natural and cultural heritage experiences. Dif-
ferent approaches and methods are used, adapted to the varying wishes and needs of visitors. In ‘Podzemlje 
Pece’, visitors are particularly impressed with the guided tours, storytelling, demonstration and performance. 
In the info centre and museum, impersonal interpretation is in the foreground, where the heritage is brought 
closer to the public through tables, films, printed materials, models, photos and exhibitions. The cultural and 
natural heritage of the area can be preserved, popularised and taught about by making use of various inter-
pretation approaches, as well as different agents and methods.
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INTERPRETACIJA RUDARSKE DEDIŠČINE V KARAVANKE 
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mag. Suzana Fajmut Štrucl, Podzemlje Pece, Turistični rudnik in muzej, Mežica, Slovenija 
mag. Mojca Bedjanič, Zavod Republike Slovenije za varstvo narave, Območna enota Maribor, Slovenija
dr. Darja Komar, Karawanken/Karavanke UNESCO Globalni Geopark, Bad Eisenkappel/Železna Kapla, Avstrija
Aljoša Šafran, Zavod Republike Slovenije za varstvo narave, Območna enota Maribor, Slovenija

Strokovni članek (1.04)

IZVLEČEK
Karavanke UNESCO Globalni Geopark obsega območje 14 obmejnih občin v Koroški regiji v Sloveniji in v regiji 
Južna Koroška (Sudkärnten) v Avstriji. Pomemben cilj območij, ki so uvrščena v mrežo svetovnih in evropskih 
geoparkov, je tudi popularizacija in interpretacija izjemne dediščine. Geološka zgradba je botrovala nastanku 
rudnika svinca in cinka v Mežici. Po 340 letih obratovanja je rudnik spremenil svoje poslanstvo in leta 1997 
odprl vrata za obiskovalce. Podzemlje Pece, turistični rudnik in muzej z različnimi interpretacijskimi metodami 
in sredstvi v rudniku in muzeju predstavlja izjemne minerale in geološke posebnosti, tradicijo rudarjenja in 
bivanjsko kulturo rudarjev ter etnološko izročilo, povezano z zgodbami iz podzemlja Pece.

KLJUČNE BESEDE
Podzemlje Pece, turistični rudnik in muzej, Karavanke UNESCO Globalni Geopark, interpretacija, populariza-
cija, dediščina rudarstva

POVZETEK
Geološka zgradba Mežiške doline z bogatimi nahajališči svinčeve in cinkove rude je pomembno vplivala na 
način življenja ljudi v preteklosti. Podzemno bogastvo je narekovalo odprtje rudnika v Mežici. V več kot tri-
stoletnem delovanju so rudarji nakopali okoli 19 milijonov ton svinčeve in cinkove rude, za kar so naredili 
več kot 1000 kilometrov rovov. Stoletja je rudnik dajal kruh številnim družinam, močno pa je vplival tudi na 
življenje zunaj rudnika na območju celotne Mežiške doline. Po prenehanju pridobivanja rude je ostala boga-
ta tehniška, kulturna in naravna dediščina in rudnik v Mežici je začel z novim poslanstvom. Podzemlje Pece, 
turistični rudnik in muzej sedaj služi v turistične, izobraževalne, raziskovalne in študijske namene. Do sedaj ga 
je obiskalo okoli 370.000 obiskovalcev. Z letnim obiskom do 20.000 obiskovalcev se uvršča med najbolj obi-
skane turistične destinacije na Koroškem in v Karavanke UNESCO Globalnem Geoparku. Območje Geoparka 
Karavanke obsega pet slovenskih koroških občin in devet avstrijskih občin na območju regije Južna Koroška 
(Sudkärnten). Ideja o vzpostavitvi čezmejnega geoparka je vzniknila na osnovi izjemne geološke zgradbe ob-
močja ter v želji po čezmejnem povezovanju in skupnem sodelovanju na področju geoturizma, varovanja in 
izobraževanja o izjemni naravi ter naravni in kulturni dediščini. Skupna vizija Podzemlja Pece in Geoparka 
Karavanke se kaže v nastanku številnih izdelkov, programov in ponudbe s ciljem, privabiti obiskovalce, jih nav-
dušiti in jim pripraviti edinstveno doživetje ter seveda senzibilizirati za spoštovanje in ohranjanje dediščine. 
Nastali izdelki in programi temeljijo tako na osebni kot na neosebni interpretaciji. Teme, ki jih predstavljamo, 
izhajajo iz naravne, kulturne in tehniške dediščine, ki temelji na tradiciji rudarjenja. Programi so pripravljeni 
za različne ciljne skupine, prilagojeni potrebam in željam posameznikov in skupinam.
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MUSEUMS' EXTERNAL DIGITAL ACTIVITY DURING 
THE AGE OF COVID-19: THE CASE OF LITHUANIA'S ART  
MUSEUMS*
Milda Rutkauskaitė, Kaunas, Lithuania, milda.rut@gmail.com

ABSTRACT
This paper presents the key conclusions from research into the external digital activity of Lithuania´s art 
museums during the COVID-19 pandemic: a sufficient quantity of digital content, but a lack of digital literacy 
and qualified professionals, which often results in an absence of effective digital strategy or methods for its 
fulfilment. Moreover, successful digital projects that were implemented by art museums in Lithuania are 
presented and recommendations for the museums and future research are given. The museums that partic-
ipated in the research are: the Lithuanian National Museum of Art, the National M.K. Čiurlionis Museum of 
Art and the MO museum.

KEYWORDS
art museums, digital content, COVID-19 pandemic, audience, digital strategie

SUMMARY
The COVID-19 pandemic brought the world to a halt. In order to ensure the protection of public health, many 
different institutions had to transfer their functionality to the digital domain or at least to enhance that area. 
Museums were no exception – the inability of visitors to physically attend exhibitions meant that commu-
nication and educational activities had to be made available through digital channels. In 2020, from Spring 
to Autumn, a study was carried out into the external digital activities of major Lithuanian art museums (M. 
K. Čiurlionis Museum of Art, Lithuanian National Museum of Art and MO museum) during quarantine and 
indicators of public interest in the content published by museums on the main channels such as websites and 
social networks. The aim of the research was to identify the main challenges faced by the large Lithuanian 
art museums in concentrating their activities in the virtual space, as well as the causes of the challenge that 
arose. Conclusions were reached based on the data collected during the monitoring of the virtual published 
content of Lithuanian art museums and interviews with museum staff and external experts. According to the 
empirical data collected, the digital content of the art museums reached a wider audience than before the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Due to the closure of physical exhibitions, the time resources of those working in the 
museum expanded and that was one the main reasons leading to higher audience reach through digital con-
tent. However, according to museum professionals, this additional time was merely a temporary occurrence 
caused by the closure of physical exhibitions. This then leads to the question: should new job profiles and a 
change of digital strategies in the museums be reconsidered after the COVID-19 pandemic?

* Translation: Milda Rutkauskaitė
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ZUNANJE DIGITALNE DEJAVNOSTI MUZEJA V ČASU COVIDA-19: 
PRIMER LITOVSKIH UMETNOSTNIH MUZEJEV
Milda Rutkauskaitė, Kaunas, Litva

IZVLEČEK
V članku so predstavljene ključne ugotovitve iz raziskav o zunanjih digitalnih dejavnostih litovskih umetno-
stnih muzejev med pandemijo covida-19: digitalnih vsebin je sicer dovolj, a zaradi nizke stopnje digitalne pi-
smenosti in pomanjkanja usposobljenih strokovnjakov pogosto ni učinkovite digitalne strategije ali metod za 
njeno izvajanje. V prispevku so poleg tega predstavljeni uspešni digitalni projekti, ki so jih izvajali umetnostni 
muzeji v Litvi, ter podana priporočila za muzeje in prihodnje raziskave. V raziskavi so sodelovali Litovski naro-
dni muzej umetnosti, Narodni muzej umetnosti M. K. Čiurlionisa in Muzej sodobne umetnosti MO.

KLJUČNE BESEDE
umetnostni muzeji, digitalne vsebine, pandemija covida-19, občinstvo, digitalne strategije

POVZETEK
S prihodom pandemije covida-19 je svet obstal. Veliko različnih ustanov je moralo zaradi varovanja javne-
ga zdravja začeti delovati digitalno oziroma okrepiti svoje dejavnosti na tem področju. Muzeji pri tem niso 
bili izjema – ker obiskovalci niso mogli fizično obiskovati razstav, so morale komunikacijske in izobraževalne 
dejavnosti steči prek digitalnih kanalov. Med karanteno od pomladi do jeseni 2020 je bila izvedena študija 
o zunanjih digitalnih dejavnostih osrednjih litovskih umetnostnih muzejev (Narodni muzej umetnosti M. K. 
Čiurlionisa, Litovski narodni muzej umetnosti in Muzej sodobne umetnosti MO) ter o kazalnikih javnega za-
nimanja za vsebine, ki so jih muzeji objavljali na osrednjih kanalih, kot so spletne strani in družabna omrežja. 
Namen raziskav je bil prepoznati glavne izzive, s katerimi se srečujejo osrednji litovski umetnostni muzeji pri 
izvajanju svojih dejavnosti v virtualnem okolju, pa tudi vzroke zanje. Ugotovitve so bile oblikovane na podlagi 
podatkov, zbranih med spremljanjem virtualno objavljenih vsebin litovskih umetnostnih muzejev ter v razgo-
vorih z osebjem muzejev in zunanjimi strokovnjaki. Glede na zbrane empirične podatke so digitalne vsebine 
umetnostnih muzejev dosegle širše občinstvo kot pred pandemijo covida-19. Zaradi zaprtja fizičnih razstav so 
imeli zaposleni v muzejih na voljo več časa, kar je bil eden glavnih razlogov, da so digitalne vsebine dosegle 
širši krog občinstva. Vendar pa muzejski strokovnjaki pravijo, da je bil ta dodatni čas le začasen pojav in po-
sledica zaprtja fizičnih razstav. Pri tem se poraja vprašanje: ali je po pandemiji covida-19 smotrno razmisliti o 
novih profilih delovnih mest in spremembah digitalnih strategij v muzejih?
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THE DIGITAL REPRESENTATION OF HISTORICAL 
BANQUETS USING THE INTERACTIVE TABLE IN THE 
REGIONAL MUSEUM MARIBOR AS AN EXAMPLE*
Nives Cvikl, Museum advisor, Maribor Regional Museum, Maribor, Slovenia, nives.cvikl@museum-mb.si

Review article (1.02)

ABSTRACT
This article describes the role, advantages and drawbacks of contemporary digital technology and interactive tools 
in the museum setting. Using the example of the digital interactive table which was launched in 2021, the pro-
cess of its creation is described, from content development to the end product. The Maribor Regional Museum’s 
digital interactive table presents historical banquets from the 15th to the 20th century. It was created for the 
project European Region of Gastronomy 2021 and is a part of a five-star tourist product for demanding guests.

KEYWORDS
digital tools, interactive table, historical menus

INTRODUCTION
During the past two decades, digital technology has permeated the social, economic and political activities of 
contemporary Western societies to the extent that it is practically no longer possible to imagine life without 
the Internet, digital devices and software tools. Digital culture wholly determines the lifestyle of contempo-
rary societies; it determines the way we communicate and receive information. The increasing use of digital 
technologies changes our perception of digital and physical spaces, increasingly driving us towards hybrid 
environments in which digital technologies enable a novel experience of the physical world.1

Museums are not exempt from this trend. Technological development has changed the responses and expectations 
of museum visitors, extended the museum space into the virtual world, and importantly influenced the work of 
museum employees and the conceptualization of exhibitions. Thus, at the beginning of the third decade of the 21st 
century, the question of whether or not digital media are suitable for museum use is no longer relevant. Rather, the 
main issue is which media should be used, how the content should be presented, to what extent the users should 
be free to co-create content, and last but not least, what resources are available to the museum for this purpose.

Digital tools used in museums can roughly be divided into two categories: those employed to present content 
online, and those used within the physical museum space. A museum’s website is usually the entry point for 
a museum visitor. It introduces the user to the museum and creates the crucial first impression, since the 
first 10 seconds determine whether or not the user will further explore the website.2 For this reason, a mu-
seum’s website should meet three important criteria: good design, relevant information and ease of access 
to information.3 Some museums present virtual exhibitions and virtual tours of physical exhibitions on their 
pages. These vary greatly with regard to the conceptualization and layout, and most importantly with regard 
to financial investment. Others offer online collections – for instance, the Louvre museum uploaded almost 
half a million of its artefacts4 during the closure due to the Covid-19 pandemic, following in the footsteps of 
other museums.5 What is important is that the web pages are optimized for PCs and mobile devices.

* Translation: dr. David Limon
1 HARGRAVE, J., MISTRY, R. 2014, pp. 12–13.
2 KRONBERGER, A., KELLEY, H., FABRY, D., FRIESINGER, G., HALM, K. 2016, Social web and interaction, p. 23.
3 Ibid., p. 81. 
4 Louvre site des collections, URL: https://collections.louvre.fr/en/page/apropos (quoted 12. 8. 2021).
5 E.g. British Museum: URL: https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection (quoted 12. 8. 2021), The Metropolitan Museum of Arts: URL: 
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection (quoted 12. 8. 2021); Guggenheim: URL: https://www.guggenheim.org/collection-online 
(quoted 12. 8. 2021); Museum of Modern Art: URL: https://www.moma.org/collection/ (quoted 12. 8. 2021).
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In contrast to the web page, which usually contains a range of information but its communication with the 
user can be rather limited, social media offer more enhanced interaction. Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Pin-
terest, Google+, YouTube and Vimeo are some of the most popular platforms, and every museum uses at 
least some of those to promote itself and to establish virtual interaction with visitors. As with any other com-
munication tools, what is important is that the museum knows its audience and that it knows which part of 
the audience it wants to address.6

Audio and video recordings of exhibitions as well as audio guides are examples of technologies that have long 
since become self-evident tools in museums. Various applications such as QR codes, which connect museum 
content with online content and enable a simple and direct communication of information, have also been 
rapidly gaining ground;7 to this we can add 3D scans which enable digital presentation of artefacts and mu-
seum premises, the drawing of scale models, hologram presentations, 3D video animations and the like. The 
new normal in museums includes touch-screens, virtual and extended reality, VR glasses and so on. Digital 
technology is advancing and multiplying at an inconceivable rate.

DIGITALIZATION OF SLOVENIAN CULTURAL HERITAGE
In June 2021, visitors to the Maribor Regional Museum were presented with the latest technological acqui-
sition – an interactive touch screen table displaying festive menus dating from various historical periods. It 
complements the digital content found on the museum’s webpages8 and social media profiles,9 and other 
digital technologies used in our exhibitions.10 This interactive digital table was realised within the framework 
of the public call for tenders announced in October 2019 by the Ministry of Economic Development and Tech-
nology with a view to increasing the competitiveness of the leading tourist destinations in 2020 and 2021. 
Our project, headed by the Maribor-Pohorje Institute for Tourism, was entitled “The Development of the 
Maribor-Pohorje Tourist Market”, and conducted in collaboration with the Old Vine House and the Munici-
pality of Sveta Trojica in Slovenske gorice. One of the basic goals of the call for tenders was to encourage the 
systematic digitalization of Slovene cultural heritage that would make Slovenia a leading country in Europe, 
offering a unique tourist experience.11 In this context, digital innovation is understood to mean the dedicated 
development of new, user-oriented products and services that utilize the potentials of advanced technol-
ogies (e.g. augmented reality, 3D scans and 3D printing, web platforms) while honouring cultural heritage 
and developing relevant knowledge and skills that enable museum employees to combine their expertise 
with entrepreneurial skills and approaches. A digitally enhanced experience of cultural heritage involves 
user-friendly and attractive communication of the values of natural and cultural heritage, while utilizing the 
potential of advanced technologies to achieve greater interaction, easier memorization, greater expressivity 
and global recognisability. Furthermore, it meaningfully includes local products and services (accommoda-
tion, dining etc.) and interconnects with other tourist products.12

6 During the closure due to the Covid-19 pandemic, the Maribor Regional Museum transferred to the web and social media most of its 
activities and communication with its audience. Thanks to our good knowledge of the museum audience and of the expectations of the 
online audience, we were able to strengthen contacts and attract a large number of new followers. For more see Cvikl, N., Pokrajinski 
muzej Maribor v času koronavirusa okrepil stik z obiskovalci in se odzival na njihove potrebe (During the corona virus pandemic, the Mari-
bor Regional Museum strengthened its contacts with visitors and met their expectations), in: ICOM novice Slovenija, Muzeji in covid-29 
(Museums and Covid-19), December 2020, pp. 22–23, URL: http://www.icom-slovenia.si/fileadmin/user_upload/ICOM_2020_web.pdf 
(quoted 20. 8. 2021).
7 FIRŠT, D., PETLJAK, N., Interactive Museum Exhibitions – Examples and Technologies, URL: https://www.ditdot.hr/en/interactive-muse-
um-exhibitions-examples-and-technologies (quoted 20. 8. 2021).
8 The website of the Maribor Regional Museum is constantly updated and supplemented with virtual exhibitions (https://museum-mb.
si/virtualne-razstave/ ) and other virtual contents (https://museum-mb.si/virtualne-vsebine-3/). 
9 The Maribor Regional Museum maintains several social profiles, primarily on Facebook, Instagram and YouTube.
10 A new permanent exhibition Prostori lepega (Spaces of Beauty) was open on May 18, 2021. It uses touch screens enabling users to 
obtain multi-level in-depth information on exhibition contents.
11 Digitalization of cultural heritage: a handbook for tourist destinations, 2019, p. 3.
12 Ibid., p. 8.
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13 Digitalization of cultural heritage: a handbook for tourist destinations, 2019, pp. 10–11.

Among the advantages of digitalization, the project team highlighted that new technologies, using different 
communication techniques, attract new audiences which until now, for various reasons, have not been inter-
ested in cultural heritage. Digital technologies enable interactivity and communication in multiple directions. 
The learning process thus becomes more educative, individualized, memorable, and sustained. The team 
also stressed the importance of preserving cultural heritage in the digital environment, as well as the open-
ing of opportunities for creative industries and for new tourist destinations, or the enhancement of existing 
ones.13 This was the basis for our decision to create a digital presentation of historical banquets and thus 
complement the project Slovenia – a Gastronomic Region of Europe 2021, to which we were invited and 
contributed the temporary exhibition Vino naše vsakdanje (Our daily wine) and a thematic unit dedicated to 
food and drink within the framework of the international symposium Museoeurope 2021.

CREATING THE CONTENT OF THE DIGITAL TABLE
The setting up of a new digital presentation is like sitting down to write a book: a white piece of paper lies in 
front of you and all roads are open. It is of vital importance to maintain focus to avoid getting lost in the digi-
tal labyrinths or being carried too far away on the wings of imagination. Several meetings and brainstorming 
sessions were needed to arrive at the presentation as it is today. It was necessary to reach agreement on 
what precisely we wanted to show (content) using the new technology and how to show it (user experience). 
In so doing, we kept in mind our present audience (consisting mostly of the older population, families with 
children and students) as well as the younger potential audience (millennials). The content therefore needed 
to be a cohesive whole, but set up in such a way as to enable constant updates, including technological ones. 
After careful consideration, we decided to use the touch-screen technique, among other reasons because it 
enables very simple disinfection of the screen, which is important in the time of the epidemic. We envisaged 
a horizontal touch screen showing a large dining table with four banquets from four historical periods. The 
digital table is currently a part of the temporary exhibition Our daily wine. The permanent installation will be 
located in the Knights’ Hall of Maribor Castle, so the entry points for individual historical periods are the alle-
gories of four seasons depicted in the ceiling frescoes of the Hall. The allegory of spring opens the door to the 
banquets hosted by the 15th century nobility, the allegory of summer to the banquet of an 18th century bar-
on, the allegory of autumn to the festive dining table of the 19th century bourgeoisie, and that of winter to 
the 20th century feast of pork products prepared for the greatest rural festive event of koline (pig slaughter). 

Image 1: Frescoes of allegories of the seasons from the ceiling of the Knights' Hall in Maribor Castle are entry 
points for particular periods (Photo: Nives Cvikl).
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14 MAKAROVIČ, G. 1986, p. 55.
15 The work of Janez Bogataj covers an extensive period from the mid-17th century – presented in the book Z Valvazorjem za mizo de-
scribing eating habits in Carniola during the second half of the 17th century – to the present. The main resource for our studies of the 
diet in the 18th century was his introduction to Kuharske bukve by Valentin Vodnik (facsimiles with the translation into the contemporary 
Slovene in 2011). The book entitled Okusiti Maribor was a source for the study of the bourgeoisie's menus, and the monograph Ni ga tiča 
čez prašiča! and Koline for the content of the 20th century feasts.
16 KUHAR, B., MLINARIČ, J. 2002.
17 Other works by Boris Kuhar consulted in our study: Kuhinja v baroku (1988) used for the study of the 18th century diet, Dobra meščanska kuhin-
ja (2007) for the 19th century, Sto značilnih jedi slovenskih pokrajin (1998) for the 20th century, Prazniki in praznične jedi na Slovenskem (1992).
18 JERENEC, M., HERNJA MASTEN, M. 2006.
19 MAKAROVIČ, G. 1991.
20 For example: Hrana in praznovanja. Meso in mesne jedi v prazničnih obrokih na Slovenskem, in: Etnolog No. 24, 2014. Z Mariborčani za 
vsakdanjo in praznično mizo, in: Okusiti Maribor, 2015. Prehrana v Mariboru v dvajsetih in tridesetih letih 20. stoletja, 1996.
21 In addition to internal sources also SIMONITI, M. 1989; PETEK, T. 1978.
22 For example, ŠTULAR, H. 1975, 1979; ŽARGI, M. 1981; KOS, M. 2015; LAZAR, T., NABERGOJ, T., BITENC, P. 2013.
23 MAKAROVIČ, G. 1981.
24 For example, BENDINER, K. 2004; RILEY, G. 2015; FREEDMAN, P. (ed.) 2007.

Such a complex presentation necessitated detailed study of a wide range sources and literature. The main 
source for the presentation of banquets given by the Styrian nobility in the 15th century was the Travel Dia-
ries of Paolo Santonino, the chancellor of Aquileia, who in the second half of the 15th century escorted the 
vicar of the Patriarch of Aquileia, Bishop Peter Carli of Caorle, on his visits to the provinces afflicted by the Ot-
toman Wars. They undertook three trips, and during the last one – the most relevant for our research – they 
visited Styria (localities around Ptuj) and the Savinja Valley, including Konjice and the Žiče monastery. In addi-
tion to the reports on the bishop’s tours and notes about attractions and experiences, Santonino dedicated a 
substantial part of his diaries to descriptions of banquets. The hosts wanted to put their best foot forward in 
the presence of distinguished guests, so they prepared lavish feasts. Santonino’s diaries offer a good insight 
into the foods found on the dining tables of the 15th century nobility, revealing which food items were most 
prized, but they are less informative about food serving practices or dining etiquette.

Apart from Santonino’s diaries, few other sources describe the life of the 15th century nobility in the regions 
that now form Slovenia. We therefore relied on the statement by J. V. Valvasor in The Glory of the Duchy of Car-
niola highlighted by Gorazd Makarovič,14 that their lifestyle was not much different from that of other aristocra-
cy across Europe. Valvasor wrote that the customs, traditions and ways of life described in his book were those 
of the simple rural people, and that he was not documenting those of the nobility and the bourgeoisie, because 
their habits and characters were courteous, as in other cultured societies. This information was the basis for 
our decision to use two other works for our studies of older historical periods: Massimo Montanari’s Fame e 
l'abbondanza (The Culture of Food), describing the dietary options and eating habits from the 5th to the 19th 
century, and the extraordinary work by Elias Norbert Über den Prozeß der Zivilisation (The Civilizing Process), 
in which he explained the long-term processes of the development of civilization and the related behavioural 
changes among the higher classes of Western societies, all of which unavoidably left traces on their dining ta-
bles. These historical overviews were supplemented with the findings of Slovene researchers. Important sourc-
es in determining the content of the digital table for older periods were the research conducted by Janez Boga-
taj15 and Monastic Cuisine16 by Boris Kuhar,17 which includes a description of the thoughtful choice of dishes in 
monasteries, both in everyday life and on festive occasions, and which is one of the basic works on food in the 
18th century. A valuable source of information was the catalogue that accompanied the exhibition Cookbooks 
and Cuisine from the 16th Century to the Late 19th Century,18 primarily because of the abundance of archive 
sources enabling, among other things, an extraordinary insight into the foodstuffs offered at the market in Ptuj. 
The basic sources for insights into 19th century dietary practice, in addition to the above-mentioned work by 
Boris Kuhar, were Gorazd Makarovič’s Diet in Slovene Lands the 19th Century,19 and the research by Maja Godi-
na Golija,20 which also covers the 20th century. These are only some among the many sources we drew upon.

The important works that informed our study of the evolution of tableware and cutlery were catalogues of 
Slovene museums, including our own21 and the National Museum of Slovenia,22 and the monograph Slovene 
Folk Art by Gorazd Makarovič.23 To recreate the historical banquets and present them appropriately, we re-
ferred to various paintings dating from the periods in question. We used Slovene paintings whenever possi-
ble, but also consulted European ones reproduced in various books24 and accessible online.
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THE CHALLENGING PROCESS OF SETTING UP THE DIGITAL TABLE
Once we had decided the basic format, we determined which dishes were to be presented for each individual 
period. In the next phase, the objects and dishes were photographed, which took place simultaneously with 
the programming. To fulfil this task, we engaged the photographer and food stylist Miha Bratina, the prop 
manager Miha Rogan, the technical team of the visual communication company Art Rebel 9 headed by Mati-
ja Zupančič, which was responsible for the graphic concept and design, programming, the concept of user 
experience and animation, and the Piramida Educational Centre, which prepared food for the photo sessions.

Most of the objects (tableware, cutlery and tablecloths) shown on the digital table came from the collection 
of the Maribor Regional Museum, with some items borrowed from other museums, such as the National 
Museum of Slovenia, the Notranjska Museum Postojna, the Ptuj Ormož Regional Museum and the Museum 
of National Liberation Maribor. The items from the oldest historical periods were the most problematic. Our 
aim was to create images of the banquets that would be as realistic as possible, and so the items used in the 
presentation had to be convincing. In some cases, it was necessary to compromise and use a credible substi-
tute which sufficiently illustrated the features of an original item. For example, when creating the image of 
the 15th century banquet, we did not use the knives from the museum collection but rather contemporary 
knives whose design is reminiscent of that of the oldest knives.25

In selecting the dishes, we emphasized those that most frequently found their way onto the dining tables of 
the period in question. In addition, we associated menus with the allegories of seasons that serve as entry 
points. The photo session took place in March 2021, and it was obvious from the very beginning that we 
would not be able to obtain certain seasonal fruits and vegetables. For example, we had to omit fresh peach-
es, although they were considered an especially noble fruit in the 15th century.26

The photographer had to overcome one huge obstacle – the food could not be photographed inside the ta-
bleware used in the digital presentation. For this reason, he first took photos of all the tableware items and 
then enlarged and printed them on laminated foil. The prepared dishes and food items were then placed 
onto the images of plates and bowls. The shots of food were taken using the same parameters as when pho-
tographing tableware and then digitally processed, so it is practically impossible to distinguish between the 
photos of food on real plates and those of food placed on the foil bearing an image of a plate.

A good deal of attention was dedicated to the issue of how the user should observe the food. We initially 
wanted to use a side view (as when sitting at the table), but this would have increased the post-production 
costs. All the side views of dishes would have to be combined with side views of the tableware, but this 
would have been an extremely long and expensive process given the number of dishes involved. Eventu-
ally, we decided on a bird’s eye view, which for visitors is realistic because they are standing by the table 
rather than sitting at it.

The arrangement of food on the plates was also a challenge. We wanted it to be as authentic as possible, 
capturing the spirit and trends of the period. In addition to the earlier mentioned historical artworks, we also 
consulted contemporary sources, for example, an illustrated article by an English food stylist who prepared 
simulations of 18th century banquets for the BBC series Poldark.27 The preparation and photographing of 
food took place in the Piramida Educational Centre in Maribor.

25 A drawing of the knife: KUHAR, B. 1988, p. 22.
26 MONTANARI, M. 1998, pp. 115–116.
27 BLAKE, I. 2016, Giant pies, 16-hour cakes and collapsing jellies: Poldark's food stylist reveals the agony and ecstasy of recreating 18th 
century feasts for the hit BBC drama, URL: https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/food/article-3813907/Poldark-food-stylist-reveals-recre-
ating-18th-century-feast-Warleggan-House.html (quoted 30. 11. 2020).
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THE USER EXPERIENCE OF THE INTERACTIVE DIGITAL TABLE 
The interactive digital table is a big touch-screen presenting ceremonial banquets from four historical periods. It is en-
visaged to be used by at least one and optimally two active users, who may be accompanied by several other passive 
viewers who observe the interaction or possibly intervene if invited. The content is available in Slovene and English.

The user first decides which historical period he/she wants to explore, then enters the selected period though 
a short video clip – an animation of the allegory of the season which symbolizes that historical period (the 
spring for the 15th century, the summer for the 18th century, the autumn for the 19th century and the winter 
for the 20th century). In this part, the user becomes acquainted with the social trends that influenced the 
diet and dietary practices of the time. When “inside” the historical period, the user moves between individ-
ual dishes by swiping to the left or to the right. Once the dish or tableware item is selected, a touch on the 
image opens a box with additional photos and information.

Image 2: Festive banquet from the 15th century presented on the interactive table (Photo: Artrebel 9).

Each presentation features the arrangement of food characteristic of the historical period in question, as well 
as authentic tableware and cutlery. By tapping on the image of a dish or a tableware item, the user opens an 
information box. The additional information may relate to the specific dish, the tableware item or cutlery, the 
ingredients used, or specific features of the selected period. In this way, a description is offered of the approach 
to food in general and attitudes to specific foods, the changing materials and the development of the character-
istic cutlery design, and ways of eating, ranging from using fingers to the introduction of cutlery adapted for use 
with individual dishes/foods. For each period, information specific to the local environment is also provided. It 
depends on visitors and their curiosity how detailed their acquaintance with the subject will be.

A SHORT REVIEW OF CONTENT BY PERIODS 
The 15th century menu is accessed by the icon showing the allegory of spring. The dining tables of the nobil-
ity of that period were showcases of opulence and the most astonishing ways of serving. Users are startled 
by the image of a roasted kid goat clad in its own skin and whole animals served on the plates complete with 
heads and claws.28 The table also contains a plate with fish, which Santonino mentions in connection with 
practically every meal, and a multitude of fresh fruits, which at that time occupied the highest place in the 
hierarchy of plant foods.29 An emphasis is also placed on sugar, which was then extremely expensive, local 
and imported wine and various shapes of drinking vessels.

The allegory of spring gives access to a lavish 18th century banquet. It is obvious at first glance that the most prized food 
was meat, which was chopped before it was brought to the table. The pheasant pie is the last vestige of the Baroque 
dining scenography. The emphasis is on rare and hard-to-obtain food items, such as fresh oysters; the presentation 
of dedicated tableware (for example, the bowl for cooling the drinking glasses) illustrates the evolution of tableware 
design. The banquet consists of two parts, with the second part relating the story of coffee, porcelain and orangeries. 

28 MONTANARI, M. 1998, pp. 122–125.
29 Ibid., p. 115.
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The 19th century banquet reveals numerous social changes that took place during the period characterized by the 
rise of the bourgeoisie: there are three courses with soup and side dishes, the main courses, and finally coffee and 
desserts. The main course is dominated by a roasted goose which signifies both the autumn menu (Thanksgiving, 
St Martin’s Day) and the emerging national awareness of the Slovene bourgeoisie, who adopted certain elements 
of the rural festive menus as a sign of identification with their Slovene origins. The myriad of cutlery betrays their 
conviction of high cultural awareness, a plate for bones indicates a changed attitude towards domestic animals, 
and the many vegetable dishes and salads suggest the fledging notion of the vegetarian diet.

The allegory of winter reveals a festive rural meal from the peaceful days of the early 20th century. The focus 
is on koline (pig slaughter), which in the culinary world is the greatest rural winter festive event.

CONCLUSION
Digital technologies in museums are no longer seen as indicating an innovative approach, but rather as meeting 
the basic expectations of the museum audience.30 Museums need to determine the right measure when employ-
ing such technologies, because they must satisfy the expectations of various age groups with various interests 
– some visitors see a museum as a last refuge where they can peacefully enjoy timeless masterpieces and rare ar-
tefacts, while for others the presence of the bluish glow of the screen feels natural.31 The choice of digital formats 
is also important because their purpose is to complement the exhibition, so they should not divert attention to the 
device itself. The interactive experience enabled by contemporary technology should incite creativity and curiosity.

Every digital element should be set up in such a way as to enable content and technological upgrades using new 
applications. In the Maribor Regional Museum, we have already started work on the upgrades to the interactive 

Image 3: When the user taps on a dish a box appears 
with information about the dish, ingredients, cutlery 
and tableware, and ways of serving (Photo: Nives Cvikl).

30 SEDGWICK, A., LUEBKEMAN, C., HARGRAVE, J. (ed.) 2003, Museums in a Digital Age, ARUP, London, URL: https://www.arup.com/-/
media/arup/files/publications/m/fri_museums_in_the_digital_age.pdf, (quoted 18. 8. 2021, pp. 8–9).
31 NOLAN, C., The Role of Technology in Museums, URL: https://amt-lab.org/blog/2016/4/the-role-of-technology-in-museums (quoted 
8. 8. 2021).
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table to include music, paintings and dress culture. We are also considering a further digital upgrade once the 
interactive table becomes a permanent exhibit in the Knights’ Hall. A minimal digital intervention could be used 
to direct visitors to the digital table without diminishing the relevance of the exquisite historical space itself.

Apart from interconnecting various content of the museum itself, the digital table can also be integrated 
into the digital network containing content offered by other providers of cultural, sporting and recreational 
events, culinary experiences, wellness, and accommodation facilities. Interconnecting with other service and 
product providers in the region would complement the five-star experience and create an integral informa-
tion resource for various types of tourists and visitors.
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PRIKAZ ZGODOVINSKIH POJEDIN V DIGITALNEM OKOLJU NA 
PRIMERU INTERAKTIVNE MIZE V POKRAJINSKEM MUZEJU 
MARIBOR
Nives Cvikl, Pokrajinski muzej Maribor, Slovenija

Pregledni znanstveni članek (1.02)

IZVLEČEK
V prispevku govorimo o vlogi sodobne digitalne tehnologije in interaktivnih orodij v muzejskem okolju, o nji-
hovih prednostih in pasteh. Na primeru digitalne interaktivne mize, ki jo je Pokrajinski muzej Maribor umestil 
v razstavo v letu 2021, opišemo proces vzpostavitve tega digitalnega orodja od vsebinske zasnove do končne-
ga produkta. Pokrajinski muzej Maribor z digitalno interaktivno mizo, na kateri so prikazane svečane pojedine 
od 15. do 20. stoletja, sodeluje v projektu Slovenija – gastronomska regija Evrope in je del petzvezdičnega 
turističnega produkta za zahtevne goste.

KLJUČNE BESEDE
digitalna orodja, interaktivna miza, zgodovinski jedilniki

POVZETEK
Prisotnost digitalne tehnologije in različnih digitalnih orodjih v muzejih je danes povsem samoumevna. Mu-
zeji s pomočjo digitalne tehnologije predstavljajo svoje vsebine na spletu, uporabljajo jo v samem muzeju, 
kjer je prisotna pri poenostavitvi servisnih storitev (npr. sistem prodaje vstopnic, avdio vodenje po razstavah 
ipd.) in kot dopolnitev muzejskih razstav.

Ministrstvo za gospodarski razvoj in tehnologijo Republike Slovenije je oktobra 2019 objavilo javni razpis za 
dvig kompetenc vodilnih turističnih destinacij v letih 2020 in 2021. Eden od osnovnih namenov razpisa je 
bil spodbujanje digitalnega inoviranja slovenske kulturne dediščine s ciljem, da Slovenija postane vodilna 
država v Evropi, ki bo s sistematičnim digitalnim inoviranjem kulturne dediščine ustvarila unikatna turistična 
doživetja. Pokrajinski muzej Maribor je v okviru tega razpisa pristopil k projektu Razvoj turistične ponudbe 
destinacije Maribor - Pohorje in v njegovem okviru pridobil interaktivno digitalno mizo, s katero je vključen v 
petzvezdični turistični produkt za zahtevne goste.

V članku je opisan postopek zasnove, razvoja in vzpostavitve digitalnega orodja. Poudarjen je začetni razmi-
slek o za muzej najustreznejšem tehnološkem orodju in o vsebinah, ki morajo delovati kot zaključena, privlač-
na, verodostojna celota z možnostjo nenehnih vsebinskih in tehnoloških dopolnitev. Na dotikalnem zaslonu, 
ki je postavljen kot interaktivna miza, prikazujemo slavnostne pojedine od 15. do 20. stoletja. Vzpostavitev 
vsebin ni minila brez številnih izzivov, od izbiranja ustreznih muzealij za predstavitev na mizi, nabave živil, 
odločitve za predstavljene jedi, njihove priprave in ustrezne postavitve do fotografiranja in postprodukcije.

Z digitalnim prikazom slavnostnih pojedin Pokrajinski muzej Maribor vsebinsko dopolnjuje projekt Slovenija 
– gastronomska regija Evrope 2021.
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VISUAL ART IN VIRTUAL REALITY AT THE BUCHAREST 
MUNICIPALITY MUSEUM DURING THE PANDEMIC*
Ana-Maria Măciucă, Museologist at Bucharest Municipality Museum, Art Department, Bucharest, Romania, 
ana.maciuca@yahoo.com

ABSTRACT
The COVID-19 crisis has accelerated the transition to the digital realm, with museums working hard to make 
the most of what is currently available. Accustomed to seeing art in a physical space, we had to realise that 
we urgently need to move away from the physicality of exhibition spaces and create a digital environment 
that offers a new way to experience art, taking into account situations through which life puts us to the test. 
This experience has shown us something of which we were not yet aware: that using the internet as a tool 
to reach large audiences in new ways has the potential to make very deep connections with the public and 
provide alternative ways to experience art.

KEYWORDS
virtual exhibition, online magazines, online articles, online activity, digitalisation.

SUMMARY
During the pandemic, the Bucharest Municipality Museum transferred its activity online, the entire spe-
cialised staff – historians, archaeologists, experts in art and art history, museologists – being mobilised im-
mediately after the decision was made to close the museums to the public. Fifteen Facebook pages were 
transformed into real historical and cultural magazines, virtual exhibitions were created and launched, ed-
ucational and fun activities for children were carried out, 24 documentary films about important moments 
and personalities of our history were made available online, competitions for art lovers were launched, two 
specialised magazines edited by the museum were digitised and offered to the public, and video stages of  
unique exhibitions were prepared. Of course, the challenges that need to be overcome are considerable, but 
as in everything else, people will be motivated to adapt because, it turns out, the end result is well worth it.

As it stands now, the art world needs to make sure that it does its best to embrace these new solutions and 
make them work for the benefit of all involved. The typical problems that prevent the physical world from 
functioning will be easier to handle as they are simply non-existent in the online environment. However, 
it takes a lot of effort, understanding and collaboration, important mutual support within the team, and a 
collective involvement through which, balancing experience and expertise in the media, to create an always 
improving museum journey.

The COVID-19 crisis has accelerated the transition to the digital realm, with museums working hard to make 
the most of what is currently available. Accustomed to seeing art in a physical space, we had to realise that 
we urgently need to move away from the physicality of exhibition spaces and create a digital environment 
that offers a new way to experience art, taking into account situations through which life puts us to the test. 
This experience has shown us something we were not yet aware of: that using the internet as a tool to reach 
large audiences in new ways has the potential to make very deep connections with the public and provide 
alternative ways to experience art.

* Translation: Ana-Maria Măciucă
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VIZUALNA UMETNOST V VIRTUALNI REALNOSTI V MESTNEM 
MUZEJU V BUKAREŠTI MED PANDEMIJO 
Ana-Maria Măciucă, Mestni muzej Bukarešta, Bukarešta, Romunija

IZVLEČEK
Pandemija covida-19 je pospešila prehod v digitalno okolje, pri čemer so skušali muzeji čim bolje izkoristiti 
vse možnosti, ki so jih imeli na voljo. Umetnost smo bili vajeni gledati v stvarnem okolju, nato pa smo spozna-
li, da se bo treba odmakniti od fizičnih razstavnih prostorov in ustvariti digitalno okolje, ki ponuja nov način 
za doživljanje umetnosti, ob upoštevanju razmer, s katerimi nas življenje preskuša. Izkušnja nam je pokazala 
nekaj dotlej neznanega: da je mogoče s spletom kot orodjem za nove načine doseganja širšega občinstva 
oblikovati močne povezave z javnostjo in ponuditi alternativne načine doživljanja umetnosti.

KLJUČNE BESEDE
virtualne razstave, spletne revije, spletni članki, spletne dejavnosti, digitalizacija 

POVZETEK
Mestni muzej Bukarešta je med pandemijo prenesel svoje dejavnosti na splet. Takoj po sprejetju odločitve, 
da se muzeji zaprejo za javnost, je bilo sklicano vse strokovno osebje – zgodovinarji, arheologi, strokovnjaki 
za umetnost in umetnostno zgodovino, muzeologi. Petnajst Facebookovih strani se je preobrazilo v prave 
zgodovinske in kulturne revije, oblikovale in »odpirale« so se virtualne razstave, izvajale so se izobraževalne in 
zabavne aktivnosti za otroke, na spletu je bilo dostopnih 24 dokumentarnih filmov o pomembnih trenutkih in 
osebnostih naše zgodovine, organizirana so bila tekmovanja za ljubitelje umetnosti, dve specializirani reviji, 
ki ju ureja muzej, sta bili digitalizirani in dani na voljo javnosti, pripravljene so bile tudi videopredstavitve o 
postavljanju posebnih razstav. Seveda so izzivi, ki jih prinaša takšen način dela, precejšnji, a se je pokazalo, da 
je končni rezultat vreden vloženega truda in da se posameznikom zaradi tega ne bo težko prilagajati. 

Svet umetnosti v sedanji obliki mora usmeriti vsa prizadevanja v to, da nove rešitve posvoji ter jih prilagodi 
svojim potrebam in deležnikom. Značilne težave, zaradi katerih se dejanski svet lahko ustavi, bo lažje pre-
magovati, saj v spletnem okolju tako rekoč izginejo. Vse to pa zahteva velika prizadevanja, razumevanje in 
sodelovanje, pomembna je vzajemna podpora v timu ter vključenost celotnega kolektiva. Z vzpostavitvijo 
pravega ravnovesja med izkušnjami in poznavanjem medijev je mogoče ustvariti muzejsko popotovanje, ki 
se na vsakem koraku le še izboljšuje.

Pandemija covida-19 je pospešila prehod v digitalno okolje, pri čemer so skušali muzeji čim bolje izkoristiti 
vse možnosti, ki so jih imeli na voljo. Umetnost smo bili vajeni gledati v stvarnem okolju, nato pa smo spozna-
li, da se bo treba odmakniti od fizičnih razstavnih prostorov in ustvariti digitalno okolje, ki ponuja nov način 
za doživljanje umetnosti, ob upoštevanju razmer, s katerimi nas življenje preskuša. Izkušnja nam je pokazala 
nekaj dotlej neznanega: da je mogoče s spletom kot orodjem za nove načine doseganja širšega občinstva 
oblikovati močne povezave z javnostjo in ponuditi alternativne načine doživljanja umetnosti.
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PARTICIPATORY DISPLAYS: SPECTACULAR FUSIONS AND 
INTERFERENCES OF EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGES (VIDEO 
ART AND ANIMATION, SOUND, LIGHT AND CREATIVE 
WRITING)*
Sârbu Alexandra, Curator & Museum Educator, The Art Museum of Cluj-Napoca, Romania,  
as_sarbu@yahoo.com

ABSTRACT
A rare exhibition in the Romanian museum landscape, but a brave one in terms of the conceptual and meth-
odological approach to the relationship between art and education, has transformed the Art Museum in 
Cluj-Napoca into a scene of overflowing creative energy that opens new and surprising perspectives on some 
reference works from the patrimony of the National Gallery. Participatory Displays is the result of an ambi-
tious process of construction and collaborative creation based on the convergence between instructive-ed-
ucational practice focused on art experimentation and contemporary artistic research, which is clearly and 
distinctly part of the dynamics of cultural production. 

KEYWORDS
creative collaboration, co-creation project, interdisciplinarity, participatory displays, national artistic patri-
mony, museum permanent collections, The Art Museum of Cluj-Napoca 

SUMMARY
A rare exhibition in the Romanian museum landscape, but a brave one in terms of the conceptual and meth-
odological approach to the relationship between art and education, has transformed the Art Museum in 
Cluj-Napoca into a scene of overflowing creative energy that opens new and surprising perspectives on some 
reference works from the patrimony of the National Gallery. Participatory Displays is the result of an ambi-
tious process of construction and collaborative creation based on the convergence between instructive-ed-
ucational practice focused on art experimentation and contemporary artistic research, which is clearly and 
distinctly part of the dynamics of cultural production. This interdisciplinary co-creation project was initiated 
by the Art Museum in Cluj-Napoca and organised in partnership with the Department of Photo-Video-Digital 
Image Processing within the local University of Art and Design. In this way, the students actively involved in 
the whole process gave shape and space to a multidimensional expressiveness that reveals an ingenious and 
captivating narrative perspective on some iconic paintings in modern Romanian art, the structure of which 
was built together in a complex laboratory of projective thinking, through active-participatory observation 
exercises, reflective dialogues and empathic listening, unexpected analogies, a playful spirit and a mobilising 
dose of creative imagination. It is an approach that facilitated close and deep contact with the museum's 
collections, encouraging young people to take real possession of this wonderful space, to uncover it, hand-
ing it back, symbolically speaking, infinitely richer to others, through their own perceptions, reflections and 
emotional filters. And with regard to the experience lived in the museum, it certainly gave the impression of 
an authentic process of discovery and knowledge and, no less important, of personal and relational trans-
formation. In other words, the students acted as independent generators of meaning and significance, to 
whom the museum offered a platform of potentialities, but especially a voice with unrestricted expression, 
along with the joy of imaginative freedom and, last but not least, the autonomy to be able to act as authentic 
creative agents.

* Translation: Alexandra Sârbu
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PARTICIPATORNI PRIKAZI: IZJEMNO ZDRUŽEVANJE IN PREPLE-
TANJE  IZRAZNIH JEZIKOV (VIDEOUMETNOST IN ANIMACIJA, 
ZVOK, SVETLOBA IN KREATIVNO PISANJE)
Alexandra Sârbu, Muzej umetnosti v Cluju-Napoci, Romunija

IZVLEČEK
Razstava, na kakršne v romunski muzejski krajini redko naletimo, s pogumnim konceptualnim in metodolo-
škim pristopom k odnosu med umetnostjo in izobraževanjem, je Muzej umetnosti v Cluju-Napoci spremenila 
v prizorišče kipeče ustvarjalne energije, ki odpira nove in presenetljive poglede na nekatera referenčna dela 
iz zakladnice Narodne galerije. Projekt Participatorni prikazi (Participatory Displays) je rezultat ambicioznega 
procesa izgradnje in sodelovalnega ustvarjanja. Nastal je na podlagi konvergence med poučevalno-izobraže-
valno prakso, ki se osredotoča na umetniško eksperimentiranje in sodobno umetniško raziskovanje in ki lahko 
brez kančka dvoma velja za del dinamike kulturne produkcije.  

KLJUČNE BESEDE
ustvarjalno sodelovanje, soustvarjalni projekt, interdisciplinarnost, participatorni prikazi, narodna umetniška 
dediščina, stalne muzejske zbirke, Muzej umetnosti v Cluju-Napoci  

POVZETEK
Razstava, na kakršne v romunski muzejski krajini redko naletimo, a s pogumnim konceptualnim in metodolo-
škim pristopom k odnosu med umetnostjo in izobraževanjem, je Muzej umetnosti v Cluju-Napoci spremenila 
v prizorišče kipeče ustvarjalne energije, ki odpira nove in presenetljive poglede na nekatera referenčna dela iz 
zakladnice Narodne galerije. Projekt Participatorni prikazi (Participatory Displays) je rezultat ambicioznega pro-
cesa izgradnje in sodelovalnega ustvarjanja. Nastal je na podlagi konvergence med poučevalno-izobraževalno 
prakso, ki se osredotoča na umetniško eksperimentiranje in sodobno umetniško raziskovanje in ki lahko brez 
kančka dvoma velja za del dinamike kulturne produkcije. Ta interdisciplinarni soustvarjalni projekt je zasnoval 
Muzej umetnosti v Cluju-Napoci in ga organiziral v sodelovanju z Oddelkom za obdelavo foto-video-digitalnih 
slik na tamkajšnji Univerzi za umetnost in oblikovanje. Tako so študentje, vključeni v celoten proces, dali obliko 
in prostor večrazsežnostni izraznosti, ki odpira domiselno in privlačno pripovedno perspektivo na nekatera 
ikonična slikarska dela v sodobni romunski umetnosti, struktura katere je nastala na kompleksni delavnici pro-
jektnega razmišljanja, z aktivnimi in participatornimi vajami opazovanja, reflektivnimi dialogi in empatičnim 
poslušanjem, nepričakovanimi analogijami, igrivostjo in ustvarjalno domišljijo v ravno pravem odmerku, ki 
spodbuja aktivno udeležbo. Ta pristop je odprl bližnji in globok stik z muzejskimi zbirkami in spodbudil mlade, 
da zavzamejo ta čudoviti prostor, ga odkrijejo in vrnejo v simbolnem pomenu neizmerno bogatejšega za druge, 
s svojimi lastnimi dojemanji, razmišljanji in čustvenimi filtri. Sáma izkušnja v muzeju pa je zagotovo vzbudila 
vtis avtentičnega procesa odkrivanja in znanja ter, kar ni nič manj pomembno, osebne in relacijske preobrazbe. 
Povedano drugače: študentje so delovali kot samostojni ustvarjalci pomena in pomembnosti; muzej jim je dal 
na voljo platformo možnosti, zlasti pa glas z neomejeno izrazno možnostjo in veseljem domišljijske svobode, 
ne nazadnje pa tudi avtonomijo, da so lahko delovali kot avtentični kreativni ustvarjalci. 
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FEAR OF ART*
Andreja Repič Agrež, Mentor in CCI and Marketing Strategist, Andreja Repič Agrež s.p., Nova Gorica, Slovenia, 
andreja.agrez@gmail.com

Professional article (1.04)

ABSTRACT
Art manifests itself in works of art. A work of art is of course constructed through work, and work is a 
concept created and sustained through contending discourses. Observed through the prism of choice, 
purpose and reward, differences can be identified between general and artistic work. Subsequently, it is 
the immateriality and the possibility of being an ‘ideal’ model of work that leads to fear of art.

KEYWORDS
work, immaterial work, purpose, reward, work in art

INTRODUCTION
Tate Modern in London is one of my favourite galleries. When I was in London with my two children, I of 
course wanted to share this awe with them, but I also knew that I had to prepare them for the experience. 
Not that they haven’t seen modern galleries and museums before, but Tate Modern was the first one of such 
grandeur. So, my instructions were the following: “children, you might see things at Tate Modern which make 
you wonder whether they are art or something the cleaning lady left behind – and that is all right”. In the end, 
we actually did not see anything from the cleaning ladies and were able to identify the works of art.

A while later, this episode came back to me when I was reading an article by Judith Ann Moriarty in which she 
refers to an exhibition in The Green Gallery in Milwaukee, USA, featuring a broom hanging from the ceiling. 
The exhibition made her wonder “if art isn’t art unless it has to be explained”,1 since it seemed to her that 
conceptual art can easily be misunderstood without a proper frame of reference. Despite Marcel Duchamp’s 
concept of readymades (mass-produced, functional objects designated as art), popularised decades ago, 
conceptual art can still easily be questioned. However, my interest here is not in the communicative value of 
contemporary art, but how the perceived value of art might have some roots in the attitude towards art and 
in particular attitude towards the value of work in art. Or if I take the example of the broom in The Green 
Gallery and the (non-existent) experience with cleaning ladies at Tate Modern, the question is why cleaning 
itself or the objects used for cleaning do have a generally agreed and non-questioned value, but moved out 
of their syntax their value becomes debatable. Why does a cleaner using a broom have a fixed value (in terms 
of monetary value of work per hour), but the artist with a broom cannot count on that? And specifically, I am 
referring to the extreme negative value of the brooming artist’s work, the latter being zero, sometimes just 
because the result of his work is not (necessary) cleanliness.

FIRST, WHAT IS A WORK OF ART?
Art manifests itself in works of art. So, there is work as an action and the results of work which take different 
shapes and forms. A quick search for the definition of ‘work of art’ in dictionaries brings very similar results. 
For example, the Cambridge Dictionary defines a work of art as “an object made by an artist of great skill, 
especially a painting, drawing, or statue”.2 It is quite clear that in dictionaries, which are basic books that de-
scribe and define the meaning of words, the concept of work of art is very simplistic. And it could be that the 
same understanding of the concept is shared by the public (with the exception of the art public), which could 
subsequently offer some insight into the public attitude towards art. Seeing a work of art, but not being able 
to recognise the skill that was put into it, puts the value of the entire work of art under question.

* Translation: Andreja Repič Agrež
1 MORIARTY, J.A. 2012, A broom is a broom unless it is art, Urban Milwaukee on the Web, 5. 2. 2012. URL: https://urbanmilwaukee.
com/2012/02/05/a-broom-is-a-broom-unless-its-art/ (quoted 25. 5. 2021).
2 CAMBRIDGE DICTIONARY, URL: https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/work-of-art (quoted 26. 5. 2021). 
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Of course, it is not just the skill that defines the work of art and its value. Interestingly enough, its value is 
not so much in itself. When in Dialectic of Enlightenment Horkheimer and Adorno speak about the culture 
industry and the value of art, they make a poignant point: “Everything has value only in so far as it can be 
exchanged, not in so far as it is something in itself.”3 That is why in the hands of the cleaner a broom has a 
fixed (but minimal) value, while the value of the broom the artist has hung on the wall can be as much as 
somebody is willing to pay for it. In that sense, as much as the broom on the wall stimulates new associa-
tions, visions, and concepts, it also stimulates a new flow of monetary value. Erik Schwimmer also supports 
the view that in art “work is manifestly being converted into exchange rather than use values”.4 However, for 
Schwimmer there are three different kinds of value: the exchange value, the use value and the value based 
on socially necessary work time (hourly or fixed pro rata payment for artistic service).

Hannah Arendt takes a stricter view on the matter, since she defines a work of art as “a number of objects 
which are strictly without any utility whatsoever and which, moreover, because they are unique, are not 
exchangeable and therefore defy equalization through a common denominator such as money; if they enter 
the exchange market, they can only be arbitrarily priced”.5 According to Arendt a work of art is so very unique 
that it cannot be compared to anything, there is no frame of reference in terms of its value. The broom on the 
wall has no referential value compared to the painting hanging next to it, or a broom at the convenient store.
Or as Alison Gerber puts it “Defining ‘quality,’ like ‘value,’ is a real problem in the arts”.6

All in all, the value of a work of art is not its use value, but its exchange value. However, as Arendt points out, 
also the exchange value is not fixed, but always arbitrary.

BUT THEN AGAIN, WHAT IS WORK IN GENERAL?
In her book The Human Condition, Hannah Arendt7 differentiates between three fundamental human activities: 
labour, work, and action. The definition (and distinction) of the first two is of particular importance for this discus-
sion. Arendt defines labour as bodily activity designed to ensure survival in which the results are consumed almost 
immediately. Work, on the other hand, is the activity that is undertaken with hands and gives an objectivity to the 
word. Strictly speaking, labour almost no longer exists in the contemporary world anymore, there are very few 
societies left where the result of work (which would be mostly food, since that is the substance that enables sur-
vival) is instantly consumed. However, if the term of immediate consumption allows for one additional step (labour 
– money – consumption) the concept of labour becomes very visible and tangible in today’s world. In that sense 
labour would be defined (very often but not exclusively) as bodily activity designed to ensure survival in which the 
monetary value produced by labour is consumed almost immediately. The distinction between work and labour is 
very important in subsequent understanding of the overall value or work and in particular work in art.

In the case of a work of art, the value is defined based on its (arbitrary) exchange value, meaning the value 
is defined through a discourse. The same applies to the value of work, or as Keith Grint defines it in The So-
ciology of Work: “the meanings of work do not inhere within the practices of participants but are created, 
challenged, altered and sustained through the contending discourses.”8 Grint gives a stellar example with 
domestic activities, which could be defined as work, leisure or drudgery; however, their definition does not 
depend upon the activity, but how we interpret and read them through an appropriate lexicon. If we again 
pick up the broom, it become an artwork when put on a wall and somebody is prepared to pay for it; on the 
other hand, sweeping with it will not necessarily be defined as work, since it is a matter of discourse, it could 
be for instance be called a dance or a workout. This means that the concept of work is a social construct. 
Furthermore, the definition of work is highly selective, since as Grint also points out: “exactly what counts 
as work depends upon the interpretation of powerful groups”.9 What counts as work is a matter of discourse 
and what counts as work of art is a matter of discourse too. 

3 HORKHEIMER, A., ADORNO, T.W., 2002, p. 128.
4 SCHWIMMER, E. 1979, p. 294.
5 ARENDT, H. 1998, p. 320. 
6 GERBER, A. 2017, p. 7.
7 ARENDT, H. 1998.
8 GRINT, K. 2005, p. 8.
9 Ibid., p. 390.
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10 Fordist production or Fordism follows two major principles: standardization of the product (big quantities of the same product) and 
assembly line (work divided in stages and simple tasks, not requiring skilled workers). 
11 GERBER, A., CHILDRESS, C. 2017.
12 LAZZARATO, M. 1996.

Besides the value of work, another important aspect is appreciation, which is not only the recognition of 
work’s value, but also its quality and significance. The work will be appreciated when it requires (special) 
skills (and those are obtained through many hours of study and training), when it takes a lot of time to com-
plete or when it is aesthetically pleasing. Going back to the distinction between labour and work, it becomes 
clear that labour does not fulfil the criteria for being appreciated. First, labour does not require special skills, 
since in many cases it is a repetitive course of actions, requiring minimal mental (or creative) effort. Secondly, 
labour usually follows the rules of Fordist production,10 characterised by a workflow made up of actions at 
each step of the process, which are being repeated over and over again. And third, the results of labour need 
to be useful and efficient (only to enable survival), while aesthetics are not an important criterion. However, 
since labour is not appreciated, it is also not valued, or rather, it has a low value. In a world where the labour 
value is low (but labour enables survival), how can the labourer have any appreciation for other kinds of 
work? When people do not get appreciation and recognition for their own labour, it is very difficult for them 
to appreciate the work of others.

THERE IS A DIFFERENCE IN PERCEPTION OF WORK
The understanding, perception and experience of work sustains the difference between artistic and any other kind 
of work, and thus the difference between an artist and an ordinary person. As Gerber and Childress point out in 
their article in American Behavioral Scientist, in classical social theory artists are seen as “romantics who hope to 
avoid the conventional constraints of working life”.11 There seems to be a shared public view on this, but I would 
like to argue that this attitude towards the constraints of working life comes from a different attitude toward the 
work itself. I will address this dichotomy through the three specific prisms of choice, purpose, and reward.

FACTOR ONE: CHOICE
Going through the educational system, children are encouraged to choose a professional path that will en-
able them to survive and be independent. Their goal becomes to get a job, pay taxes and bills, sustain them-
selves and their families. Of course, they might have their preferences, hobbies and desires, but in the end 
they will be encouraged to take a path that will enable them to earn money. Eventually, they will become 
part of the system in which they will spend most of their day doing things that mean nothing to them. And 
if they are lucky (and still have time or energy when they finish their regular work – the job) they might have 
some time to devote to things they really care about, giving them joy and a sense of (immaterial) purpose. 

Well, for artists the story does not go quite like that. It would be very difficult to find an artist who decided 
for a creative career because it ensured survival (in the economic sense). Artists do not make a choice, they 
are devoted to their “calling”, to what fulfils them and presents itself as the only possible life; they choose 
passion, even if it means economic unsustainability.

There are two other perspectives that cause frustrations with work, the first being the idea that work needs 
to involve suffering. This leads to a dangerous assumption that unless there is suffering, there is no work, 
which follows the analogy of “work hard” (supported by the other extreme of “play hard”). However, hard 
work is also very much associated with physical work, while the reality of today is that the amount of hard, 
physical work has greatly diminished. And while there is less demand for physical muscles, there is increasing 
demand for brain muscles, which while it can be exhausting, can no longer be defined as suffering.

The other perspective is the notion there is more and more work required, in a sense that a contemporary 
worker needs to work longer hours than before. This of course depends on our perspective. If we consider 
the fact that in industrialised countries at the beginning of the 20th century the 72-hour week was a norm, 
today’s 40-hour week seems like a great improvement. On the other hand, many jobs today are tending to 
slip again towards the 72-hour week mark, either because of commuting time or because the distinction be-
tween leisure time and work time is disappearing. This is a particular characteristic of immaterial work, the 
concept developed by Maurizio Lazzarato,12 which will be touched upon later in the text.
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13 SUTTON-SMITH, B. 1997.
14 CSIKSZENTMIHALYI, M. 2002, p. 160.
15 Ibid.

Doing work that requires more and more time, but at the same time does not bring satisfaction (since it is 
based on survival) can of course cause frustration in relation to those that look at work as life’s mission (since 
it is based on purpose and to some extent inner calling). The play theorist Brian Sutton-Smith13 posed an 
interesting thesis, when he claimed that the opposite of play is not work, but depression. This could be para-
phrased into the following: the opposite of work is not play, but depression. People who suffer at work have 
the attitude that work is forced upon them, so it does not give them motivation or energy. Subsequently, this 
also gives them a very limited view into the possibility of the positive experience of work (which of course 
does not lead to depression).

FACTOR TWO: PURPOSE
Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, in his book Flow (The Psychology of Optimal Experience), which touches upon the 
purpose of and motivation for work, says: “the apathy of many of the people around us is not due to their 
being physically or mentally exhausted. The problem seems to lie more in the modern worker’s relation to his 
job, with the ways he perceives his goals in relation to it.”14 Broadly speaking, people find no specific purpose 
in their work, apart from the money. Artists, on the other hand, have a vision regarding their work, which 
makes their efforts rewarding, meaningful and fulfilling. In fact, if more people asked themselves about the 
purpose of their work, they would most probably not find one. This of course does not mean that their work 
is not relevant, since everyone performs a specific function within our economic system. However, function 
and purpose are two very different things. When questioning the meaning of work this can easily lead to 
deep disappointment and the overall questioning of the meaning of life. It is much easier to reject any other 
kind of (creative) work and diminish its value. Of course, every individual can find a purpose in work, but that 
calls for discipline, creativity and taking responsibility. Most jobs, however, do not require this kind of attitude 
– on the contrary, they do not appreciate it. Work in the arts, on the other hand, entails vision, is inspiring, 
fulfilling and full of purpose.

It could be said there are two different attitudes toward life and work. When people work to live, the main 
purpose of their work is survival (which also causes enormous stress). To satisfy all the material needs they 
have, they are willing to submit themselves to strenuous work. To buy things they think they need, they do 
things they do not like, which is in a way a pathological postponement of pleasure. But when the situation 
is reversed and people live to work, the motivation for work is of course completely different. In such cases 
there is no suffering, work represents the meaning of life; meaning in a very positive sense, since it brings 
basic fulfilment and joy in life. Work in art is life devoted to work (and not vice versa).

FACTOR THREE: REWARD
Payment for work done is usually referred to as compensation; in return for their time, energy and skills 
people are compensated with money. It is not only money that can be a reward, but instead compensation 
also comes in material and immaterial form. Material reward is crucial for survival (buying food and clothes, 
paying bills, sustaining the family) and it also presents the basis for social hierarchy. The bigger the material 
compensation, the bigger the economic power, the higher the social status. We all know the game.

That is not the case with immaterial rewards. Those are internal, they come from within and therefore defy 
comparison and competition. They do not bring economic power or social status, but they do bring a deep 
sense of satisfaction. This is where the problems arise, since as Csikszentmihalyi points out, “when it comes 
to work, people do not heed the evidence of their senses. They disregard the quality of immediate experi-
ence, and base their motivation instead on the strongly rooted cultural stereotype of what work is supposed 
to be like.”15 For the great majority, the main goal of work is material compensation, which puts the activity 
much closer to the concept of labour. As Csikszentmihalyi puts it in his theory of flow, if people were be able 
to focus on their pertinent activity, make it relevant and include all their senses, they would not only enjoy 
it more, but also be more productive. In that sense, if people would manage to focus on the immaterial re-
wards of work, material rewards would also follow.
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With work in art this logic is reversed. Artists are focused on the intrinsic rewards, being able to freely express 
themselves is their main motivation. Of course, this does not mean that extrinsic, material rewards would be 
completely irrelevant, despite them being very arbitrary and based on exchange value, since artists do live 
within the same economic system as everybody else. 

What is pertinent for the work in art is its immateriality. At which point, the concept of immaterial work de-
veloped by Maurizio Lazzarato becomes relevant. Lazzarato defines immaterial work as “the labor that pro-
duces the informational and cultural content of the commodity.”16 There are two specific aspects of labour 
that Lazzarato touches upon – the informational value, that refers to the increased digitalisation of work, 
and the cultural value, which is not “normally recognized as ‘work’ – in other words, the kinds of activities 
involved in defining and fixing cultural and artistic standards, fashions, tastes, consumer norms, and, more 
strategically, public opinion.”17 This is exactly the kind of work in art that defies its value in a materialistic 
sense. As much as work in art results in material aspects (painting, sculpture, performance, book, theatrical 
play), its function is not in what people see, hear or read, but what they experience during those activities, 
which are transmitting ideas and emotions. Or as philosopher Alain De Botton puts it, “art (...) is a therapeutic 
medium that helps to guide, exhort and console its audiences, assisting them in evolving into better versions 
of themselves.”18 The greatest value of art is not its market value, but its emotional value.

BUT THERE IS FEAR
Making a very broad generalisation, it could be said that there are two extreme opposites of work – one is la-
bour and the other immaterial work. Subsequently there are two extremes of people – the ones that perform 
labour and the others that perform immaterial work, with a great gap between them. However, the fear that 
comes from that gap flows more strongly in one direction: people who perform labour have a fear towards 
people who do immaterial work. This is not fear in its essential form (anticipation of danger), but fear of 
accepting something that is outside of the realm of one’s understanding, in this specific case the understand-
ing of work. This fear is so strong that it transforms into rejection. That is why it can be so easy to reject the 
hanging broom in The Green Gallery in Milwaukee. The broom involves minimum labour (the act of hanging 
it), so it has no value. When in fact the broom presents substantial immaterial value: it makes people stop 
and think, consider their actions and implications in the contemporary world, think about people who use 
the broom, what their actions mean, how the broom is present in everyday lives and how our grandmother 
used it. It is this kind of thinking, I believe, that causes deep internal distress, since it questions the entire 
reality around us and in this way forces us to be aware and potentially better people. 

There is also one specific aspect of immaterial work that causes concern. In its immateriality, as Lazzarato 
describes, “it becomes increasingly difficult to distinguish leisure time from work time. In a sense, life be-
comes inseparable from work.”19 That is the basic characteristic of immaterial work. However, when work 
represents forced choice, no purpose and minimal reward, it sounds quite frightening to think those aspects 
would spill over to leisure time as well. So, to think that life would be work (a work that is somehow forced 
and unenjoyable) this of course sounds frightening.

And then there is the greatest fear of them all. As Matt Stahl20 points out, the particularity of cultural work (or 
work in art) is not in distinguishing it from other forms of work, but rather in its potential as an ‘ideal model’ 
for other types of work. In this case the ideal work would be one that is chosen as a ‘calling’, a mission, with 
deep purpose and meaning and rich intrinsic rewards. But also, one that is playful (not hard) and extends 
through all spheres of our lives (meaning there would be no division between leisure time and work time). 
For some people that sounds ideal, but for many it presents something beyond imagination and that is where 
fear plays a crucial part.

16 LAZZARATO, M. 1996, p. 132.
17 Ibid.
18 DE BOTTON, A. 2014, p. 382.
19 LAZZARATO, M. 1996, p. 137.
20 STAHL, M. 2013.
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STRAH PRED UMETNOSTJO
Andreja Repič Agrež, Nova Gorica, Slovenija

Strokovni članek (1.04)

IZVLEČEK
Umetnost se kaže v umetniškem delu. Umetniško delo je seveda zasnovano na delu, to pa je koncept, ki se 
ustvarja in vzdržuje v diskurzu. Razlike med splošnim in umetniškim delom je moč opazovati skozi prizmo 
izbire, smisla in nagrade. Izkaže se, da sta nematerialnost umetniškega dela in potencialnost za model »ide-
alnega« dela tista, ki vzbujata strah pred umetnostjo.

KLJUČNE BESEDE
delo, nematerialno delo, smisel, nagrada, delo v umetnosti

POVZETEK
Ob obisku muzeja sodobne umetnosti nas včasih presenetijo predmeti, za katere ne vemo, ali gre za ume-
tnost ali jih je za sabo pustila čistilka. Ta članek se ne ukvarja s komunikacijsko vrednostjo sodobne umetno-
sti, temveč raziskuje vrednost umetniškega dela in kako se ta razlikuje od običajnega, splošnega dela. Začne 
se z vprašanjem, kaj je umetniško delo. Izkaže se, da vrednost umetniškega dela ni fiksna, ampak ima delo 
vrednost le, če ga je mogoče zamenjati. Če pogledamo opredelitve dela na splošno, so razmišljanja Han-
nah Arendt o različnih vrstah človeških dejavnosti ključnega pomena. Pri razlikovanju med delom (labour) in 
ustvarjanjem (work) postane jasno, da je delo (z nekaj spremembami) prevladujoča oblika človeške dejavno-
sti. Prav razumevanje koncepta dela kaže na razliko med umetniškim delom in drugimi vrstami dela in s tem 
tudi na razliko med umetniki in (navadnimi) ljudmi. Ta dihotomija je nadalje obravnavana skozi prizmo izbire, 
smisla in nagrade. Kar zadeva izbiro in delo, se ta začne v šolstvu, ko otroke spodbujamo, da izberejo poklic-
no pot, ki jim omogoča zaposlitev in preživetje. S tem pa se ujamejo v življenjski ritem, ki jih ne motivira. Za 
umetnike je zgodba povsem drugačna, izbire sploh ni, saj obstaja le ena pot: sledenje njihovemu poslanstvu. 
Ko se dotaknemo teme smisla, so tu velika odstopanja – ljudje v svojem delu na splošno ne najdejo pravega 
smisla. Za umetnike je smisel njihove dejavnosti jasen: zadovoljujejo potrebo, da se izrazijo. In končno je tu 
vprašanje nagrajevanja, pri čemer je materialno nadomestilo najbolj pomembno, saj je povezano z ekonom-
sko močjo in socialnim statusom. Ob tem pa se velikokrat pozabi, da ima delo lahko tudi veliko nematerialno 
nagrado in nudi globok občutek zadovoljstva. V teoriji flow obstaja preprosta teza, da je osredotočenost na 
nematerialne koristi dela ključnega pomena in lahko posledično prinaša tudi večje materialne nagrade. Ko 
govorimo o nematerialnih nagradah, je pomembno, da se ozremo tudi na nematerialno delo, pri čemer je 
najbolj problematično dejstvo, da nematerialno delo prinaša zamegljevanje razlike med delom in prostim ča-
som. Na koncu postane jasno, da je nematerialnost dela tisti dejavnik, ki vodi do strahu v umetnosti, ob tem, 
da bi bilo tovrstno delo lahko celo »idealni« model dela.
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PLAYING WITH LISZT – MUSEUM EDUCATIONAL 
PRACTICES IN THE LISZT MUSEUM OF BUDAPEST*
Dóra Bodrogai, Tour Guide and Museum Educator, Liszt Ferenc Academy of Music, Liszt Ferenc Memorial Museum 
and Research Centre, Budapest, Hungary, bodrogai.dora@zeneakademia.hu
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Professional article (1.04)

ABSTRACT
Since opening in 1986, the Liszt Ferenc Memorial Museum and Research Centre has fulfilled an import-
ant role not only in Hungarian musical and cultural life, but also in international Liszt research. In recent 
years, the museum has tried to open its doors to younger visitors: museum educational programmes, 
guided tours for students, family days, and different competitions have targeted mostly school-aged 
children and their families. The aim of these special programmes is to draw in a larger number of Hun-
garian visitors and to acquaint them with Liszt’s music, life and times. The purpose of the paper is to 
illustrate these efforts through the years and present their current status.

KEY WORDS
Liszt Museum Budapest, museum education, practices, directions, museum pedagogy, museum andragogy

Museums are important, everybody knows that. They show us the past, teach us about different areas of life. 
But how can we make them appeal to younger generations, who seem to be less reachable? This short paper 
presents the methods and practices we use to bring closer to younger generations (and through them, their 
parents) a lesser-known Hungarian museum.

The Liszt Ferenc Memorial Museum and Research Centre in Budapest opened in its present form in 1986, 
under the direction of Mária Eckhardt, musicologist and Liszt expert. As far back as 1925, Jenő Hubay, then 
President of the Academy of Music founded by Liszt and others prominent figures of the Hungarian politi-
cal and cultural scene of the 19th century,1 honoured the late master by opening memorial rooms for the 
50th anniversary of his death in the new building of the Academy on Liszt Ferenc Square. The exhibition 
showcased personal items and instruments, such as the combined piano-reed organ, a Chickering piano, 
his books and sheet music, and furniture like a composing desk and prie-dieu. After a while, this space 
proved to be too small and the exhibitions had to be moved to a bigger room on the third floor, because of 
the many personal items acquired from collectors, admirers, and in deposit from several museums. During 
World War 2, the items were placed in a bunker and after the war, in 1955, the exhibition was reopened. 
After the building of the Old Academy on Sugár Avenue was given back to the Academy in 1982, the path 
to a new museum dedicated entirely to Liszt was cleared. The museum’s opening ceremony was in the year 
of the centennial of Liszt’s death, 1986.2

Educational programmes were not a top priority then, but the need to teach the public about the master was 
already present. The first programmes which could be perceived as educational were the matinee concerts, 
a tradition which goes back to the times of Liszt himself: the master and his students organised them every 
Sunday, which also served to open the career path of the students and to introduce them to the public. The 
revived matinee concerts were intended to educate the public through a short presentation of pieces and 
composers before the musical programme, and after the concert visitors sometimes had the opportunity to 
listen to Liszt’s own instruments being played, to everyone’s delight. Sadly, this practice had to stop, as the 

* Translation: Dóra Bodrogai, Zsuzsanna Kovács 
1 After many years, the first higher institution for music studies, the Royal Hungarian Academy of Music, finally opened its gates to 
students on November 14, 1875. The newly founded academy had just two majors, piano and composition studies, five professors 
(Ferenc Liszt, Ferenc Erkel, Kornél Ábrányi, Robert Volkmann, Sándor Nikolits), and about twenty students.
2 ECKHARDT, M. 2016, pp. 5–12. 
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instruments are not in a good enough condition to be played regularly, although every year, on the Night of 
the Museums, the public still has the opportunity to hear Liszt’s own instruments being played.

With the arrival of the new century, the institution’s habits and attitudes also had to change. The shift of the 
focus from collecting to giving back to the community, thus making the collections available to the public, 
brought the introduction of more and more educational programmes both for children and adults.3 The Liszt 
Museum, like all museums worldwide, embraced the change: the first catalogue of educational activities was 
released in 2015 and offered, apart from a guided tour, a range of short games (memory game, Q&A, trea-
sure hunt, charades, Liszt test) and longer ones (board game, improvisation game), and other activities like 
traditional Hungarian folk dances. Special presentations about Liszt, Liszt’s era and music in general were also 
available, given by colleagues specialised in different fields, with the following titles and subjects: Liszt – sym-
phonist and one man band; The art and history of improvisation in Liszt and music in general; Interactions – 
Artists in Liszt’s life; Pianist or Catholic priest? The career crisis of the young Liszt; Liszt’s relationship with stage 
music. The presentations were conceived as thematic lessons, just like those in school, and included music and 
other illustrative elements such as period photographs and drawings. Additional programmes encompassed 
Liszt and contemporary composers and the history and role of the piano in the world of instruments.

The Liszt Museum’s approach to Hungarian visitors needs to be different than that of other museums. Since it 
is rather small, we organise only one temporary exhibition per year, thus we have fewer Hungarian visitors, in 
contrast to large museums such as the Hungarian National Museum or the Museum of Fine Arts. These institu-
tions are able to attract crowds with several temporary exhibitions per year. For this reason, the path to our fel-
low citizens consists mainly of the organisation of museum educational programmes and other types of events 
which allow more people to get to know the museum and make it known (and recognised) in a wider circle.

The museum tries to expand its range of museum educational and family programmes each year, trying to 
gauge the needs of visitors, teachers and students. We have introduced several new initiatives such as the 
yearly Drawing Competition or the monthly Family Days. In this presentation, we would like offer a glimpse 
into our older and newer programmes dedicated (mostly) to kids, which through the children also reaches 
adults: many adults have told us that if their child had not participated in our drawing competition, they 
would not have known that such a museum even existed.

MUSEUM EDUCATION
Museums, as we know them today, began to exist at the end of the 18th century in major cities of Europe like Paris, 
London, and Saint-Petersburg. Through this process, individual  private collections, in existence and growing from 
the Middle Ages, became institutions available to the public. The beginnings of museum education can be dated 
to the end of the 19th century, when the need to provide education to more members of society grew stronger 
and measures were taken to enforce it. In the 1960s and 1970s the volume of museum educational writing in-
creased and with the arrival of the new century the focus perceptively changed from the museum being a “tem-
ple”, a place exclusively dedicated to collection, to a more open space, letting visitors enter into this “temple” and 
awaiting their contributions through community archaeology.4 Publications by George E. Hein, Barry Lord, Eilean 
Hooper-Greenhill, Hazel Moffat, Vicky Woollard, John H. Falk, Lynn D. Dieking, VIan Karp, Richard Sandell and other 
researchers have contributed to the establishment and acceptance of museum education as a proper discipline.

The role of museum educators has also expanded over the years, their role is to “help guide the educational mis-
sion of the museum and structure meaningful learning experiences for new and continuing audiences,”5 and as 
educators they “should be an expert in methodologies of teaching and learning strategies appropriate to educate 
audiences.”6 Another task of museum educators is to “serve the different groups of audience. Alongside children 
of preschool and school age, they have to deal with those visitors who have rarely or never been to the museum.”7 

3 A frequently cited work accompanying the change in attitude is Nina Simon’s book The Participatory Museum (Museum 2.0, Santa 
Cruz, California, 2010).
4 FOGHTÜY, K. 1993, p. 44.
5 WILLIAMS, B. L. 1966, p. 36.
6 Ibid.
7 FOGHTÜY, K. 1993, p. 46.
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8 FOGHTÜY, K. 1993, p. 45.

To put everything in perspective, a more comprehensive approach is required and educators need to be able 
to refer to and make use of other forms of art. It is important that “no method is bad or discardable if it helps 
us reach our goal: even among the new demands, we can maintain interest and provide some real and im-
portant knowledge that people can only acquire from museums.”8 

The Liszt Museum is unique in Hungary: it is well known around the world, but not many Hungarians know 
about it. A way to reach them is through the following museum education practices directed not only at chil-
dren and adolescents, but also at adults.

METHODS IN THE LISZT MUSEUM

ABOUT OUR PROGRAMMES IN GENERAL
Our educational programmes are available for people of all ages but are mostly attended by preschool and 
school-aged children, and adolescents who visit with their classes. The visit usually involves a guided tour 
(tailored to the grade and age group), presentations and musical-rhythmical activities, which teachers are 
able to choose from a number of existing possibilities, but we are open to considering new topics which may 
be better suited for the class in question.

Image 1: Kindergarteners during instrument presentation (Photo: Liszt Ferenc Memorial Museum and Re-
search Centre Archive).
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9 HEIN, G. E. 2009, p. 37. 

The latest brochure, printed in 2019, enumerates the currently available programmes, which are, besides 
those mentioned above:
• presentations: Liszt’s Hungarian Rhapsody No.2 in cartoons, Liszt’s rhapsodies and the contemporary 

Hungarian urban popular music, Verbunkos music and dancing, Instruments of the symphonic orchestra, 
The role and importance of the conductor;

• games: Who am I?, puzzles, Look spot the difference!, Put the portraits of Liszt in chronological order!, 
and various activities based on the current temporary exhibition.

Each museum educational class begins with a visit to the museum, where children can learn about the exhibits 
and ask questions. Then begins the presentation, which we make more lively through different methods. These 
presentations are illustrated with PPT, we have arts and crafts classes, and we have also special guest lectures. 
Example topics: postal services or social life in Liszt’s time. The children can get information about how the 
postal service functioned in Hungary that time, what stamps and envelopes looked like; they can hold them in 
their hands and after this presentation they start making envelopes and stamps using their imagination. We 
also tell them how a letter was formulated in those days. We provide them with paper with seal and sealing 
wax to make their own letter. They can learn about how the telegraph worked and how Morse code was used. 
Our other special topics are social life and fashion in the 19th Century. They can dress up in period costumes, 
learn what social life was like, what people ate and drank, and how they had fun in Liszt’s time, what a ball or 
soirée was like, and they can make dance-cards, invitation-cards for a soirée and carnival masks. They can also 
find out what smells the salons were filled with, like tobacco and rose water, involving more than one sense, 
in this case smell. Children and, of course, adults can show their imagination and creativity during the arts and 
crafts workshop sessions related to the topic. These activities are very popular, much loved by children and even 
adults who accompany them, be it a parent or a teacher. The topics of Family Days (described below) have thus 
become a part of our regular programmes and give us the opportunity to widen our repertoire.

The opportunity to get closer to musical instrument by touching and trying them out is very popular among 
younger children. Because Liszt’s pianos cannot be touched, we asked instrument makers to provide us with 
some piano action mechanisms which help children to understand how these instruments work. In addition 
to the piano, they can learn about string and wind instruments, hold them in their hands, and, of course, they 
can try to play these instruments. For some children, this is the first connection to music that could stimulate 
an interest in learning music, and it may inspire some “new little Liszts”.

As George E. Hein has predicted, “the activities on the internet will most likely become more and more connected 
to the traditional exhibitions and programmes in the real museum;”9 many of our general and museum educa-
tional programmes are found exclusively on the internet (YouTube videos, Let’s get to know), while some of them, 
like the virtual exhibitions, are available online as well as in the museum, although in a slightly modified version.

In what follows, we will present some of our existing programmes and activities, such as the Drawing Com-
petition, the Family Day, or the educational videos.

DRAWING COMPETITION 
For the last four years, the Drawing Competition has been organised every year. We usually announce it at 
the beginning of the school year in September and set the deadline around the middle of November. The 
first one was linked to our temporary exhibitions, while the others were music themed. In the announcement 
we ask elementary school-aged children to express their thoughts and feelings about classical and modern 
pieces. In 2018, the songs did not have a common theme but attracted a record number of children. In 2019, 
the songs were meant to highlight the relationship between music and literature, so the songs to choose 
from were poems adapted to music: Erlkönig by Goethe set to music by Schubert, Miklós Radnóti’s Éjszaka 
[Night] set to music by the folk music group Kaláka, and the Hungarian folk song Csillagtalan setét éjjel [Star-
less Night] adapted by the group Margaret Island. Given the pandemic situation, for 2020 the theme linking 
the songs together was travelling: Der Wegweiser by Schubert, A négyökrös szekér [Carriage Drawn by Four 
Oxen] by Kaláka, Utazás [Journey] by Kati Wolf, and Erdő közepében [In the Middle of the Forest] by Republic.
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The artworks are divided into categories based on the number of drawings from each age group, which usually 
coincides with the classes (1–8). The collaboration with the Tóth Aladár Music School has given us the oppor-
tunity to exhibit the creations for a month, thus making it available to families, relatives and those interested.

FAMILY DAY
In September 2019 we introduced the so-called Family Days, an opportunity to connect with families with 
small children. During the course of the free programmes set for the last Saturday of every month, participants 
are invited to familiarise themselves with the museum and personal objects of Ferenc Liszt and to learn about 
19th century life in general, such as fashion, social life, or inventions. We welcome people of all ages, from 5 to 
99, with presentations, arts and crafts, and experiments (e.g. telegraph). In February 2020, some museums in 
neighbouring Budapest districts presented themselves to teachers, the wider public and each other in an event 
open to everyone. From this a collaboration was also born, as we invited a guest educator from the Stamp Mu-
seum for our February Family Day which thematised modes of transportation and communication.

Image 2: Child in costume and with a fan and mask made on a Family Day (Photo: Liszt Ferenc Memorial Mu-
seum and Research Centre Archive).

EUROPEAN HERITAGE LABEL
The Academy has possessed the European Heritage Label since 2016, alongside other places in Hungary like 
the Dohány Street Synagogue Complex in Budapest, the city of Szentendre and the Sopron Pan-European 
Picnic Site Memorial Park. In 2020, together with the synagogue and Szentendre, we won the opportunity 
to organise an online competition with the title “Discover your heritage!”. In the three phases students of 
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grades 5–8 from Budapest and Pest county got to know the history of the sites and Liszt’s life and work. The 
first round consisted of a test aimed at ranking the groups of 6 based on their score and time, while the sec-
ond one tried to prompt longer answers and thoughts. By the third round, there were only 13 groups in the 
game; they had to elaborate a day in Liszt’s life and could choose to write a diary entry or an interview with 
Liszt, or shoot a short video. The three winning groups will have the opportunity to visit the sites in person 
with guided tours and enjoy classical music concerts at each location.

SPECIAL GUIDED TOURS
Every June, museums all over Hungary participate in the “Long Night of the Museums”,10 a nationwide event, 
in which the Franz Liszt Memorial Museum also presents itself. Programmes begin at 4 p.m. and last until mid-
night. Our museum attracts more and more people every year with guided tours, quiz games, lectures, and 
concerts; Liszt’s own instruments, which he left to the Academy, can also be heard. For this occasion, the instru-
ments are prepared and tuned by experts and then played by guest artists. These instruments are the following: 
a Bösendorfer piano (1873), two Chickering pianos (1867 and 1880), a combined piano-reed organ (1864), the 
piano harmonica (glass piano, ~1870), and a Mason & Hamlin reed organ (Liszt Cabinet Organ, 1876).

QUIZZES
A new feature of 2021 is quizzes, which we plan to prepare and announce regularly. Those currently avail-
able test people’s knowledge of myths and legends about Liszt and about the current temporary exhibition 
(Visiting Liszt at home in Sugár Avenue).11 Small prizes like mugs and pens with the Academy symbols will be 
awarded to those who complete them to elicit more responses.

ISMERJÜK MEG EGYÜTT! [LET’S GET TO KNOW TOGETHER]
A recent addition to our online content is longer presentations of objects in the museum collection and of 
music written by Liszt available on the museum’s website.12 Each item is described and put in context in an 
individual way to every colleague. So we have so far essays on Les Jeux d’eau à la Villa d’Este [Water Game at 
Villa d’Este], the combined piano-reed organ by Érard and Alexandre, Die Legende von der Heiligen Elisabeth 
[The Legend of St. Elisabeth], jewellery made of hair, Mazeppa, the tapestry in the Chamber Hall, Orpheus, 
the travel piano, and Phantasie über ungarische Volksmelodien [Phantasy on Hungarian folk melodies].

YOUTUBE VIDEOS
The newest project is the making of YouTube videos,13 which are intended as a learning tool for those students 
who attend musical high schools and are doing their final exams in music history, theory and harmony, but are 
ideal also for people interested in these fields. Such videos do exist in foreign languages (most of them in En-
glish) but are lacking in Hungarian. The first videos present basic concepts and phenomena, which we later plan 
on expanding by publishing videos on explanation and analysis of musical pieces, advice on how to prepare for 
exams in music theory and history, and other informative content of our field. The YouTube channel will also 
allow us to publish other content, such as curatorial guided tours of temporary exhibitions or recorded events.

POSSIBLE FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS

MAMA, NÉZD! [MOMMY, LOOK!]
We are planning to organise a new and hopefully very popular event for parents and grandparents with chil-
dren up to one year of age. This programme, also organised by other museums, is called “Mommy, look!”. 
We would like to organise it regularly, probably twice a year, and offer a chance to have fun but not have to 
give up the pleasures of art. The museum also tries to adapt to mothers’ needs, so they can comfortably walk 
around with a baby carrier and get to know the museum, and we make their visit even more enjoyable with 
lectures on various topics.

10 Museum Night programme. URL: http://www.museum.hu/museumsnight (quoted 30. 5. 2021).
11 The virtual form of the exhibition. URL: https://lisztmuseum.hu/exhibitions/visiting-liszt-at-home-in-sugar-avenue-122207 (quoted 
30. 5. 2021).
12 Ismerjük meg együtt! [Let’s get to know together]. URL: https://lisztmuseum.hu/rolunk/ismerjuk-meg-egyutt-122086 (quoted 30. 5. 
2021). As of right now, this content is only available in Hungarian.
13 The name of the museum’s YouTube channel: Liszt Museum Budapest.
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MUSICAL REVIEW COMPETITION
A new initiative, in addition to the drawing competition, is the competition of critical essays or reviews of 
classical music concerts, aimed at high school students. It is not a requirement that they go to a music high 
school, the key element is their interest in classical music and attending concerts. Adolescents may choose 
any professional classical concert of their liking in any town or city and write about it in 3–5000 characters. 
Depending on the number of works sent in, we plan to differentiate between those who attend music high 
schools and those who do not. As well as cultivating their interest in music, we plan to publish the best re-
views in a music magazine, giving them an opportunity to present themselves on the musical scene.

THEMATIC GUIDED TOURS OF THE TEMPORARY EXHIBITIONS
Another opportunity to reach out to visitors would be the organisation of guided tours related to the current 
temporary exhibition, which could potentially attract Hungarian citizens as well as foreign visitors. It would 
further the opportunity to connect with the public by explaining in detail specific cases, focusing on topics 
that interest visitors, and shedding light on the process of creating an exhibition.

Image 3: Guided tour for the winners of the online competition “Discover your heritage!”, collaboration between 
European Heritage Label sites of Hungary (Photo: Liszt Ferenc Memorial Museum and Research Centre Archive).

SUMMER CAMP
Our long-term plans include the organisation of a summer camp for school-age children. Programmes would 
begin at 8 (or 9) a.m. and last until 4–5 p.m. We would discuss different topics every day, include playful 
activities related to Liszt’s life and personal items, but also going outside to explore Liszt’s favourite places 
in Budapest: where he gave concerts, where he lived, where we can find statues of him and, of course, they 
could visit the beautiful 1907 Art Nouveau building of the Liszt Academy of Music. Other possible activities 
may be a visit to a piano maker’s workshop or other museums in relation to 19th century life.

EXPANDING THE ONLINE CONTENT
An online presence is important as for many, social media have become the primary source of information. 
The Liszt Museum has been expanding its online content, for example with the aforementioned YouTube 
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videos, to which others could be added, like recorded tours of temporary exhibitions or other educational 
content such as description and analysis of musical and other works and objects. 

MUSEUM EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS/BOOKLETS
We have plans to eventually release some educational booklets for children with captivating facts about the 
master’s childhood, career, travels, and contemporary artists. These could be accompanied by descriptions 
of 19th century life, for example how new inventions such as the railway or electricity changed his lifestyle. 
For smaller children it would be useful to write it like a tale and include many illustrations, as these are much 
more appropriate for this age group. For teenagers, we could go into detail about the century’s historical, 
cultural, and political events, about which they learn during their high school years.

CONCLUSIONS
In this short presentation, we wanted to demonstrate some of our museum’s existing museum educational 
practices and outline some directions in which we plan to go. Naturally, there are always ways and directions 
of improvement, many of which we learn by keeping up with the literature, as well as through professional 
events and encounters with other museum educators. Over the years, more and more colleagues have begun 
to take part in the museum’s educational activity; right now the number of people involved is around seven, 
which is much more than the prescribed number. This allows us to prepare and implement the various pro-
grammes and plans described above.
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IGRAJMO (SE) Z LISZTOM – MUZEJSKE IZOBRAŽEVALNE 
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Dóra Bodrogai, Akademija za glasbo Franza Liszta, Spominski muzej in raziskovalni center Franza Liszta, 
Budimpešta, Madžarska
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Strokovni članek (1.04)

IZVLEČEK
Spominski muzej in raziskovalni center Franza Liszta ima vse od odprtja leta 1986 pomembno vlogo ne le v 
madžarskem glasbenem in kulturnem življenju, ampak tudi na področju mednarodnega raziskovanja Lisztove-
ga življenja in dela. V zadnjih letih so začeli odpirati vrata mlajšim obiskovalcem z muzejskimi izobraževalnimi 
programi, vodenimi ogledi za študente, dnevi družin in različnimi tekmovanji, ki so bila namenjena predvsem 
šolarjem in njihovim družinam. Namen teh posebnih programov je privabiti večje število madžarskih obisko-
valcev in jih seznaniti z Lisztovo glasbo, življenjem in časom, v katerem je živel. V prispevku predstavljamo 
prizadevanja skozi čas in sedanje stanje. 

KLJUČNE BESEDE
muzej Franza Liszta v Budimpešti, muzejsko izobraževanje, prakse, usmeritve, muzejska pedagogika, muzej-
ska andragogika 

POVZETEK
V članku na začetku predstavimo razvoj Spominskega muzeja in raziskovalnega centra Franza Liszta od odprtja 
prvih spominskih sob do danes, v nadaljevanju pa razvoj in zgodovino muzejskega izobraževanja v muzeju. V 
osrednjem delu so podani podrobni opisi izobraževalnih praks Spominskega muzeja Franza Liszta, kot so tek-
movanja, kvizi, dogodki in programi za obiskovalce vseh starosti. Spregovorimo tudi o programih za družine, 
posebnih dogodkih in načrtih, ki jih želimo uresničiti v bližnji prihodnosti.
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Original scientific article (1.01)

ABSTRACT
The presented research was carried out as part of the international project Erasmus+ Re / Forma Viva, whose 
main objective was to implement digitisation using 3D technology in the field of education for wooden cultur-
al heritage preservation. The focus of our research was the Forma Viva in Kostanjevica na Krki. The aim of the 
project was to draw attention to wooden cultural heritage, its digitalisation, 3D presentation and interpreta-
tion, and finally to bring the new knowledge into the teaching process on bachelor's and master's courses. 
The practical work enabled the enrichment of the study process with new learning approaches, ICT-oriented 
and based on 3D technologies. The results were interactive 3D photogrammetric presentations, interpretive 
3D visualisations, 3D printed statues and their interpretations in the form of jewellery collections.

KEYWORDS
Photogrammetry, 3D modelling, 3D printing, animation, jewellery design, education, cultural heritage

CULTURAL HERITAGE IN WOOD AND DIGITALISATION
Cultural heritage in wood includes tangible heritage objects, which can be independent cultural / artistic 
objects, e.g. statues, wooden furniture, etc., as well as components of buildings which also contain other ma-
terials, e.g. metal, stone, glass, and are usually located in heritage buildings, works of art etc.1 Digitisation of 
cultural heritage is extremely important for the conservation, restoration and reconstruction of monuments, 
as well as for research studies, and last but not least for promotion. The inclusion of digitisation in the process 
of dealing with tangible heritage optimises the workflow in terms of time, functionality and cost, allows for 
more in-depth and timeless studies of objects, as well as the possibility of presentation and interpretation. 

* Translation: dr. Tanja Nuša Kočevar, dr. Helena Gabrijelčič Tomc, dr. Deja Muck
1 SALVATORE, C. L. 2018.
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The latter, in particular through the incorporation of more general ICT approaches and more specialised web 
technologies, interactive visualisations, 3D technologies and augmented realities, offer creators (artists, de-
signers, demonstrators) a wider variable of possible forms of presentation and users (viewers, participants) a 
multisensory and comprehensive experience.2,3

Not only is there a specific treatment of various heritage objects such as paintings, statues, furniture ele-
ments, buildings, cladding, etc. , but the material of the objects such as stone, wood, glass, metal and paint 
must also be treated in a special way. Wood is found as a material in furniture and parts of buildings (stairs, 
railings); it can be used in the frames of paintings and also as a material for statues. Alongside textiles and 
paints, wood, less than stone and glass, is very susceptible to ageing and damage, which is particularly due to 
the effects of temperature, weather, humidity, insects and wind, especially outdoor objects such as statues. 
Outdoor statue exhibitions therefore face the great challenge of preserving the objects. Regular maintenance 
is very costly, so galleries and museums also choose to leave the statues to natural ageing and decay while 
still keeping statues in the exhibition space. Thus the process of ageing and decomposition itself becomes 
part of the work of art and its presentation. The ageing and decay of the statue is of course an irreversible 
process, so in these cases the introduction of digitisation in terms of documentation, preservation, presenta-
tion, and study and analysis is an invaluable intervention that keeps the statues and thus their purpose alive.4

Forma Viva is an open air collection of wooden sculptures. It is the product of a biennial international sculp-
ture symposium where chosen artists have been invited to contribute to the ever-growing collection of works 
since 1961. The collection comprises around 130 pieces almost exclusively fashioned out of oak. Most of 
them are gathered in a freely accessible park in front of the Kostanjevica Monastery, although some can also 
be found in the surrounding meadows or town squares, and on the banks of the River Krka. Wooden sculp-
tures exposed to the elements are sensitive and have a tendency to degrade. Their lifespan is no more than 
about 100 years. For this reason, the process of digitisation using 3D technology is very important. 

A review of the situation in the European cultural area4 showed that in the field of wooden cultural heritage 
there are not enough documents, recommendations and, above all, strategies dealing with digitisation and 
its use. This is particularly true with regard to education, where we note a lack of content in the study of de-
sign, graphic and media technologies that would address the digitisation of heritage, although experts from 
these fields are often invited to develop projects on the digital presentation and interpretation of heritage 
objects. In this paper, we present the scope and results of the work of students of graphic, textile and fashion 
design who, during their full-time studies, were involved in the project work of the Erasmus+ project entitled 
Re / Forma Viva reform of education on wood preservation.
  
Project work included digital documentation, 3D presentation and interpretation of cultural heritage in 
wood. The documentation was carried out with the procedures of sketching, measuring and describing the 
statues, photographing and video recording, as well as the process of photogrammetry and 3D modelling, 
which served for further procedures of 3D presentations and interpretations. The workflow was divided into 
a technological and a design-creative approach as presented in Image 1.

2 CH’NG, E., CHAPMAN, H., GAFFNEY, V., WILSON, A. 2021.
3 KREMERS, H. 2020. 
4 BRATUŠA. S., FIR, A., MILANOVIĆ, G., UUENI, A., BOŽIČEVIĆ, A., SUČEVIĆ MILKIN, M., KOČEVAR, T. N., GABRIJELČIČ TOMC, H., MUCK, 
D., UČAKAR, A. 2021.
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Image 1: Schematic presentation of workflow of 3D reproduction and interpretation of Forma Viva sculptures 
from Kostanjevica na Krki. Authors: Deja Muck, Helena Gabrijelčič Tomc, Tanja Nuša Kočevar.

TECHNOLOGICAL APPROACH
The 2nd and 3rd year undergraduate students of Graphic and Media Technology and Graphic and Interactive 
Communication focused on the technological approach. Their goal was to obtain digital reproductions of 
original wooden sculptures that were as realistic as possible. The first step was to digitise the sculptures. This 
was done in two ways: based on photographs captured by a drone equipped with a standard 3-channel RGB 
camera and handheld digital cameras, using the process of photogrammetry, and through 3D modelling. The 
second step was visualisation with texturing and the third step the presentation of the digitised sculptures. 
Finally, for some selected sculptures, 3D printing was used to produce prototypes based on thermoplastic 
material in reduced size 1:20.

PHOTOGRAMMETRY
The properties of statues under consideration for photogrammetry and 3D presentation were divided into 
the following categories:
1. morphological properties of the statues (number of details, orientation of the surfaces of the statues, 

geometric orientation and organicity, complexity and branching),
2. material of the statues (type of wood, additions of stone, metal, etc.),
3. post-treatment of the statue (coatings, paints, etc.),
4. damage to the statues (major damage: preservation - or parts of the statue still standing together, miss-

ing parts of the statue and minor damage: cracks, insect damage, lichens and mosses, etc.); and 
5. the size of the statue, its location and its placement in the environment.

The digitalisation part involved three steps. The first was the acquisition of the images of the statues, the 
second was visualisation with texturing in the program Agisoft (Metashape) and the third was the 3D presen-
tation of the virtual models of the wooden sculptures interactively in the 3D web viewer Sketchfab.

Photogrammetry is the science of extracting real information from photographs. In photogrammetry, we use 
a series of overlapping photographs of an object, which are called stereoscopic photographs. Devices such as 
cameras, video cameras and UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) can be used to capture image information about 
the statue. For certain wooden statues that are exhibited outdoors, the placement of the statue (proximity 
to other objects such as trees, walls, etc.) also makes it necessary to combine (image) captures from different 
devices. For the acquisition of the images we used DJI Mavic Pro Platinum that served also as a documenta-
tion material and digitalisation procedure. Despite its extremely advanced software and hardware, the drone 
we used could not be pre-programmed to meet the detection requirements of wooden statues. Although the 
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technology includes an integrated obstacle avoidance system and an automatic 360-degree range, there are 
no solutions on the market that allow simultaneous rotation of the camera, adjustment of parameters (ISO, 
time, aperture), retraction of the obstacle and maintenance of a constant distance between the lens and the 
statue. The requirement for photogrammetry quality is that the photos overlap by at least 60%. In addition, 
when recording with drones, there are problems with camera movement in the vertical axis +30° to -90°, 
which means that the devices cannot photograph more than 30° above the flight altitude. For this reason, 
certain parts of the statues (overhangs) have to be captured with classic cameras, requiring the correct import 
and coordination of the photographs in photogrammetry programs (so that the program treats them correctly 
in terms of focal length, lens, angle, spherical aberrations, etc.). Capturing the visual and morphological prop-
erties of the statues was greatly influenced by factors such as wind, as gusts of wind easily move the copter; 
the weather, as in the rain the drone cannot fly; and lighting (natural and artificial lighting). 

The number of drone photographs averaged 300 (up to 500). For most statues, the photos taken by the drone 
were also combined with the images from the camera, and, depending on a statue, we used between 50 and 
150 camera photos. Due to the combination of capture devices, it was necessary to calibrate the photos as 
they were taken, depending on the device and the zoom level of the lens. Without this additional calibration, 
both the dense cloud and the mesh could be irreparably distorted. The calibration was performed according 
to the following procedure: 1. selecting the photos according to the device and the selected directions of the 
captured strip of the statue; 2. aligning the bands of the captured photos; 3. exporting the calibration profile 
for the whole transition; and 4. creating a new project containing all the calibrated profiles.

It is worth mentioning that we can use the .jpeg format for the photos without loss, since uncompressed 
formats such as .dng and other raw formats contain too much data that does not contribute to the quality 
of the final model, but only prolongs the construction process. After calibration, all photos were aligned and 
the photogrammetry process continued. 3D presentation in Agisoft (Metashape) demanded quite a bit of 
manual work, especially in cleaning up the point cloud, which is the first comprehensive information about 
the object after integrating all the photos. When doing this, we need to delete the points that do not belong 
to the sculpture. If we fail to do this, the distortion will be visible later on the mesh and also on the texture. 
When the process of cleaning is completed, the program creates a dense point cloud and then a mesh – a 
sculpture topology, followed by texturing. 

The optimised workflow of photogrammetry of sculptures can be described by the following steps: 1. align-
ing photos with medium quality; 2. clearing or narrowing the area of the obtained points on the selected 
object, thus reducing the time for further procedures; 3. building a dense cloud with medium quality (the 
quality depends on the further use of the model, i.e. higher quality requires more than 64 GB of memory, 
since the information obtained in the process is stored in it until the end of the whole procedure); 4. repeat-
ing step 2, i.e. narrowing the area of interest; 5. creating a mesh with medium quality, 6. building texture. If 
the obtained object is suitable, we can export it to either .fbx or .obj format, in which we have to check the 
normals and we do not need to keep the cameras.

The whole photogrammetry procedure was performed (repeated) several times (up to ten times):
• to determine which parts of the object need further reference photos and which do not.
• to properly define the process parameters so that they are executed in a reasonable time frame and with-

out problems due to lack of memory and / or computing power.
In the case of some statues, preparation for a real-time web presentation on the Sketchfab platform required 
retopology of the model in a 3D computer graphics program (Blender), reducing the number of polygons, op-
timising the polygon mesh or polygon edge flow, and improving 3D surface areas of the statues. According to 
photogrammetry, the polygon grids also comprised several million polygons, depending on the complexity of 
the statue and the extent of processing (all photogrammetric representations of the statues had more than 1 
million polygons). While this is suitable for archiving models and further metric analysis (e.g., tracking dam-
age progression over time), it is not suitable for further 3D presentation purposes, so the fundamental step 
in optimising digital sculptures was to reduce the number of polygons. We reduced the number of polygons 
to a few hundred thousand (from a hundred thousand to half a million polygons). In addition, the textures 
(model fitting, resolution) were also improved in Photoshop (Adobe) and remapped onto the optimised poly-
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gon mesh of sculptures. Photogrammetric 3D presentations of sculptures are available at https://sketchfab.
com/reformaviva. Image 3 presents a photogrammetric presentation of sculpture Tower of Babel by sculptor 
Jon Oxman (year 1978) and Image 3 its 3D interactive presentation in web platform Sketchfab. 

3D MODELLING
We applied the process of 3D modelling to sculptures without a large number of organic shapes, to sculp-
tures with many open parts, and to those that are geometrically more regular. Such sculptures can be easily 
described using ordinary Euclidean geometry. An example of such a sculpture is Transition (Ryszard Litwiniuk, 
2017) in Image 2. The first requirement for modelling is that we have the exact dimensions of the parts of the 
sculpture. Image 2 shows a sketch with the dimensions of each part.
In addition to accurate sketches, modelling also requires high-quality photographs of the entire sculpture, its 
details, and textures (Image 2).

Modelling the sculpture Transition was easy. First, a concrete base was modelled on the basis of the cube, 
then a board and a beam. If the sculpture has two beams, another was made using the Mirror transformer. 
The board was placed over the bracket and then Tube was added using a Solidify transformer to form a tube. 
An Empty Object was added to the centre of the tube, which served as the point referenced by the Array 
transformer. Other boards (27 boards) were created with the mentioned transformer. Each board was rotat-
ed around the centre of the axis at an angle of 13.3° to the previous one in a clockwise direction. The steps 
involved in modelling parts of the Transition sculpture, i.e. the lower supporting part and the main elements 
of the statue, are presented in Image 2. Accurate modelling including the bolts was performed only for the 
final visualisation with texturing (Image 2). 

Image 2: The process of technological and interpretative approach to the reconstruction of the sculpture 
"Transition", Ryszard Litwiniuk, 2017. Authors: Eva Bužanin, Monika Samsa, Nejc Suhadolnik, Katrin Večerina.

MODEL PREPARATION AND 3D PRINTING
A ZMorph printer with a working volume of 235 (X): 250 (Y): 165 (Z) mm was used to print the prototypes of the 
wooden sculptures. It is based on Fused Deposition Modelling technology. Voxelizer software was used for the 
final preparation of the models and generation of the G-code. The prototypes of the sculptures were printed 
using white thermoplastic PLA material. The size ratio of the printed sculptures to the original size was 1:20. The 
students had to prepare all the digital models of the sculptures by first analysing the model mesh in Blender. 
Then they had to focus on the optimal orientation of the model. The model had to be oriented so that the best 
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print quality was achieved. Besides high visual quality, the model orientation affects the mechanical properties, 
the optimal printing time and also the optimal material consumption (support structures, infill density, number 
of walls). For some models, maintaining a size ratio of 1:20 was a major challenge. This was especially evident 
with sculptures that were larger than 4 metres. In such cases, we had to split the model into several parts, cut 
them out and print them. A properly prepared print model was exported in the form of an .stl file. 

INTERPRETIVE APPROACH 
Interpretation of cultural heritage serves to expand experience and knowledge. It is a way for observers to 
understand the character and meaning of the artefact and to evoke diverse emotions and reactions.5 Inter-
pretation may include various information presented also in artistic, imaginative ways.6 Different media can 
be used and different purposes achieved for the interpretation of cultural heritage. Educational purposes 
are usually among them, followed by commercial ones, for example to enrich museum shops with attractive 
pieces or souvenirs that "solidify and materialize the experience of the visit”.7 The process of qualitative 
interpretation begins with a thorough exploration of an artefact, its meaning, its physical appearance, an 
examination of the author's perspective, and so on. 

INTERPRETATION OF SCULPTURES INTO JEWELLERY DESIGN
The goal of translating a sculpture into jewellery involved understanding the monument and translating its 
concept into a design piece made with a different material but the same purpose, that is to communicate 
with the viewer or user. The design process began with researching selected sculptures during the excursion 
to Forma Viva, where students created photographic documentation. Viewing the entire statue from dif-
ferent angles and perspectives was important, as was observing details and specifics of statue making and 
understanding the artist's intent. Selected sculptures were analysed from visual, conceptual, and production 
points of view and taken further to study interpretations in a collection of jewellery. In addition, the study 
of contemporary jewellery design was important. At this point, students focused on conceptual jewellery 
design, where the value is said to be in the thought process or concept of a piece rather than the materials 
or form used. For conceptual jewellers, the intention of a piece is to provoke and stimulate reactions from 
wearers and viewers. The intended location of these pieces was often the gallery rather than the street.8

Students began the design process with initial sketches in which they visually examined their design ideas. 
They also had to assess the form and its size according to the shape of a human body and adjust it if neces-
sary (Image 2). For some jewellery, the texture was specifically designed to resemble the surface of wood, 
bearing in mind that only some 3D printing technologies, such as stereolithography or selective laser melting 
technology, can print such a detailed surface. The process continued with 3D modelling of jewellery. Students 
used the program Blender with various sculpting and modelling tools and various modifiers to achieve the 
desired form of the jewellery. Sometimes, just the process of manipulating surfaces and shapes into differ-
ent forms in a 3D graphics program inspired students to change and significantly improve the design. Once 
detailed 3D models of the jewellery were designed, students had to prepare them for 3D printing by defining 
their exact dimensions and preparing them with the chosen technology in mind. It was also important to con-
sider the weight of the jewellery. Three printing technologies were used for 3D printing: Stereolithography 
(SLA), Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM) technology (a jewellery collection printed with this technology can 
be seen in Image 2) and Selective Laser Melting (SLM), where the jewellery was printed with metal powder 
(a ring printed with SLM technology can be seen in Image 3).

Grey Pro Resin was used for printing with stereolithography. The pieces of jewellery have a very smooth 
surface and visible small details. The printing resolution was set to 50 microns and post processing was used 
for a better final effect. For printing with FDM technology, different filaments based on PLA thermoplastic 
were used. One of them was made of a biocomposite with wood fibres (see Image 2). The perimeter of the 
filaments used was 1.75 mm, the infill pattern was linear in the horizontal direction with an infill density of 

5 NOWACKI, M. 2012, p. 16.  
6 Guidelines for Interpreting Cultural Heritage, 2013, p. 5.
7 BUTLER, T. 2005, Souvenirs and the Museum Store: Icons of Culture and Status to Go. URL:
https://news.mongabay.com/2005/04/souvenirs-and-the-museum-store-icons-of-culture-and-status-to-go/ (quoted 10. 5. 2021).
8 KOŠAK, K., MUCK, D., ČUK, M., KOČEVAR, T. N. 2020, pp. 507–514. 
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40%, and the layer thickness was 100 micrometres. SLM technology and printing with metal powder was 
used for printing some special jewellery pieces. This technology allows the production of jewellery with final 
functionality. For this purpose, a 100 W laser metal printer, LPM100, and a metal powder alloy Co-Cr-Mo-W 
were used. The layer thickness was 100 microns. After printing with metal powder, the surface of the object 
felt rough and so we sandblasted and in some cases polished the jewellery.

INTERPRETIVE ANIMATION OF SCULPTURES
As with the interpretation of wooden sculptures in jewellery design, students needed to understand the 
content and production background of the sculptures when interpreting them in another medium, 3D anima-
tion. Through short animated films consisting of captivating images and complementary sounds, it is possible 
to convey numerous messages and evoke various emotions that can sometimes stay with the viewer longer 
than a mere glance at the sculpture. The creativity and technical knowledge of the animator can produce an 
unexpected but surprisingly compelling and intelligent story that relates to the content, form or meaning of 
the sculpture, or to the life and culture of the chosen sculptor. Sometimes the students found inspiration for 
reinterpreting the sculptures in their visual appearance, which alluded to a metaphorical explanation in the 
newly created story. And sometimes the artists, their lives, and their nationality were connected into a 3D 
animated story. These artistic interpretations promote and stimulate different perspectives on the sculptures 
of Forma Viva, enriching the experience of cultural heritage in the sculpture park at Kostanjevica na Krki.

As interpretive animations, we present the example of the Tower of Babel by Jon Oxman, the interpretation 
of which was made by a 2nd grade student. The student placed the digital interpretation of the statue in 
the desert landscape of the Middle East, explaining the origins of the multiplicity of languages and human 
attempts and failures to reach the heavens, with specific metallic materials, bright red textures and very 
dynamic camera that revolves around the statue, highlighting the confusion, disappointment and defeat. 
The animation concludes with a scene of a statue set in a peaceful environment surrounded by a stone wall, 
which can be explained as stability and safety. In Image 3 frames from the interpretative animation of Tower 
of Babel are presented with the scene setting and the trajectory of the camera. 

Image 3: The process of technological and interpretative approach to the reconstruction of the sculpture 
"Tower of Babel", Jon Oxman, 1978. Authors: Luka Obal, Alja Berlot, Jernej Kalin, Kaja Bakan.
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Izvirni znanstveni članek(1.01)

IZVLEČEK
Predstavljena raziskava je bila izvedena v okviru mednarodnega projekta Erasmus+ Re / Forma Viva, kate-
rega glavni cilj je bila digitalizacija z uporabo 3D tehnologij na področju izobraževanja za ohranjanje lesene 
kulturne dediščine. Fokus našega dela je bila Forma viva v Kostanjevici na Krki. Namen našega projekta je bil 
opozoriti na leseno kulturno dediščino, njeno digitalizacijo, 3D predstavitev in interpretacijo ter vpeljati nova 
znanja v pedagoški proces dodiplomskih in magistrskih študijskih programov. Praktično delo je omogočilo 
obogatitev študijskega procesa z novimi učnimi pristopi, ki temeljijo na IKT in 3D tehnologijah. Rezultati so 
bili interaktivne 3D fotogrametrične predstavitve, interpretativne 3D vizualizacije, 3D tiskani kipi in njihove 
interpretacije v obliki kolekcij nakita.

KLJUČNE BESEDE
fotogrametrija, 3D modeliranje, 3D tisk, animacija, oblikovanje nakita, izobraževanje, kulturna dediščina

POVZETEK
Predstavljena raziskava je bila izvedena v okviru mednarodnega projekta Erasmus+ Re/Forma Viva, katere 
glavni cilj je izvedba digitalizacije z uporabo 3D tehnologij na področju izobraževanja za ohranjanje kulturne 
dediščine. Fokus naše raziskave je bila Forma viva v Kostanjevici na Krki.

Forma viva predstavlja zbirko lesenih skulptur na prostem. Skulpture so rezultat mednarodnih kiparskih sim-
pozijev, ki v Kostanjevici na Krki potekajo vsaki dve leti in v okviru katerih izbrani umetniki ustvarjajo že vse od 
leta 1961. Zbirka obsega približno 130 kipov, ki so skoraj izključno izdelani iz hrastovega lesa. Večina skulptur 
stoji v prosto dostopnem parku pred samostanom Kostanjevica na Krki, nekaj pa jih najdemo tudi na okoli-
ških travnikih, mestnih trgih in na bregovih reke Krke. Lesene skulpture, izpostavljene naravnemu okolju, so 
občutljive in se nagibajo k razgradnji. Njihova življenjska doba ni daljša od približno 100 let, zato je postopek 
digitalizacije z uporabo 3D tehnologij zelo pomemben.

Namen in cilj našega raziskovalnega projekta je bil opozoriti na kulturno dediščino (vključno z zavedanjem o 
njej), njeno digitalizacijo, reprodukcijo in interpretacijo ter na koncu vsa nova znanja vključiti v pedagoški proces.

Potek dela je bil razdeljen na tehnološki in oblikovalsko-kreativni pristop. Študentje 2. in 3. letnika dodiplom-
skega študija Grafične in medijske tehnike ter študija Grafične in interaktivne komunikacije so bili osredotoče-
ni na tehnološki pristop. Njihov cilj je bil izdelati čim bolj realistične digitalne reprodukcije originalnih lesenih 
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skulptur. Prvi korak je bila digitalizacija skulptur. To je bilo izvedeno na dva načina: na podlagi fotografij, ki jih 
je posnel dron, opremljen s standardno trikanalno RGB kamero in ročnimi digitalnimi fotoaparati, z uporabo 
postopka fotogrametrije in s pomočjo 3D modeliranja. Drugi korak je bila vizualizacija s teksturiranjem, tretji 
korak pa predstavitev digitaliziranih skulptur. Na koncu so bile nekatere izbrane skulpture reproducirane v 
obliki prototipov s pomočjo 3D tiska na osnovi termoplastičnega materiala v pomanjšani velikosti 1:20.

Študentje 1. letnika magistrskega programa Oblikovanje tekstilij in oblačil so temeljito analizirali izbrane 
skulpture z vizualnega, konceptualnega in produkcijskega vidika ter hkrati raziskovali umetnost sodobnega 
oblikovanja nakita. Osredotočili so se na materialnost, estetiko in – kar je zelo pomembno – na vsebino spo-
ročila, ki ga prenaša oblikovanje. Postopek se je začel z ročno risanimi skicami in nadaljeval z ustvarjanjem 
3D modelov z uporabo programske opreme, ki je omogočala natančno modeliranje objektov z veliko detajli. 
Eden izmed študentov je za osnovo oblikovanja nakita uporabil 3D model, ustvarjen s fotogrametrijo. Rezul-
tat so bile kolekcije nakita, kot so zapestnice, ovratnice, ogrlice, pasovi in uhani. Izbrani kosi nakita so bili nato 
natisnjeni z različnimi tehnologijami 3D tiska, kot so tehnologija modeliranja s spajanjem slojev, stereolitogra-
fija in tehnologija selektivnega laserskega taljenja, ki omogoča izdelavo kovinskega nakita.

Magistrski študentje Grafičnih in interaktivnih komunikacij so izvedli drugačen kreativni pristop. Po natanč-
nem ustvarjanju, teksturiranju in vizualizaciji 3D modelov skulptur s pomočjo fotogrametrije za objavo na 
internetni platformi SketchFab so njihov videz in vsebino znova interpretirali s 3D animacijami. Včasih so nav-
dih za reinterpretacijo skulptur našli v njihovem videzu, kar je aludiralo na metaforično razlago v novonastali 
zgodbi, v nekaterih primerih pa so bili v 3D animirano zgodbo vključeni sami umetniki ter njihovo življenje in 
narodnost. Umetniške interpretacije promovirajo in spodbujajo različne poglede na skulpture Forme vive in 
bogatijo izkušnje dojemanja in razumevanja kulturne dediščine v parku skulptur v Kostanjevici na Krki.
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THE PERMANENT EXHIBITIONS AT THE MARIBOR 
REGIONAL MUSEUM, WITH AN EMPHASIS ON THE 
FURNITURE EXHIBITION SPACES OF BEAUTY*
Mirjana Koren, PhD, Museum Advisor, Maribor Regional Museum, mirjana.koren@museum-mb.si

Professional article (1.04)

ABSTRACT
The origins of the Maribor Regional Museum go back to 1896. In 1937 began the adaptation of the 
Maribor castle for the requirements of the museum and the setting up of the first exhibitions within it. 
During the second big renovation of the castle in 2005, the document Content and Museological Con-
cepts of New Permanent Exhibitions was created, which subsequently guided the setting up of perma-
nent exhibitions. In 2021, on the top floor of the bastion as part of the Gallery of European Creativity 
concept the exhibition Spaces of Beauty was opened. This exhibition rounds off the new communication 
by the furniture collection, began with the collection storage open to the public at the Partizan Cinema, 
placing it in the international cultural space. It shows selected furniture from the museum collection, 
informing visitors about the knowledge and ancient crafts skills which ennobled furniture through var-
ious decoration techniques.

KEYWORDS
Maribor Regional Museum, permanent exhibition, Spaces of Beauty, furniture, decorative techniques 

THE PREDECESSORS AND PERMANENT EXHIBITIONS OF THE MARIBOR REGIONAL MUSEUM 1896–2000
The origins of the Maribor Regional Museum1 go back to 1896, when the Museum of the Diocese of Lavant 
was founded.2 Prominent representatives of the pro-German political faction founded the Museum Society 
in Maribor (Museumsverein in Marburg) and in December 1903 opened the Town Museum.3 In the same 
year, the Historical Society for Slovene Styria was founded which, alongside research into local history and 
ethnography, collected material in the field and in 1909 founded the National Museum for its presentation.4   

*Translation: Dr David Limon.
1 The museum’s history was dealt with in detail by Drago Oman in the publication 60 let muzejskih zbirk v mariborskem mestnem 
gradu, Maribor Regional Museum, exhibition catalogue, Maribor 1998. See also: Godina Golija, Maja, 2004. ‘Muzejsko društvo in 
ustanovitev mestnega muzeja v Mariboru’, in: Studia Historica Slovenica, no. 2–3, pp. 405–419.
2 The museum of the Diocese of Lavant was founded in 1896 by Bishop Mihael Napotnik. He wished to encourage an interest in an-
tiquities among the clergy and in this way protect the sculptures and paintings that had been removed from churches. The disused 
church equipment was collected in one of the rooms at the old high school on Koroška street 1 in Maribor, but was not accessible 
to the public. In 1914, in the journal Ljubitelj krščanske umetnosti, Prof Avguštin Stegenšek published 186 selected works of art, 
but did not record the whole fund. In 1924, the collections joined the collections of the Historical Society and Museum Society, 
which had merged in 1919.
3 Society members were important townspeople with economic and political power. The first chair of the society was Amand Rak, while 
the committee also included Bancalari, Ferlinz, Dr Franz Riedler, Serpp, Trutschl and Krauss. The society enjoyed the support of the Mari-
bor municipality administration, led by the mayor Schmiderer. On 6 December 1903 the first public museum in Maribor was open on the 
premises on the former further school on Razlagova street. In 1914 the museum was moved to the former prison on Cankarjeva street; 
the museum was opened to the public in January 1916 and remained in that building until 1938. After Amand Rak’s death in 1919, the 
society’s activities died down, while in 1920 the new political order forced them to combine their material with that of the (Slovene) 
National Museum. At that time Dr Franc Kovačič was elected the chair and from 1921 he also presided over the Historical Society. The 
Museum Society collection represents an important part of the collection of the present-day Maribor Regional Museum. For more on the 
(German) museum society, see: GODINA GOLIJA, M. 2004; and about the role of Amand Rak see: GODINA GOLIJA, M. 2018.
4 In the late 19th century and at the turn of the 20th century strivings for the establishment of a society appeared among the nation-
ally patriotic Maribor inhabitants, with the help of which it would be possible to strengthen national consciousness in the town and 
its surroundings. The Historical Society for the Slovene Styria was founded on 23 May 1903 at Mladinska street 12 and Matej Slekovec 
became its chairman. The society collected, researched and protected historical, artistic and ethnographic objects, books and archive 
materials in Slovene Styria, it also founded a museum, library and archives and published a newsletter. Soon it attracted numerous 
Slovene intellectuals. In 1904, the Historical Society for Slovene Styria began publishing Časopis za zgodovino in narodopisje (News-
paper for History and Ethnology), which has continued to this day. Since 1909, the society’s collection was displayed at the National 
Museum on the premises of the National Hall. See: POTOČNIK, D. 2003.
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After World War One, the collections of the Historical Society were added to those of the Town Museum, and 
in 1924 they were joined by the Museum of the Diocese of Lavant.5 

The issue of the shortage of space of the combined museums was solved by the Town Council in 1933 through 
the purchase of the town castle, which it intended to turn into a museum. In 1938, the ‘town’ part of the Mari-
bor Regional Museum was opened there.6 It was accompanied by an exhibition catalogue,7 listing 754 exhibited 
objects. In January 1943, an archaeological and ethnological exhibition was opened as part of the propaganda 
by the German occupying forces. The archivist of the administrative unit (banovina) and later the head of the 
museum, Franjo Baš,8 was present at the museum throughout the war period. After the end of the war, as the 
principal of the museum, he led the renovation of the castle and the District Collection Centre,9 stationed on the 
museum’s premises. The process that had begun before the war was completed in September 1947, when all 
the hitherto created exhibitions were opened for viewing: archaeological, ethnological, Maribor, numismatic, 
handicraft, natural sciences, and the exhibition of dwelling culture (Image 1) and national liberation.10

Image 1: Exhibition of living culture, Maribor Regional Museum, 1947–1966 (Maribor Regional Museum archive).

The boom in research work11 and decades-long endeavours of fine artists for the foundation of a gallery12 
led in the 1950s13 to the independence of cultural institutions from the framework of the Maribor Regional  

5 OMAN, D. 1998, p. 5.
6 Društveni glasnik ‘Muzejsko društvo’, in: Časopis za zgodovino in narodopisje, 33, Maribor 1938, p. 228.
7 Razstavni katalog Pokrajinskega muzeja Maribor, 1938.
8 Franjo Baš was at first the main archivist of the administrative unit, later the head of the museum and between 1945 and 1950 the 
first principal of the Maribor Regional Museum. 
9 Due to marriages, inheritance and emigration, a great deal of material from this area is scattered, the worst losses appeared during 
and following WWII. The post-war authorities established a Federal Collection Centre and District Collections Centres. They were used 
for storing repatriated materials and the things that after the war were taken from the previous owners. Some of the collected craft and 
artistic objects were divided among the leading political figures and the rest was stored in museums. Often evidence about the origin  
of the material were erased. One such collection centre was at the Maribor Castle. It was Franjo Baš who ensured that an important 
part of the material from the Maribor collection centres stayed at the Maribor Regional Museum. The material from the Collection 
Centre represents 7% of the current furniture collection of the Maribor Regional Museum, 24% of paintings and 4% of sculptures.
10 BAŠ, F. 1948, pp. 203–212; BAŠ, F. 1949, pp. 178–183; OMAN, D. 1998, p. 11.
11 OMAN, D., PETEK, T, 2000, p. 3.
12 POTOČNIK, D. 2020, pp. 16, 21, 27.
13 Between 1950 and 1963 the museum was led by Bogo Teply.
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Museum, which also meant a reduction of collections and consequently permanent exhibitions at the mu-
seum. The following became independent cultural institutions: the Maribor Regional Archives (1952), the 
Maribor Art Gallery (1954), the Maribor Museum of National Liberation (1958) and the Institute for the Pro-
tection of Cultural Heritage of North-Eastern Slovenia (1959). In 1957, a permanent exhibition of a historical 
pharmacy was set up at the museum.14 The same year the exhibition of old weapons was reorganised and the 
ethnological exhibition supplemented.15

In 1972 the museum began the process of updating the concept of permanent exhibitions16 prepared by the 
head of the museum, Dr Sergej Vrišer, and the document was confirmed in the same year.17 In 1973 a perma-
nent exhibition of civil and military clothing was opened to the public.18 In 1975 the exhibition of fine art was 
thoroughly revised;19 the peak of this was undoubtedly the setting up of an exhibition of sacral sculpture. In 
1978/79 the exhibition of craft arts was also revised20 and in 1979 the exhibition about the history of Maribor 
was supplemented.21 Finally, in 1993 the exhibition about living culture was updated.22 Apart from a few small 
interventions, the archaeological and ethnological exhibitions remained pretty much as they had been in 1947.23 

THE CONTENT AND MUSEOLOGICAL CONCEPT OF THE NEW PERMANENT EXHIBITIONS OF THE MARIBOR 
REGIONAL MUSEUM, 2005
Between 2001 and 2003, at a meeting of the town council, the Municipality of Maribor drew up and ap-
proved project and investment documentation for the renovation and adaptation of the Maribor Castle for 
the requirements of the Maribor Regional Museum (hereafter: investment); at the same time, the museum 
staff began considering the concepts for the new permanent exhibitions on the renovated castle premises. In 
2005, an internal museum document, The Content and Museological Concept of the New Permanent Exhibi-
tions of the Maribor Regional Museum,24 was created, which is summarised below. 

Permanent museum exhibitions are the most responsible, complex and financially demanding work of every 
museum. It is the most responsible because permanent exhibitions are set up for long time periods and must 
therefore be conceived in such a way that they are as resistant as possible to time changes. They are the most 
complex because: they require a careful selection of the exhibited themes and materials; they involve the 
most widely delimited study; and the execution of the most complex research. And they are most financially 
demanding because all the above requires greater investment in finance and human resources than other 
forms of museum presentations. Because of an awareness of this, museum staff performed the task with a 
great sense of responsibility.25 

First, the basic starting points were adopted for the setting up of new permanent exhibitions. The key one 
was the museum object, since it is the main reason and purpose of the existence of every museum. Another 
important starting point was the museum collection. Maribor Regional Museum is a complex museum that 
keeps the archaeological, ethnological and cultural and historical heritage of the North-Eastern Slovenia, and 
with individual objects encompasses the area down the River Savinja and the Upper Savinja Valley. This is 
why new exhibitions have to emphasise the complexity of the museum. Another starting point was the town 
castle, which since 1938 has been the museum building.

14 URBAS, T. 1958, p. 44; VARL, V. 2002, p. 20.
15 The exhibition was supplemented with models of outbuildings and of the river vessels called šajka and rafts. URBAS, T. 1958, p. 43.
16 See: Maribor Regional Museum archive, 1973.
17 JERMAN. J, 1973, p. 6.
18 VRIŠER, S. 1975/1, p. 5.
19 VRIŠER, S., 1975/2, p. 4.
20 VRIŠER, S. 1979, p. 6.
21 Ibid.
22 See: Maribor Regional Museum archive, 1993.
23 KOREN, M. 2010, p. 7.
24 The content and museological basis of the Maribor Regional Museum’s new permanent exhibitions is summarised in the document 
“Renewal of the museum, castle and new permanent exhibition of the Maribor Regional Museum”. See: KOREN, M. 2008.
25 The work was carried out under the leadership of the director Dr Mirjana Koren, who has been director of the museum since 2002.
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The next phase of the planning work dealt with the conceptual foundations of the new permanent exhibi-
tions. The museum strives to ensure that these exhibitions satisfy both ordinary museum visitors as well as 
experts. It wishes to become an INTERESTING HOUSE OF FINDINGS for the lay public, and a PROFESSIONAL 
INSTITUTION OF KNOWLEDGE for the professional public.

Image 2: Graphic representation of the chronological sequence of permanent exhibitions, Maribor Regional 
Museum, Koren, 2008.

Considering the rich variety of material that the museum keeps and wishes to present, the most suitable con-
cept turned out to be general chronological display (Image 2). This means basically a sequence of exhibitions 
covering defined periods from the New Stone Age to the early 21st century, and within these, an interdisci-
plinary approach to themes that best illustrate the social structures and phenomena of the particular time 
and place.26 These chronologically arranged permanent exhibitions follow each other on the recommended 
visitor route. By following them, the visitor can in one hour get to know the most important historical eco-
nomic, political and cultural events from the Slovene Styria.

Such a visit can be widened with additional content either in separate spaces or within the permanent ex-
hibition, which demand of visitors a greater investment of time and attention. The museum can also offer 
interested visitors a viewing of specific additional content, such as: 
• special features (Knights’ Hall, Castle Chapel, Rococo staircase, special collections);
• Gallery of European Creativity (selected special collections);
• occasional exhibitions (maintaining current relevance of permanent exhibitions);
• educational points (interesting facts, experiences, creations, constructions, etc.);
• open storages.

The additional museum programmes are organic parts of the new permanent exhibitions. Their aim is to 
connect the museum with the local context.27 

THE NEW PERMANENT EXHIBITIONS AT THE MARIBOR REGIONAL MUSEUM, 2006–2021
Political decisions led to a halt in investment in 2007.28 Faced with the fact that the financial resources that would 
ensure the full setting up all the planned permanent exhibitions would not be available, the museum fell back on 

26 The study was carried out in 2009 and 2010 by an interdisciplinary group of curators comprising Dr Mirjana Koren, Dr Valentina Bevc 
Varl, Mag Oskar Habjanič, Maja Hren Brvar and Tadej Pungartnik.
27 Many museum educational programmes were conceived (Museum Club, Objects Brought to Life, Small Symposium, Great Creations 
by Small Masters, Museum Subscription, Muzejnice), which mainly address the lay public and are becoming a permanent feature in 
the cultural life of Maribor. Since 2004, alongside the Small Symposium, the museum publishes biannually a collection of papers Small 
Publications. In 2006, it also started publishing a collection of monograph publication Illuminated heritage, within which until 2018 
six books were published. The collection addresses mainly the professional public, but it does not exclude the lay public. In 2012, the 
museum began organising an international symposium MUSEOEUROPE and publishing an online collection of papers.
28 The investment was divided into three phases; the finance for the setting up of museum exhibitions on the renovated castle prem-
ises are planned in the third phase, which has not yet been realised. 
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Ivo Maroević’s idea that gradualism in relation to the creation of the permanent exhibition was a fundamental 
characteristic of a good interdisciplinary approach for it balances the presentation of knowledge by excluding 
the non-essential.29 After a 15-year period of successively creating permanent exhibitions, this idea can only be 
confirmed. The decision to create a new permanent exhibition was influenced mainly by the available finances, 
which facilitated the preparation and restoration of material, the translation of the exhibition texts, the setting up 
of the exhibition framework, and the publication of short exhibition catalogues. The permanent exhibitions were 
positioned one after the other on the castle premises and each one lengthened the main viewing route.

• Permanent exhibitions on the main viewing route
So far, the following permanent exhibitions have been set up: Beginnings, First Contact, Between the Brilliance 
and the Misery of the Middle Ages, Portrait of the Bourgeoisie; those as yet unrealised include the following 
(working titles): Harbingers of the Modern Age and Chinese Room (17th century), Enlightened Absolutism 
and Baroque Celebration (18th century), and Maribor’s Economic Breakthrough (19th century), which are 
planned to appear on the main viewing route before Portrait of the Bourgeoisie. The latter will be followed 
by displays showing the most important events in the Štajerska region in the 20th and early 21st centuries. 

The first exhibition, entitled Beginnings30 comes immediately after the museum entrance, at the start of the ba-
sic viewing route, and is an introduction into the new permanent exhibitions. Its content is museological. Visitors 
learn about the Maribor Regional Museum’s predecessors, about the eleven museum collections that define the 
museum as a general one, establish the foundations for the implementation of all the other areas of the museum’s 
activities, and define the museum as a database of the cultural and historical identity of this area and of individuals. 

In 2019, as part of this exhibition, a small museum shop was created, well-stocked with original products 
inspired by the museum collections. This decision increased the dynamic of the flow of people in the castle 
and new visitors to the museum were attracted.31 

The permanent exhibition First Touch32 is positioned on the ground floor of the castle, immediately follow-
ing Beginnings. It tells the story of the archaeological past of the Slovene Styria region, while for visitors the 
chronological tour of all the other exhibitions starts here.

The exhibition Between the Brilliance and the Misery of the Middle Ages33 stretches across two rooms on 
the ground floor of the castle bastion. Visitors enter it from the castle courtyard after they have seen the 
exhibitions Beginnings and First Touch. In the first room, there are eight sections. They show the town of 
Maribor from its emergence to the mid-eighteenth century, in relation to its rural background at the meeting 
point of the Pannonian and Alpine worlds. In the second room – a part of the bastion that was in the past 
filled up with a gravel and a defence platform built on top of it – visitors learn about the role of this fortifica-
tion in the town defences in the 16th century. Weapons and the fortification architecture are shown in depth.

In 2014, the Maribor Regional Museum acquired for long-term keeping some of the costumes from the the-
atre performance Oresteia staged by the Slovene National Theatre Maribor in November 1993. The unique 
sculptural masks and leather busts were made by the academy-trained sculptor Miljenko Sekulić. These sup-
plemented the exhibited weapons in 2015.

29 MAROEVIĆ, I. 1993, p. 228.
30 The opening of the exhibition Beginnings, designed by Drago Oman, took place on 20 October 2006. The exhibition is accompanied 
by a catalogue in Slovene, English and German.
31 In 2021, a museum cafe was opened in cooperation with the town authorities.
32 The opening of the exhibition First Touch by Vesna Koprivnik took place on the 15 December 2010. The exhibition is accompanied 
by a catalogue in Slovene, English and German.
33 The opening of this exhibition curated by Drago Oman, Dr Mirjana Koren, Dr Valentina Bevc Varl and Tone Petek took place on 
16 March 2009. The exhibition catalogue is in Slovene, English and German. Alongside the exhibition, the museum began with the 
regional television station RTS to develop a new kind of local cultural-informative broadcast. Its aim was to popularise the exhibition 
openings. It consisted of a live broadcast that included previously recorded sequences leading viewers round the exhibition and live 
statements from important guests. The initial broadcast was watched by 47,000 viewers and a further 15,00 in two subsequent repe-
titions. See: MED BLIŠČEM IN BEDO, 2009/1; MED BLIŠČEM IN BEDO, 2009/2. A ttrace of this effort cab today be seen in the museum’s 
YouTube channel. See: MARIBOR MUSEUM CHANNEL, 2015.
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The permanent exhibition Portrait of the Bourgeoisie34 is located on the first floor on the basic viewing route, 
just behind the Knights’ Hall. It focuses on the changes in Maribor’s cultural life in the 19th century.

• Additional content on the main viewing route: Ars pharmaceutica – The Art of Pharmacy 
The exhibition Ars pharmaceutica: The Art of Pharmacy35 is the first of the special features that supplements 
the main viewing route and leads visitors into the basement. It includes Slovenia’s central pharmacy collec-
tion, which began to appear in the 1950s as the best example of cooperation of aware and socially responsi-
ble business with the museum.

• Additional content on the main viewing route: Gallery of European Creativity 
As additional material on the basic viewing route, visitors can also see sections of four permanent exhibitions 
of paintings, sculpture, dress culture and furniture.

A museum collection is a multi-layered assortment of objects, it functions as a whole and possesses the value 
of a document.36 Every individual collection has a different motive for its appearance, supplementation and 
growth.37 In harmony with the democratisation of society, there appeared a need for re-evaluation of muse-
um collections. Maribor Regional Museum included as a permanent feature in the gradually implemented 
process of a re-evaluation of its collections the principle that museum objects may have different meanings 
and values for different individuals or groups.38 The second principle was the creativity of the planners or the 
innovativeness of the creators of the present-day museum objects. Cultural heritage as a non-renewable, 
irreplaceable and indispensable source was also re-evaluated according to its ability to connect with the 
creative sector, since the latter represents a great opportunity for the inclusion of heritage into modern life. 
It transpired that the material which most corresponds with these principals was in the Maribor collections 
of painting, sculpture, dress culture and furniture. In these, cultural heritage goes beyond local importance 
and takes its place in the heritage of the wider European space. As already noted, this concept was extracted 
from the main viewing route and organised as additional content in a separate space on the first floor of the 
castle bastion and given the name Gallery of European Creativity.

Although the exhibitions of paintings, sculptures and dress culture were set up some years ago,39 but the 
exhibited objects were accompanied only with basic information. In 2019, during the conceptualisation of 
the permanent exhibition of selected historical furniture, called Spaces of Beauty, a model of presentation 
was developed which justifies in depth the special features of the four selected collections, their European 
scope and significance, and is the same for all these exhibitions with different material, through which they 
can satisfy a more demanding audience40 without burdening those visitors who only wish to enjoy cultural 
heritage and take in only a few basic facts. The model is based on deepening information from generalisation 
to specialisation. The model was presented to computer specialists,41 who developed a computer application 
for it presentation, which can be used by visitors on the touch screens at the exhibition Spaces of Beauty.42 

34 The opening of this exhibition curated by Mag Oskar Habjanič and Dr Valentina Bevc Varl took place on 3 December 2019.
35 The opening of the exhibition Ars pharmaceutica: The Art of Pharmacy by Dr Valentina Bevc Varl took place on 3 November 2010. 
The exhibition is accompanied by a catalogue in Slovene, English and German.  
36 MAROEVIĆ, I. 1993, p. 29.
37 Ibid., p. 159.
38 Collections Council of Australia, Significance 2.0, 2009.
39 Since the exhibitions bore little information, they were promoted as collection storage exhibitions. The opening of the paintings 
collection storage, curated by Dr Valentina Bevc Varl, took place on 3 December 2014, of the sculpture collection storage, curated by 
Dr Valentina Bevc Varl on 8 February 2015, the collection storage of uniforms, curated by Maja Hren Brvar on the 8 May 2018, and the 
collection storage of modern clothing and accessories, curated by Maja Hren Brvar, on 23 May 2019. All the collection storages have 
leaflets in Slovene and English.
40 This decision followed reflection on the fact that modern exhibitions neglect the more demanding audiences, which is not right. This 
trend is the result of the fact that cultural policy in the 20th century, due to a desire for greater accessibility, increasingly began placing 
museums in the field of culture, while museum workers who are daily working with primary sources were gradually losing the status 
of researchers and acquiring the role of interpreters. Even in the 19th century, museums were still classified as scientific-research 
institutions.
41 It was developed by Dr Simon Kolmanič and Jan Breznar from the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science at the 
University of Maribor.
42 The application will in future be updated with a version that will enable remote access. 
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THE FURNITURE COLLECTION AT THE MARIBOR REGIONAL MUSEUM AND THE PERMANENT EXHIBITION 
SPACES OF BEAUTY43 
The furniture collection ranks among the biggest in the country. The oldest material originates in the 16th 
century; most material is from the time between the second half of the 17th century and the late 19th cen-
tury. The quality attests to the mastery of the joiners who learned their skills in the wider Central European 
space. The beauty of the chests, commodes, tabernacle cupboards, writing desks, tables and various seating 
furniture is a proof of high dwelling culture. The selection of the furniture used in the homes of econom-
ically and socially better off commissioners in Slovenia (Church centres, nobility, wealthy bourgeoisie) was 
dictated by furniture centres in Inner Austrian lands. On farms, the individual taste of self-taught village fur-
niture-makers simplified the forms dictated by contemporary stylistic trends.44 

In case of furniture that does not bear a badge or some other proof of its maker it is difficult to determine the 
provenance. The collection includes furniture of foreign provenance, collected in the area that is partly cov-
ered by the Maribor Regional Museum and it can be claimed with certainty that it was used mostly in Styria, 
Koroška or Prekmurje castles, mansions, town houses and farms. The furniture was made on the territory 
of the present-day Germany, Italy, France, Netherlands and Croatia. The furniture that was made on what 
is now Austria is conditionally also spoken of as imported, even though in the 19th century the present-day 
Slovene Styria was a part of then province of Styria, with the provincial capital in Graz. From 1876, when the 
first crafts school was founded in Graz, joiners from Slovene Styria also attended. The connection of Graz 
with Vienna, which was in the first half of the 19th century the most important Central European furniture 
centre, brought to the joiners in the Slovene part of Styria simultaneous influences from Vienna. This is why 
the furniture made in Slovene Styria is sometimes difficult to differentiate from that made in Vienna. This 
goes to prove this area’s connection with the wider European space.

The exhibition Spaces of Beauty rounds off the new communication of the furniture collection that began in 
2011 with the opening of the furniture collection storage45 at the former Partizan Cinema.

The concept of Spaces of Beauty (Image 3) is based on the presentation of the indisputable quality of the 
selected 43 furniture items. In the case of all of them, their beauty is the result of a direct intervention, i.e. 
handiwork, which gives value to the selected furniture. The exhibition wishes to communicate this as a value. 
The greatest challenge in the setting up of the exhibition was the search for a connection between current 
values with those of the time when the exhibited objects were made and used. The curator of the exhibition 
found a confirmation for her decision in the thought of the philosopher Slavoj Žižek46 that today it is not 
necessary to rehabilitate beauty, but craft and art as hard work. These are the reasons why Spaces of Beauty 
is thematically centred on the furniture decorating techniques that were carried out only by hand. Gilding, 
carving, painting, intarsia, veneering and marquetry were the basic manners of decorating furniture through 
different stylistic periods. The most representative objects in the collection for the presentation of the deco-
rating techniques are: chests, cupboards, chairs, sofas, tables, chests-of-drawers, writing desks, clock, pedi-
ment, frames and mirrors, as well as fronts of built-in and doors.

43 The opening of the exhibition Spaces of Beauty, curated by Dr Mirjana Koren, took place on 18 May 2021.
44 For the design of furniture on farms see: MAKAROVIČ, G. 1981.
45 The opening of the collection storage curated by Dr Mirjana Koren took place on 28 June 2011. The collection storage is accompa-
nied by a leaflet in Slovene and English.
46 ŽIŽEK, S. 2019.
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Image 3: Spaces of Beauty permanent exhibition, Maribor Regional Museum, 2021 (Maribor Regional Muse-
um archive, Photo: Tomo Jeseničnik).

But how to contextualise the presentation of historical furniture so that it attracts the attention of visitors 
and conveys the message? In the search for answers, the curator returned to the basic question of what 
furniture is. If we strip away its practical and aesthetic function and define its basic geometric appearance, 
furniture is a volume. This volume is always in relationship with the volume of a room, which in turn is in re-
lationship with the volume of a house and the house with the volume of a town/village. Thus we think about 
furniture, from its stone Neolithic predecessors at Skara Brae47 onwards, in the context of the interior of a 
room and house or the interior of a house and town. This is why the exhibition space is conceived as a town 
with houses, streets, street lighting and posters on the house facades. Large display cabinets are houses, 
which on an abstract level represent the joiners’ workshops where furniture was made for the aristocracy, 
Church commissioners and wealthy townspeople. They also represent shells for the protection of ancient 
craft skills. Visitors walk along the streets leading between the house facades, on which street lighting draws 
attention to the basic exhibition texts. The exhibition set leads visitors around the space, creating a feeling of 
orientation and safety, encouraging their curiosity and thirst for knowledge. In front of each house there is a 
touch screen on which in-depth texts can be accessed. Visitors get information about the makers, planners, 
commissioners and buildings from which the furniture originates, how it was acquired by the museum, the 
development of each individual furniture type, stylistic rules, ambient arrangements, etc. To throw light on 
all these themes photographic material from other museums was also needed, which was acquired from 
Slovenia,48 other European towns49 and the USA.50 

47 Houses in village communities were originally furnished with stone furniture. The best-known Neolithic village of ten clustered 
houses Skara Brae (3,180–2,500 BC), on the isle of Mainland in the Orkneys in Scotland. To make trade easier, craftsmen gradually 
made furniture in lighter materials and for centuries this was mainly wood.
48 Maribor Regional Archives, NUK Ljubljana, National Gallery Ljubljana, National Museum of Contemporary History, Ptuj-Ormož Re-
gional Museum, Velenje Museum.
49 Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, Netherlands, Victoria & Albert Museum London, England, Dumfries House, Cumnock, United Kingdom, 
Valais History Museum, Sion, Switzerland, Berlin State Archives, Germany, Nürnberg City Library, Germany, Thonet, Frankenberg, Ger-
many, Museum of Applied Arts, Vienna Austria, Carinthian Regional Museum, Klagenfurt, Austria.
50 Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, The White House Historical Association, Washington.
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Although museum exhibitions remain the most specific51 and generally expected form, museums convey 
their messages to different publics through many other communication channels, such as museum publi-
cations, pedagogical52 and andragogical programmes,53 online publications, social networks, and so on. In 
future, the exhibition Spaces of Beauty will be educationally refreshed through alternating museographic 
tools (puzzles with patterns of local types of wood, presentations of the phases of decorating surfaces and of 
tools, exhibited hand-made and decorated furniture by current makers, etc.).

In 2022, in order to monitor visitor satisfaction, formative and summative evaluations will begin for Slovene 
and foreign visitors.

CONCLUSION
The implementation of the setting up of the new permanent exhibitions shows the modern, but noble con-
servative trademark of the museum. They are subtly placed in the castle building, always subordinated to 
the space, never trying to overwhelm it. The planning was well considered, with a precise dramaturgy, with 
thicker and thinner exhibition tales, with spatial designs which, in addition to the drawn museum route, 
direct visitors also by focusing their eyes, through lighting solutions that expose exhibited objects, and with 
deep reflection on the content and length of the exhibition texts and their translations into English.

The concept Gallery of European Creativity is based on the newly determined values of the material. If the 
used materials, stylistic influences, joinery skills, etc. were the consequence of the physical migrations of 
both masters and commissioners, today’s museums connect with each other and their content is contextual-
ised with the help of digitalisation. We are witnessing “migrations of the new age”.

The Coronavirus pandemic again forced the employees of the museum to reflect deeply on its mission in 
the new millennium. It affirmed their belief that one of the fundamental duties of contemporary museum 
workers is to seek new values in the museum material and communicate them. For over a decade they have 
been presenting the material and permanent exhibitions so that they trigger creative inspiration in the visi-
tors. This both develops the creative potential of the community and ensures a constant process of making 
relevant the cultural heritage that has been gathered at the museum for over a century. The exhibition Spac-
es of Beauty proves that this sensitive process is being implemented following high ethical, professional and 
aesthetic standards. The communication of the value of the material at the exhibition was also conceived 
bearing in mind the exponential growth of digitalisation of museum production. 
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STALNE RAZSTAVE V POKRAJINSKEM MUZEJU MARIBOR S 
POSEBNIM POUDARKOM NA RAZSTAVI POHIŠTVA PROSTORI 
LEPEGA
dr. Mirjana Koren, Pokrajinski muzej Maribor

Strokovni članek (1.04)

IZVLEČEK
Zametki Pokrajinskega muzeja Maribor segajo v leto 1896. Leta 1937 sta se začeli adaptacija mariborskega 
gradu za potrebe muzeja in ureditev prvih razstav v njem. Ob drugi večji prenovi gradu je bila leta 2005 izde-
lana Vsebinska in muzeološka zasnova novih stalnih razstav, po kateri so začeli sukcesivno postavljati stalne 
razstave. Leta 2021 je bila v nadstropju bastije v sklopu koncepta Galerija evropske kreativnosti odprta razstava 
Prostori lepega. Ta zaokroža z oglednim depojem v Kinu Partizan začeto novo komunikacijo zbirke pohištva in 
jo umešča v mednarodni kulturni prostor. Prikazuje izbrano pohištvo iz muzejske zbirke ter seznanja obiskoval-
ce z znanji in starodavnimi obrtniškimi veščinami, ki so oplemenitile pohištvo z različnimi krasilnimi tehnikami.

KLJUČNE BESEDE
Pokrajinski muzej Maribor, stalna razstava, Prostori lepega, pohištvo, krasilne tehnike

POVZETEK
Prvi zametek Pokrajinskega muzeja Maribor je bil leta 1896 ustanovljeni Muzej lavantinske škofije. Njegove 
zbirke so bile leta 1924 združene z zbirkama Mestnega in Narodnega muzeja. Prostorsko stisko združenih 
muzejev je rešil mestni svet z nakupom mestnega gradu in njegovo prenovo za muzej. Prva razstava je bila 
v gradu odprta leta 1938, leta 1947 pa se je število razstav povečalo. Na ogled so bile postavljene arheolo-
ška, etnološka, mariborska, numizmatična, umetnoobrtna in prirodopisna razstava ter razstavi stanovanjske 
kulture in narodne osvoboditve. V petdesetih letih 20. stoletja so se iz okvira Pokrajinskega muzeja Maribor 
izločili Pokrajinski arhiv Maribor, Umetnostna galerija Maribor, Muzej narodne osvoboditve Maribor, Zavod 
za spomeniško varstvo za SV Slovenijo, z njimi pa tudi razstavi narodne osvoboditve in sodobne likovne ume-
tnosti. V gradu so v tem času prvič na ogled postavili historično lekarno. Leta 1972 so začeli posodabljati 
koncept stalne razstave in leto kasneje kot novost odprli razstavo civilnih in vojaških oblačil.

Ob drugi večji prenovi gradu je bila leta 2005 izdelana Vsebinska in muzeološka zasnova novih stalnih razstav, 
po kateri so začeli sukcesivno postavljati stalne razstave. Obiskovalci lahko doživijo muzej na osnovni ogledni 
poti, ki traja eno uro. Na njej so bile doslej postavljene stalne razstave: Začetki, Prvi dotik, Med bliščem in 
bedo srednjega veka ter Portret meščanstva. Ogled se lahko razširi z dodatnimi vsebinami. Ena od dodatnih 
vsebin je razstava Ars pharmaceutica – Umetnost lekarništva, na kateri je predstavljeno historično lekarniško 
gradivo, postavljeno v grajsko klet. Dopolnitev osnovne ogledne poti predstavlja tudi Galerija evropske kre-
ativnosti, ki je nameščena v nadstropje grajske bastije. V Galeriji je razstavljeno najbolj izpovedno gradivo iz 
štirih izbranih specialnih zbirk: slikarstva, kiparstva, oblačilne kulture in pohištva. Slednje je bilo na ogled po-
stavljeno leta 2021 s stalno razstavo Prostori lepega. Zasnova razstave temelji na prikazu nesporno spoznane 
kakovosti izbranih 43 pohištvenih kosov. Kakovost je pri vseh posledica neposredne človekove intervencije 
oziroma njegovega ročnega dela, s katerim je pohištvo okrasil in oplemenitil. Z razstavo se zaokroža z ogle-
dnim depojem v Kinu Partizan začeta nova komunikacija zbirke pohištva Pokrajinskega muzeja Maribor.
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ABSTRACT
By the middle of the nineteenth century, the cult of collecting of French eighteenth-century furni-
ture was well established throughout Europe. It started with aristocrats and connoisseurs, but by the 
mid-century, the styles of Paris a century earlier had become so highly fashionable that for many, the 
only way to acquire them was to buy reproductions or new creations in the style. This paper will analyse 
one cabinet in the Maribor Museum, which is a paradigm of such pieces. It will dissect the piece to show 
how different parts borrowed their ideas from quite different pieces of furniture from the eighteenth 
century to create an entirely new type for a new century. 

KEYWORDS
French style, reproductions, collecting, connoisseurship, cataloguing

INTRODUCTION
This paper developed from thoughts that arose during Covid lockdown when access to pieces of furniture 
from museum collections was for a while impossible. It is intended as a case study to demonstrate the im-
portance of close observation, even, as in my case, initially from photographs. The cabinet I want to discuss 
today, from the collection of the museum in Maribor, was made in the late-nineteenth century in the French 
style of the eighteenth century. Nothing is known about its history before it came to the museum from the 
Collections Centre, so it must necessarily stand as its own document. 

THE FRENCH HISTORICIST STYLE
The French historicist style in which it was created was the most popular style in fashionable society in the 
second half of the nineteenth century, not only in France but throughout Europe and in societies that were 
influenced by European fashions. It represented the confident superiority of the French court before the 
Revolution. As the cult of collecting French eighteenth-century furniture spread from the 1820s onwards, it 
represented wealth, taste and established status. In societies that were wracked by social change and threats 
of revolution, it represented confident authority and provided roots for uncertain societies where traditional 
hierarchies were being challenged. It is not surprising that the style reached the height of popularity shortly 
after the 1848 revolutions that shook so many European states. In the 1850s and 1860s, it was French eigh-
teenth-century furniture that began to dominate public exhibitions, both historical pieces and contemporary 
versions of the style.1 It also dominated the salerooms. British collectors were a strong force in the market, 
not least because many pieces of the best French furniture of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries had 
crossed the channel, some even before the end of the Napoleonic wars, ferried by an enterprising new group 
creating a market as entrepreneurs or dealers in art and antiquities. Their intention was to move the best 
of French decorative arts across the channel to catch the monied interest of a country, then leading in the 
industrial revolution.2 But the fashion was quick to spread elsewhere in Europe. Everyone wanted the style, 

1 Examples include the famous Exhibition of Decorative Furniture at Gore House, Kensington, London in 1853, organised by the Com-
missioners of the 1851 Exhibition. This included both historical pieces, from all over Europe and of all dates, loaned by Queen Victoria, 
celebrated noble families and newer collectors such as Isambard Kingdom Brunel, the great railway engineer. The Queen offered a 
monumental jewel cabinet made in 1771 by Jean-Henri Riesener, the French royal cabinet-maker, for the Comtesse de Provence.  The 
4th Marquess of Hertford (whose collections formed the basis of the Wallace Collection) commissioned a splendid copy of this cabinet 
from John Rutter of Paris (sold Sotheby’s, New York, 19 April 2007, lot 105). Nine years later, in 1862, the South Kensington Museum 
(predecessor of the Victoria and Albert Museum) showed a Special Exhibition of Works of Art of the Medieval, Renaissance and More 
Recent Periods, which included many French seventeenth and eighteenth-century pieces. Again, in 1865, the Union Centrale des 
Beaux-Arts Appliqué à l’Industrie in Paris supported the Musée Retrospectif at the Palais de l’Industrie.
2 DAVIS, D. 2020, chapter 3, pp. 64–82.
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real or reproduction. Between 1869 and 1880, the Victoria and Albert Museum, then the most influential of 
all public collections of decorative art, turned its attention from the Italian Renaissance pieces that had dom-
inated its early collecting in the 1850s to French decorative arts. The market was strong, and at first, relatively 
few pieces were acquired, but in 1882, after years of ‘wooing’ the private collector John Jones, the Museum 
was rewarded with a very large bequest of French eighteenth-century furniture and decorative arts, one that 
still forms the basis of its collections of this period.3

THE MARIBOR CABINET
In the process of looking at the Maribor cabinet (Image 1), I hope to advocate the continued importance 
of careful visual analysis in the study of such pieces. Connoisseurship is rather out of fashion now. It can be 
presented as an unscientific, un-historic manner of approaching a piece of furniture and yet it is only the 
close looking which is the basis of this skill that can provoke the questions that may go on to be answered by 
scientific analysis or archival research. It is the looking that allows the mind to speculate and theorise. These 
new ideas can then be tested, but it is the looking that initiates the questions. 

Image 1: Cabinet in the French style, second half of the nineteenth century (Maribor Regional Museum 
archive, inv. no. N. 5731, Photo: Tomo Jeseničnik).

3 BRACKET, O. 1922.
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The old-fashioned discipline of writing detailed descriptions as part of a process of cataloguing is both sup-
ported and threatened by the recent universal availability of photographs. If you read the earliest acquisi-
tion records of pieces received by the South Kensington Museum in the 1860s and 1870s, the majority are 
careful, detailed descriptions of objects that allow you, even now, to identify one amongst a group of, say, 
Italian sgabello chairs that may look superficially almost identical. Catalogue entries online now sometimes 
have ten or more photographs of the object attached, and it might be thought that detailed descriptions are 
no longer necessary – you can see it in the photograph. Certainly, it would be possible to identify a particular 
Italian chair from a group in this way, but the danger of photographs alone is that we flick through them, Ins-
tagram fashion, without ‘reading’ them carefully and absorbing the detail, as we must when we are forced to 
find words to describe it. Without the discipline of careful looking and recording in writing, we are in danger 
of failing to create in a younger generation the wide mental reference library of images that builds up over 
many years and allows connections to be made between objects that may be half a world apart. It is this 
kind of mental library that allows us to understand the complex varieties of copying and adapting forms and 
ornament that are such an intrinsic part of the design of the past. The vast access that we now have to online 
libraries of images is a wonderful resource, but it is important that this external resource does not supplant 
the internalised libraries of mental images, which are so essential to our work.

What I hope to do in this paper is what I would normally do verbally with a group of students or visitors or in 
written form in the process of cataloguing. In museums, we live with objects for years and may return to the 
same object after ten years with a completely new interpretation of it. Critics may say that our collections are 
static and ‘dead’, but they are not. The arrival of a new curator or a visitor, with new knowledge or even with 
the courage to ask what may seem obvious questions, may radically change how a piece is understood, as 
may a new acquisition that gives yet another piece for comparison. Visits to other collections and discussions 
with other curators work in exactly the same way, topping up the mental image bank that is so important. 

On the back of the Maribor cabinet, there is a label of a Parisian shipping agent, which might suggest that 
the cabinet originated in that city. Although the cabinet is undoubtedly French in style, it seems to me that 
it cannot have been made in Paris, although it may have been stored there or sold there at some point in its 
life. To me, it represents the vibrant internationalism of French style in high society (or in sections of society 
that aspired to the heights) in a variety of centres from Lisbon to Prague and Stockholm to Naples. Pieces in 
this style were made in each of those centres and in each, they ‘spoke French with a local accent’ as we might 
say. For me, the most interesting thing about this cabinet is not its ‘Frenchness’ or its ‘eighteenth-century-
ness’, but how the designer and maker in the late nineteenth century transformed the visual characteristics 
of those two ideas to suit a local market, with demands very different from those of the eighteenth century. 

To consider the cabinet systematically, we should look at its form and then its ornament. Its tall form de-
rives in part from one of the standard French forms of the second half of the eighteenth-century, that of the 
secrétaire à abattant, the fall-front desk that was perfectly designed to occupy the area of the wall between 
windows, where light was available to the writer, although it might be placed elsewhere in a room (Image 2). 
The panel on the upper front dropped down provided a writing surface and access to drawers and pigeon-
holes for papers, while the doors below offered access to cupboard space. The whole thing also offered se-
curity. It could be closed and locked easily, hiding its papers within. 
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Image 2: Sécrétaire à abattant, Paris, about 1775, maker unknown but stamped by the English restorer,  
Edward Holmes Baldock, about 1830 (Photo: Victoria and Albert Museum, inv. no. 1111-1882).

Of course, the cabinet we are looking at, although called a bureau, is not fitted for writing, nor does it have 
the enclosed cupboards below. The designer, although using the signature cabriole legs of the Rococo period 
of the mid-eighteenth century, may well have had in mind the celebrated earlier cabinets-on-stand made by 
Louis XIV’s cabinet-maker, André-Charles Boulle (1642–1732) in the late-seventeenth century. Image 3 shows 
one of the earliest of these, with a solid backboard to the lower section and the three-part form of the upper 
cabinet, both of which features are seen in the Maribor cabinet. The solid backboard not only provides a space 
for decoration but gives great stability to the whole piece, as it does on the Maribor cabinet, which would 
otherwise be dangerously top heavy. The Maribor cabinet also follows this design in dividing the top part visu-
ally into three. In the Boulle cabinet, the central door encloses a magical miniature theatre setting, but in the 
Maribor cabinet, the arrangement is simplified for a less grand audience to a simple couple of shelves.
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Image 3: Cabinet-on-stand attributed to André-Charles Boulle, 1675–1680 (Photo: J. Paul Getty Museum, Los 
Angeles, inv. no. 77.DA.1). Digital image courtesy of the Getty Open Content Programme.

The form of the top not only looks back to Boulle’s tripartite idea but also to the form of a commode of the 
period 1760–1780.  This amalgamation of ideas was typical of the way in which makers in the nineteenth 
century used every available possibility from earlier design to create pieces that were entirely new but in the 
spirit (as they understood it) of the century, they admired. They were, in most cases, inventing, not repro-
ducing. In the eighteenth century, the commode was the most fashionable piece of furniture in France and 
thus in Europe. Even with the extravagantly curvaceous forms of Rococo commodes, the idea of dividing the 
front into three panels had been explored in the 1750s, and by the 1760s, the kind of commode that we now 
call ‘Transitional’ (that is, bridging the styles of the reigns of Louis XV and Louis XVI) was emerging, indicating 
the change from Rococo to Neo-classical forms, as shown in the commode (Image 4) by Mathieu-Guillaume 
Cramer (died 1794). This design started with royal cabinet-makers Jean-François Oeben (1721–1763) and his 
successor Jean-Henri Riesener (1734–1806), but it was copied by hundreds of cabinet-makers in France and 
further afield. Cramer used the three apparent vertical divisions to disguise full-width drawers, two deep 
ones and a narrower one above behind the decorative frieze. 
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Image 4: Commode by Mathieu-Guillaume Cramer, Paris, 1775–1780 (Photo: Victoria and Albert Museum, 
inv. no. W.3-1940).

This form of commode became universal in Europe, illustrated in London, for instance, by Thomas Chip-
pendale (1718–1779), Britain’s most famous cabinet-maker, in the third edition of his Gentleman and Cabi-
net-Maker’s Director, published in 1762. Germany’s most renowned cabinet-makers Abraham (1711–1793) 
and David (1743–1807) Roentgen made their versions of it. Almost every cabinet-making centre in Europe 
will have had its own versions of the design, but the idea of adopting it as the upper part of a cabinet on stand 
was entirely novel when it was tried out by the maker of the Maribor cabinet. 

The shelf that joins the legs of the cabinet at low level is incurved on the front edge, as if designed for some-
one to use the cabinet seated, following a pattern that was developed for writing tables and reading stands in 
Paris in the late-eighteenth century (Image 5). This suggests that the maker was thinking of a secretaire, even 
though this cabinet has no provision for writing. Secretaires with open stands of this form were relatively 
common in late-nineteenth century France, as shown by a version (Image 6) by Jean Piret (working 1865–
1876). In that case, however, you can see the lines that indicate that the panel on the top section drops down 
to provide the writing surface – something that the maker of the Maribor cabinet did not seek to provide.
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Image 5 (left): Reading and writing stand by Martin Carlin (Photo: Victoria and Albert Museum, inv. no. 
1028-1882).

Image 6: Sécrétaire à abattant, stamped by Jean Piret, Paris, 1860–1880 (Photo: Victoria and Albert Museum, 
inv. no. 1068-1882).

The other essential element of its French style was the use of lacquered or gilded brass mounts. The designs 
for these on the cabinet are all of the nineteenth century, with much borrowing from the eighteenth century.  
This should not be surprising because we now know a lot about the sale of models of earlier mounts that 
were re-cast and copied in a variety of ways in Paris and elsewhere in the nineteenth century.4

The mounts at the top of the front corners combine neo-classical console brackets with hanging bunches of 
leaves beneath, including ribbon bows, that have prettified and ‘Rococofied’ the design. A similar softening 
and ‘prettifying’ has transformed the oval neo-classical keyhole escutcheons. The hanging mount of fictive 
drapery round the top of the cabinet is a re-working of a design that was very well known on pieces by the 
eighteenth-century cabinet-maker Martin Carlin (1730–1785), but the design is tighter and less naturalistic. 
Image 7 shows a detail of a Martin Carlin work table that is dated 1774 by the porcelain plaque that forms 
the top and which carries a date letter for that year. 

4 This is discussed by Christopher Payne in François Linke: the Belle Epoque of French Furniture. Woodbridge: ACC Art Books, 2003. For 
an overall study of the best quality nineteenth-century Parisian furniture see Christopher Payne, Paris Furniture, the luxury market of 
the 19th Century,  Paris, Editions Monelle Hayot, 2018.
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Image 7: Work table by Martin Carlin, showing a mount imitating drapery, Paris, 1776 (Photo: Victoria and 
Albert Museum, inv. no. 1067-1882).

The mounts on the knees of the table, with the heads of women, have an even longer history.  Winged wom-
en’s heads were used by André-Charles Boulle on his most famous pieces, the commodes made for the Cha-
teau de Trianon in 1709. In the first half of the eighteenth-century, there were large number of versions of the 
idea, with a women’s head above a scroll, and as on may be this mount, on an English cabinet-on-stand (Image 
8) attributed to the workshop of the accomplished but somewhat mysterious cabinet-maker John Channon 
(1711–c. 1783).  The mount is itself a version of a French mount used on commodes made in Paris in the peri-
od 1715–1730 by the cabinet-maker who used the stamp ‘FL’, probably François Lieutaud (1665–1748). 
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Image 8: Detail of mount on cabinet-on-stand, attributed to the workshop of John Channon, London, about 
1735 (Photo: Victoria and Albert Museum, inv. no. W.7-1964).

The only jarring and non-French elements in the brass-work on the cabinet are the elongated, external hing-
es with steeple tips, which were not used in fashionable French furniture in the eighteenth century.  By the 
eighteenth century, Parisian cabinet makers were cleverly hiding their hinges in a very different fashion. These 
hinges are more typical of a piece made in one of the German-speaking states. Image 9, of a cabinet in the V&A 
collections, shows us exactly the same form of external hinges used on a cabinet made in Wurzburg in 1716. 
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Image 9: Detail of upper door on a cabinet made in the workshop of Servatius Arend, Wurzburg, 1716 (Photo: 
Victoria and Albert Museum, inv. no. W.23-1975).

Turning to the marquetry, we have once again to consider how the Maribor cabinet differs from the Paris tra-
ditions. The fine stringing that frames each panel, with a chequered dark and light motif of rectangles, is clos-
er to the kind of ornament found on Northern European pieces, especially those made in the Netherlands or 
the German-speaking states. French cabinet-makers preferred the continuous lines of dark and light stringing 
to enclose their panels. The trophies of musical instruments on the side panels of the front are undoubtedly 
based on French designs, but the flowers above and below them are very different from French marquetry, 
which is much more naturalistic (Image 10), and it was flowers such as these that were so successfully copied 
in Paris in the nineteenth century. 
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Image 10: Detail of the door of a corner cupboard by Jean-François Oeben, about 1760 (Photo: Victoria and 
Albert Museum, inv. no. 1114–1882).

Another argument against the origin of this cabinet in Paris is that it was almost unknown for Paris-made 
pieces to carry a coat of arms or a crest as part of the marquetry, but, if you look even briefly through  
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Dr Kreisel and Dr Himmelheber’s great three-volume work on German furniture, this seems to have been quite 
common in those states, as is illustrated by the Wurzburg cabinet in the V&A which was mentioned above 
(Image 9).5 The large-scale lion on the Maribor cabinet appears to be what is called in English a ‘supporter’ 
for a coat of arms, and yet the arms he holds, with the single fleur-de-lys, is evidently an invented and purely 
decorative device. The nineteenth century was a great period for such inventions, so that is not unexpected. 

Finally, and perhaps this might have been a first point to start from, the use of a native wood (here appar-
ently walnut) as a ground for marquetry, in combination with palisander and other tropical woods, is not 
a practice that was favoured in Paris. In other centres, this was a different matter, with Abraham Roentgen 
using cherry veneers in Nieuwied and the maker of the Wurzburg cabinet, Servatius Arend (1673–1729), 
using walnut as a ground for marquetry that included small amounts of tropical woods, including highly 
luxurious and expensive snakewood. 

CONCLUSION
The process of deconstructing this cabinet into its component forms and styles allows us to understand the 
process of design that created it. Such pieces are often referred to as ‘reproductions’, but that is to dismiss 
the strength of creativity that was involved in their design. They were made as new creations in a style that 
had been thoroughly absorbed and internalised by the design world. Re-printing of eighteenth-century en-
graved designs had begun in the 1830s.6 By the 1850s, photography was used to record and publicise historic 
pieces in the newly developing public museums and in the first public exhibitions of such material.7 For the 
first time, there was democratic access to these essentially aristocratic pieces. The new art schools drew on 
all these sources to encourage designers and craftsmen to appropriate design ideas from the furniture on 
show. The forms and ornament became the natural design language for more than one generation of de-
signers, often now overshadowed by the more famous design reformers, whose work has dominated design 
history in the twentieth century. 
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OMARA V »FRANCOSKEM SLOGU« – NOV SLOG, POROJEN IZ 
STAREGA
Sarah Medlam, London, Združeno kraljestvo

Izvirni znanstveni članek (1.01)

IZVLEČEK
Sredi 19. stoletja je bila v Evropi v polnem razmahu moda zbiranja francoskega pohištva iz 18. stoletja. Začeli 
so jo aristokrati in poznavalci, vendar pa je bil sredi stoletja pariški slog iz predhodnega stoletja že tako zelo 
priljubljen, da so številni lahko prišli do pohištva v tem slogu samo tako, da so kupovali kopije ali nove umetni-
ne, izdelane v njegovem duhu. V članku analiziramo omaro, ki jo hrani Pokrajinski muzej Maribor in je vzorčni 
primer takšnih kosov. S podrobno analizo omare pokažemo, da so se pri njenih posameznih delih izdelovalci 
zgledovali po zelo različnih kosih pohištva iz 18. stoletja in tako ustvarili nov slog za novo stoletje.

KLJUČNE BESEDE
francoski slog, kopije, zbiranje, poznavalstvo, katalogiziranje

POVZETEK
Nastanek članka je spodbudilo razmišljanje med zaprtjem zaradi epidemije covida-19 o tem, kako pomembno 
je natančno proučevanje eksponatov za katalogiziranje in kako pomembno je izuriti nove generacije kustosov v 
veščinah natančnega opazovanja. K razmisleku me je spodbudila prošnja, naj napišem komentar o omari iz zbirke 
pohištva Pokrajinskega muzeja Maribor. Gre za francoski slog 18. stoletja, vendar pa je bil kos izdelan v 19. stoletju.

Članek se začne s kratkim opisom vsesplošne priljubljenosti francoskega sloga v 19. stoletju, ki jo je spodbudil 
kult zbiranja francoskih dekorativnih predmetov iz 18. stoletja in ki se je začel takoj po ponovni vzpostavitvi 
francoske monarhije. Sredi stoletja so tako zasebni kot institucionalni zbiratelji vneto sledili tem kosom, o 
velikem zanimanju pa zelo nazorno priča tudi razvoj obrti izdelave kopij.

Način, kako so oblikovalci in izdelovalci tega pohištva uporabljali in prilagajali zgodnejše ideje, proučujemo 
na primeru oblike mariborske omare, pozlačenega medeninastega okrasja na nogah in intarzij, s katerimi je 
okrašena, pri čemer uporabljamo primere iz zbirke Muzeja Viktorije in Alberta kot ilustracijo virov, ki jih je 
oblikovalec omare verjetno poznal in uporabil. Kot ugotavlja avtorica, je malo možnosti, da bi bila omara, 
čeprav je nedvomno narejena v »francoskem slogu«, dejansko izdelana v Parizu. Analiza oblik in okrasja kaže 
na izvirnost in iznajdljivost oblikovalcev, saj so z uporabo elementov iz zgodnejših obdobij ustvarjali kose po-
hištva, ki so bili veliko bolj inventivni, kot bi utegnili soditi po izrazu »kopija«.
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FIGURAL DEPICTIONS ON FURNITURE IN PTUJ CASTLE*
Tatjana Štefanič, Curator, Ptuj - Ormož Regional Museum, Slovenia, tatjana.stefanic@pmpo.si

ABSTRACT
The extensive collection of historical furniture in Ptuj Castle features not only rich and stylistically diverse or-
namental decoration but also interesting figural depictions. They include, in addition to mascarons, hermae, 
angels, and putti, many mythological figures, various personifications, depictions from Christian iconography, 
antiquated portrait medallions, characters from the Commedia dell’arte, depictions of nobility in fashionable 
clothing typical of the time of the creation of particular furniture pieces, etc. In addition to the variety of mo-
tifs and of art and carpentry techniques used to depict the figures, the graphic templates used for creating 
certain figural scenes on furniture pieces are of particular interest.

KEYWORDS
Ptuj castle, ornaments, decorative techniques, figural motifs, graphic templates

SUMMARY
The extensive collection of historical furniture in Ptuj Castle features not only rich and stylistically diverse 
ornamental decoration, such as very popular geometric, plant or floral and animal ornaments, but also some 
interesting figural depictions. Prevalent among the latter are mascarons, hermae, angels and putti, as well 
as mythological figures, various personifications, depictions from Christian iconography, antiquated portrait 
medallions, characters from the Commedia dell’arte, depictions of nobility in fashionable clothing typical of 
the time of the creation of particular furniture pieces, etc.

In addition to a variety of motifs, the furniture provides an insight into a range of different art and carpen-
try techniques that were used to depict figures and other ornaments. Chests and other storage furniture 
range among the most decorated pieces of furniture displaying figural motifs that are inlaid, marqueted 
and carved, as well as ink-drawn. Graphic templates deserve special interest as they were used as a base for 
certain figural scenes created on different pieces of furniture. An outstanding cedar marriage chest from the 
1720s displays a story of love between the mother Venus and her little son Cupid, and the motifs are based 
on popular graphics by Odoardo Filaletti and Jacques Callot. The collection of furniture pieces contains an 
interesting Biedermeier sewing table with two graphics printed in the veneer showing figural scenes of bird 
hunters. Full-plastic figures can be found only on two pieces of furniture. The figure of Cronos, presented in 
the form of a naked, muscular, bearded man with wings, standing on a globe and thus completing a top of a 
long-case clock which is adorned with gilded carved ornaments, is from the first quarter of the 18th century. 
One century younger, however, is an impressive full-plastic figure supporting the round top of the Empire 
table in the form of a black boy wearing gold shoes and ornamentally painted gilded trousers.

* Translation: Tanja Ostrman Renault
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FIGURALNE UPODOBITVE NA POHIŠTVENIH KOSIH 
V PTUJSKEM GRADU
Tatjana Štefanič, Pokrajinski muzej Ptuj - Ormož, Slovenija

IZVLEČEK
Obsežna zbirka historičnega pohištva v Ptujskem gradu poleg bogatega in stilno raznovrstnega ornamental-
nega okrasja ponuja tudi zanimive figuralne upodobitve. Med njimi je največ maskeronov, hermastih popr-
sij, angelcev in putov, pa tudi mitoloških oseb, različnih personifikacij, upodobitev iz krščanske ikonografije, 
antikizirajočih portretov v medaljonih, likov iz commedie dell'arte, upodobitev plemstva v modnih oblačilih, 
značilnih za čas nastanka določenega pohištvenega kosa, itd. Poleg pestrosti motivov ter različnih likovnih in 
mizarskih tehnik, s katerimi so upodobljene figure, so posebej zanimive tudi grafične predloge, po katerih so 
nastali določeni figuralni prizori na pohištvenih kosih.

KLJUČNE BESEDE
Ptujski grad, pohištvo, ornamentika, krasilne tehnike, figuralni motivi, grafične predloge

POVZETEK
Obsežna zbirka historičnega pohištva v Ptujskem gradu ponuja poleg bogatega in stilno raznovrstnega or-
namentalnega okrasja, kot so še posebej priljubljene geometrijska, rastlinska oziroma cvetlična in živalska 
ornamentika, tudi zanimive figuralne upodobitve. Med slednjimi je največ maskeronov, hermastih poprsij, 
angelcev in putov, pa tudi mitoloških oseb, različnih personifikacij, upodobitev iz krščanske ikonografije, an-
tikizirajočih portretov v medaljonih, likov iz commedie dell'arte, upodobitev plemstva v modnih oblačilih, 
značilnih za čas nastanka določenega pohištvenega kosa, itd.

Pohištveni kosi poleg pestrosti motivov nudijo tudi vpogled v paleto različnih likovnih in mizarskih tehnik, 
s katerimi so upodobljene figure in druga ornamentika. Med s figuraliko najbolj okrašene pohištvene kose 
zagotovo sodijo skrinje in drugo shrambno pohištvo, na katerih najdemo tako intarzirane, marketirane in 
rezbarjene kakor tudi z risbo s tušem izrisane motive. Še posebej zanimive so grafične predloge, po katerih 
so nastali določeni figuralni prizori na pohištvenih kosih. Med njimi s svojo zaokroženo zgodbo o ljubezni 
med materjo Venero in njenim sinčkom Kupidom izstopa ženitovanjska skrinja iz cedrovine iz dvajsetih let 
17. stoletja. Motivi na njej so povzeti po priljubljenih grafikah Odoarda Filalettija in Jacquesa Callota. V zbirki 
hranimo tudi zanimivo bidermajersko šivalno mizico, na kateri sta v furnir odtisnjeni grafiki s figuralnima pri-
zoroma lovcev na jerebice in sloke. Le na dveh pohištvenih kosih sta tudi polnoplastični figuri. Iz prve četrtine 
18. stoletja je figura Kronosa v podobi golega mišičastega in bradatega moža s krili, ki, stoječ na zemeljski 
obli, zaključuje s pozlačeno rezbarjeno ornamentiko okrašeno precej visoko ohišje podne ure. Stoletje mlajša 
pa je impozantna polnoplastična figura zamorčka v zlatih čeveljcih in ornamentirano poslikanih in pozlačenih 
hlačah, ki podpira okroglo ploščo empirske mizice. 
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FURNITURE STORIES*
Zvjezdana Antoš, PhD, Museum Adviser, Ethnographic Museum, Zagreb, Croatia, zantos@emz.hr

Review article (1.02)

ABSTRACT
Studies of the home have demonstrated that the designation of certain areas within it for public ac-
tivities is a universal phenomenon. According to these studies, across cultures one can find rooms and 
spaces within the home that are designated for hosting, which are separate from spaces used for pri-
vate needs. This has not always been the case. In the 19th century, the living room was used for several 
different and opposing functions that allowed spatial multi-functionality. Since the 1930s, bedrooms 
have been considered deeply personal places. This paper explores this idea through items from the of 
furniture collection of the Ethnographic Museum in Zagreb. It offers an insight as to how people lived 
together as a society. 

KEYWORDS
furniture, studies of home, bed, table, chair, bench, household, museum collection

INTRODUCTION
It is impossible to look at residential space without the objects with which it is filled. These objects might be 
differently designed and shaped in different parts of Europe, but in terms of substance they are the same, 
and can be considered universal characteristics of living space. They have particular meanings in people’s so-
cial and private lives as material testimony that came into being in a given time, a given cultural environment.

In the book Living in a House, Rafaela Sarti writes that “things have made their contributions to the shaping 
of social relations, and social relations have in return been expressed via the mediation of things. In order to 
understand how goods have performed this function, we have to discover the meaning that they had for the 
people who bought, inherited, possessed, used and received them as gifts.”1 This study presents the way in 
which certain objects communicate something, and how people use them; specific aspects of everyday life 
are analysed, including such concepts as diverse as the deployment and purposes of objects in the rooms of 
a house and the order in which parents and children can sit at the table. These objects, by their uninterrupt-
ed presence in the home of a given family, become for the members of the household signs by which they 
identify their home and accordingly symbols of the security of their private settings.

Naturally, changes demarcate the new borders among the social groups. By reason of tradition or else for 
lack of space, many families will go on living in a room where everything takes place: eating, sleeping, re-
ceiving visitors, working. Other families will bring new approaches to the organisation of their household 
spaces. Within the home, this process will lead to the differentiation of private spaces and those that are 
more open to the outer world. This implies a change of understanding of the way in which rooms are used 
and the relations among the persons who inhabit them, and the connection between person and object. 
The usual flow of everyday informal conduct in the room is interrupted and supplemented by occasions in 
which celebrations take place. Some of these, such as lifetime and yearly customs, take place in the home, 
triggering alterations in the settled arrangement of the rooms. Slovene ethnologist Fanči Šarf observes 
that “it is around the table that the circle of the family gathers, while the bed is the point of origin and 
closure of the life-cycle”.2

Since it was necessary to set some boundaries to this research, I decided to represent the importance of objects 
in the furnishing of the home and how these objects affect the private and social life of the family. This discus-
sion, thus takes in table, chairs and benches as objects of socialising, and the bed as a personal object, that is, an 

* Translation: dr. Graham McMaster 
1 SARTI, R. 2006, p. 8.
2 ŠARF, F. 1973, p. 204.
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item of privacy. The research is founded on objects represented in the furniture collection of the Ethnographic 
Museum in Zagreb, which derive from the 19th and the early 20th century. As the long-term head of the furni-
ture collection, I had the opportunity while processing the collection to use the museum documentation, which 
led me in turn to a wider exploration of the references and archives of museum objects, and to collect material 
during field research. Interdisciplinary research into the theme is founded primarily on ethnological, cultural an-
thropological and museological sources, primarily from the area of culture of living or domestic design culture.

HOUSING STYLES
The differences among kinds of dwellings of persons who lived in different areas or belonged to different 
social and religious groupings in Europe prompted research by those who wanted to find out whether these 
different ways of life had certain common features that distinguished them from the way of life on other con-
tinents. The most vivid accounts of a new attitude come to us from travellers who set off in search of customs 
and habits, as testified by the Viaggio in Dalmazia by Alberto Fortis from 1774, in which a chapter is dedicated 
to the way of life of the “Morlaks”.3 In a chapter about the furniture and huts he described the lifestyle of the 
Morlaks who lived in the mountains, far away from the sea and towns:
“The furniture in their huts is simple and sparse, according to the needs of farmers and shepherds who have 
made progress in their occupations. In the centre of the hut is the hearth; the smoke exits at the door, for 
usually there is no other opening. Hence the walls in these poor huts are black and shiny… The whole family 
usually takes its supper around the hearth in the season when fire is pleasant; and everyone sleeps stretching 
out on the same place where they had supped upon the ground …” (FORTIS, A., 1984, pp. 55–56).

This information is in this case from the second half of the 18th century, and derives directly from observa-
tion of the houses and cottages, and shows the habitation of the whole family in one common space, which 
was maintained in the Dalmatian hinterland right down to the end of the 19th century. References to this 
matter were also made by Valvasor, Reljković, Taube, Hacquet, Carrara and other writers of the 18th and 
19th centuries. Rafaela Sarti is of the opinion that “there is little likelihood that the decisive moments in the 
history of the furnishing of homes will coincide with the crucial moments in the history of architecture and 
legislation”. (SARTI, R. 2006, p. 5).

In order to put together this picture as reliably as possible, it was necessary to have recourse to sources that 
some historians have analysed and systematised in published works. A particularly valuable source consists 
of the lists of brides’ dowries, kept in some of the islands from the 16th century to the second half of the 19th 
century in Dalmatia. “They reveal not only the manner of dress, but also the culture of living, the purchasing 
power and the effects of commerce, seafaring and farming in these areas.”4 At the end of the 19th century, 
the dowries were no longer listed in the books of notaries and household items were not of sufficient interest 
to the heirs to be inventoried in wills. Most of the lists of objects of this period do not provide a good enough 
picture of the interiors of houses, for they were drawn up at the time when distribution to heirs was taking 
place after the death of their previous owner.

Thanks to the patient and assiduous work of the many collectors who have aspired to record the life of the 
peasantry in the 19th century, we have at our disposal the results of numerous studies that allow us compare 
and observe the long-term changes.5 In the Miscellany on the Life and Manners of the People the monograph-
ic chapters dealing with house and yard describe in detail the interiors of homes and the life of the families (F. 
Ivanišević: Poljica; J. Lovretić: Otok; J. Kotarski: Lobor; K. Jančerova: Trebarjevo; and others). They are often a 
point of departure regarding the overall distribution of certain customs and manners, which are generalised 
and related without any individual histories. From this material we can find out about the extended families 
that, along with the nuclear family, existed in the Croatian villages, particularly in the area of the former Mil-
itary Frontier (1850–1880) and the way they lived. Rural houses in central and eastern Croatia had a main or 
big room, which was considered the centre of family life right up until the early 20th century. In this room, 
beds were located along both of the longer walls, there was a stove in the corner, and a big table, benches 

3 FORTIS, A. 1984, p. 55–56.
4 BEZIĆ- BOŽANIĆ, N. 2002, p. 16.
5 Zbornik za narodni život i običaje Južnih Slavena, first Croatian ethnological journal published by the Croatian Academy of Sciences 
and Arts, founded in 1896; since 1995 it has been published under the title Zbornik za narodni život i običaje.
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and chairs, complemented in winter by hand looms. Only the older members of the family and the children 
slept in the main room, while communal family and social activities also took place here. It is particularly 
important to point out the multi-functionality of this space, which during the night became a more private 
space for the repose and gathering of the family. In the yard there were additional dwelling places in the form 
of one-room chambers called kućari to provide nocturnal privacy for young married couples. According to Jo-
sip Lovretić, who wrote a very vivid monograph about Otok,6 in this space there would be a bed and a chest, 
cupboards and cabinets, completely fitted with textiles. If the mother had a girl, this space would be used for 
storing the girl’s trousseau. A bedroom was considered a private space of the family, except when the girl’s 
trousseau was laid out for the villagers to inspect, so they could get a taste of the bride’s wealth, or lack of it.

Image 1: Slavko Tomerlin, Evening in the Extended Family, 1927, tempera on paper, 43 x 50.5 cm, Et 2878 
(Etnografski muzej, Zagreb, Photo: Nina Koydl).

Changes in the way of life and the material uncertainty of the life of the extended families led to them split-
ting into smaller extended families or nuclear families, which affected the way in which they lived. According 
to these accounts, for most rural events space in the house, i.e., the main room, was used, the size of which 
varied according to region and time. Industrialisation and electrification tended to bring about changes in ru-
ral households, the development of new interiors, diminishing the main room. The central space in the main 
room was now occupied by a table with benches and chairs. A bed was considered a very personal object, 
and was no longer placed in the common family area, but was moved into a bedroom. The references cited 

6 LOVRETIĆ, J. 1897–1899, p. 41.
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place the beginning of the decline of the extended families in the north and west to the middle of the 19th 
century, the process going on until the early 20th century.

Milovan Gavazzi, following the approach of the cultural history school, drew up a scholarly classification of 
collected material testimonies and arranged them according to cultural zones.7 The area of research included 
the geographical distribution of styles of architecture and in particular the origin of forms and the distribu-
tion of any given object. And so it is thought that in the huddled coastal and insular Adriatic villages, because 
of the narrow plots, cramped by the surrounding houses, people lived in just a single room, multiplied how-
ever on three levels: the ground floor storeroom or konoba; the bedroom on the first floor and the kitchen 
in the attic.8 Older and younger members of the family slept in the kitchen on benches where it was warm 
during the winter, and in the cellar in the summer, where it was cooler. Because of the limited space, the 
kitchen was the centre of family socialising, and the bedroom had a more intimate and private character, not 
accessible to outsiders, except when a family member was sick.

In an ethnological study of the culture of living in Sošice in Žumberak,9 Aleksandra Muraj considers the house 
as a central place of human activity, presenting it through the various activities that took place. Above all, she 
focuses on research into food, hygiene and sleeping and the rooms in which these unfolded. She concludes 
that right up to the 1970s, births, weddings and deaths took place in the bedroom. Houses were specially 
decorated for Christmas and other feasts, and various rural ceremonies, like carnival and harvest festivities, 
took place here. The study also shows that the results of research in Žumberak could be used during analyses 
of processes in any region of Croatia in a much wider cultural setting. Furthermore, she shows that the cul-
ture of living contributed to a better understanding of a certain way of life, together with its cultural aspects. 

TABLE, CHAIRS AND BENCHES AS PLACE OF SOCIALISING
When the dissemination of new objects is considered, it is not always easy to define the precise turning points, 
and it is hard to determine the exact chronology of the use of individual objects in households. According to 
lists of portions on the island of Hvar from the 17th century, we can conclude that in almost every house there 
would be several benches with or without backrests. Also mentioned are small tables with folding legs and a 
kind of folding table with legs and boards that has a maker’s mark from Rijeka.10 In the countryside, though, 
the availability of space and the feeling for the private were different than in the city. In village milieus in the 
19th century very few households had tables and chairs. According to data from the archives and the museum 
collection, the time when these transformations and the phases of them occurred varied depending on the 
context, and in the 19th century they were increasingly distributed in various regions of Croatia.

Tables of oak boards on X-trestles are an old constructional form and, being foldable, were suitable for the 
life of a big family in a cramped space, for only when needed would the heavy tops be placed on the tres-
tles. In time there were changes, and this kind of table would have a drawer added to it in which to place 
the cutlery and certain other valuables. It would have a locking mechanism that was regularly used. When 
the extended families divided into small nuclear families, there was a different arrangement in the house. 
According to city fashions, the table would be placed in the middle of the room and accordingly took on the 
function of representation. Smaller tables with four legs began to be made, most often joined in the shape of 
an H, and became part of the furnishing of the room, with two chairs. Around the middle of the 20th century 
kitchens would regularly have tables located in the middle of the space, surrounded by chairs, or else against 
the wall under the window. Such tables were painted green or brown, and often the top was veneered. In 
eastern Slavonia and Baranja, tables with chairs and benches became part of the bedroom, which was used 
from time to time as a reception room as well.

The custom of putting a table opposite the hearth is in evidence from the 19th century. The size of the table 
was appropriate to the size of the family, and to the arrangement of members of the household who ate at it. 
Ethnological field research into life in the extended families (ČERNELIĆ, M. 2009; ZRNIĆ, L. 1998) indicate that 

7 GAVAZZI, M. 1928, p.115–166. 
8 GAVAZZI, M. 1978, p. 120.
9 MURAJ, A. 1989.
10 BEZIĆ-BOŽANIĆ, N. 2002, p. 17.
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the same rules for table deportment did not hold good in all the studied families. Milana Černelić recorded 
that in the Prpić-Grgajica extended family in Grgajica by Senj “the father sat at the table and was served by 
the mother. The others would find room for themselves without any special order, and the children would 
crouch in the corner of the room. Up to 1920 they all ate out of one common earthenware bowl. They would 
sit around and eat from the same dish. If there was a shortage, then father and mother would deal out the 
bread and meat”.11 Lidija Zrnić recorded one female informant saying that in the Staver extended family by 
Žminj in Istria only the men would eat at the table. Each member had a precisely determined place at table. 
At the head of the table, the oldest member of the family would sit: “Women very rarely sat at and ate off the 
table, mostly eating on the way when they were clearing away victuals. Children would sit mostly on small 
stools or on the floor and eat from a common bowl.”12 In some villages of eastern Slavonia the children would 
most often eat at a small lower round table called a sinija, and this kind of table is also characteristic of the 
Dalmatian hinterland. A table would be placed in a room or in the kitchen if needed, and was regularly hung 
on the bedroom wall when not in use.

Image 2: Jefto Perić, Room, 1922, pastel, 62 x 72 cm, Et 1770 (Etnografski muzej, Zagreb, Photo: Nina Koydl).

In the nineteenth century, in the whole of the lowland area there were benches for sitting at the table. In the 
corner by the wall there were two benches joined in an L shape, which enabled several persons to be seated 
at the table. An older form of the bench was moveable and had no backrest. At the end of the 19th century 
the bench with a backrest appeared, richly ornamented. By the bed they would regularly place a bench called 
an obrtač or “inverter”, which when the backrest was turned down, enabled the bed to be widened. During 
the day it was used for sleeping, perhaps, and during the night for children in a cradle to sleep on, or on the 

11 ČERNELIĆ, M. 2009, p. 86.
12 ZRNIĆ, V. 1998/1999, p. 174.
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bench on a pallet. In richer houses there were wider benches with fine backrests and armrests, which also 
served as beds. In the Adriatic area, as well as richly decorated benches with backrests, the bench with a bot-
tom part that had a chest for putting things away was common; two wide boards shaped to form a backrest 
might be added.  

Starting to be used at the same time was the chair with a backrest, variously decorated with turned wood on 
which the initials of the persons who sat on it would sometimes by carved. The exact family hierarchy could 
be expressed in the way the chairs were made. This chair had a precisely set place in the arrangement of the 
furniture; it was placed at the narrower end of the table. On it sat the gazda, the senior member of the ex-
tended family, and it almost seemed to symbolise his power inside the home. On rare occasions such a chair 
might be resigned to guests worthy of special attention; it was larger and more decorated than the other 
chairs, and sometimes would be the only one at the table. The inequality of men and women was reflected 
in seating arrangements, the subordination of women being highlighted. Women had much smaller chairs, 
or perhaps they would sit on three-legged stools. A large number of seats and folding tables meant that a lot 
of socialising went on, such as weddings and various celebrations and rural festivities.

Image 3: Room in the extended family house of Joso Biličić. Draganićki Mrzljaki (Karlovac), 1921, glass, 9 x 12 
cm (Etnografski muzej, Zagreb, Photo: V. Tkalčić).

Wedding feasts would be held in the autumn and winter and would take place in the main room. The beds 
and all the other furniture would be taken out, and only a table with benches and chairs would be left. 
Here, in a precisely determined hierarchy, sat the groom and those who officiated in the wedding according 
to custom, and then any other guests. On this occasion, as distinct from everyday life, they did not eat out 
of a common bowl. According to the accounts of Bogišić “in the Shtokavian people of Žumberak, the bride 
doesn’t sit at table with the groom, unlike the Chakavian speaking people of Žumberak, but stands in the 
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corner by the table, and the groomsmen offer her meat and drink.”13 When the bride came into the house of 
the groom for the first time, the groomsman would help her dismount and bring her inside, she would sit on 
a bench at the table. In 1859 Radić wrote that “the bride went around the table three times, and hung out 
towels and rings of fabric to place on the head when carrying loads, and when she had done, stood in the 
corner by the table.”14 

With respect to annual customs, exact dates were always adhered to, when the house would be given a good 
cleaning and put in order for the feast day. When it was Christmas-tide, the table was specially arranged, with 
keys, garlic, a whetstone and a purse being placed underneath the tablecloth. On the table, the housewife 
placed a Božićnjak. Each of these objects had its own special meaning and through this act would acquire mag-
ical properties. The householder would come in reciting a festive greeting for the occasion, and spread straw 
under the table and on the benches. During the night, the children would sleep beneath the table on straw. 

From the 1970s onwards, the functions of room and table with benches and chairs as objects relating to so-
cialising began to be increasingly restricted, in consequence of general social and economic trends in the pop-
ulation of the second half of the 20th century. Some of the changes took place because of the transformation 
of traditions that had been based on the values of the bygone pattern of life, or their failure to be maintained.

THE BED AS AN OBJECT OF PRIVATE LIFE
On dowry lists from the island of Hvar from the 16th to the mid-19th century, various kinds of beds are men-
tioned, as is the fact that chests and benches were also used as beds. In 17th century sources it is said that on 
Hvar the people also had iron beds. Horsehair mattresses are mentioned as well as beds, with headboards, 
large and small, and then pallets. The most rudimentary beds in the houses of the poor of the Adriatic area 
were kavaletas, wooden X-trestles across which planks were laid. From sources from the island of Vis we 
learn that in the Adriatic area a groom had to buy a bed widely known as “a person and a half”, i.e. a bed a 
bit smaller than two twin beds, known as marriage beds.15 “He was bound to provide his wife premises for 
her to live in and a bed that was completely equipped with the necessary sheets and blankets.16 Poor folk in 
the Dalmatian hinterland slept on straw beds or woollen blankets. From accounts by Ivanišević, we learn that 
such a bed was known as an odar, and that it had only straw, without the ticking, which was covered with a 
sheet. “The simplest beds were made of several boards resting on low trestles on top of which came a pallet, 
and they called it a bed or a sadno, where the older members of the household slept in winter, or on which 
women gave birth.17

During the 19th century most peasants had beds in their houses. In the construction of a bed it was particu-
larly important that it was easy to take apart. In rural houses, beds for a single person were often used, with 
headboard and footboard. Beds that were known as postelje or postelj were made with simple workmanship, 
of just a few boards, like a crate, with four legs and a raised head- and footboard. In the 19th century, in the 
houses of richer peasants, the bed tended to be ornamented with carving on the sides. In the early 20th cen-
tury in Baranja, beds had headboards, footboards and sides ornamented with paintings of stylised geometrical 
or floral patterns.18 Since a bed was considered an item of ornamentation in every home, particular attention 
was paid to placing it in the room, for the ornamented side to be turned to the door, the decorations imme-
diately being seen on entry into the space. It was believed that these ornaments had a magical, apotropaic 
role for the young couple and their family. Both riches and poverty were demonstrated in the furnishing of the 
bed. The feeling of protection, comfort and warmth offered by a bed derived not only from its being able to 
be closed if necessary, but from its being equipped with straw mattress, pillows, quilts and woollen blankets. 
This furnishing varied from simple to exceptionally rich in the different parts of Croatia. An example of a richly 
accoutred object comes from Slavonia, which had several rows of pillows that would sometimes touch the 
ceiling of the room and had to be supported by richly decorated railings. At the side was a bench on which 

13 BOGIŠIĆ, V. 1874, p. 235.
14 SMIČIKLAS, M. 1969–70, p. 156.
15 BEZIĆ-BOŽANIĆ, N. 1982, p. 78.
16 BEZIĆ-BOŽANIĆ, N. 1982, p. 78.
17 IVANIŠEVIĆ, F. 1903, p. 262. 
18 ANTOŠ, Z. 1998. p. 26.
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was a cradle or on which a child slept. “If needed a bed would be screened with a curtain for the new mother 
to be isolated from the other members of the family.”19 When it was time for the delivery, the other members 
of the household would leave the room, and if the birth occurred at night, would sleep in the byre. “After the 
delivery, the mother would for some time continue to sleep in the curtained part of the room, lest the child 
be attacked by evil forces or darkness.”20 In the 1930s things changed, because there was a separate bedroom, 
which provided mother and infant with privacy, and the possibility of being isolated from the other members 
of the household. A bed was also the last resting place of a deceased member of the family, and it was in the 
bedroom that the villagers would bid their adieus. The household would take the beds out of the room, and 
prepare in the centre of the room a bier consisting of two tables and two benches on which they would place 
the deceased “People would be arriving during the day. At night the dead would be watched over.”21

Looked at as a whole, the number of persons in beds was greater than today, and they tended to shift around, 
since most of the population did not have beds to themselves. It was fairly rare to sleep alone in a bed. Man 
and wife would sleep in a single bed. In the 1930s twin beds, called marriage beds, came into use. They were 
joined with a single headboard and footboard, and were regularly placed in the centre of the bedroom. 
Because of the size of the bed, children often slept with a young married couple. In the mid-20th century 
when there was intensive migration to the cities for work, in rural households the number of family members 
decreased and the bedroom became a more private space, the bed a personal and intimate object. Seldom 
was bedroom furniture now ordered from a craftsman, but rather industrially produced furniture was bought 
from a showroom. A bedroom suite complete with bed furnishings has kept its place in the portion of the 
bride to this day in many villages, depending on the wealth of the young woman. In parallel with the increase 
in the overall standard of living and housing, changes in everyday behaviour can be observed. Some of them 
arose in consequence of the improvement of conditions of health and hygiene, and the acceptance of a con-
temporary manner of living and dwelling.

CONCLUSION 
The importance of the individual objects analysed, such as beds, was not in their monetary value but in the 
significance of the object as part of everyday life and its import for home and family. Since time out of mind, 
the bed has played an important role in people’s lives. In beds, we are born and we die. This is the place in 
which we make love or recover from sickness. Since we spend practically a third of our lives sleeping, beds 
are considered exceptionally personal items and places of intimacy. We might also conclude that some of the 
objects in the room are multifunctional, like benches, turning from the seating in the day to furnishing for 
sleeping at night. The space of the main room, or in today’s culture, the living room, also had a multifunc-
tional role, and was totally transformed from a social space for family and visitors in the daytime to a private 
space during the night. And so the centre of attention was claimed by the table, as an object of sociality, 
because around it all the important events in the everyday life of people took place. It also had a multifunc-
tional role, for most often used were those that could be simply folded down and placed alongside the wall. 
Of particular importance are the museum documents, photographs, prints and drawings that enable us to 
consider the museum objects in a wider cultural and social context. The importance of visual and material 
culture, as an established process of identification, has a central role in discourses on heritage and prompting 
the remembrance of objects.
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ZGODBE, KOT JIH PIŠE POHIŠTVO
dr. Zvjezdana Antoš, Etnografski muzej, Zagreb, Hrvaška

Pregledni znanstveni članek (1.02)

IZVLEČEK
Raziskave o domačem okolju kažejo, da je javna namembnost posameznih prostorov v domu univerzalen po-
jav. Kažejo tudi, da lahko v različnih kulturah najdemo sobe ali prostore v domu, ki so namenjeni sprejemanju 
gostov in so ločeni od prostorov, predvidenih le za zasebno rabo. Vendar pa ni od nekdaj tako. V 19. stoletju je 
imela dnevna soba več, včasih tudi nasprotujočih si funkcij, ki so omogočale večnamenskost prostora. Spalnice 
šele od tridesetih let prejšnjega stoletja štejemo za izrazito osebni prostor. V članku se ta ideja raziskuje preko 
eksponatov iz zbirke pohištva Etnografskega muzeja v Zagrebu. Podan je vpogled v to, kako so ljudje nekoč 
živeli skupaj kot družba.

KLJUČNE BESEDE
pohištvo, raziskave o domačem okolju, postelja, miza, stol, klop, gospodinjstvo, muzejska zbirka

POVZETEK
V članku je obravnavan način, kako nam posamezni predmeti »pripovedujejo« zgodbo in kako jih ljudje upo-
rabljajo, pri čemer so analizirane nekatere oblike vsakdanjega življenja, kot so razporeditev in raba predmetov 
v hišnih prostorih, sedežni red staršev in otrok za mizo. To omogoča drugačno razumevanje rabe prostorov 
in odnosov med ljudmi, ki v njih prebivajo, ter povezanosti ljudi in predmetov. Način življenja v posameznem 
domu vodi k razlikovanju med zasebnimi prostori in tistimi, ki so odprti za zunanji svet. V članku je osvetljen 
pomen posameznih predmetov za opremljenost doma ter vpliv teh predmetov na zasebno in družabno dru-
žinsko življenje. V pregled smo vključili mizo, stol in klop kot pohištvo, ki je povezano z druženjem, ter posteljo 
kot osebni kos pohištva, predmet zasebnega življenja. Vrednost posameznih analiziranih kosov, kot je na pri-
mer postelja, se ne kaže v denarju, temveč v pomenu pohištva za vsakodnevno življenje ter za dom in družino. 
Ugotovimo lahko tudi, da so nekateri kosi pohištva v sobi večnamenski, na primer klop, ki ima čez dan vlogo 
predmeta, na katerem se sedi, zvečer pa se spremeni v prostor za spanje. V raziskavo so bili zajeti eksponati 
pohištvene zbirke Etnografskega muzeja v Zagrebu iz 19. in začetka 20. stoletja.
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DESIGNING MODERN INTERIORS: HOW ARCHITECTURE 
AND DESIGN INFLUENCE OUR LIVING CONDITIONS*
Cvetka Požar, PhD, Museum Councillor, Curator for Design, Museum of Architecture and Design, Ljubljana, 
Slovenia, cvetka.pozar@mao.si
Maja Vardjan, Museum Adviser, Curator for Architecture and Design, Museum of Architecture and Design, 
Ljubljana, Slovenia, maja.vardjan@mao.si

ABSTRACT
Through critical reflection and examples of good practice, the paper discuss developments in interior de-
sign (in both the private and the public sphere) in the 20th and 21st centuries. It highlights key changes 
in the way our living spaces were designed, beginning with the gradual shift towards modernisation in 
the period between the two wars, to its implementation from the 1950s onwards when interior design 
became one of the key elements of architecture and integral to modernist architects' thinking and design 
process. As good interior design affects the quality of human life, the paper focuses on and questions 
different aspects of our past and present living conditions (such as body and space, atmosphere, interior/
exterior, transience and renovation).

KEYWORDS
interior, exterior, space, living conditions, public, private, modernism

SUMMARY
The interiors in which we spend most of our time have a profound impact on our daily routines, yet the inte-
rior is rarely the focus of relevant professional discourse. The presentation is based on ongoing research (its 
first stage is presented in the exhibition The World Inside: Designing Modern Interiors, 1930–Today, MAO,  
8. 7.–28. 11. 2021, curators: Maja Vardjan, Cvetka Požar, Katjuša Kranjc), which is the first more extensive ef-
fort in Slovenia to consider interiors as a subject of systematic research and evaluation. Rather than focusing 
on interior design, the project looks into the interior as a constituent part of architecture and society.

The topics defining the concept of modern interior design in Slovenia started to emerge in the interwar pe-
riod with architects interested in the Modern Movement of architecture. Frame construction of reinforced 
concrete allowed virtually endless possibilities in spatial and building design, which led to different layouts 
and to living spaces taking on new uses. Modernist architecture introduced open plan, interlinked floors, 
with the exterior space blending with the interior. The basic aim was to provide a clear and straightforward 
arrangement of spaces, and to integrate a space and its furnishings into a harmonious whole that had a pos-
itive impact on the inhabitant. 

The common denominator between modern interiors in this period and well after World War II was the idea 
of liberation, be it from heavy, redundant decoration or from the rigid social norms spelled out through the 
strict separation of room functions, the organisation of household chores, and the choice of furniture. For 
this reason, the paper addresses the interior not only through architectural and design elements, but it also 
trains a spotlight on the key actors that subjectively builds the interior or interiority – people, their daily rit-
uals, practical needs, and lifestyles.

* Translation: Andreja Šalamun Verbič
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OBLIKOVANJE MODERNIH INTERIERJEV: KAKO ARHITEKTURA 
IN OBLIKOVANJE VPLIVATA NA NAŠE BIVALNE RAZMERE
dr. Cvetka Požar, Muzej za arhitekturo in oblikovanje, Slovenija
Maja Vardjan, Muzej za arhitekturo in oblikovanje, Slovenija

IZVLEČEK
V prispevku bo s kritično refleksijo in s primeri dobrih praks obravnavan razvoj interierja (javnega in zasebne-
ga) v 20. in 21. stoletju. Izpostavili bomo ključne spremembe v načinu bivanja, ki so se začele nakazovati s po-
stopnimi procesi modernizacije v času med obema vojnama, udejanjile pa so se od petdesetih let 20. stoletja 
naprej, ko je interier postal eden ključnih elementov arhitekture in nepogrešljiv del mišljenja in projektiranja 
arhitektov modernizma. Dobro oblikovan interier vpliva na kakovost človekovega življenja, zato bo prispevek 
z različnih vidikov (npr. telo in prostor, atmosfera, notranjost/zunanjost, minevanje in prenova) odpiral vpra-
šanja, kako smo bivali oziroma kako bivamo.

KLJUČNE BESEDE
interier, eksterier, prostor, bivanje, javno, zasebno, modernizem

POVZETEK
Notranji prostori, v katerih preživimo večino svojega časa, temeljito vplivajo na naš vsakdan, a kljub temu je 
interier le redko obravnavan kot predmet tehtnega strokovnega diskurza. Prispevek temelji na aktualni razi-
skavi (prva stopnja je prikazana na razstavi Svet znotraj: oblikovanje modernih interierjev, 1930–danes, MAO, 
8. 7.–28. 11. 2021, kustosinje: Maja Vardjan, Cvetka Požar, Katjuša Kranjc), ki pri nas prvič v večjem obsegu 
interier obravnava kot predmet sistematičnega raziskovanja in ovrednotenja. Pri tem ga ne omejuje na opre-
mljanje prostora, ampak ga vzpostavlja kot sestavni del arhitekture in družbe.

Teme, ki opredeljujejo pojem oblikovanja modernih interierjev, so se v slovenskem prostoru začele nakazo-
vati v obdobju med obema vojnama z delovanjem arhitektov in arhitektk, ki so sledili modernemu gibanju v 
arhitekturi. Železobetonska gradnja je omogočila skoraj neomejene možnosti oblikovanja prostora in zgradb, 
kar je vodilo k drugačnim tlorisnim zasnovam in posledično k novim načinom rabe bivalnih prostorov. Moder-
nistična arhitektura je uvedla odprti tloris, prepletanje nivojev ter zunanjega in notranjega prostora. Osnovna 
težnja je bila jasna in smiselna razporeditev prostorov ter povezava opreme in prostora v harmonično celoto, 
ki ugodno vpliva na stanovalca.

Skupni imenovalec modernih interierjev, tudi v obdobju po drugi svetovni vojni, je bila ideja osvoboditve, naj 
bo od težkega, nepotrebnega okrasja ali od togih družbenih konvencij, ki so bile zapisane v strogo ločenih 
funkcijah prostorov, organizaciji gospodinjskih opravil in izbiri pohištva. Zato v prispevku interier ni obravna-
van le prek arhitekturnih in oblikovalskih elementov, ki ustvarjajo prostor in njegovo atmosfero, ampak se 
osredotoča tudi na ključnega akterja, ki subjektivno vzpostavlja interier oziroma interiernost – na človeka, 
njegove dnevne rituale, praktične potrebe in način življenja.
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DRESS AT THE TRANSITION FROM THE BRONZE TO THE 
IRON AGE: ATTEMPT OF AN EXHIBITION RECONSTRUC-
TION OF PREHISTORIC DRESS*
Aleksandra Nestorović, Museum Consultant, Ptuj - Ormož Regional Museum, Ptuj, Slovenia,  
aleksandra.nestorovic@pmpo.si 
Eva Ilec, PhD, Conservation-Restoration Councillor, Ptuj - Ormož Regional Museum, Ptuj, Slovenia,  
eva.ilec@pmpo.si

Professional article (1.04)

ABSTRACT
The Lords of the Crossroads exhibition in the Ptuj - Ormož Regional Museum includes a reconstruction 
of the costumes of two dignitaries buried at Ptuj in the 9th century BCE, who are of vital importance for 
understanding the transition from the Bronze to the Iron Age in this part of Slovenia. For this purpose, 
museum mannequins were provided with personal items, copies of those that archaeologists found 
in respective graves, and dressed. In the absence of textile remains in the graves, the costumes were 
reconstructed on the basis of the associated grave goods, information on contemporary archaeological 
finds and clay figurines. The costumes were made of natural materials and hand-sewn. Several fabrics 
were hand-spun, hand-woven and dyed with natural dyes, others were machine-woven and dyed with 
synthetic dyes. 

KEY WORDS
prehistory, Ptuj, archaeological exhibition, costume reconstruction, peplos, tunic, gaiters

The area between the hill of Grajski grič and the old town centre of Ptuj boasts a long tradition of human 
occupation, traces of which include two prehistoric cremation burials that archaeologists unearthed in 1999 
at Ulica Viktorina Ptujskega. Even for an area as rich in archaeological remains as Ptuj, these two burials 
from the 9th century BCE are an exceptional find and among the most prominent archaeological discoveries 
of recent decades.1 They formed part of a cemetery that was most likely associated with the settlement on 
Grajski grič. The graves contained the remains of prominent individuals in contemporary society that offer 
an invaluable insight into the transition from the Bronze to the Iron Age. This transition represents not only 
a chronological boundary, but also a boundary between the Urnfield culture and the Hallstatt culture that 
brought about changes in the material culture, as well as a shift from a relatively egalitarian to a highly strat-
ified society. At Ptuj, this transition was a continuous one.2 

The role of museums in relation to archaeological finds is one of collecting, storing, recording and protect-
ing the archaeological heritage, but also communicating and presenting it to the public. The basic form of 
museum communication is the exhibition.3 The main aim of an archaeological exhibition is not the aesthetic 
appeal of the exhibits or enthusiasm about their antiquarian value, but rather the archaeological narrative, 
the story of the people who made the objects, who possessed and used them during their lifetime. Only to a 
limited extent and even then indirectly can we rely on historical sources – the further back in time we go, the 
fewer historical sources there are at our disposal – the information of crucial importance is that we can glean 
from the archaeological finds. They are the bearers of knowledge and wisdom most often foreign to modern 
people of science and technology. The challenge for a museum is to extract as much data as possible from 
the archaeological finds and to convey them to the public in a comprehensible and attractive manner so that 
the public can recognize cultural heritage as a value.4 

*Translation: Andreja Maver 
1 LUBŠINA TUŠEK, M. 2001, pp. 291−297.
2 NESTOROVIĆ, A., PRELOŽNIK, A. 2016, p. 2.
3 VIDRIH PERKO, V. 2013, pp. 1−5.
4 PERKO, V. 2014, pp. 166−169.
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The challenge in mounting an archaeological exhibition that aims to illuminate distant times and lives is how to 
employ exhibits to present a millennia-old narrative to the visitor. In addition to the original finds, the exhibits 
comprise copies, reconstructions or virtual presentations that offer an insight into an otherwise inaccessible 
past. However, no matter how compelling the interpretation or even several proposed interpretations, it is not 
possible to be certain, advanced modern technology notwithstanding, what actually occurred in the past. 

The Ptuj - Ormož Regional Museum mounted the exhibition The Lords of the Crossroads to present the dis-
covery from 1999. The importance of the discovery of numerous objects and their poor preservation led to 
the idea of reconstructing the costumes of the two dignitaries. Although no fabrics survived in the graves, 
the recovered grave goods and a variety of information on prehistoric dress allowed us to propose a recon-
struction of the costumes. In achieve this, the museum joined forces with weavers and a myriad of specialists 
involved in reviving ancient knowledge and crafts. 

Optimally, reconstructions would use the same materials and same production techniques to those used 
for the original artefacts. However, the limitations of archaeological data make that all but impossible. It is 
very difficult to match the old techniques, due to the lost artisanal skills, as well as the time-consuming and 
experimental work that considerably raises the costs of reconstruction. For the exhibition in question, we 
were forced to limit ourselves to the time and resources at our disposal. Copies were made with materials as 
similar as possible to the originals and employing similar production techniques, experimentally also using 
the same techniques. It should be noted that the reconstruction was not done according to experimental 
archaeology that strictly adheres to ancient materials and technology. The primary purpose was to offer the 
visitors an impression of what the protagonists of the exhibition might have looked like. Moreover, most im-
portantly, we aimed to explain the reconstruction as comprehensively as possible. 

The Late Bronze Age in Central Europe, including the present-day territory of Slovenia, is a time of the Urn-
field culture, characterised by a fairly uniform material culture, common hoard finds and cremation of the 
deceased. At the beginning of the last millennium BCE, the culture witnessed changes that involved denser 
settlement and the appearance of local cultural groups. The Podravje area prospered, with settlements dotting 
the landscape from Ruše, where the Drava gorge widens into a fertile plain, all the way to Varaždin. The largest 
of the settlements is known at Ormož, while the Ptuj area appears to have been the most densely populated.

Burials from the Urnfield culture period reveal the contemporary society as quite egalitarian, although not 
poor. Women of a higher status are distinguishable by their more lavish costume, but are still interred within 
the common burial grounds. The male burials are more modest, only involving personal items. Placing weap-
ons into their graves was a taboo. A substantial change is observable at the onset of the Iron Age, both in 
society and in the perception of death, which is mirrored in the grave goods. Burials now include weapons 
and items of prestige, the latter indicating social stratification.5 

Cremating human corpses together with the objects later placed into the graves frequently either destroyed 
or severely damaged the objects; they can be recovered partly melted, broken and unidentifiable. Once 
placed into the grave as part of the burial ritual, the chemical processes in the ground then had differing 
effects on the condition of such goods. 

The dignitaries who lived at the transition from the Bronze to the Iron Age and were buried under the mod-
ern-day street of Ulica Viktorina Ptujskega are harbingers of a new era, particularly the one buried with rare 
metal objects that belong to the initial horizon of the European Iron Age.6 

The exhibition aimed to present the two prominent individuals, which included reconstructing their costumes. 
The graves revealed no physical textile remnants and the hypothetical reconstruction therefore relied on the 
thickness of the dress pin, as well as finds and depictions from related and contemporary sites. Types of con-
temporary garments were used in combination with the modern natural materials and production techniques 

5 About this argument see TERŽAN, B., ČREŠNAR, M. 2021 with the previous literature.
6 LUBŠINA TUŠEK, M., DULAR, J.  2014, pp. 28−29; NESTOROVIĆ, A., PRELOŽNIK, A. 2016, pp. 4, 16−17.
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7 ČREŠNAR, M. 2006, p. 147; GRÖMER, K., RÖSEL-MAUTENDORFER, H., BENDER JØRGENSEN, L. 2013, p. 222.
8 GRÖMER, K. 2010, p. 69.
9 MAKAROVIČ, M. 1967, pp. 109−110; MRKUN, A. 1940, pp. 107−111.
10 GRÖMER, K.2010, pp. 61−63.
11 GRÖMER, K. 2010, p. 372.
12 GRÖMER, K., RÖSEL-MAUTENDORFER, H., BENDER JØRGENSEN, L. 2013, p. 226.
13 See, for example, DJURA JELENKO, S., BOŽIČ, D. 2015, pp. 35−37.
14 TOMANIČ JEVREMOV, M. 1988−1989, pp. 281−284, Pl. 13:1.
15 Two bronze bracelets, two bronze anklets, bronze saddle-shaped brooch, bronze spectacle brooch, fragments of bronze, spindle 
whorl, ceramic dishes and cups, ceramic single-handled jug and sherds of other ceramic vessels.
16 LUBŠINA TUŠEK, M. 2014, p. 203.
17 HINCAK, Z. 2015, pp. 1−7.
18 LUBŠINA TUŠEK, M., DULAR, J. 2014, pp. 28−29; NESTOROVIĆ, A., PRELOŽNIK, A. 2016, pp. 12−13.
19 NESTOROVIĆ, A., PRELOŽNIK, A. 2016, pp. 8, 12. 

that came as close as possible to the prehistoric ones. The reconstructions were based on the surviving gar-
ments from the region and from the rest of Europe, and from contemporary figural depictions, while certain 
features can also be inferred indirectly from objects associated with clothing, primarily brooches. Having said 
that, it is uncertain whether the goods that archaeologists find in graves reflect everyday costumes or rather 
apparel specially intended for burial.7 The known data were used to reconstruct the costume that would likely 
have been worn in the region, in the Ptuj area as well, at the transition from the Bronze to the Iron Age.

In prehistory, fabrics were made from a variety of plant and animal fibres, most commonly from sheep’s wool 
and flax. The latter is a versatile plant, usable for the fibres in the stalks and the oil in the seeds. Flax grows 
wild in the Mediterranean and, due to its resistant nature, thrives even in less favourable conditions. It was 
already used in the Late Stone Age and also later on, in the Bronze Age and early Iron Age up to the present 
day.8 Ethnological evidence from Slovenia shows that it was grown and woven in a traditional manner mainly 
up to the mid-19th century.9 Sheep’s wool probably began to be used in Central Europe in the Late Neolithic, 
becoming a relatively frequent fabric in the Early Iron Age.10 It was used alongside fur and leather, which were 
used for a variety of headgear.11 

People in the Bronze and Iron Ages wore both cut and uncut garments, the latter made from a piece of cloth 
draped around the body and held together with brooches, pins, belts, bands and buttons.12 In Europe, organ-
ic materials such as textile and leather only survive in large patches under exceptional conditions, primarily 
in bogs and mines. Smaller pieces of textile are more frequent and have come to light in graves, for example 
when the oxidised fabric corroded onto the metal, a process that partially preserved the fabric. There are 
some examples of such remains also from Slovenia,13 which include the piece of fabric corroded onto an iron 
torque recovered from a female burial at Ormož, which held lavish grave goods and is spatially, chronologi-
cally and culturally related to the two burials from Ptuj.14 

THE BURIAL OF THE WOMAN AND THE RECONSTRUCTION OF HER DRESS 
The objects found in the grave of the woman15 and the radiocarbon date of the grave reveal that the burial 
took place towards the end of the Late Bronze Age Urnfield culture period (early 9th century BCE).16 In addi-
tion to the array of grave goods typical of a female burial, the anthropological analysis also pointed to a wom-
an, more precisely a young woman who died between the ages of 16 and 19.17 The rich provisions in pottery 
containers and precious jewellery reveal her as a member of the upper echelons of society. Her jewellery 
forms part of the traditional costume of the region and represents a status symbol. It points to connections 
with different areas, from south-eastern and southern Pannonia, Podravje, to Bavaria, which corroborates 
lively communication between the communities living along the rivers Drava and Danube.18 

The metal goods are characteristic of the Urnfield culture. The deceased woman wore a garment fastened 
with brooches. Two different brooches were found in her grave. She also had a pair of bronze bracelets and 
a pair of bronze anklets, only the characteristic torque was missing; the latter may not have survived or the 
deceased’s status did not allow her to wear it. The grave also held a spindle whorl, which carries an important 
message. It marks the woman’s role within the family, in which spinning and weaving are perceived as the 
cornerstone of the family’s prosperity, and her symbolic role of giving birth as spinning the family thread.19 
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20 WILKINSON, P., PHILIP, N. 2007, p. 318; GRAFENAUER, I. 1944, pp. 36−38.
21 MÜLLER-KARPE, H. 1959, Pl. 120: 45.
22 Ancient Greek Dress, 2003.
23 PERKRIDOU-GORECKI, A. 1989, p. 97.
24 OMAN, D. 1981, Pl. 30: 4.
25 TOMANIČ JEVREMOV, M. 1989, p. 30, Fig. 17.
26 GRÖMER, K., RÖSEL-MAUTENDORFER, H., BENDER JØRGENSEN, L. 2013, pp. 233−234.
27 GRÖMER, K., RÖSEL-MAUTENDORFER, H., BENDER JØRGENSEN, L. 2013, p. 226.
28 E. g. Miklavž, grave 5. ČREŠNAR, M., MURKO, M. 2014, p. 212.

On a spiritual level, spinners have always been portrayed as the Fates and Rozhanitsy, who spin, measure and 
cut the thread of life.20

For the reconstruction of her dress, we looked towards the contemporary terracotta figurines from Podravje 
(Maribor, Brinjeva Gora, Ormož) – stylised images of women or goddesses depicted in a uniform costume 
with numerous details. The figurine from Maribor was unearthed in a grave and the part from the neck to 
the bottom edge of a long dress survives.21 It bears a torque, a folded long dress and a wide belt. The ribbon 
ties the upper part of the garment with cross-shaped bands, which is a variant of girding a loosely draped 
garment. Such a girding manner is known from ancient Greece,22 it secured the garment and created addi-
tional folds. The garment could also be tied with ribbon forming a horizontal figure-of-eight. Such bands were 
sometimes multi-coloured to provide contrast with the rest of the garment.23 The figurine from Brinjeva gora 
came to light in the settlement and only its lower part survives.24 It is wearing a long dress with an apron dec-
orated with a stitched border.  The figurine from Ormož was also found in the settlement and the part from 
the neck to the lower edge of the garment survives.25 It probably had a torque round its neck. The dress is 
long, draped and tied with an apron that is decorated at the centre and has a pronounced border. The figure 
probably wore a head scarf. This figurine represents the main model for our reconstruction.

The dresses of the Podravje figurines are similar to the peplos, the typical garment of Antiquity known in 
several variants. The Doric peplos is a draped garment fastened at the shoulders. A belt or a band was used 
to create drapery and arrange the folds. In Central Europe, similar dress fastened at the shoulders dates to 
the second millennium BCE, i.e. the Bronze Age. It has even been suggested that this dress arrived to Greece 
from central Europe with the Doric migrations between 1200 and 1000 BCE.26 

The length of the dress was determined based on the jewellery found in the grave. The pieces of jewellery 
must have been visible and adorned the lower arms (bracelets), ankles (anklets) and shoulders or the chest 
(brooches). The presence of brooches indicates a draped, uncut dress.27 This led us to propose a peplos, a 
very simple garment composed of a rectangular piece of fabric that requires neither sewing nor cutting, 
merely tying to the body. 

The grave revealed two different brooches. However, easier production of replicas and more adequate pre-
sentation led us to use a pair of the same spectacle brooches for the reconstruction. This decision could be 
supported also with finds of pairs of identical brooches in some other graves from this period and with par-
tial preservation of the grave in question.28 The draped garment requires a relatively fine fabric that can be 
pierced by the pin of a brooch without damage; the fabric meeting these requirements is linen. 

A common find in prehistoric houses are loom weights, which are usually the only remains of the loom, a 
device that would have been present in every household. Prehistoric weavers used warp-weighted looms in 
which the threads were taut with the help of weights. Such looms could be used to produce large pieces of 
cloth. It was our intention initially to weave the cloth in a similar manner, but this proved impossible and we 
used machine-woven cloth instead. 

The garment was fastened with a pair of brooches and an apron, as depicted on the terracotta figurines. The 
apron is hand-woven and dyed with natural dyes. It has a tablet-woven decorative border. In pre-industrial 
times, people paid great attention to the details on a garment that made it unique and suited to the individ-
ual’s tastes. Multi-coloured woven bands, dyed with natural dyes of plant or animal origin, were also com-
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mon at the beginning of the Iron Age;29 they were tablet-woven. The thin and smooth tablets with holes at 
the corners were usually made of wood, bone, clay or hard leather. The number and thickness of the thread 
determines the width of the woven band. The weaving technique produced very strong bands that could be 
used as belts, ribbons or borders on garments.30 Similar elaborate bands survive in folk costumes. To cover 
the head, we made a scarf of machine-woven linen modelled on the terracotta figurine from Ormož. 

The details depicted on the figurines were compared with the costumes of Classical Antiquity and the ele-
ments of the ethnologically documented folk costumes. Whereas men more readily adopted new costumes, 
customs and technologies, women in different cultures upheld tradition, which is also reflected in the dress.31  
That said, it is uncertain to what degree the costumes in their details mirror either individual preferences 
(woven and embroidered decoration) or the civil status, social standing or ethnicity of an individual. 

THE BURIAL OF THE MAN AND THE RECONSTRUCTION OF HIS DRESS 
The goods in the grave of the man32 and the radiocarbon dating of the grave show that the burial took place 
in the Initial Iron Age (middle or second half of the 9th century BCE).33 The anthropological analysis has con-
firmed it was the burial of a man – a warrior who was roughly 40 years old when he died.34 

Some of the grave goods are exceptional and recorded for the first time in Slovenia. The apparel of the dignitary 
mirrors the new features of the Iron Age. The set of weapons indicates the significance of military aristocracy in 
turbulent times. This was linked to the influences of the nomadic peoples advancing from the East. The indig-
enous population that came into contact with them began to adopt and imitate their apparel, horse tack and 
iron weaponry. The grave of the warrior contained at least two such items: a dagger with an iron blade and a 
spearhead. Their parallels span from the Caucasus to Poland.35 In contrast, other metal items and pottery link 
the burial to the local traditions. We posit that the individual buried here was a local dignitary who adapted to 
the changes at the onset of the new, Iron Age – not only in his weaponry, but also in his way of life.36 

Image 1: Hypothetical reconstruction of the women’s costume (Ptuj - Ormož 
Regional Museum, Photo: Boris Farič).

29 HARTL, A., HOFMANN-DE KEIJZER, R. 2005, p. 162; GRÖMER, K. 2005, p. 81; GRÖMER, K. 2010, pp. 157−162.
30 GRÖMER, K. 2005, p. 83.
31 MATKOVIČ, A. 2012, p. 31; ŠAJN, M. 2012, pp. 372−373. 
32 Metal dagger, bronze knife, iron spearhead, two bronze pendants – strap distributors, pieces of bronze, iron socketed axe, fragments 
of a bronze vessel, whetstone, small ceramic dish, two-handled ceramic vessel, jar with a conical neck and sherds of other ceramic 
vessels.
33 TERŽAN, B., ČREŠNAR, M. 2014, p. 709.
34 HINCAK, Z. 2015, pp. 1−7.
35 METZNER-NEBELSICK, C. 2002, Fig. 129: 1, p. 277, Fig. 167, pp. 370−375; STEGMANN-RAJTAR, S. 1984, 211−219, T: 3, T: 5.
36 NESTOROVIĆ, A., PRELOŽNIK, A. 2016, pp. 14−15.
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This grave also provided the only indirect evidence of textile remains. The large hand-built jar with a conical 
neck is decorated with the impressions of a cord, which was applied before firing. The yarn is spun so as to 
have Z-twists and is 2 mm thick. 

We have relatively little evidence on the male costume. We proposed that he wore a woollen tunic, which 
was a common garment in ancient times, worn by both men and women. The tunic is hemmed with a 
tablet-woven band and dyed with natural dyes. Such a garment is also known from the slightly later situla 
art depictions.37 A tunic is the commonest garment in the Mediterranean, whereas the mounted nomads 
from the East wore trousers.38 The earliest evidence of trousers from Slovenia comes in the shape of a de-
piction on a belt plate from Molnik, decorated in the situla art style.39 High gaiters have also been recorded 
for the Early Iron Age in Europe.40 We therefore added gaiters made of hand-woven linen as part of the 
reconstructed apparel. 

The only item from the male grave that could be connected with his costume is a pair of conical pendants 
that probably served to tie the personal outfit, though it could also form part of horse tack. They have 
been interpreted as strap ends of a belt that the dignitary wore over the garment, with several personal 
items suspended from the belt, namely a whetstone, a knife and a dagger. The belt is made of naturally 
tanned soft leather. 

We also added a beret-like headgear made of fur, such as was found in the salt mines at Hallstatt41 and also 
depicted on situlae from 6th-5th century BCE.42 The headgear for our mannequin was made of lambskin. 
 

Image 2: Ceramic jar decorated with the impressions of a cord 
(Photo: Hermina Golc).

37 TURK, P. 2005, p. 14, Fig. 8, 35, Fig. 52, 36, Fig. 53.
38 KLOČKO, L., VASINA, S. A. 2004, pp. 192−193.
39 TURK, P. 2005, p. 57, Fig. 87.
40 BAZZANELLA, M. et al. 2005. 
41 GRÖMER, K. 2012, p. 49.; GRÖMER, K. 2016, p. 415, Fig. 230.
42 Numerous examples in: TURK, P. 2005. 
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Both the man and the woman have leather footwear, loosely modelled on the archaeological finds from the 
prehistoric salt mines at Hallstatt, Austria and from depictions in Etruscan art dated in the broad period from 
8th-5th century BCE.43 The footwear and accessories are made of naturally tanned leather.44

TECHNICAL INFORMATION ON THE TEXTILE USED IN THE COSTUME RECONSTRUCTIONS
There were limitations in the search for the appropriate textiles in both time and cost. We finally selected 
hand-women linen from the Bela Krajina region (man’s gaiters) and hand-spun wool dyed with natural dyes 
(woman’s apron, decorative borders). The desired colour was obtained with the following dyes: indigo (blue), 
madder (red-orange), root of hedge bedstraw (pink), walnut peel and leaves (brown), as well as the root of 
rhubarb (ochre yellow). Other fabrics were machine-woven of a suitable composition of natural fibres and 
weaving density. All garments were hand-sewn. 

Museum work does not involve dyeing with natural dyes. They are not used in the conservation and resto-
ration of textiles due to their poor light and wash fastness, hence all other fabrics used in the reconstruction 
were dyed with synthetic dyes. The choice of colour was made on the basis of sources. Linen was dyed with 
Solophenyl direct dyes and wool with Lanaset metal complex dyes, made by Ciba Geigy from Switzerland. 
These dyes have good light and wash fastness and the textile industry uses them to dye fabrics, as do conser-
vation-restoration specialists to treat historical textiles.

The woman’s peplos and scarf are made of linen in plain weave (raw linen colour) with equal warp and weft 
thread density of 16-17 threads/cm. The scarf linen is dyed blue. The apron was hand-woven on a loom using 
blue wool yarn, with equal warp and weft thread density of 5 threads/cm. The apron has a fringe and a tab-
let-woven decorative band along three edges. The band is made of a wool yarn dyed with natural dyes. The 
woman’s footwear is hand-made from naturally tanned cow leather.

The male tunic is sewn of a woollen fabric in plain weave and dyed brown. The warp density is 13 threads/
cm, the weft density 11 threads/cm. The tunic has a decorative border along the bottom edge and the collar, 
and is made from a band tablet-woven of yellow, brown and pink wool yarn. The high gaiters are cut from 
hand-woven linen dyed sandy-grey. The beret-like headgear is made of lambskin, the footwear and belt with 
strap ends are also hand-made of naturally tanned cow leather.

Image 3: Hypothetical reconstruction of the man’s costume (Ptuj - Ormož 
Regional Museum, Photo: Boris Farič).

43 GRÖMER, K. 2012, pp. 417−420; KERN, A., LAMMERHUBER, L. 2010, pp. 126-127; BONFANTE 1975, pp. 59−66.
44 The modern process of natural, plant-based leather tanning takes three months longer in comparison with the chemical tanning 
practised today, but produces softer and suppler leather that has a pleasant odour. We used synthetically dyed cow leather.
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CONCLUSION
The two prominent individuals buried at Ulica Viktorina Ptujskega belonged to the elite of the community 
that lived in the hillfort atop Grajski grič and controlled the most important crossing over the River Drava, 
which also represented the passage from the Pannonian Plain to the sub-Alpine regions and the Mediterra-
nean. Their importance is attested by grave inventory, which in itself, however, does not offer the layman vis-
itor a satisfactory impression. Interestingly, the broad distribution of items from the male grave and more lo-
cal origin of those from female one recall characters from the roughly contemporary literary works, the Iliad 
and the Odyssey, where the male archetype was a warrior, hero and adventurer, while the female archetype 
represented a guardian of the hearth, whose main task was to take care of the household. But to present 
these ideas to the visitor we had to revive both protagonists as persons and the most effective way seemed 
to be the reconstruction of their complete attire. This was not an easy task and certainly not unquestionable 
from a scientific point of view, but as a museological experience was certainly very successful.

Curators of the exhibition The Lords of the Crossroads: 
 Aleksandra Nestorović, Andrej Preložnik
Colleagues participating in the analyses and reconstruction of the prehistoric costumes:
Dyeing with natural dyes, spinning and weaving: 
 Bojana Ažman, Majda Cerjak
Leather reconstructions: 
 Jelena Vučković Marin
Analyses of textile impressions, microscopic analyses, costume reconstruction: 
 Hermina Golc, Marina Čurin, Eva Ilec
Copies of metal jewellery: 
 Martina Obid Mlakar
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OBLAČILA NA PREHODU IZ BRONASTE V ŽELEZNO DOBO: 
REKONSTRUKCIJA NOŠE MLADENKE IN BOJEVNIKA 
Aleksandra Nestorović, Pokrajinski muzej Ptuj - Ormož, Slovenija 
dr. Eva Ilec, Pokrajinski muzej Ptuj - Ormož, Slovenija

Strokovni članek (1.04)

IZVLEČEK
Veljaka iz 9. stoletja pred našim štetjem, ki imata ključno vlogo pri razumevanju prehoda iz bronaste v žele-
zno dobo, smo za namen razstave skušali predstaviti kar najbolj celovito. Zato smo muzejski lutki opremili 
s pridatki osebne opreme, najdenimi v ženskem in moškem grobu. Rekonstruirali smo tudi njuno obleko, 
čeprav v grobovih ostanki tkanine niso bili najdeni. Na podlagi pridanih predmetov noše, različnih sočasnih 
arheoloških podatkov in drobne plastike smo naredili hipotetično rekonstrukcijo njunih kostumov. Kostume 
smo izdelali iz naravnih materialov in jih ročno sešili. Nekaj tekstilij je ročno tkanih in spredenih ter barvanih 
z naravnimi barvili, preostale tkanine so strojno tkane in barvane s sintetičnimi barvili.  

KLJUČNE BESEDE
prazgodovina, Ptuj, arheološka razstava, rekonstrukcija oblačil, peplos, tunika, gamaše 

POVZETEK
V grobovih iz 9. stoletja pred našim štetjem, ki sta bila odkrita pod grajskim gričem na Ptuju, sta bila poko-
pana veljaka, ki imata ključno vlogo pri razumevanju prehoda iz bronaste v železno dobo. Ta predstavlja tudi 
prehod iz kulture žarnih grobišč v halštatsko kulturo, zanj pa so značilne spremembe v materialni kulturi. V 
kulturi žarnih grobišč se družba z grobovi kaže kot precej egalitarna, v železnodobni halštatski kulturi pa gro-
bovi kažejo na prilaganje orožja in izkazovanje prestiža ter socialno razslojenost. 

Zaradi tako pomembnega odkritja smo skušali veljaka za arheološko razstavo Gospodarji prehodov rekonstruira-
ti vključno z oblačili, kajti fizična rekonstrukcija je bolj izpovedna kot pisna. Pomembno se nam je zdelo pridobiti 
in predstaviti čim več podatkov, ki bi ilustrirali njuno življenje, kar je v arheologiji zaradi časovne oddaljenosti 
velikokrat težko. Kljub temu da v grobovih tkanina ni bila ohranjena, smo na podlagi različnih podatkov in prida-
nih predmetov naredili rekonstrukcijo njunih kostumov. Detajle oblačil smo skušali razvozlati tudi s pomočjo ko-
stuma klasične antike in z elementi etnološko dokumentiranih narodnih noš. Na osnovi podatkov smo pripravili 
nošo, ki je sicer hipotetična, vendar bi bila na prehodu iz bronaste v železno dobo verjetna tudi na Ptuju. Pri tem 
je muzej združil moči s tkalci in številnimi specialisti, ki se ukvarjajo z obujanjem starih znanj in obrti. 

Za izdelavo oblačil smo uporabili volno in lan, ki sta se v prazgodovini najpogosteje uporabljala, ter krzno in 
usnje. Organski materiali, kot sta tkanina in usnje, se v Evropi v večjih kosih navadno hranijo le v izjemnih 
razmerah, predvsem v močvirjih in rudnikih. Manjše ostanke najdemo tudi v grobovih v primeru oksidacije 
tkanine in korozije kovine, kjer se je tkanina sprijela s kovino in se deloma ohranila. V Sloveniji imamo ohra-
njene redke sledove tako ohranjenih tkanin. 

Za žensko nošo iz tega obdobja imamo bolje izpričane vire, tudi na podlagi sočasnih glinenih figuric, najdenih 
v Podravju. Te izpričujejo prepasano dolgo nagubano oblačilo, dopolnjeno z nakitom in včasih z okrašenim 
predpasnikom. Zato smo žensko oblekli v dolg lanen peplos; takšnega preprostega oblačila ni treba niti krojiti 
niti šivati. Peplos smo pritrdili s sponkami in predpasnikom. Moškega, ki ga pridatki v grobu označujejo kot 
bojevnika, smo oblekli v volneno tuniko in visoke lanene gamaše. Tunika je v tem času v Sredozemlju prevla-
dovala. Za usnjen pas z zaključki smo mu zataknili osebne predmete. Oba smo obuli v nizke usnjene čevlje. 

Za izdelavo kostumov smo uporabili ročno tkan lan za moške gamaše, ročno predeno volneno prejo, pobarva-
no z naravnimi barvili, pa za tkanje ženskega predpasnika in tkanje obrobnih dekorativnih trakov za moško tu-
niko in predpasnik. Ostale tkanine so strojno tkane iz lanenih in volnenih niti ter barvane s sintetičnimi barvili.
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FOREIGNERS IN CHRISTIAN COMMUNITIES IN SLOVENE 
TERRITORY IN LATE ANTIQUITY* 
Aleš Maver, PhD, Junior Professor, Department of History, Faculty of Arts, University of Maribor, Maribor, 
Slovenia, ales.maver@um.si

ABSTRACT
The aim of the paper is to discuss the role and influence of individuals from other, mainly non-Latin speaking 
parts of the Roman Empire in Christian communities on the territory of the present-day Slovenia during Late 
Antiquity. The history of Christianity in present day Slovenia during Antiquity is accessible to us only to some 
degree. Only a few bishops from this area are known to us, but it is possible to identify some prominent 
members of Christian communities who came to this area from other parts of the Roman Empire. Based on 
epigraphic material and several traits of theological thought, as presented particularly in work of St Victori-
nus of Poetovio, the paper sketches their impact from the Great Persecution until the 6th century.

KEYWORDS
Christianity in Antiquity in present day Slovenia, St Victorinus of Poetovio, Aquileia, Celeia, Emona, early 
Christian mosaics in Slovenia, migrations and Christianity

SUMMARY
It is virtually impossible to write the history of Christianity in what is now Slovenia in Antiquity. In the first 
place, only some fragments can be described, based on scarce literary sources, epigraphic and archaeological 
material. Secondly, the development of the Christian church in what later became Slovene ethnic territory 
was closely interwoven with developments in neighbouring regions and therefore cannot be treated sepa-
rately from them. Nevertheless, the connection between the early history of Christianity in this area and the 
history of migrations can easily be established. This link is visible even in legendary traditions of Christian 
beginnings in Aquileia in northern Italy, where St Mark and his disciple St Hermagoras play the foremost role. 
St Mark was called “the apostle of Carniola” even in the early modern age, thus preserving a distant memory 
of the Eastern origins of Christianity in the broader Southeast Alpine area. 

Unfortunately, only a few names of bishops from what is now Slovenia during Antiquity are known. Among 
them, the martyr-bishop St Victorinus of Poetovio is by far most important, due to his theological writings. 
These works also contain many traces of Eastern influences on the Christianity lived in the Victorinus com-
munity. After the conversion of Constantine, some Christian individuals can be identified based on epigraphic 
material, particularly as patrons of mosaics in church buildings in Emona and Celeia. The majority of them had 
Latin names, known mainly from the area of northern Italy. But also some Christians of Eastern origin featured 
prominently in the late 4th century and early 5th century, like archdeacon Antiochus or Archealus in Emona, 
and a man called Abraham, who identified as Syrian, in Celeia. The connection of the disgraced bishop Iulius 
Valens of Poetovio to the Goths in the early 380s puzzled his contemporaries and modern researchers alike.

Ultimately, the migratory waves beginning in the late 4th century and intensifying during the 5th century 
forced many Christians from what is now Slovenia to move to safer areas, particularly to Istria and Italy. 
There, they preserved the living memory of their home churches, so that (a titular) bishop of Celeia, most 
probably by now residing much further to the southwest, was mentioned as a participant of a council in 
Rome even as late as 680.

* Translation: dr. Aleš Maver
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TUJCI V KRŠČANSKIH SKUPNOSTIH NA OZEMLJU DANAŠNJE 
SLOVENIJE V POZNI ANTIKI
dr. Aleš Maver, Oddelek za zgodovino, Filozofska fakulteta, Univerza v Mariboru, Slovenija

IZVLEČEK
V prispevku bosta obravnavana vloga in vpliv članov iz drugih, večinoma nelatinsko govorečih delov Rimskega 
cesarstva v krščanskih skupnostih na ozemlju današnje Slovenje v pozni antiki. 

Celotna zgodovina krščanstva na območju današnje Slovenije v antiki nam je dostopna le do določene mere. 
Po imenu nam je znanih le nekaj škofov s tega območja. A še vedno je moč izpostaviti nekatere vplivne člane 
krščanskih skupnosti, ki so sem prišli iz drugih, zlasti vzhodnih delov Rimskega cesarstva. Na temelju epigraf-
skega gradiva in nekaterih potez teološke misli, zlasti tiste v delu sv. Viktorina iz Petovione, bo v prispevku 
orisan vpliv takšnih članov skupnosti od velikega preganjanja kristjanov do 6. stoletja po Kr.

KLJUČNE BESEDE
krščanstvo v današnji Sloveniji v antiki, sv. Viktorin Petovionski, Oglej, Celeja, Emona, zgodnjekrščanski moza-
iki v Sloveniji, migracije in krščanstvo

POVZETEK
Skoraj nemogoče je napisati zgodovino krščanstva na območju današnje Slovenije v antiki. Predvsem lahko 
na podlagi skromnih literarnih virov, epigrafskega in arheološkega gradiva opišemo le njene drobce. Po drugi 
strani razvoja krščanske Cerkve na poznejšem slovenskem etničnem ozemlju ni mogoče ločiti od razvojnih 
tokov v sosednjih pokrajinah ali ga obravnavati ločeno od njih. 

Kljub tem omejitvam zlahka ugotovimo povezavo med zgodnjo zgodovino krščanstva na obravnavanem obmo-
čju in migracijskimi procesi. Ta povezava je razvidna celo iz legendarnih izročil o začetkih krščanstva v Akvileji v 
severni Italiji, ki je matica krščanskih skupnosti v večini današnje Slovenije. Osrednja vloga v teh izročilih pripa-
da evangelistu Marku in njegovemu učencu Mohorju. Še v novem veku so sv. Marka imenovali »apostol Kranj-
ske«, v čemer je odmeval davni spomin na vzhodne izvore krščanstva na širšem ozemlju jugovzhodnih Alp. 

Žal se je ohranilo le nekaj imen škofov iz antike na območju današnje Slovenije. Med njimi je zaradi svojih 
teoloških spisov daleč najpomembnejši škof in mučenec Viktorin Petovionski. V teh besedilih najdemo števil-
ne sledi vzhodnih vplivov v življenju petovionske cerkvene skupnosti. Po konstantinskem preobratu so nam 
znana imena nekaterih članov krajevnih krščanskih cerkva, predvsem na podlagi napisov na mozaikih v Emoni 
in Celeji. Velika večina nosi latinska imena, znana z bližnjih območij severne Italije. Toda kar nekaj uglednih 
kristjanov je očitno tudi v poznem 4. in zgodnjem 5. stoletju izhajalo iz nelatinsko govorečih delov cesarstva. 
Omenjeno velja za naddiakona Antioha ali Arhelaja v Emoni in moža, ki mu je bilo ime Abraham in se je na 
napisu opredelil kot Sirec. Sodobnike in sodobne raziskovalce pa je vznemirjala zveza v nemilost padlega pe-
tovionskega škofa Julija Valenta z Goti okoli leta 380. 

Končno so migracijski tokovi, ki so se začeli ob koncu 4. stoletja in doživeli pospešek v začetku 5. stoletja, mno-
ge kristjane z današnjega slovenskega ozemlja prisilili k odselitvi na varnejša območja, zlasti v Istri in Italiji. Tam 
so ohranjali spomin na nekdanje domače cerkve, tako da najdemo ime (naslovnega) škofa iz Celeje Andreja, 
ki je imel v tem času sedež skoraj gotovo precej bolj jugozahodno, še med udeleženci sinode v Rimu leta 680.
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BETWEEN PUBLIC AND INTIMATE LIVING SPACES: THE 
TRADITION OF DOG KEEPING AT THE COURT OF THE 
GRAND DUKES OF THE GRAND DUCHY OF LITHUANIA 
IN THE 16TH CENTURY*
Toma Zarankaitė-Margienė, PhD, Vilnius University, National Museum – Palace of the Grand Dukes of Lithuania, 
Lithuania, toma.zarankaite@gmail.com

ABSTRACT
According to archival documents and archaeological data, the tradition of dog keeping at the court of the 
Grand Dukes of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania in the 16th century embraced both the public and private living 
spaces of the rulers. Expensive hunting dogs represented the power of the ruler and were kept in kennels of 
the Grand Duke of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. The favourite hunting dogs spent their days by the Grand 
Duke's side. Moreover, small pet dogs were also inseparable from the rulers’ daily court life. The paper will 
focus on the tradition of how dogs were kept. The importance of dogs in social communication between the 
ruler and his courtiers in the 16th century is also revealed.

KEYWORDS
Grand Duchy of Lithuania, dog, diet, court, dog keeping, daily court life

SUMMARY
The essence of hunting as a historical phenomenon cannot be defined only from an economic point of view. 
In the Middle Ages and in the early modern period, it was a multi-faceted symbiotic relationship, combining 
both the daily life of the Grand Duke of Lithuania and the economic life of the state and even foreign policy, 
as well as partially shaping the image of the sovereign and legitimating his power. The favourite hunting dogs 
spent their days by the Grand Duke’s side. Similarly, small pet dogs were inseparable from the rulers’ daily 
court life. Most of the information relevant to the research is found in the account books of the manor. This is 
a very important group of sources, enabling us to get to know the manor life of the ruler of the Grand Duchy 
of Lithuania. The information contained in the manor accounts of Alexander Jagiellonian, Sigismund the Old, 
and Sigismund Augustus provide us with knowledge of these rulers’ hunting officers and administration of 
the hunting economy. These books reveal that significant expenses  were used for the maintenance of rulers’ 
dogs. This written source reveals the traditions of how dogs were kept. Usually, they were treated with great 
attentiveness. Special hunting officers were responsible for the dogs’ care. Dogs were thus an important 
bond in social communication between the ruler and his courtiers in the 16th century. There was a great 
chance of improving a private relationship with the ruler by taking care of his most beloved dogs. 

The paper includes a review of special literature about dog keeping which was known in the Grand Duchy of 
Lithuania. Some popular books dedicated to dog care known in Europe were also known here. Investigation 
reveals that some of the most common advice and practices of keeping hunting dogs were also used in Grand 
Dukes’ courts. The paper additionally reveals how the most favoured dogs were fed. In the 16th century, the 
daily diet of hunting dogs and the peasants in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania was different, but the peasants 
ate less nutritious food. This investigation helps us understand the importance of hunting dogs in a private 
ruler’s life, as well as revealing information about gastronomic culture in the region.

* Translation: dr. Toma Zarankaitė-Margienė
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MED JAVNIMI IN INTIMNIMI BIVALNIMI PROSTORI: 
TRADICIJA VZREJE PSOV NA DVORU VELIKIH KNEZOV VELIKE 
LITOVSKE KNEŽEVINE V 16. STOLETJU
dr. Toma Zarankaitė-Margienė, Univerza v Vilni, Narodni muzej – Palača knezov Litve, Litva 

IZVLEČEK
Glede na arhivske dokumente in arheološke podatke je bila tradicija vzreje psov na dvoru velikih knezov 
Velike litovske kneževine v 16. stoletju živa v javnih in zasebnih bivalnih prostorih vladarjev. Dragi lovski psi, 
ki so jih imeli v pesjakih velikega kneza Velike litovske kneževine, so simbolizirali vladarjevo moč. Najljubši 
vladarjevi lovski psi so ves dan preživeli ob njem. Tudi manjši pasji ljubljenčki so bili neločljivi del podobe 
vladarjevega vsakodnevnega življenja na dvoru. Članek se osredotoča na tradicijo vzreje psov, prikazan pa je 
tudi velik pomen psov za socialno komunikacijo med vladarjem in dvorjani v 16. stoletju.

KLJUČNE BESEDE
Velika litovska kneževina, pes, prehrana, dvor, vzreja psov, vsakodnevno življenje na dvoru 

POVZETEK
Pomena lova kot zgodovinskega pojava ne moremo opredeliti zgolj z gospodarskega vidika. V srednjem veku 
in zgodnjem novem veku je šlo za večplastno simbiozo, za preplet vsakodnevnega življenja velikega litovskega 
kneza in gospodarskega življenja države ter celo zunanje politike. Šlo je tudi za oblikovanje podobe vladarja 
in potrjevanje njegove moči. Najbolj priljubljeni lovski psi so dneve preživljali ob vladarju. Tudi majhni pasji 
ljubljenčki so bili neločljivo povezani z vladarskim vsakdanom na dvoru. Večino informacij, ki so pomembne 
za raziskavo, lahko najdemo v računovodskih knjigah dvorca. Gre za zelo pomembno skupino virov, ki nam 
ponujajo vpogled v življenje na dvoru velikega litovskega kneza. Informacije, ki jih najdemo v dvornih ra-
čunovodskih zapisih iz obdobij Aleksandra Jagelonskega Sigismunda St. in Sigismunda Avgusta, nam veliko 
povedo o vladarjevih glavnih lovcih in vodenju lovskega gospodarstva. Te knjige nam razkrivajo, da je bilo za 
vzdrževanje vladarjevih psov namenjenega veliko denarja, izvemo pa tudi, kako so psi živeli. Običajno so bili 
deležni velike pozornosti. Zanje so skrbeli posebni lovski častniki. Tako so bili psi pomembna vez v socialnem 
komuniciranju med vladarjem in dvorjani v 16. stoletju. Kdor je skrbel za vladarjeve najljubše pse, je imel 
veliko možnosti, da si pridobi njegovo naklonjenost. 

V članek je vključen pregled specializirane literature o vzreji psov, ki so jo poznali v Veliki litovski kneževini. 
Poznali so tudi nekaj priljubljenih del o vzreji psov, ki so bila znana drugod po Evropi. Raziskava je pokazala, 
da so na dvoru velikega kneza upoštevali nekatere najpogostejše nasvete in prakse pri vzreji lovskih psov. V 
članku je nadalje razkrito, kakšna je bila prehrana najljubših psov. V 16. stoletju se je vsakodnevna prehrana 
kmetov in lovskih psov Velike litovske kneževine seveda razlikovala, vendar je bilo v prehrani kmetov manj 
hranilnih snovi. Raziskava nam pomaga razumeti, kakšen je bil pomen lovskih psov v zasebnem življenju vla-
darja, odkriva pa tudi, kakšna je bila gastronomska kultura v teh krajih.
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TWO DOUBLE PORTRAITS OF HABSBURG FAMILY  
MEMBERS FROM CMUREK CASTLE*
Polona Vidmar, PhD, Assoc. Prof., Department of Art History, Faculty of Arts, Maribor, University of 
Maribor, Slovenia, polona.vidmar@um.si

Original scientific article (1.01)

ABSTRACT
The article discusses two double portraits of the members of the Habsburg family donated to Maribor 
Museum from Cmurek Castle in 1941. It places the Cmurek portraits in the context of the extensive por-
trait galleries established by Archduke Charles II and Archduchess Maria around 1600 in Graz, and the 
exchange of the Habsburg family portraits between European courts, particularly those in Graz and Ma-
drid. It is also the aim of the article to trace the models after which the Cmurek portraits were painted. 
The article draws particular attention to the then owner of Cmurek Castle, Georg, Lord of Stubenberg, 
who accompanied Archduchess Constance to Cracow in 1605 as Court Marshal. The Cmurek double por-
traits are interpreted as reminders of Stubenberg’s diplomatic journey and evidence of the important 
court services of his father, Wolfgang, Lord of Stubenberg. 

KEYWORDS
double portrait, portrait gallery, Archduke Charles II of Inner Austria (1540–1590), Archduchess Maria of In-
ner Austria (1551–1590), Georg of Stubenberg, Wolfgang of Stubenberg, Cmurek Castle

According to the Maribor Regional Museum inventory records, two double portraits from Cmurek Castle 
(German: Mureck) were acquired in 1941 from Mally,1 probably the then owner and former manager Anton 
Mally, who purchased Cmurek Castle in 1931.2 The sitters for the slightly smaller double portrait (77 x 116 
cm) were identified by the museum curators as Archduke Charles II of Inner Austria (1540–1590) and his 
wife Archduchess Maria, née Wittelsbach (1551–1608), wearing contemporary Spanish court dress (image 
1).3 The sitters in the second portrait (78 x 118 cm) were identified as their daughters Archduchess Anne 
(1573–1631), Queen of Poland (1592–1597), and Archduchess Constance (1588–1631), Queen of Poland 
(1605–1631), the first and second wife of Sigismund III Vasa (image 2). The Queens of Poland are also wearing 
contemporary Spanish dignitary robes. The museum curators assumed that the portraits were painted at the 
beginning of or in the first half of the 17th century. Based on the identification of the sitters, the paper aims 
to place the paintings within the context of the portrait culture of the Inner Austrian Habsburg court in Graz 
around 1600. Since at least two of the sitters (Archduke Charles II and Anne Queen of Poland) had already 
passed away when the portraits were painted, the aim of the article is to trace the models after which the 
Cmurek portraits were painted. A further aim is to identify the commissioner and his reasons for furnishing 
Cmurek Castle with the portraits of the members of the Graz princely court. 

* Translation: dr. Polona Vidmar
1 I express my gratitude to Dr Valentina Bevc Varl (Maribor Regional Museum) for providing me with the data from the museum inven-
tory records and photographs of the portraits.
2 STOPAR, I. 1990, p. 32.
3 VRIŠER, A. 1993, p. 14.
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Image 1: Unknown painter, Archduke Charles II of Inner Austria and Archduchess Maria of Bavaria, oil on 
canvas, after 1605, from Cmurek Castle (Maribor Regional Museum archive, Photo: Tomo Jeseničnik).

Image 2: Unknown painter, Anne Queen of Poland and Constance Queen of Poland, oil on canvas, after 1605, 
from Cmurek Castle (Maribor Regional Museum archive, Photo: Tomo Jeseničnik).
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THE PORTRAIT CULTURE IN GRAZ DURING THE REIGN OF ARCHDUKE CHARLES II OF INNER AUSTRIA AND HIS 
WIFE MARIA OF BAVARIA
Recently, Susanne König-Lein has discussed the portrait galleries established by Archduke Charles II and Arch-
duchess Maria around 1600 and housed in Graz Castle and Karlau Castle near Graz until the 18th century.4 
The portrait galleries were almost untouched after the death of Archduchess Maria in 1608, since their eldest 
son Archduke Ferdinand III (1578–1637) took only the most important and valuable artworks to Vienna when 
he was elected Emperor Ferdinand II in 1619.5 König-Lein analysed the commissioners’ practices and collect-
ing endeavours associated with the accumulation of family portraits and identified the preserved portraits 
in the collections of the Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna.6 A total of 291 portraits are documented as 
having been transferred from Graz to Vienna between 1753 and 1765,7 but according to the inventory of Graz 
and Karlau castles from 1668, there were still more portraits, mostly painted in series of individuals in bust or 
full-figure form.8 The Viennese court painter Cornelis Vermeyen was called to Graz in 1577 to paint portraits 
of Archduchess Maria and some of her children, and in 1578 it was the Viennese court painter Giulio Licinio 
who came to Graz to paint the children’s portraits.9 A series of children’s portraits was most likely painted 
by Ottavio Zanuoli, first documented in Graz in 1587.10 In 1591, Jakob de Monte (or Giacomo de Monte) was 
called to Graz to paint the large epitaph for the then Jesuit church, now Graz cathedral, depicting the princely 
couple and their fifteen children with their patron saints.11 Over the next two years, Jakob de Monte painted 
a series of portraits of the children.12 In December 1603, the Prague court painter Joseph Heintz Snr. was sent 
to Graz by Emperor Rudolf II to create a series of full-figured portraits of the children of Archduke Charles II 
and Maria of Bavaria, at the time already teenagers or adults.13 Family portraits were also painted by the Graz 
court painter Giovanni Pietro de Pomis.14 

The accumulation of the family portraits of Archduke Charles II, Archduchess Maria and their fifteen children 
was not unusual for Early Modern portrait collections and their representative function, emphasising the 
family network to highlight the dynastic and genealogic lines.15 The children’s portraits documented not just 
the survival of the family but the continuation of the dynasty and their power.16 The collection also contained 
the portraits of family members living at the courts of Madrid, Florence, Munich or Cracow, mostly children 
and grandchildren of the princely couple,17 painted to enable the visualisation of absent family members.18 
The children’s portraits in Graz were also commissioned to be sent to relatives, such as the series of por-
traits of the four eldest daughters, Anne, Maria Christierna, Katharina Renea and Elisabeth, painted in 1582 
probably by Cornelis Vermeyen and sent to the Empress Dowager Maria at the Monastery of the Descalzas 
Reales in Madrid.19 In 1596, a Spanish painter was sent to Graz to paint the portraits of Archduchesses Gre-
goria Maximiliana, Eleonore and Margaretha as marriage candidates for the future King Philip III, who mar-
ried Margaretha in 1599.20 These portraits were used as templates by the Spanish court painter Bartolomé 
González for a series of portraits painted between 1607 and 1617 depicting the members of the Graz family, 
including the already deceased.21 Queen Margaretha of Spain sent at least one of her portraits to her moth-

4 KÖNIG-LEIN, S. 2019, pp. 11–30; see also HEINZ, G. 1963, pp. 99–224; HEINZ, G., SCHÜTZ, K. 1976.
5 KÖNIG-LEIN, S. 2019, pp. 11–12.
6 KÖNIG-LEIN, S. 2019, pp. 11–30.
7 KÖNIG-LEIN, S. 2019, pp. 24.
8 WASTLER, J. 1880, pp. LX–LXI, XCVII–XCIX, CII–CV, CXLIX–CLI.
9 WASTLER, J. 1897, pp. 36, 81; STEINBÖCK, W. 1975, p. 407; HEINZ, G., SCHÜTZ, K. 1976, pp. 118–121, KÖNIG-LEIN, S. 2019, pp. 12–16, 
18–19.
10 WASTLER, J. 1897, p. 108; HEINZ, G. 1963, pp. 121–122; KÖNIG-LEIN, S. 2019, pp. 16–17.
11 WASTLER, J. 1897, p. 220; HEINZ, G., SCHÜTZ, K. 1976, p. 312; KÖNIG-LEIN, S. 2019, pp. 12–14. About the epitaph in the presbytery 
of the Graz cathedral see also: STEINBÖCK, W. 1975, pp. 469–470.
12 WASTLER, J. 1897, p. 220; HEINZ, G., SCHÜTZ, K. 1976, p. 312; KÖNIG-LEIN, S. 2019, pp. 14–15.
13 HEINZ, G. 1963, pp. 130, 195, 199, 201, 203, 214; HEINZ, G., SCHÜTZ, K. 1976, pp. 123–124, 129, 133, 135, KÖNIG-LEIN, S. 2019, pp. 
22–25.
14 WOISETSCHLÄGER, K. 1974, pp. 152–154; PROBST, D. 2014, pp. 93–100; KÖNIG-LEIN, S. 2019, pp. 21–22.
15 WINKLER, H. 1993, pp. 10–12; POLLEROSS, F. 2015, p. 226; KÖNIG-LEIN, S. 2019, pp. 27.
16 KÖNIG-LEIN, S. 2019, pp. 27.
17 WASTLER, J. 1880, p. XCVIII.
18 KÖNIG-LEIN, S. 2019, p. 20.
19 RUDOLF, K. F. 2009, pp. 81–86.
20 The Spanish painter also made portraits of other family members in Graz and took them to Spain; see RUDOLF, K. F. 2009, pp. 86–90.
21 RUDOLF, K. F. 2009, pp. 88–90.
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er in Graz, recorded in 1668 in the great hall of Karlau castle: “Item ein grosses Controfet Lebens gross der 
Khönigin in Hispanien Margarita Erzherzog zu Oessterreich.”22 

Archduchess Anne, who married Sigismund III Vasa in 1592,23 and her sister Constance, who married the King 
of Poland in 1605,24 were also involved in the sending of family portraits between the related courts. One of 
them sent a portrait of her son to Graz, mentioned in the inventory of 1668 as: “Item Ein Contrafet Lebens 
gross von den khleinen Khönig in Pollen.”25 Queen Anne of Poland sent the portraits of her three-year old 
daughter, Anna Maria, and her one year old son, Wladislaus (future King Wladislaus IV), both painted by the 
court painter Martin Kober in 1596, to the Monastery of the Descalzas Reales in Madrid.26 It may be assumed 
that the queens of Poland also sent their portraits to Graz, although they cannot be identified in the inven-
tory of 1668 because of the unclear descriptions, such as “Item 2 Vnnterfertigte gleiche Controfet Lebens 
Gross, von einer Khönigl. Weibspersohn.”27

The acquaintance of the courtiers with the extensive Graz portrait galleries and their functions has not yet 
been studied, mainly due to the lack of relevant sources, but it can be assumed that at least the noblemen in 
court service had access to the rooms where the portraits were displayed, while the diplomats were actively 
involved in the exchange of portraits between the European courts.28 The possible imitation of the Graz por-
trait collections in the furnishing of Styrian noble residences around 1600 is an issue for further research, but it 
can be assumed that the origin of the Cmurek double portraits was directly connected to Graz court portraits.
 
DOUBLE PORTRAITS AND MODELS
According to the inventory from 1668, the vast majority of the portraits in Graz and Karlau castles depicted 
single persons, while only one group portrait was mentioned, a depiction of a mother and six children: “Item 
Ein Brust Bildtnus blindt gefast von einer alten Fürstin, deren fürstl. Khinder. 6. nach ein ander gestelt.“29 
There were only some double portraits of the children of Archduke Charles II and Maria of Bavaria. A por-
trait in Karlau Castle depicted two children in a bathtub: “Item 2 fürstl. Khinder in einem Wandl batendt 
gemahlen.“30 The painting was mentioned again before it was transferred to Vienna as: “Ein Stückhl mit 
zwey in Bad sich befindenden Kindern.”31 Four double portraits of the princely children in bust form in Graz 
Castle in 1668 were mentioned: “hieroben seind 2. Täffeln blindt gefast alwo fürst. Khinder Brustbildtnusen 
paar weise gemahlen,“ and “Item zwey blindt gefaste khleine Taffeln, alwo paarweise 2 fürstl. Prinzen Brust 
Contrafet auf Holz entworffen.“32 Judging by the inventory of 1668, the only artwork in the Graz collection 
in which Archduke Charles II and his wife Maria were depicted together was probably a wooden relief made 
after Maria’s death in 1608: “Item Ein khleine Tafel in verguldter Ramb gefasst, alwo Christus am Creiiz vnd 
Erzherzog Carl, sambt seiner Erzherzogl. Frau Gemahlin sel. gedachtnus Maria in Holz darundter geschnitten, 
mit Farben illuminirt.“33 

The aim of a double portrait, a conventional means of eliciting sympathy known already in Classical antiqui-
ty,34 was the illustration of a relationship between two persons.35 In 16th century German painting, married 
couples, friends, representatives of the same social rank or political allies were depicted in this form, and the 

22 Quoted after WASTLER, J. 1880, p. CXLIX.
23 On Archduchess Anne and her marriage, see: HURTER, F. 1860, pp. 129–147, 158–161, 285–297; ROTH, E. 1967; KELLER, K. 2012, 
pp. 172–178.
24 On Archduchess Constance and her marriage, see: HURTER, F. 1860, pp. 334–335; KELLER, K. 2012, pp. 185–187.
25 Quoted after WASTLER, J. 1880, p. XCVIII; see also: KÖNIG-LEIN, S. 2019, p. 20.
26 The inscription on the girls’ portrait reads: “Anna Maria Principissa Poloniæ et Sveciæ. Ætatis svæ A˚ III. MDXCVI,” on the boys’ por-
trait: “Ætatis svæ I. A˚. MDXCVI.” Martin Kober (ca. 1550–1598) was the court painter of Sigismund III Vasa from 1590 until his death; 
see PETRUS, J. T., KUCZMAN, K. 2007, p. 28.
27 Quoted after WASTLER, J. 1880, p. CV.
28 See WINKLER, H. 1993, pp. 10–22.
29 Quoted after WASTLER, J. 1880, p. XCVIII.
30 Quoted after WASTLER, J. 1880, p. CXLIX.
31 Quoted after WASTLER, J. 1885, p. LX. 
32 Quoted after WASTLER, J. 1880, p. XCVIII, CIII.
33 Quoted after WASTLER, J. 1880, p. LXI.
34 SCHNEIDER, N. 1999, p. 48.
35 EBERTSHÄUSER, H. 1974, p. 11.
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marriage diptych model was transmitted to children’ portraits.36 Double portraits of adults and children were 
painted in various European courts37 but we can assume that the main source of inspiration for the Graz por-
trait painters were the double portraits painted in the Spanish court. Alonso Sánchez Coello painted double 
portraits of the sons and daughters of King Philipp II in the 1560s and 1570s, partly intended as presents to 
the foreign courts.38 In 1607, the court painter Juan Pantoja de la Cruz delivered the double portrait of her 
children Anna and Philip to Queen Margaretha of Spain to be sent to “Germany”, i.e. to the Graz or Vienna 
court.39 In 1612, double portraits of the eldest four and a group portrait of the youngest three children of King 
Philipp III and Margaretha were painted by Bartolomé González and sent to Emperor Matthias in Vienna.40

Judging by the inventory of Graz and Karlau castles from 1668, the Graz portrait gallery did not contain dou-
ble portraits which could serve as direct models for the Cmurek portraits. It seems that the unknown painter 
of the Cmurek double portrait of Archduke Charles II and Maria used separate portraits as models, in which 
the sitters were turned to each other, which was characteristic for pendant portraits of spouses. The Cmurek 
portrait of Archduke Charles II had been copied after the same original as the copy by Josef Allmer from 
1891 and resembles two full-figured portraits of the Archduke from around 1580 kept in Graz.41 The Cmurek 
portrait and the copy by Allmer correspond in facial features, the pose, a black stiffened, gathered hat with a 
jewelled band, a white linen ruff and a black doublet accentuated by the Order of the Golden Fleece. By con-
trast, the portrait of Archduchess Maria differs from Allmer’s copy in the younger and more idealized facial 
features, a white instead of a black cap, as well as the depictions of hands and cuffs, which are not featured 
on the Allmer version.42 Similar to Allmer’s copies, the main focus on the Cmurek double portrait is on the 
dignified appearance of the princely couple in front of the dark background and the accurate reproductions 
of details documenting their social and political status.43 

The models for the double portrait of the queens of Poland have not yet been found. Like their parents, they 
appear in front of a dark neutral background, both slightly turned to the right. The equality of their social sta-
tus is stressed by the depiction of them as the same height and age, with the hierarchy indicated only by the 
first position of the elder sister Anne. Unusually, they are even wearing the same red bodice with gold trim-
mings and split oversleeves as well as brown undersleeves with a silver carnation pattern. They are also wear-
ing very similar large lace ruffs and diadems, whereas the earrings, necklaces and large jewelled brooch-like 
adornments on their chest and on the sleeves differ entirely, probably depicting the actual jewellery in their 
possession. The jewels adorning Anne’s chest are distinguished by a naked man on an eagle (Ganymede?) 
and three sitting naked men, whereas the jewel on her sleeve contains a horseman (St George?). A different 
horseman appears also on Constance’s sleeve. She almost certainly possessed the jewel with the depiction 
of St George which was painted by Joseph Heintz Sen. in 1604 in the full-figured portrait of Archduchess Con-
stance that was transferred to Poland in 1605.44 The depiction of existent jewellery can be supported by the 
comparison with the portrait of their sister Margaretha Queen of Spain, painted around 1605 and preserved 
in Graz.45 The court painter Bartolomé González painted Margaretha in a black robe characteristic for Span-
ish court clothing, with a precious Venetian lace ruff, a diadem with pearls and jewels, a pearl earrings and 
necklace.46 On her chest, Margaretha is wearing the state jewel Joyel rico de los Austrias consisting of the di-
amond El Estanque and La Peregrina, an exquisite pearl.47 Also, the setting in front of the neutral background, 

36 EBERTSHÄUSER, H. 1974, pp. 11, 95.
37 For double portraits in the Stuart court, especially innovative portrait genre of female double portrait developed at the Stuart court 
by Anthony van Dyck, see: HALLAM, J. 2008, pp. 137–160.
38 Alonso Sánchez Coello, 1990, cat. no. 21–22, 24, pp. 142–144.
39 HEINZ, G., SCHÜTZ, K. 1976, cat. no. 38, p. 78.
40 HEINZ, G., SCHÜTZ, K. 1976, cat. no. 39, 44–45, pp. 78–79, 82–83.
41 Compare BECKER, U. 2017, pp. 76–77.
42 Compare BECKER, U. 2017, pp. 76–77.
43 For Allmer’s copies see: BECKER, U. 2017, p. 76.
44 The portrait by Joseph Heintz Snr. is kept in the Clark Art Institute in Williamstown, Massachusetts. In the contemporary portraits by 
Joseph Heintz Snr. and by Frans Pourbus Jun. which are now in Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna (inv. nos. 9452 and 3306), Con-
stance is not wearing the brooch-like adornment with St George on her chest but an adornment with a star, crescent and three large 
pearls; see: HEINZ, G., SCHÜTZ, K. 1976, cat. nos. 106–107, pp. 144–135; KÖNIG-LEIN, S. 2019, pp. 22–24.
45 For the portrait, see: KAISER, B. 2018, pp. 26–29.
46 KAISER, B. 2018, pp. 26–29.
47 KAISER, B. 2018, pp. 28–29.
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as well as the pose, direct gaze, robe and accessories of the Queens of Poland from Cmurek Castle seem to 
have been influenced by a portrait of their sister Margaretha, sent from Madrid to Graz.
 
GEORG LORD OF STUBENBERG
Cmurek Castle was owned by the Lords of Stubenberg from 1401 until 1931.48 Considering the period in 
which double portraits were painted, it is most probable that they came to Cmurek Castle when it was owned 
by Georg Lord of Stubenberg (1560–1630).49 After his marriage to Barbara of Khevenhüller in 1587, the young 
couple selected Cmurek castle for their residence, which had been recently renovated according to the Como 
architect Andrea Bertoletti’s plans.50 However, Georg had to move to Kapfenberg Castle when his father 
Wolfgang Lord of Stubenberg (ca. 1532–1597) passed away, although he returned frequently to Cmurek.51 
Even though he was a Protestant, Georg’s father held a prominent role at the Catholic court of Graz, being 
appointed the Oberstjägermeister in 1564, the Oberstallmeister in 1569, while from 1575 until 1590, he held 
the position of the Oberstkämmerer, the second highest court rank.52 Johann Loserth considered Wolfgang 
of Stubenberg to be an advisor and friend of Archduke Charles II, and he was also close to Archduchess Ma-
ria, since they corresponded not only about hunting but also family matters.53 Georg of Stubenberg was not 
appointed to the court service, but Archduke Ferdinand III showed benevolence to him by appointing him 
as one of his councillors and sending him to diplomatic missions.54 In 1605, Georg accompanied the bride 
Archduchess Constance to Cracow as Court Marshal (Hofmarschall).55 

The journey of Georg of Stubenberg to Cracow was most likely instrumental in the production of the double 
portraits for Cmurek Castle. The chronicler Franz Christoph Khevenhüller, Georg of Stubenberg’s brother-in-
law, reported that Archduchess Constance was accompanied by her mother Maria, her brother Maximilian 
Ernst, her sister (Maria Christierna) and “… der vil Steyerische, Kharnerische, vnd Chrainerische Landtherrn 
auffgewart, vndter andern Georg Herr von Stubenberg vnd Wollf Herr von Gera, so in hohen Diensten gedi-
ent.”56 Khevenhüller described the wedding ceremonies of Archduchess Anne, who had also been accompa-
nied to Cracow by her mother in May 1692, relatively extensively and even included a woodcut depicting the 
ceremonial entry of the wedding procession into his book.57

The wedding of Archduchess Constance was depicted on the so-called Stockholm Scroll, a fifteen-metre long 
painting on paper, commissioned by King Sigismund III Vasa and depicting the members of the royal court, 
the gentry, the army and the horses and carriages during the ceremonial entry of the wedding procession.58 
Khevenhüller reported that on December 4th 1605, the bride solemnly entered Cracow in a golden carriage.59 
On the Stockholm scroll, Archduchess Constance and her mother Maria are sitting with two court ladies in a 
black and golden carriage (image 3). Court Marshal Stubenberg is probably one of the two courtiers in ele-
gant black close-fitting doublets and breeches, walking behind the carriage (the second being Wolfgang Lord 
of Gera).60 They are solemnly carrying their black hats with black feathers in their right hands while their left 

48 STOPAR, I. 1990, pp. 31–32.
49 About Georg Lord of Stubenberg, see: LOSERTH, J. 1911, pp. 220–228.
50 LOSERTH, J. 1911, p. 222; STOPAR, I. 1990, p. 32.
51 LOSERTH, J. 1911, p. 222.
52 ANDRITSCH, J. 1967, pp. 77, 80.
53 LOSERTH, J. 1911, pp. 206–211.
54 LOSERTH, J. 1911, p. 220. 
55 LOSERTH, J. 1911, p. 220. 
56 KHEVENHÜLLER, F. Ch. 1722, column 2920.
57 KHEVENHÜLLER, F. Ch. 1721, columns 977–980. The woodcut bears the inscription: “Was gestalt des Königes in Polen Sigismundi 
Braut Anna Caroli Ertzhertzogen von Ostereich Christmilter gedächtnus Tochter den 28. Majus. 92 by Cracaw ankommet und wie sie 
von. I. Königl: Maj: mit grosser pompe empfangen.”
58 ZDAŃKOWSKA, M. 2019.
59 KHEVENHÜLLER, F. Ch. 1722, column 2920.
60 See: KHEVENHÜLLER, F. Ch. 1722, column 2920.
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hands hold the handle of the rapier.61 On the Stockholm scroll, Archduchess Maria is wearing a black robe 
and cape lined with fur, a linen ruff and black cap. The bride is wearing a silver gown and black cape trimmed 
with gold. She has a double necklace, a large jewelled adornment on her chest, pearl earrings tied with black 
ribbons62 and a diadem. Her hairstyle differs from that on the Cmurek portrait; her hair is combed high from 
the forehead as characteristic for the first decade of the 17th century and depicted on her portrait by Joseph 
Heinz Sen. from the Graz portrait gallery.63 Like the Cmurek portraits, the large ruff collar fashioned from pre-
cious lace as worn by Constance seems to indicate her youth in comparison with the linen ruff of her mother.

Image 3. Unknown painter, The Stockholm Scroll (detail), painting on paper, after 1605, Royal Castle in War-
saw – Museum (Photo: Royal Castle in Warsaw – Museum Archive).

The historical circumstances validate the notion that the Cmurek double portraits were painted as memoria 
to Georg Lord of Stubenberg’s service as Court Marshal at the wedding of Archduchess Constance to Sigis-
mund III Vasa in 1605. Most probably Georg of Stubenberg commissioned the paintings himself soon after 
his return to Graz, likely in 1606. The double portrait of Archduchesses Anne and Constance should have re-
minded Stubenberg’s guests at Cmurek Castle of the commissioner’s diplomatic journey, whereas the double 
portrait of Archduke Charles II and Archduchess Maria served as a reminder of the important court positions 
held by his father, Wolfgang Lord of Stubenberg. Although not in permanent court service, Georg of Stuben-
berg was close enough to the Graz court to be acquainted with the portrait galleries in Graz and Karlau cas-

61 Georg of Stubenberg was depicted with the same fashionable moustache and beard in the portrait attributed to Georg Fennitzer. 
The portrait carries the inscription “Georg der ælter Herr von Stvbenber, auff Kapfenberg, Mueregh, Frauenburg, Geÿersperg, Schal-
lenburg und Sichtenberg, Obrister Erbschenk in Steÿer, Kaÿsers Ferd: II. Rath und ältester Kammerherr. War geboren 1560. starb 
1630.” For the portrait, see: LOSERTH, J. 1911, p. 221; for Georg Fennitzer see: HAUSCHKE, S. 2003, p. 184. A portrait of Georg of 
Stubenberg can also be found in the Khevenhüller-Chronik; see: DINKLAGE, K. 1980, pp. 133–135.
62 The same manner of fixing pearl earrings with black silk ribbons was observed by Gabrijela Kovačič in the central painting of the 
so-called Celje ceiling; see: KOVAČIČ, G. 2021, pp. 11–12. The most probable commissioner of the Celje ceiling, Johann Ambros Count 
of Thurn-Valsassina (1537–1621), the Obersthofmarschall from 1580 until 1587 and Obersthofmeister from 1587 until 1597 at the 
Inner Austrian court in Graz, was the most prominent religious opponent of Wolfgang Lord of Stubenberg; see: ANDRITSCH, J. 1973, 
pp. 77–80.
63 For the portraits see: HEINZ, G., SCHÜTZ, K. 1976, pp. 134–135; for the portrait by Heintz also see: KÖNIG-LEIN, S. 2019, pp. 22–24.
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tles and to obtain permission for his painter to make copies of the portraits of the archducal family. He might 
also have been acquainted with the contemporary portrait culture through his family connections, since his 
wife Barbara née Khevenhüller was the niece of the Imperial ambassador at the Spanish court Hans Count of 
Khevenhüller (1538–1606) who played a prominent role as politician, advisor, cultural broker, artistic agent, 
patron of the arts and collector.64

On the other hand, the portraits might also have been presents from Archduchess Maria to Georg of Stuben-
berg, as reminders of his and his father’s loyal service to the Archduke’s family. This assumption is rather 
unlikely due to the relatively low quality of the paintings, especially in comparison with portraits from Graz 
archducal collection. If they were presents, they were most probably painted between 1605 and 1608, i.e. 
before Archduchess Maria’s death. As presents to the Protestant Georg of Stubenberg, they would have con-
tained an additional religious-political message, encouraging him to convert, like some of his coevals from the 
Styrian nobility who later held key positions at the Imperial Court of Ferdinand II (for instance Hans Ulrich, 
later Prince of Eggenberg).65 If they were presents, the portraits would confirm Ulrich Becker’s thesis that 
the realistic portraits of Archduke Charles II and Archduchess Maria which were extensively disseminated as 
copies points strongly to the omnipresence of the archducal couple as carriers of legitimate princely power.66

CONCLUSION
It may be assumed that the double portraits from Cmurek Castle were commissioned by Georg Lord of 
Stubenberg to commemorate his diplomatic journey to Cracow in 1605. In most cases, the Early Modern 
diplomats commissioned portraits of themselves, since diplomatic service significantly improved their so-
cial image.67 We can only speculate as to whether the double portraits of the Habsburg family members in 
Cmurek were accompanied by a portrait of Georg of Stubenberg. Nevertheless, he left the double portraits 
in Cmurek Castle when he sold it to his nephew Wolfgang of Stubenberg (1600–1668) in 1627 and was forced 
to leave Habsburg hereditary lands in 1629 after refusing to convert.68
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DVOJNA PORTRETA HABSBURŽANOV Z GRADU CMUREK
dr. Polona Vidmar, Oddelek za umetnostno zgodovino, Filozofska fakulteta, Univerza v Mariboru, Slovenija

Izvirni znanstveni članek (1.01)

IZVLEČEK
V prispevku sta obravnavana dvojna portreta Habsburžanov, ki ju je Pokrajinski muzej Maribor pridobil leta 
1941 iz gradu Cmurek. Cmureška portreta sta postavljena v kontekst obsežnih portretnih galerij, ki sta jih 
okrog leta 1600 v Gradcu zasnovala nadvojvoda Karel II. in nadvojvodinja Marija Bavarska, ter v kontekst 
izmenjave portretov Habsburžanov med evropskimi dvori, zlasti tistima v Gradcu in Madridu. V prispevku so 
obravnavani tudi likovni viri za cmureška portreta. Posebna pozornost je namenjena tedanjemu lastniku cmu-
reškega gradu Juriju Stubenbergu, ki je leta 1605 v vlogi dvornega maršala spremljal nadvojvodinjo Konstanco 
v Krakov. Cmureška dvojna portreta sta interpretirana kot spomin na Stubenbergovo diplomatsko pot in na 
pomembne dvorne službe njegovega očeta Volfa Stubenberga.

KLJUČNE BESEDE
dvojni portret, portretna galerija, nadvojvoda Karel II. (1540–1590), nadvojvodinja Marija Bavarska (1551–
1608), Jurij Stubenberg, Volf Stubenberg, grad Cmurek

POVZETEK
Dvojna portreta nadvojvode Karla II. (1540–1590) in nadvojvodinje Marije Bavarske (1551–1608) ter njunih 
hčera, poljskih kraljic Ane (1573–1598) in Konstance (1588–1631), je Pokrajinski muzej Maribor pridobil leta 
1941 z gradu Cmurek. V prispevku sta cmureška portreta postavljena v kontekst obsežnih portretnih galerij, 
ki sta jih nadvojvoda Karel II. in nadvojvodinja Marija zasnovala okrog leta 1600 v graškem dvoru in v dvorcu 
Karlau pri Gradcu. Portretni galeriji sta ostali v Gradcu, potem ko je bil njun sin, nadvojvoda Ferdinand, leta 
1619 izvoljen za cesarja, šele v drugi polovici 18. stoletja pa je bilo 291 portretov prepeljanih na Dunaj in so 
delno že identificirani v zbirki Umetnostnozgodovinskega muzeja. Namen številnih družinskih portretov, med 
katerimi so prevladovali portreti petnajstih otrok knežjega para, je bilo poudarjanje pomena rodbine in di-
nastičnih povezav, kar je med drugim potrjeno s pošiljanjem portretov med evropskimi dvori. V prispevku so 
obravnavani tudi likovni viri za cmureška dvojna portreta, ki sta verjetno nastala na podlagi kopiranja samo-
stojnih portretov v graških zbirkah. Predstavljena je hipoteza, da je nastanek portretov povezan z diplomatsko 
potjo tedanjega lastnika cmureškega gradu Jurija Stubenberga (1560–1630), ki je leta 1605 v vlogi dvornega 
maršala spremljal nadvojvodinjo Konstanco v Krakov. Protestant Jurij Stubenberg v nasprotju s svojim očetom 
Volfom Stubenbergom (ok. 1532–1597) ni imel stalne dvorne službe v Gradcu, vendar se je naklonjenost nad-
vojvode Ferdinanda, poznejšega cesarja Ferdinanda II., odrazila v podelitvi naziva svetnika Juriju Stubenbergu 
in v diplomatski poti v Krakov. Jurij Stubenberg je za svojo rezidenco izbral pravkar prenovljeni grad Cmurek in 
vanj se je pogosto vračal tudi po letu 1597, ko se je moral po očetovi smrti preseliti na grad Kapfenberg. Dvoj-
na portreta graškega nadvojvodskega para in poljskih kraljic je verjetno naročil Jurij Stubenberg v spomin na 
svojo diplomatsko pot v Krakov in na pomembne dvorne službe svojega očeta Volfa Stubenberga. Z naročilom 
bi se lahko zgledoval po svojih priženjenih sorodnikih, saj je bil stric Stubenbergove soproge grof Hans Khe-
venhüller cesarski veleposlanik v Madridu in pomemben posrednik umetniških del med habsburškimi dvori. 
Manj verjetno je, da je portreta Stubenbergu podarila nadvojvodinja Marija, vendar bi lahko v tem primeru 
darilo razumeli tudi kot politično-religiozni namig Juriju Stubenbergu, da konvertira in si s tem omogoči uspe-
šno dvorno kariero. Portreta sta ostala v Cmureku, ko je Jurij Stubenberg leta 1627 gospostvo prodal svojemu 
nečaku Volfu Stubenbergu in dve leti pozneje emigriral iz habsburških dednih dežel.
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A CONCERT BY THE POLISH PIANIST THEODOR
LESCHETIZKY1 (1830–1915) HOSTED BY THE 
COUNTS OF BRANDIS*
Oskar Habjanič, MSc, Museum Adviser, Maribor Regional Museum, Slovenia, oskar.habjanic@museum-mb.si

Original scientific article (1.01)

ABSTRACT
The article describes the musical path of the Polish pianist Theodor Leschetizky in the 1840s, until his 
departure for St Petersburg in 1852. There is a special focus on the pianist’s two concerts in the pres-
ent-day Knights’ Hall of Maribor Castle on 22 July 1847 and in Rogaška Slatina two days later. The article 
also throws light on the role and significance of the Brandis family, who were not only important com-
missioners of works of art but also invited musical talents, who on their short tours of the then Styria 
would stop in Maribor to appear in their home.

KEYWORDS
Theodor Leschetizky, Brandis Counts, Maribor, Rogaška Slatina, concerts, musical events

INTRODUCTION
Musical life in Maribor has been discussed in a number of monographs by Manica Špendal,2 while some 
chronological overviews have been offered by authors who have either concentrated on the cultural and 
historical context of musical creativity,3 or thrown some light on works within a musicological context.4 A 
partial biography of the Polish pianist Theodor Leschetizky (1830–1915) was written in 1906 by Annette Hul-
lah;5 the American pianist Ethel Newcomb, who studied with Leschetizky at the turn of the 20th century, also 
published her memories of her professor.6 Among the newer works, worthy of mention is that by Stanislaw 
Tichonov Leschetizky und sein Wiener Kreis,7 while Christina Reitz8 and Barbara Chmara-Zaczkiewicz9 have 
written about his interesting teaching method and pedagogical work.

The Brandis family has so far been researched as commissioners of works of art.10 In 1889, the family’s bi-
ography was written in Das Familienbuch der Grafen von Brandis by Count Ferdinand Brandis, while other 
numerous works concentrate on individual family members in various contexts.11

THEODOR LESCHETIZKY’S EARLY CONCERT PERIOD 
Theodor Leschetizky was born in Łańcut on 22 June 1830. Łańcut still belonged under the Kingdom of Galicia 
and Lodomeria within the Habsburg monarchy. His father Joseph made a living as a piano teacher for the 
Potocka family, while his mother Thérèse was a talented singer. Theodor started learning the piano at the age 
of five and had his first concert at the age of nine in the nearby Lemberg. After a successful debut, he began 

* Translation: dr. David Limon
1 Other forms of his surname that appear in biographies are:  Leszetycki, Leschetitzky, Leschitizky. See: FASTL, C. 2021.
2 See: ŠPENDAL, M. 1975; also: ŠPENDAL, M. 2000. 
3 See: HARTMAN, B. 2007; also: POTOČNIK, D. 1999; also: POTOČNIK, D. 2001.
4 See: KRAŠEVAC, K. 2005; also: KOTER, D. 2012 (1); KOTER, D. 2012 (2); WEISS, J. 2012 and many other overviews.
5 See: HULLAH, A. 1906. 
6 See: NEWCOMB, E. 1921.
7 See: TICHONOV, S. 2001.
8 See: REITZ L. C 2012.
9 See:  ZACZKIEWICZ, B.C. 2019.
10 See: LAZARINI, F. 2019. 
11 Klemen Brandis was studied by LAZARINI F. 2016 as a commissioner of works of art; for a more thorough overview of Klemen Bran-
dis see: KRAMP, A. M. 2000; the paintings collection of the Brandis Counts at the Betnava mansion was analysed by KOŠAK, T. 2018; 
the family attitude to Leopold Kupelwieser was examined by KOSTANJŠEK BRGLEZ, S. 2017; Sašo Radovanovič focuses on the Brandis 
family as the owners of Maribor Castle, see: RADOVANOVIČ, S. 2007.
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making public appearances and soon came to be described as a Wunderkind.12 After moving to Vienna, at 
the age of 11 he was taken under the wing of the eminent Vienna teacher Carl Czerny (1791–1857), who had 
already taught his father. Soon after, Theodor began appearing in Vienna, and at the tender age of 14 also 
teaching.13

The first reports of Leschetizky’s appearances are from the 1840s. At the age of 13 he appeared at the Musik- 
verein in Vienna, where he played the works of Sigismond Thalberg (1812–1871), Alexander Dreyschock (1818–
1869) and Eduard Pirkhert (1817–1881).14 He held a similar concert at the same venue a year later, on 17 April 
1844.15 He received great attention in 1845, when the newspaper Wiener Zeitschrift für Kunst, Literatur, Theater 
und Mode published an separate article about his virtuosity. The musical critic wrote very enthusiastically about 
the artist’s confident appearance and promising future development, saying: “His current reputation as a pianist 
at this still very young age is already great. Courage and expressiveness, gentleness and strength, feeling and 
understanding have already sprung lovely buds, from which full blossoms will appear.”16 In late August 1845, 
Theodor had a very well received appearance at the Bad Ischl spa, where the audience included Archduke Franz 
Karl of Austria (1802–1878) and other high aristocracy of the Habsburg court.17 Playing in front of the highest 
representatives of the Habsburg court opened doors for him throughout the monarchy. He regularly appeared 
at concerts of the Vienna Music Association18 and in other towns in the monarchy. 

12 HULLAH, A. 1906, pp. 2–3.
13 Ibid, p. 5.
14 Wiener Allgemeine Musik Zeitung, 11 May 1843, p. 235.
15 Wiener Allgemeine Musik Zeitung, 13 April 1844, p. 180.
16 Wiener Zeitschrift für Kunst, Literatur, Theater und Mode, 11 February 1845, p. 120.
17 Wiener Allgemeine Musik Zeitung, 4 September 1845, p. 423.
18 His appearances in 1843, 1844, 1845 and 1846 have been documented (for 1846, see: Wiener Allgemeine Musik Zeitung, 26 Feb-
ruary 1846, p. 100).

Image 1: Unknown author, Theodor 
Leschetizky, mid-19th century, 
Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Vienna.
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LESCHETIZKY’S CONCERTS IN MARIBOR AND ROGAŠKA SLATINA
Theodor Leschetizky’s concert in Maribor on 22 July 1847 must be placed within the wider context of con-
certs staged by the Brandis family in its central castle hall, intended for banquets, balls, theatre performances 
and concerts. Just over a year before Leschetizky’s concert, the young virtuoso Franz Liszt (1811–1886) ap-
peared in the same hall, brought to Maribor by the promoter of musical life in Vienna and the director of the 
Viennese Music Conservatory, Baron Eduard Lannoy (1787–1853). He inherited from his parents the Viltuš 
residence and was a frequent visitor to the Rogaška Slatina spa.19 

Liszt appeared in Maribor on 16 June 1846 and then returned to Graz and Vienna. He came back to Lower 
Styria in July of the same year, when on the eve of St Anne’s day on 25 July, he played at the traditional con-
cert in the hall of the Rogaška Slatina spa.20 Leschetizky and Liszt of course knew each other from childhood, 
since they were connected by a common piano teacher in Vienna, Carl Czerny. The circle of Leschetizky’s 
friends and acquaintances included Anton Rubinstein, Johannes Brahms, Johann Strauß, Ludwick Bösendor-
fer and Josef Joachim,21 who was married to Amalia Joachim, an esteemed singing teacher, born in Maribor. 
Liszt often visited Theodor in his villa in Vienna, and they even took a trip together on a boat along the 
Danube between Vienna and Bratislava.22 Their long-lasting friendship is also attested to by Leschetizky’s 
signature on a musical stand from 1858, given to Liszt by his friends from Vienna and Budapest – at the time 
when Leschetizky was still living in St Petersburg. Donations for the stand started to be collected in 1846. 
The names on it include the above-mentioned Carl Czerny, Ignaz Assmayer, Josef Dessauer, Heinrich Wilhelm 
Ernst and the Esterházy family members, Count Inzaghi and Eduard Lannoy.23

Leschetizky came to Maribor with his parents when he was 17. At the concert, he appeared together with the 
English singer lady Anna Millingen, who had settled in Vienna around that time, and the singer Karoline Gerdes.24 
Both the concert in Maribor and Rogaška Slatina were announced in the main Graz newspaper, Grazer Zeitung, in a 
large advertisement. The income from the Maribor concert was earmarked for a new theatre,25 planned to be built 
in Maribor.26 The concert took place in the central hall of Maribor Castle, which belonged to Count Brandis and was 
adorned with “five large, antique chandeliers”, 27 the floor was paved in white marble from the Pohorje, put down 
during the time of Count Henrik Adam Brandis (1715–1790).28 The detailed concert programme is not known, nor 
is there any information about who hosted the pianist, his family and the English singer. 

Two days later, on Saturday 24 July 1847, Leschetizky and the singers appeared at the popular spa in Rogaška 
Slatina,29 where there were new concert premises. It is very likely that all of them, i.e. the father Karl Gerdes 
with his son and daughter Karoline, Leschetizky with his family, and lady Anna Millingen travelled to Rogaška 
Slatina together. They took lodgings in house no. 6, rooms 31 and 32. The following were listed as the places 
where they came from: Maribor (Gerdes), Vienna (Leschetizky) and London (Millingen). While the English 

19 For more on Eduard Lannoy, see: HABJANIČ, O. 2018.
20 For more one the concert tour by Franz Liszt in Lower Styria, see: HABJANIČ, O. 2016 (1); HABJANIČ, O. 2016 (2), HABJANIČ, O. 2017.
21 For more on the Vienna musical circle, see: TICHONOV, S. 2001.
22 NEWCOMB, E. 1921, p. 182.
23 For information about the musical stand I wish to thank my esteemed colleagues, Dr Zsuzsanna Domokos and Anna Peternák from 
the Franz Liszt Memorial Museum and Research Centre in Budapest. The silver musical stand is owned by the Hungarian National Mu-
seum. It is exhibited at the Franz Liszt Memorial and Research Centre in Budapest, kept under the inventory number HNM 1887.41.24. 
For a more detailed description of the stand see: HABJANIČ, O. 2016 (2).
24 Kraševac says that the concert was organised by the Male Choral Society (Männergäsangverein), which also appeared at the con-
cert. It is impossible to find a record of this fact. The Society had its first concert in Maribor on 28 June 1847, in the hall owned by Mr 
Girstmaier, which was also the official premises of the Choral Society. Among the most important events was the concert performed 
on the occasion of a visit by Emperor Ferdinand and his wife Maria Anna on 22 August 1847. See: KRAŠEVAC, K. 2005, p. 52, see also: 
Regional Archives Maribor, The Maribor German Men’s Society fond.
25 Grazer Zeitung, 17 July 1847, p. 4.
26 More on the appearance of the theatre, see: PUFF, R. G. 1852.
27 PUFF, R. G. 1999, pp. 31–36.
28 BRANDIS, F. 1889, p. 173.
29 The development of the spa in the first decade of the 19th century was encouraged by the Styrian provincial governor Count Fer-
dinand Attems and his son and successor, the provincial governor Ignacij Attems; also worth mentioning is Archduke John of Austria, 
the abbot Gotthard Kugelmeyer and the abbot of the Rein monastery, Ludwig Crophius von Kaisersieg. See: CVELFAR, B., 2002, p. 6.
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concert singer came on her own, the Leschetizky family party included three people.30 They were staying in 
a house known as Pesterhaus, a relatively new one built between 1838–1839.31

In Rogaška Slatina, the concert group appeared at the St Anne ball, the central event of the spa season,32 
dedicated to the patron saint Anne.33 The audience for the concert and ball came from Zagreb, Kaniža, Tri-
este, Graz, Maribor, Sežana, Ljubljana, Radgona, Osijek, Tyrol and other places. It is interesting that singers 
from Tyrol were also present – Martin Hann with two sisters and Josef Lederer – but it is not known whether 
they actually appeared in the concert. The event was attended mostly by the townspeople, representatives 
of the state administration, such as Mayor Emerich von Pechy, who came from Zagreb, Franz Ritter, a high 
ranking financial official from Trieste, von Jankovich, the owner of a mansion in Slavonia, numerous lawyers, 
professors and merchants from Graz, and the district commissioner Velussich, also from Graz. The concert 
was also attended by the teacher of Slovene at the Graz university, Koloman Kvas, with his wife and child.34

The concert very probably took place in the central spa hall, built between 1844 and 1859. The hall was adorned 
with golden flower wreaths, there were also magnificent chandeliers lighting the dance hall until late in the night.35 

Lady Anna Millingen continued appearing in concerts until the late 1840s. In the summer of 1847 she settled 
in Vienna, where she is mentioned as a singing teacher and a composer.36 She continued to make appearanc-
es. In 1848 she arrived in Budapest, on 10 November 1849 she had her first concert in Berlin, in the Russia 
Hotel. A reporter writes about the concert that, accompanied by a violin and cello, she sang with feeling in 
Italian and German.37 In the 1850s, Anna Millingen is no longer mentioned in the periodic press.

Karoline Gerdes conformed to the then bourgeois trends and devoted herself to learning how to sing. She was 
the daughter of a well-known Maribor industrialist, the owner of a factory making ersatz coffee, Karl Gerdes 
Snr. and Karolina, who had two children, bearing their names, i.e. a son Karl and daughter Karolina. Karl Gerdes 
established his factory in Maribor in 1841.38 There is no record of Karolina’s later singing appearances.

30 CVELFAR, B. 2002, p. 394.
31 This is the present-day Donački dom. See: REŽEK, A. 1964.
32 Most probably after 1848, this ball was joined by a traditional ball marking the birthday of His Majesty, Emperor Franz Joseph I, on 
18 August. See: ŽIŽEK, A., CVELFAR. B., MLACOVIČ, D., 2003, p. 37. 
33 More on the atmosphere at Ana’s concert can be discerned from a report by Eduard Lannoy from a year earlier. For more on this, 
see: HABJANIČ, O. 2016 (2), p. 15.
34 CVELFAR, B. 2002, pp. 394–395.
35 The spa was just under a month later visited by Emperor Ferdinand with his wife Anna. On that occasion, the central hall was named 
after him. It was completed between 1844−45. See: REŽEK, A. 1964, p. 101.
36 Wiener Allgemeine Musik Zeitung, 13 July 1847, p. 336.
37 Berliner Musikzeitung, 14 November 1849, p. 366.
38 HOZJAN, A. 2010, p. 384.

Image 2: Announcement for the concert of Theodor Leschetizky in Maribor and Rogaška Slatina, Grazer 
Zeitung, July 17, 1847.
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LESCHETIZKY’S LIFE UNTIL HIS DEPARTURE FOR ST PETERSBURG
After the concert in Maribor, Leschetizky continued making concert appearances. He performed in Graz in 
Styria on 21 August 1847, when he appeared together with the English singer lady Anna Millingen in the fes-
tive hall. He played Fantasia on Donizetti’s opera Lucia di Lammermoor by the French pianist and composer 
Émile Prudent (1817–1863), his own piece Liebes Dialog, an arrangement of Schubert’s Trout by Stephen 
Heller (1813–1888), an arrangement of Schumann’s Carnival by Heinrich Wilhelm Ernst (1812–1865) and a 
fantasia for piano on the theme of the opera Lucrezia Borgia by Leopold Meyer (1816–1883). Millingen sang  
Eleonora’s aria from Donizetti’s opera L’Assedio di Calais, Schubert’s solo Winterreise and Jedem das Seine 
by Gottfried Preyer (1807–1901), and one song in English.39 The two musicians received very good reviews. 
Leschetizky returned to Graz on 2 September 1847, when he had a concert together with the singer Marianne 
Gilbert and violinist Georg Hellmesgerger (1800–1873) at the theatre, again “mit briliantem Erfolge”, with 
great success.40 He played an arrangement of Rossini’s opera William Tell by Theodor Döhler (1814–1856) 
and works by Eduard Max Josef Pirkhert (1817–1881),41 Carl Maria von Weber (1786–1826) and Sigismund 
Thalberg (1812–1871). Numerous ovations encouraged Leschetizky to repeat Weber’s arrangement of the 
Carnival of Venice. Marianne Gilbert sang the cavatina from Rossini’s Barber of Seville, while Georg Hellmes-
berger played an arrangement of the American folk song Yankee Doodle by Henri Vieuxtemps (1820–1881). 
This also received ovations. The concert’s great success foretold a repeat of the concert in November.42 In the 
following few years Leschetizky evidently redirected his attention to teaching. In 1852, in the popular spa of 
Bad Ischl he registered as a guest with the profession of Tonkünstler.43 In late March 1852, he had his tradi-
tional concert in Musikverein in Vienna, where his technique of piano playing was emphasised.44 With the 
years, Leschetizky’s reputation only grew and one of his last concerts prior to his departure for St Petersburg 
was accompanied with an independent announcement in one of the then central Vienna newspapers Die 
Presse.45 At this concert, he also performed a number of his own works. He continued with concert appear-
ances in St Petersburg, where he went in September 1852.46

Over the next few years, Leschetizky focused mostly on teaching piano. After returning from Russia, he settled 
in Vienna, where he soon belonged to the high cultural elite. He accepted students from all over the world, 
among them Ignaz Paderewski, Ignaz Friedmann, Paul Wittgenstein, Berta Jahn and other 20th century virtuo-
sos. His immense teaching talent continues to be maintained by numerous musical societies dedicated to him.47 

THE BRANDIS FAMILY, CULTIVATORS OF THE MARIBOR CULTURAL LIFE
The Brandis Counts were not only commissioners of art,48 but in the 19th century frequently invited talented 
young musicians, who often did concert tours around Styria between Graz, Maribor and Rogaška Slatina. In 
the Brandis’s central festive hall, they brought together the Maribor elite at select events.49

The Brandis Counts originate in South Tyrol, where records from 1172 mention brothers Henrik and Hillen-
brandt as owners of a fortification above Lana in the Adige Valley. In the Middle Ages, three family branches 
are mentioned: the Tyrol branch with the castle of Brandis above Lana, the Swiss branch with the castle 
Brandis in Burgdorf in Emme Valley, which died out in 1512, and the Saxon branch, whose castle was in Grim-
ma near Leipzig.50 The Tyrol branch in 1606 acquired the title of Barons, and in 1641 the title of Counts, and 

39 Wiener Allgemeine Musik Zeitung, 30 September 1847, pp. 470–471.
40 Die Gegenwart, Politisch Literarisches Tagblat, 10 September 1847, p. 924.
41 Eduard Max Josef Pirkhert (1817–1881), pianist and composer of piano music, was born in Bad Aussee. In 1834 he came to Vienna, 
where he studied with Carl Czerny and others. He died in Vienna in 1881. See:  WOLFGANG, S. 2009, p. 521.
42 Die Gegenwart, Politisch Literarisches Tagblat, 10 September 1847, p. 924.
43 Ischler Bade Liste, 5 August 1852.
44 Fremden Blatt, 1 April 1852, s.p.
45 Die Presse, 28 March 1852, s.p.
46 See Signale für die musikalische Welt: Titelblatt Heft, 23, 1853, p. 180; see also: HULLAH, A. 1906, p. 8.
47 Today, there are musical societies dedicated to Theodor Leschetizky in the USA, Belgium, Germany, Bad Ischl and Vienna in Austria. 
See: TICHONOV, S. 2001, pp. 3–4.
48 LAZARINI, F. 2019; see also: LAZARINI F. 2016.
49 In the second half of the 18th century, fancy dress balls were particularly popular. The location of these balls is unknown. See: LE-
SKOVEC, A. 1991, p. 203.
50 LAZARINI, F. 2019, p. 168. See also: BRANDIS, F., 1889. In this collection, only the basic biographical data for the Brandis counts is 
presented, more about the family can be found in the already mentioned literature, see footnotes 10 and 11 in this article. 
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during the following decades its members reached for the highest political functions in the monarchy. In the 
17th century, the Tyrol branch was further divided into two. Andrej Viljem moved to Lower Austria and is 
considered the beginner of the older or Austrian branch of the Brandis family, while Vid Beno, the initiator 
the younger or Tyrol branch, remained in the Adige Valley.51

Andrej Viljem’s son from his second marriage,52 Adam Viljem (1636–1699), in 1670 married Ana Marija, Count-
ess of Khisl (1643–1703), connecting to a strong family from Carniola and Styria, which also owned Maribor 
Castle, among other properties. After the death of Ana Marija’s brother, Janez Jakob, Count of Zwickl-Khisl 
(1645–1689), a number of Styrian estates were inherited by his daughter Marija Eleonora, who after marriage 
became the Countess of Orsini Rosenberg (1676–1725), with her husband Leopold Josef (1670–1737). They 
had no children and so the Maribor estate was inherited by her nephews, the children of Adam Viljem, Count 
of Brandis, Franz Jakob (1677–1746) and Katarina, who after marriage became the Countess of Drašković (d. 
1751). In 1737, Franz Jakob bought out his sister Katarina and became the sole owner of the Maribor, Upper 
Maribor, Betnava with Gromperk and Miklavž in the Drava Plain estates.53

The only son of Franz Jakob and Marija Ana, Countess of Starhemberg, Henrik Adam (1715–1790) spent a good 
proportion of his life at Maribor Castle and made some thorough changes to it.54 He married Marija Ana, Count-
ess of Trauttmansdorff (1712–1786). Maribor Castle acquired a representative Baroque image and in the 18th 
century hosted eminent guests. Among them were the Roman-German Emperor from the Habsburg family Karl 
VI  (1711–1740),55 Pope Pious VI (1775–1799), who stopped there on his way to visiting Emperor Josef II in Vi-
enna on 18 March 1872, when he spent the night in the “Chinese room” at the castle and the next morning, on 
St Joseph’s Day, attended a mass at the Loretto Chapel.56 The overnight stay by Pope Pious VI at Henrik Adam’s 
can also be put in the context of skilful diplomacy, since the Brandis’s were close to the Habsburg court.57 

With the death of Henrik Adam in 1790, the older or Austrian branch of the Brandis family died off. Before 
his death Henrik adopted his relative from the younger or Tyrol branch, Janez Krstnik (1751–1812), the great-
great-grandson of the beginner of this branch, Vid Beno.58 As a young boy, Janez Krstnik spent his holidays 
at Maribor Castle.59 As an adult, in 1809 and 1810 he hosted at Maribor Castle theatre lovers who were col-
lecting money through performances for improvements to the town hospital.60 After his death, his property61 
was inherited by his children: Henrik Adam, Klemen and daughter Kunigunda. The Styrian estates were di-
vided between the two brothers, the older Henrik Adam was given the Maribor and Upper Maribor estates, 
while the younger brother Klemen got Betnava with Gromperk.62

Henrik Adam (1787–1869) spent his youth in Graz, Klagenfurt, Innsbruck and Maribor. He completed his ed-
ucation in Graz, where he also became employed by the Styrian Provincial Court, then at the Lower Austrian 

51 LAZARINI, F. 2019, p. 169.
52 On 20 June 1618, Andrej Viljem married Baroness Maria Magdalena Künburg, and then to Baroness Eva Maria Urschenbeckh. See: 
LAZARINI, F. 2019, p. 169.
53 LAZARINI, F. 2019, p. 170; for more on the Khisl family, see: GRAHORNIK, M. 2018; see also: GRAHORNIK, M. 2019; GRAHORNIK, M. 
2020. For more on the movable heritage of the Khisl Counts in connection with the Maribor estate, see: BEVC VARL, V., HABJANIČ, O. 
2018.
54 Quite a few authors have written about the lively construction activities at Maribor Castle; here let us mention only the more recent 
studies: LAZARINI, F., 2019; CURK, J. 2007; VIDMAR P. 2015. 
55 PUFF, R. G. 1999, p. 36.
56 BRANDIS, F. 1889, p. 174.
57 Ibid. The connection between the Brandis family and the imperial court is also shown by the votive images, preserved at the Maribor 
Regional Museum, see: VRIŠER, S. 1983.
58 LAZARINI, F. 2019, p. 177.
59 BRANDIS, F. 2019, p. 198.
60 LESKOVEC, A. 1991, p. 203.
61 On 30 May 1812, i.e. a month after his death, his objects could be found in an auction: a diamond ring with a rose, some other gold-
en jewellery which was also held in a golden box, a few small watches, silver coffee spoons, gold and silver memorial medals, an Order 
of Leopold medal on a gold chain, stately clothing, tailcoats, coats, mirrors, chandeliers, draperies, armchairs, porcelain coffee sets, 
glasses, bottles, a four-seater carriage with a roof, a four-seater blue varnished transport vehicle and a number of other transport vehi-
cles, a yellow varnished sword, a pair of horse straps, 140 books, among them 84 in French, see: Wiener Zeitung, 30 May 1812, p. 828.
62 LAZARINI, F. 2019, p. 178.
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Provincial Court in Vienna, and then from 1812 again in Graz.63 In 1814, he married Marija Jožefa, Countess of 
Welsersheimb (1791–1869), with whom he had six children: Jožefa, Marija, Anna, Ferdinand, Henrik and Eliz-
abeta.64 In 1822, Emperor Franz I appointed him a Lower Austrian provincial councillor, because of which he 
moved with family to Vienna, where they stayed until 1831 when,  following his wife’s request, they moved 
to Maribor where the two of them lived until their death.65

Henrik Adam and Marija Jožefa were included in the Maribor social life. At the visit by Franz I in Maribor they, 
together with the townspeople, the dean Dr Andrej Kavčič and the prefect Grimm, spoke to the Emperor in 
favour of the transfer of the see of the Diocese of Lavant from Sankt Andrä in Carinthia to Maribor.66 In 1821, 
the Russian successor to the throne, Alexander I, stopped with them, staying at the castle on his way to the 
Ljubljana Congress of the Holy Alliance. His stay coincided with the celebration of the Orthodox Christmas 
and so one of the rooms was turned into an Orthodox chapel for this occasion.67 The couple also hosted Franz 
Liszt in 1846 and a year later Leschetizky. At that time Henrik Adam was the director of the Musical Society 
in Maribor and allowed the society to appear in his festive hall.68 

Rudolf Gustav Puff reports that public festivities took place in the castle, such as concerts and the giving out 
of gymnasium awards. In 1800, a large first mass celebration for two newly ordained theologians Lettenegg 
and Hakl, attended by over 200 people, was held there, and there were also the assemblies of the Agricultur-
al Society. The castle courtyard also became an events venue, and in 1790 the famous horse trainer Maceur 
appeared with a large entourage, dressed in attractive clothing, showing his riding artistry to the Maribor 
public, receiving a great deal of admiration.69

At the end of the 1857/58 school year the final event of the Maribor gymnasium was held in the castle hall, 
where Slovene poems and songs could be heard in public for the first time. First, professor Davorin Trstenjak, 
speaking in verse in Slovene, emphasised the importance of Franc Miklošič, Stanko Vraz and Anton Krempl, 
who had all attended the Maribor gymnasium, and then the choir, conducted by Janez Miklošič, sang Zvo- 
nikarjeva pesem, followed the Croatian reveille Ustanimo, Ustanimo, zora puca!70 The event was described 
by Anton Šantl in the following words: “In the castle hall, where all the highest Maribor dignitaries were 
gathered around a green table, I heard for the first time in my life harmonious four-part harmony, which be-
witched me. They sang the lovely German song Auf der Berge grünen Saume, ist's so lieblich, ist's so schön, 
etc; then the eight-year student Zistler came onto the stage and gave a speech in German. He spoke in the 
affected German of actors. Then they sang the Slovene song Vstanimo, zarja vstaja, but with a chorus of 
Austria instead of Slavija. There followed a Slovene speech by the eight-year student Šuc. Either this time or 
a year later, I am not sure, they sang a Slovene song, Slomšek’s Preljubo veselje, oj, kje si doma, arranged by 
the choir master Miklošič in such a way that after every verse I love you, I love you, there was a distant echo 
answering I love you more than anything else, which sounded delightful. Then the third speaker appeared, 
another eight-year student, Janko Pajk (later professor, and doctor of philosophy), Pavlina Pajk’s husband and 
father of Prof Milan Pajk) ...”71

Henrik Adam and his wife also allowed their hall to be used for the celebration of the centenary of the birth 
of Friedrich Schiller. The event took place on 10 November 1859. It consisted of students reciting Schil-
ler’s poems in German and Slovene. The Slovene translations were recited by the sixth-year students Jakob 
Trstenjak and Ivan Macun. The gymnasium choir, led by Janez Miklošič, sang a few German songs and then 
Slovene ones. Jože Lah received Schiller’s collected works as an award for the best song in Slovene.72 The 

63 BRANDIS, F. 1889, p. 227, see also: LAZARINI, F. 2019, p. 178. 
64 BRANDIS, F. 1889, p. 228.
65 BRANDIS, F. 1889, pp. 230–231, see also: LAZARINI, F. 2019, p. 178.
66 ŠEDIVÝ, J. 1967, p. 92.
67 BRANDIS, F. 1889, pp. 228–229, see also: LAZARINI, F. 2019, p. 179.
68 KRAŠEVAC, K. 2005, p. 46, see also: PUFF, R.G. 1999, p. 158.
69 PUFF, R. G. 1999, p. 36.
70 ŠEDIVÝ, J. 1967, p. 103.
71 ŠANTEL, A. 1990, p. 402.
72 ŠEDIVÝ, J. 1967, p. 103.
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Brandis family members are also mentioned in 1848 among the founders of a theatre,73 which was opened in 
1852, an event that certainly made the greatest mark on Maribor’s future cultural life. 

A similar experience of the finish of a school year, this time 1865, is shared by Pavel Turner, who says: “At the 
time of the headmaster Lang, school years at the Maribor gymnasium ended very festively in the magnificent 
great hall at Count Brandis’s castle, where Maribor dignitaries and students’ parents used to gather. Two gradu-
ates gave solemn speeches, one in German and the other in Slovene. This time it was comrade Jože Sernec who 
gave the Slovene speech and I the German one. That is what the headmaster and professors had decided.”74

The Brandis family were also responsible for the arrival of the Redemptorists, who settled in Maribor in 1833, 
staying in the town until 1849.75 Their departure was probably influenced by the unfortunate events during 
the March revolution in Maribor.76

After Henrik Adam’s death, the central Maribor building was inherited by his eldest son Ferdinand (1819–
1904), who on 22 September 1846 married Sofia, nee Countess of Fünfkirchen (1829–1904), with whom he 
had seven children.77 Ferdinand and Otto were taught by Josip Sernec, who wrote about this experience in 
1860 upon taking the job: “In this noble house I soon felt as if I belonged to the family. My students loved 
me, as did their parents. Around eight days after my arrival at this house, there was a big house ball and I, a 
16-year old fifth-year student, was suddenly twirling and dancing among countesses and baronesses, as I had 
learnt to dance earlier.”78 He also went on holiday with the family and visited Venice and Verona, and spent 
six weeks in South Tyrol. Young Josip accepted mentorship of the young counts and also accompanied them 
on their visits to Slivnica.79

Ferdinand had no wish to stay in Maribor. He is mentioned among the founders of the Beautifying Society, 
which began creating parks on his land.80 In 1876 he sold his estates and moved to South Tyrol with his family.
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KONCERT POLJSKEGA PIANISTA THEODORJA LESCHETIZKEGA81 
(1830–1915) V GOSTEH PRI GROFIH BRANDIS
mag. Oskar Habjanič, Pokrajinski muzej Maribor, Slovenija

Izvirni znanstveni članek (1.01)

IZVLEČEK
V prispevku je izpostavljena glasbena pot poljskega pianista Theodorja Leschetizkega v štiridesetih letih 19. 
stoletja vse do njegovega odhoda v Sankt Peterburg leta 1852. V ospredje sta postavljena njegova koncerta 
v današnji viteški dvorani mariborskega gradu 22. julija 1847 in v Rogaški Slatini dva dni pozneje. Osvetljena 
sta vloga in pomen članov rodbine Brandis, ki niso bili samo pomembni naročniki umetniških del, temveč so 
v svoje prostore vabili glasbene talente, ki so se na svojih manjših turnejah po takratni Štajerski radi ustavili 
tudi v Mariboru.

KLJUČNE BESEDE
Theodor Leschetizky, grofje Brandis, Maribor, Rogaška Slatina, koncerti, glasbene prireditve

POVZETEK
Theodor Leschetizky se je rodil v mestu Łańcut 22. junija 1830. Igranja klavirja se je učil pri petih letih, prvi 
koncert je imel pri devetih letih v bližnjem Lembergu. Po selitvi na Dunaj ga je, starega 11 let, v uk vzel pri-
znani dunajski učitelj Carl Czerny. Kmalu zatem je začel nastopati na Dunaju, že štirinajstleten je začel tudi 
poučevati. Poročila o Leschetizkyjevih nastopih se začnejo v štiridesetih letih 19. stoletja. Ko je imel 12 let, 
je nastopil v dvorani Glasbenega društva na Dunaju in preigraval Thalbergova, Dreyschockova in Pirkhertova 
dela. V starosti 17 let je Theodor Leschetizky 22. julija 1847 nastopil v osrednji dvorani mariborskega gradu 
grofov Brandis. Koncert je imel skupaj z angleško pevko gospo Anno Millingen, ki se je takrat ustalila na Du-
naju, ter pevko Karoline Gerdes. Dva dni kasneje, v soboto, 24. julija 1847, so v enaki zasedbi nastopili tudi v 
priljubljenem zdravilišču v Rogaški Slatini, kjer so pred tem na novo uredili koncertne prostore. Po koncertu 
v Mariboru je Leschetizky nadaljeval s koncertnimi nastopi. Na Štajerskem je bil že 21. avgusta 1847, ko je 
spet nastopil skupaj z angleško pevko gospo Anno Millingen. Svojo življenjsko pot je nadaljeval v Sankt Peter-
burgu, kamor je odšel septembra 1852. Po vrnitvi se je ustalil na Dunaju in postal eden najbolj prepoznavnih 
učiteljev klavirja svojega časa.

81 V biografijah se ob navedeni pojavljajo še druge oblike priimka: Leszetycki, Leschetitzky, Leschitizky. Glej: FASTL, C. 2021.
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THE LIFE OF THE ACADEMY-TRAINED PAINTER ANTON 
NOWAK (b. Maribor 1865, d. Vienna 1932)*
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ABSTRACT
The article reconstructs the life of the Maribor-born, academy-trained painter Anton Nowak (b. 1865, 
d. 1932), son of the bookbinder Anton Novak (b. 1831, d. 1910) and Aloisia Novak, née Schmidl. After 
finishing the Realgymnasium in Maribor, Nowak studied fine art in Vienna. He was a member of the Vi-
enna Künstlerhaus, a founding and long-lasting member and treasurer of the Vienna Secession, and in 
1908 also its president. The article also mentions Nowak’s pedagogical work in Brno and his connections 
with the Pirchan merchant family in Maribor, which donated many of his works to the Maribor Regional 
Museum. This collection encouraged research into the life of this hitherto unstudied Maribor painter, 
who lived and worked in Vienna.

KEYWORDS
Anton Nowak, fine art, Vienna Secession (Wiener Secession), Vienna, Brno, Maribor Regional Museum, 
Pirchan family

INTRODUCTION
Until the early 19th century, the present-day Maribor which once bore the German name Marburg, was sur-
rounded by a medieval wall. In 1846, the town acquired a railway connection with Vienna since the Southern 
Railway, which in 1857 connected Vienna and Trieste, ran through it. The town thus found itself on a route 
between two important cities, which had a strong influence on its development. The railway attracted new 
settlers to the town and greatly accelerated the development of crafts and industry, so that Maribor became 
an important transport and commercial centre. Consequently, the town began to spread mainly around the 
main railway station in the direction of the old town centre and on the right bank of the River Drava.1

The second half of the19th century was also marked by the cultural development of the town. There were 
many societies: humanitarian, sports, music, reading and theatrical, as well as the beautifying society. The 
German population prevailed, holding most of the capital, while Slovenes, who were in a minority, began 
to nationally awaken in the second half of the 19th century.2 In the early 20th century, the German-orient-
ed Museum Society (Museumsverein Marburg) and Slovene-oriented Historical Society for Slovene Styria 
(Zgodovinsko društvo za slovensko Štajersko) were founded, collecting cultural heritage and putting together 
the first museum collections.3 

Cultural and artistic influences came to Maribor mainly from the North, from Graz and Vienna.4 In 1865, in 
the nearby Graz, the capital of the then province of Styria which included the present-day Slovene part of 
Styria, the Styrian Artistic Society (Steiermärkisches Kunstverein) was founded. It united Styrian painters and 
sculptors, as well as art lovers, while the society’s activities included artistic exhibitions. In 1899, the Associ-
ation of Fine Artists of Styria (Vereinigung bildender Künstler Steiermarks) split from the Styrian Artistic Soci-
ety, which united painters, sculptors and graphic artists.5 In 1920, a similar society – the Grohar Artistic Club 
(Umetniški klub Grohar) – was founded in Maribor, uniting Slovene artists in the town.6 In the capital of the 

*Translation: dr. David Limon 
1 See: CIGLENEČKI, M. 2006, pp. 531−555.
2 See: HARTMAN, B. 1988, pp. 169−186.
3 See: OMAN, D. 1999, pp. 9−17.
4 See: VRIŠER, S. 1991, pp. 621−642.
5 Steiermärkisches Kunstverein Werkbund, homepage.
6 See: POTOČNIK, D. 2020, pp. 11−33.
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monarchy Vienna a number of artistic societies were founded. In 1861, there was the Association of the Fine 
Artists of Vienna (Gesellschaft bildender Künstler Wiens), which acquired its building (Künstlerhaus) on the 
Vienna Ringstrasse in 1868.7 In 1897, a group of progressive artists around Gustav Klimt split away and found-
ed the Union of Austrian Artists, Vienna Secession (Vereinigung der bildenden Künstler Österreichs, Wiener 
Secession).8 In spite of what was even then not such a terribly remote cultural and artistic centre, to which it 
was possible to travel daily from Maribor by train, artistic influences from Vienna reached these parts only 
slowly. Moreover, only a few artists from what is today the Slovene part of Styria are known to have made a 
name in the capital. During the last two decades of the 19th and the first third of the 20th century the Mari-
bor-born artist Anton Nowak became an active participant in the artistic activities of Vienna and Brno.

THE NOWAK FAMILY OF MARIBOR
The family surname Nowak (Novak, Nouak, Nouack) has always been quite common in Maribor. In the pre-
served registers of the parish of St John the Baptist in Maribor it is first mentioned in 1654, when Mathia 
Nouak and his wife Sara christened their son Georgius.9 In the parish registers of christenings, marriages 
and deaths, numerous entries can be found with this surname, but in this article, the focus will be solely on 
the family of the painter Anton Nowak. His parents Anton Novak10 Snr (b. 1831, d. 1910), a bookbinder, and 
Aloisia, née Schmidl, married on 4 February 1861. The St John the Baptist parish register of marriages tells 
us that Anton Novak Snr was the son of Franz Novak, already deceased town master butcher, and his wife 
Josefa, née Koßmann. He was born at Ormož no. 36 on 22 November 1831 and before marrying lived at the 
address Markt 201 in Maribor. His bride Aloisia was the daughter of Johann Schmidl, also deceased before 
the day of her wedding, a master barrel-maker, and his wife Maria, née Wergles. Before getting married, she 
lived at the address Kärntner Vorstadt 13 in Maribor, with her mother. On her wedding day she was 21 years 
old. The witnesses were Josef Alsensberg, merchant, and Anton Ferlinz, townsman.11 According to entries in 
the St John the Baptist parish register of christenings, they had seven children. Their first born Josef Novak 
(b. 1862, d. 1862) died at birth12 and in 1863 their daughter Maria Aloisia (b. 1863, d. 1918) was born. At that 
time, the Novak family lived at the address Markt no. 96 (today’s square Glavni trg or Main Square).13 Anton 
Felix Novak, the future academy-trained painter, who is the focus of this article, was born on 10 May 1865,14 
and two years later another daughter Aloisia Helena (b. 1867, d. 1900).15 There followed the births of the son 
Felix Josef Novak (b. 1868, d. after 1932),16 and the daughters Josefa Filomena (b. 1871, d. 1911)17 and Anna 
Maria (b. 1878, d. 1947). At the birth of the youngest daughter, the family was living at the address Schiller-
strasse 1618 (now Gregorčičeva Street 16).

The father of the painter Anton Nowak (Anton Novak Snr) is mentioned in registries as a bookbinder, but 
from notes in printed sources it is clear that at least during the last decade of the 19th century and in early 
20th century, he also had a shop selling stationery on Main Square in Maribor.19 He died in 1910, aged 79.20 
At the time of his death, Anton Nowak Snr was the owner of the house at Schillerstrasse 16.21

In the last third of the 19th century, the photographer Anton Nowak is mentioned. So far, it has not been pos-
sible to establish whether the above-mentioned bookbinder and the photographer were related or whether 

7 Künstlerhaus Vereinigung, homepage.
8 Secession, homepage.
9 NŠAM, Register of Christenings, Maribor, St John the Baptist, 1650−1673, p. 113.
10 In the Register of Marriages, the surname is written as Novak, but later W is also used – Nowak.
11 NŠAM, Register of Marriages, Maribor, St John the Baptist, 1857−1873, p. 60. The Nowak family was later also connected with the 
bookbinder family of Ferlinz.
12 NŠAM, Register of Christenings, Maribor, St John the Baptist, 1860−1866, p. 53.
13 NŠAM, Register of Christenings, Maribor, St John the Baptist, 1860−1866, p. 79. In connection with the birth of their future children, 
the address mentioned is Marburg Markt no. 69, 230, 215 and 174.
14 NŠAM, Register of Christenings, Maribor, St John the Baptist, 1860−1866, p. 141.
15 NŠAM, Register of Christenings, Maribor, St John the Baptist, 1866−1875, p. 36.
16 NŠAM, Register of Christenings, Maribor, St John the Baptist, 1866−1875, p. 77. 
17 NŠAM, Register of Christenings, Maribor, St John the Baptist, 1866−1875, p. 184.
18 NŠAM, Register of Christenings, Maribor, St John the Baptist, 1866−1875, p. 142.
19 Deutscher Bote für Steiermark und Kärnten, 1895, p. 128/76.
20 Marburger Zeitung, 4. 10. 1910, Nr. 119, p. 4; Deutscher Bote für Steiermark und Kärnten, 1912, p. 81/39.
21 Deutscher Bote für Steiermark und Kärnten, 1911, p. 29/29.
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22 Marburger Zeitung, 23. 4. 1873, Nr. 49, p. 3.
23 LEŠNIK, S. 2003, p. 13.
24 LEŠNIK, S. 2003, pp. 14−15.
25 Photograph collection, inv. no. ZF 391, ZF 394, ZF 396, ZF 423, ZF 186, ZF 1287, ZF 950, Maribor Regional Museum. 
26 PAM, Collection of albums, photographs and postcards and the Collection of photographs and postcards.
27 Deutscher Bote für Steiermark und Kärnten, 1902, pp. 48/4, 51/7; Deutscher Bote für Steiermark und Kärnten, 1903, p. 55/8; 
Deutscher Bote für Steiermark und Kärnten,1904, pp. 45/4, 49/8.
28 X. Jahresbericht der k. k. Staats-Oberrealschule in Marburg, Marburg, 1880, p. 86. In the annual reports of the Maribor Realgymna-
sium, Felix Nowak is mentioned only until 1882, when he finished year 3, but not later. XI. Jahresbericht der k. k. Staats-Oberrealschule 
in Marburg, Marburg, 1881, p. 88; XII. Jahresbericht der k. k. Staats-Oberrealschule in Marburg, Marburg, 1882, p. 57.
29 NŠAM, Register of Christenings, Maribor, St John the Baptist, 1866−1875, p. 77. Two postcards, addressed to Mitzi Nowaček, who in 
1903 lived on Glavni trg, above Nowak’s stationery shop are also preserved. Photographs collection, inv. no. ZF 411, ZF 422, Maribor 
Regional Museum.
30 It is interesting that as early as 1848, Franz and Teresia Novak (Nowak) became the owners of this very house in Gosposka Street 9, 
and then in 1872 it was bought from Franz Nowak by Anton and Anna Ferlinz. Six years later, their children Ferdinand and Anna Ferlinz 
became the co-owners. In 1918, Ferdinand then sold the house to Felix and Maria Nowak (born Nowaček / Nowatschek). In 1939, 
Marija Nowak is mentioned as its only owner. (SEMLIČ RAJH, Z. (et al.) 2012, p. 100.) The above mentioned Anna Ferlinz, the wife of 
the bookbinder Anton Ferlinz Snr, was Anton Nowak Snr’s sister (Marburger Zeitung, 17. 1. 1911, Nr. 7, p. 4). The bookbinder Felix 
Nowak was thus her nephew and Ferdinand and Anna Ferlinz Jnr’s cousin.
31 The postcards bear different names of the publisher: Felix Nowak, Felix and Maria Nowak and Maria Nowak (after the death of Felix 
Nowak). Photographs collection, Maribor Regional Museum.
32 PAM, Collection of albums, photographs and postcards and the Collection of photographs and postcards. 
33 Deutscher Bote für Steiermark und Kärnten, 1908, p. 53/11.
34 Marburger Zeitung, 4. 10. 1910, Nr. 119, p. 4.
35 Deutscher Bote für Steiermark und Kärnten, 1912, p. 81/39.
36 Marburger Zeitung, 19. 1. 1911, Nr. 8, p. 5, Obituary for Josefine Nowak, p. 8.

they are perhaps one and the same person. The photographer Anton Nowak had a studio at Schillerstrasse 
20 (now Gregorčičeva 20), which is very near the house at Schillerstrasse 16, owned in 1878 by the painter’s 
father, the bookbinder Anton Nowak. In an advertisement in the newspaper Marburger Zeitung, the photog-
rapher Anton Nowak announced that from 1 April 1873 he was running his photographic studio himself again 
in his own house (at that time at Schillerstrasse 174).22 Anton Nowak had a studio there before 1872, which on 
5 August 1872 was taken over by the photographer Schwerdtfeger. In early 1875, the studio passed into the 
hands of the photographer Lobenwein,23 and in 1891 it was taken over by the partners Ludwig Kieser and Julius 
Damasko. At that time, Kieser also owned the house at Gregorčičeva 20. In 1936, he abandoned the studio at 
this location and moved to Vetrinjska Street 30.24 The Maribor Regional Museum collection includes a number 
of photographs and postcards, which display a stamped signature of Anton Nowak, Maribor photographer.25 
Photographs and postcards bearing Anton Nowak’s signature are also kept at the Maribor Regional Archives.26

After 1902, Anton Nowak at the address Hauptplatz (now Glavni trg), and Felix Nowak at the address Herren-
gasse 9 (now Gosposka Street 9), a bookbinder and stationery seller are mentioned in the calendar Deutscher 
Bote für Steiermark und Kärnten, published in Maribor.27 Felix Nowak was a son of Anton Nowak Snr, who in 
the school year 1879/1880 attended year one of the Realgymnasium in Maribor.28 In 1912 he married Maria 
Nowaček.29 In connection with Felix Nowak, it is noted that he was a business successor of the famous Mari-
bor bookbinder, bookseller and printer Ferlinz.30 Felix and Maria Nowak also published postcards of Maribor, 
which are in the Maribor Regional Museum collection, preserved from the time between 1918 and World 
War Two,31 and they are also kept at the Maribor Regional Archives.32

From 1908 onwards, Josefina Nowak is mentioned in connection with an address at Hauptplatz as a seller of 
stationery and drawing utensils, while Anton Nowak Snr can no longer be found.33 It can be assumed that in his 
old age, Anton Nowak Snr handed his shop and activities over to his daughter Josefa Filomena, who remained 
unmarried. At the end of 1910, Anton Nowak Snr died,34 and only a few weeks after her father, on 19 January 
1911, also his daughter Josefina Filomena, aged only 40.35 In her obituary, she is described as the owner of 
Anton Nowak’s Stationery Shop (Inhaberin der Papierhandlung Anton Nowak), living at Schillerstrasse 16.36
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37 Ibid. 
38 Marburger Zeitung, 10. 3. 1900, Nr. 25, p. 5, Obituary for Luisa Bindlechner, p. 12. Deutscher Bote für Steiermark und Kärnten, 1901, 
p. 74/28. The surname Bindlechner is mentioned in Maribor in the 18th century. In the 19th century, Franz and Anna Bindlechner are 
mentioned in 1845 as the owners of the house at Gosposka Street 13, and their son Franz Jnr, who became the owner of the same 
house in 1897. (SEMLIČ RAJH, Z. (et al.), 2012, pp. 104, 168, 178, 192). 
39 An official note in the register of christenings for 2 March 1994. NŠAM, Register of Christenings, Maribor, St John the Baptist, 
1866−1875, p. 184.
40 SEMLIČ RAJH, Z. (et al.), 2012, p. 103.
41 PAM, SI_PAM/0011/019/0001 MA/199, Gregorčičeva Street 16, Maribor, building and construction documentation. 
42 Official note in the register of births for 2 March 1994. NŠAM, Register of Christenings, Maribor, St John the Baptist, 1866−1875, p. 184.
43 VIII. Jahresbericht der k. k. Staats-Oberrealschule in Marburg, Marburg, 1878, Schulnachrichten, p. 28.
44 XII. Jahresbericht der k. k. Staats-Oberrealschule in Marburg, Marburg, 1882, p. 57.
45 UAAbKW, Matrikelbände 110−122 (I./II. 1882/83 bis I./II. 1888/89). I wish to thank Dr Ulrike Hirhager for passing me the information 
and for interpreting the documents concerning Anton Nowak at the University Archives of the Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna. 
46 UAAbKW, Verwaltungsakten, VA 1883, Zll. 167, 179.
47 UAAbKW, Verwaltungsakten, VA 1883, Zll. 161, 179, 493; VA 1884, Zl. 476; VA 1885, Zll. 63, 490; VA 1886, Zll. 49, 514; VA 1887, Zl. 59.
48 LÜTZOW VON, C. 1877, p. 179.
49 LÜTZOW VON, C. 1877, p. 178.
50 UAAbKW, Preisbuch, P: 172.
51 LÜTZOW VON, C. 1877, p. 68. This was also a financial award. 

The oldest sister of the painter Anton Nowak, Maria Aloisia, married Dr Gaston Ritter von Britto, an imperi-
al-royal counsellor (Schulrat).37 The painter’s sister Aloisia (Helena) married senior engineer Fritz Bindlech-
ner, with whom she had a son Fritz and a daughter Gretchen. She died of pneumonia on 9 March 1900 in 
Prague, aged 33. Her body was brought to Maribor, where she was buried.38 

On 20 June 1898 in Maribor, the painter’s youngest sister, Anna Maria, who was thirteen years younger than 
him, married Franz Pirchan,39 the son of the renowned Maribor merchant Gustav Pirchan. In 1872, Gustav and 
Karolina Pirchan bought the house at the present day Gosposka Street 20, where Gustav Pirchan had a shop 
selling fabric and fashion accessories. In 1891, it was bought by their sons Karl and Franz Pirchan.40  Until 1911 
at the latest, Franz and Anna Maria Pirchan lived in the house of the parents of Anna Maria (née Nowak) at 
Schillerstrasse 16 (now Gregorčičeva Street 16).41 Anna Maria Pirchan died on 22 October 1947 in Linz.42

ANTON NOWAK’S STUDIES IN VIENNA
Anton Nowak attended the Imperial-Royal State Realgymnasium in Maribor (K. k. Staatliche-Oberrealschule 
in Marburg, today Prva gimnazija). His name appears for the first time on the student lists in the school year 
1877/1878, when he was in year three.43 He can also be found in the following school years until 1882, when 
he completed year seven (the final year) with honours and his baccalaureate also with honours.44 Between 
1882 and 1889, after completing the gymnasium, he attended the Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna (Akademie 
der bildenden Künste Wien). He began his studies in fine arts (Allgemeine Malerschule) in the 1882/1883 win-
ter semester. His teachers included August Eisenmenger (b. 1830, d. 1907), Franz Rumpler (b. 1848, d. 1922), 
Leopold Karl Müller (b. 1834, d. 1892), Karl Wurzinger (b. 1817, d. 1883) and Siegmund L’Allemand (b. 1840, 
d. 1910). After eight semesters he completed his studies in 1886 and continued with a specialisation in his-
torical painting at Prof Leopold Karl Müller’s Spezialschule für Historienmalerei (6 semesters, winter semester 
1886/87 to summer semester 1889).45 According to data acquired from the University Archives of the Acad-
emy of Fine Arts in Vienna, Anton Nowak covered the costs of his study only in the first semester of year one 
(winter semester 1882/1883), and from then onward, until finishing his specialisation, he was exempt from 
paying fees. In his application for financial support in 1883 he stated that his parents lived in financially unfa-
vourable conditions, which is why he was asking for support.46 In the academic year 1884/1885 he received 
financial support to the amount of 50 fl. [Gulden], from 1885 onward for three years he received the Rech-
enberg-Stipendium grant in the amount of 75 fl., and then also the Huber-Stipendium grant in the amount of 
105 fl.47 Baroness Louise Rechenberg’s grant was given to two students without financial means, with those 
who distinguished themselves in drawing and painting of flowers having priority.48 The Michael Huber grants 
were given to two “poor” arts students in line with the requirements of the donor. One grant was aimed at a 
student who wanted to become a painter of flowers and landscapes, and the other to a student who took the 
direction of architecture and decorative painting. The candidates were chosen by the rector and professors.49 
In 1886 Nowak received the Gundel-Preis award50 given each year to six superior students.51
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According to documents in the University Archives of the Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna, during his study in 
Vienna Anton Nowak changed his lodgings frequently. At first he lived at Lerchenfelder Straße 11 (7th Bezirk, 
District of Vienna, 1882/1883), then at Wienstraße 45 (5th Bezirk, District of Vienna, 1884/1885), Belvedere-
gasse 16 (4th Bezirk, District of Vienna, 1885/1886), Münzgasse 1 (3rd Bezirk, District of Vienna, 1886/1887), 
Kettenbrückengasse 8 (4th Bezirk, District of Vienna, 1887/1888) and at the end of his studies at Traungasse 
1 (3rd Bezirk, District of Vienna, 1888/1889).52

ANTON NOWAK, MEMBER OF THE VIENNESE KÜNSTLERHAUS
Printed sources show that, after completing his studies, Anton Nowak became closely involved in the creative 
scene in Vienna. In the 1890s he took part several times in exhibitions organised by what is today the oldest 
existing society of fine artists in Austria, founded in 1861 – Genossenschaft der bildenden Künstler Wiens 
(Vienna Brotherhood of Fine Artists). In 1868 the society’s main building was constructed on the Ringstrasse, 
which continues to be an exhibition place for fine art, sculpture, architecture and applied arts – the Künstler- 
haus.53 In 1890, Anton Nowak participated in the 19th exhibition at the Künstlerhaus with a watercolour 
(“Studie”), bought by the archduke Ludwig Victor for his collection.54 Nowak became a full Künstlerhaus 
member on 25 April 1894.55 From 1896 he was also a member of the Club of Watercolourists (Aquarellis-
ten-Club).56 As a representative of the younger generation of Vienna artists, Nowak soon moved away from 
the Künstlerhaus and joined the new artistic movement, which under the influence of other European cen-
tres (Paris, Munich) began to form around the main protagonist – Gustav Klimt (b. 1862, d. 1918).

ANTON NOWAK AND THE VIENNA SECESSION 
Within the Vienna Brotherhood of Fine Artists (Genossenschaft der bildenden Künstler Wiens) a group of 
young artists established a club called the Union of Austrian Artists (Vereinigung der bildenden Künstler Ös-
terreichs), which in 1897 split from the original organisation. In his book about the appearance of the Vienna 
Secession, their contemporary Hermann Bahr very illustratively said that in the late 19th century the mem-
bers of the Künstlerhaus cared only about business, and he called the building itself a “market” or “bazaar”.57 
On 3 April 1897 there was a constitutive session in Vienna of the Union of Austrian Artists (or Vienna Se-
cession / Wiener Sezession in short), the first president of which became Gustav Klimt. Upon its foundation, 
the union had forty full members, among them, in addition to Klimt, some artists that later became very 
well-known, such as the painters Koloman Moser (b. 1868, d. 1918) and Carl Moll (b. 1861, d. 1945), and 
architects Josef Hoffmann (b. 1870, d. 1956) and Josef Maria Olbrich (b. 1867, d. 1908). One of the founding 
members was the Maribor-born artist Anton Nowak.58 The executive committee members appointed upon 
the foundation were the painter Rudolf Bacher (b. 1862, d. 1945), Wilhelm Bernatzik (b. 1853, d. 1906), Josef 
Engelhart (b. 1864, d. 1941), Johann V. Kraemer (b. 1861, d. 1949), Carl Moll and Koloman Moser. Rudolf von 
Alt (b. 1812, d. 1905), a nestor of Austrian artists, was chosen as the honorary president.59 At the foundation, 
the members announced that they would organise independent exhibitions for which there would be an 
artistic pavilion (Kunstpavillon) built near the Franz Josef barracks (Franz Josef Kaserne) by Stubentor.60 The 
municipality of Vienna then allocated a plot for the construction of the new exhibition place on the Friedrich-
strasse 12, next to Opernring. On 27 April 1898, the foundation stone was laid for the new premises of the 
Vienna Secession. Within six months, following the plans of the architect Josef Maria Olbrich, an imposing 
new building was built, an exhibition place for the new artistic movement.61

52 UAAbKW, Matrikelbände 110−122 (I./II. 1882/83 bis I./II. 1888/89).
53 Künstlerhaus Vereinigung, homepage.
54 Wiener Presse, 31. 3. 1890, Nr. 13, p. 3; Österreichische Kunst-Chronik, XIV Band, Nr. 7, 20. 3. 1890, p. 192.
55 Künstlerhaus-Archiv Wien, Anton Nowak’s personal documents, Anton Nowak’s Declaration of membership of the brotherhood 
Genossenschaft der bildenden Künstler Wiens, 25 April 1894.
56 Künstlerhaus-Arhiv Wien. I wish to thank the archivist Nikolaus Domes for conveying data and documents, connected with Anton 
Nowak. 
57 BAHR, P. 1900, p. 2.
58 Das Vaterland, 6. 4. 1897, Nr. 96, p. 6.
59 Neue Freie Presse, 6. 4. 1897, Nr. 11718, p. 6.
60 Das Vaterland, 6. 4. 1897, Nr. 97, p. 6.
61 Katalog der II. Kunstausstellung der Vereinigung bildender Künstler Österreichs, 1898, pp. 4−5. 
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The first international exhibition of the Vienna Secession took place in March 1898 on the premises of the 
Horticultural Society (Gartenbaugesellschaft).62 As reported on 5 April 1898 by the Viennese newspaper Das 
Vaterland, the emperor Franz Josef was among those who visited the exhibition with great interest. On this 
occasion the president Gustav Klimt presented the new members of the working executive committee to the 
emperor, including Anton Nowak.63 Thus soon after the foundation Nowak held a function in the executive 
committee. From the reports presented every year at the annual general meeting, it can be seen that the 
exhibitions were selling exhibitions. For example, in 1899 at three exhibitions – “graphic”, “Japanese” and 
“spring” – 254 works were sold and the exhibitions were seen by 46,600 visitors.64 

Various printed sources reported about the annual general meetings, where Anton Nowak is often mentioned as 
a member of the executive committee or the treasurer (1898, 1899, 1900, 1902, 1908, 1909, 1910, 1912, 1913, 
1914, 1917, 1926, 1927).65 At the Vienna Secession AGM in 1902, four exhibitions were reported to have been 
organised. The Beethoven Exhibition (Beethovenausstellung) was particularly successful since by 4 May 1901 it 
had been visited by 24,000 people. Anton Nowak was again elected to the executive committee, as was the Slo-
vene architect Jožef Plečnik (b. 1872, d. 1957),66 which proves that the two definitely knew each other personally. 
In 1908 Anton Nowak was elected the president of the Vienna Secession, while his deputy became the painter 
Friedrich König (b. 1857, d. 1941).67 In 1909, at the annual general meeting, Nowak delivered the annual report in 
his function of president, but he was not re-elected. The new president became the painter Franz Hohenberger  
(b. 1867, d. 1941), and Jožef Plečnik was again among the members of the working executive committee.68 

Between 1898 and 1903, the Vienna Secession association also published a journal with the title Ver Sacrum, 
which initially appeared twelve times a year and from 1 January 1900 twice a month.69 Nowak was not par-
ticularly involved in the creation of the journal, but he is mentioned in the lists of the full members and the 
executive committee, and on the lists of the participants in the exhibitions organised by the association.

According to the Registers in newspapers and exhibition catalogues of the Vienna Secession, Nowak’s works 
were included in numerous exhibitions organised by the association, among them in the first exhibition in 
1898.70 His works were also included in Vienna Secession’s guest appearances, such as in Munich in Decem-
ber 1911,71 at the Austrian Adriatic Exhibition (Österreichische Adriaausstellung), which took place in Du-
brovnik and Koper  and at the 14th annual exhibition of the Graz Society of Fine Artists, which also included 
some works of the Vienna Secession members.73

The fact that Anton Nowak was widely involved in Vienna cultural life is attested by a note that he attended 
a lecture on monumental sculptures organised in November 1912 by the Austrian Museum (Österreichisches 
Museum). The lecture was attended by many Vienna intellectuals, members of the authorities and aristocra-
cy, gallery directors, provincial school inspectors, professors, the university rector, architects, sculptors and 
painters, with Nowak among the latter.74 

62 Deutsche Kunst- und Musikzeitung, 1898, Heft 8, p. 89. 
63 Das Vaterland, 5. 4. 1898, Nr. 94, p. 3.
64 Ostdeutsche Rundschau, 3. 5. 1900, p. 5.
65 Katalog der I. Kunstausstellung der Vereinigung bildender Künstler Österreichs, 1898, p. 5; Ver Sacrum, 1899, p. 30; Arbeiter Zeitung, 
3. 5. 1900, Nr. 120, p. 5; Reichspost, 4. 5. 1902, Nr. 102, p. 5; Arbeiter Zeitung, 25. 5. 1908, Nr. 144, p. 4; Die Zeit, 25. 5. 1908, Nr. 2037, 
p. 2; Reichspost, 1. 9. 1909, Nr. 120, p. 11; Arbeiter Zeitung, 3. 5. 1910, Nr. 120, p. 8; Österreichs Illustrierte Zeitung, 12. 5. 1912, Heft 
33, p. 824; Deutsches Volksblatt, 14. 5. 1913, Nr. 8749, p. 3; Neue freie Presse, 16. 5. 1914, Nr. 17860, p. 1; Deutsches Volksblatt, 22. 
5. 1917, Nr. 10196, p. 4; Reichspost, 15. 5. 1926, Nr. 133, p. 9; Der Tag, 13. 5. 1927, Nr. 1597, p. 6.
66 Reichspost, 4. 5. 1902, Nr. 102, p. 5.
67 Arbeiter Zeitung, 25. 5. 1908, p. 4; Die Zeit, 25. 5. 1908, Nr. 2037, p. 2.
68 Reichspost, 1. 9. 1909, Nr. 120, p. 11.
69 Katalog der V. Kunstausstellung der Vereiningung bildender Künstler Österreichs, 1899, p. 9.
70 Katalog der I. Kunstausstellung der Vereiningung bildender Künstler Österreichs, 1898, p. 39.
71 Die Zeit, 29. 12. 1911, Nr. 3327, pp. 3−4.
72 Deutsches Volksblatt, 11. 5. 1913, Nr. 8747, p. 5.
73 Neues Wiener Tagblatt, 4. 11. 1913, Nr. 302, p. 16.
74 Neues Wiener Tagblatt, 16. 1. 1912, Nr. 5, p. 76.
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Image 1: Vienna Secession members in the middle hall of the Vienna Secession prior to the opening of 
the 14th exhibition, called Beethovenausstellung. Last row left to right: Anton Nowak, Gustav Klimt, Ad-
olf Böhm, Wilhelm List, Maximilian Kurzweil, Leopold Stolba, Rudolf Bacher; front row left to right: Kolo-
man Moser, Maximilian Lenz (lying), Ernst Stöhr, Emil Orlik, Carl Moll (Source: Austrian National Library,  
http://data.onb.ac.at/rec/baa8074617, quoted 1. 2. 2021).

In the Vienna Secession Archives a number of documents connected with Anton Nowak have been pre-
served. They involve Nowak’s correspondence with the administration and the association members from 
the period between 1900 and 1912. In the correspondence, Nowak mentions the illness and death of his 
father (1910) and sister (1911) in Maribor.75

75 Most of the Vienna Secession archives were destroyed in 1945 when the fund was moved. What has been preserved consists mainly 
of letters and business correspondence from before 1910. The archive fund is at the moment not publicly accessible, but is undergo-
ing a process of digitalisation, which is expected to be completed in 2023. I wish to thank Tina Lipsky, MA, from the Vienna Secession 
Archives for conveying the information and documents connected with Anton Nowak.
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Image 2: A postcard sent by Anton Nowak to the administration of the Vienna Secession in connection with 
the acceptance of paintings and attendance at the meeting of the executive committee, 29 September 1910 
(Source: Vienna Secession Archives).

ANTON NOWAK, HEAD OF THE FINE ART SCHOOL IN BRNO 
Anton Nowak’s life was also connected with the town of Brno in Bohemia, the birthplace of his wife Marie 
Tichy (b. 1867).76 The correspondence kept by the Vienna Secession Archives shows that Nowak stayed in 
Brno for a few weeks or months at a time, mostly during the summer.77 He sent post to Vienna also from 
Znojmo and other places. In Brno, he again participated actively in artistic events and in 1904, under the aus-
pices of the Brno Association of Art Enthusiasts (Brünner Gesellschaft der Kunstfreunde) he started teaching 
painting. He travelled every week from Vienna to Brno.78 In 1907 he was appointed to the committee for 
selecting works for a major exhibition of artistic photographs organised by the Archduke Reiner Museum of 
Arts and Crafts in Brno (Erzherzog Reiner Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe / Mährisches Gewerbemuserum), 
and the town’s photographers club (Camera-Club).79 That same year, together with the graphic artist Ferdi-
nand Nowak Schmutzer (b. 1870, d. 1928) he exhibited his own work at the same museum.80

In 1911, the Association of Visual Artists in Brno (Vereinigung deutschmährischer bildender Künstler, found-
ed in 1882) acquired an exhibition space in Brno – the Künstlerhaus – and on this occasion, it organised an 
exhibition. On 16 December that year the members of the association, at an invitation from the Society of 
German Visual Artists in Prague (Verein deutscher bildender Künstler in Prag) organised an exhibition of their 
work also at the Prague Rudolfinum. Both paintings and graphic works were represented and Anton Nowak 
was among the participating artists.81

ANTON NOWAK’S MEDAL
On the occasion of the 60th anniversary of his rule in 1908, the emperor Franz Joseph decorated Anton 
Nowak with the Imperial Order of Franz Joseph (Das Ritterkreuz des Franz Josefsordens),82 which was also re-
ported in the Maribor newspaper Marburger Zeitung.83 The emperor decorated Anton Nowak again in 1914, 
this time with the officers cross of the Italian royal order of the Italian crown and the Bavarian royal order of 
St Michael, fourth class (Das Offizierskreuz des königlich italienischen Ordens der Krone von Italien und des 
königlich bayrischen Verdienst Ordens vom heiligen Michael vierter Klasse).84

76 PAM, SI_PAM/0005, Archive Municipality of Maribor, household file Nowak Anton.  
77 Vienna Secession Archive, Anton Nowak’s letter to the secretary of the Vienna Secession, 10. 7. 1909.
78 Neue Freie Presse, 18. 12. 1907, p. 10.
79 Wiener Zeitung, 18. 5. 1907, Nr. 114, p. 5; Neues Wiener Tagblatt, 17. 5. 1907, Nr. 134, p. 29.
80 Neue Freie Presse, 18. 12. 1907, Nr. 15563, p. 10.
81 Neues Wiener Tagblatt, 28. 12. 1911, Nr. 356, p. 15.
82 Deutsches Volksblatt, 1. 12. 1908, Nr. 7155, p. 7; Wiener Salonblat, 5. 12. 1908, Nr. 49, p. 12.
83 Marburger Zeitung, 3. 12. 1908, Nr. 145, p. 5.
84 Fremden-Blatt, 22. 10. 1914, Nr. 292, pp. 9−10. 
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ANTON NOWAK’S DEATH IN VIENNA
Anton Nowak was married to Marie Tichy.85 It is assumed that Marie Tichy was related (a sister?) to the Br-
no-born academy trained artist Hans Tichy (b. 1861, d. 1927), who studied at the same time as Nowak at the 
Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna and had a number of the same teachers. Like Nowak, Hans Tichy was also 
initially a member of the Künstlerhaus, leaving together with other Gustav Klimt supporters in 1897. Like 
Nowak, he was among the founding members of the Vienna Secession, remained a member for many years 
and held various functions. From 1914 he was a professor at the Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna.86 

Anton Nowak died on 20 May 1932 in Vienna. An unknown author, signed only by the initials W. D.,87 said in his 
obituary that Nowak was recognised as a bright, educated man, assured in his assessments of works of art. In his 
old age his reddish beard had turned grey and he also lost a bit of weight due to illness. In the last few years of his 
life he suffered a number of strokes, which caused paralysis on one side of his body. At the end of his life, a faithful 
friend from his academy days, also a member of the Vienna Secession, Professor Rudolf Bacher, stood by him in his 
loneliness. Anton Nowak was buried at the Zentralfriedhof cemetery in Vienna, next to his wife, on 24 May 1932.88 
The obituary does not mention any children, so it can be assumed that the marriage was either childless or the 
children all died before their parents. In the obituary, preserved in the University Archives of the Academy of Fine 
Arts in Vienna, only Nowak’s sister Anna Pirchan and his brother Felix Nowak are mentioned as the bereaved.89

In spite of the fact that the life of Anton Nowak was closely connected with Vienna, the collection of his 
work was probably inherited by his youngest sister Anna Maria, married Pirchan, who was at the time still 
living in Maribor in the house of her parents (the Nowaks) at Schillerstrasse 16. In 1944, according to the 
entries in the then museum inventory, the “Pirchan family” donated a series of Nowak’s paintings to the 
Maribor Regional Museum.90

Image 3: The obituary for Anton Nowak, University Archives of the Academy of Fine Arts, Vienna, Vervaltung-
sakten, VA 1932-611. (Source: University Archives of the Academy of Fine Arts, Vienna)

85 Marburger Zeitung, 19. 1. 1911, Nr. 8, p. 5, Obituary for Josefina Nowak, p. 8.
86 Österreichisches Biographisches Lexikon, 1815–1950, Bd. 14, p. 337.
87 Neue Freie Presse, 28. 5. 1932, Nr. 24319, W. D., Maler Anton Nowak, p. 7.
88 Ibid.; Neues Wiener Journal, 29. 5. 1932, Nr. 13836, p. 20; Kleine Volkszeitung, 29. 5. 1932, Nr. 148, p. 7; UAAbKW, Verwaltungsakten, 
VA 1932, Zl. 611, Obituary for Anton Nowak.
89 UAAbKW, Verwaltungsakten, VA 1932, Zl. 611, Obituary for Anton Nowak.
90 Baš’s inventory book, Maribor Regional Museum. This fact also allows the assumption that Anton Nowak was childless. 
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ANTON NOWAK’S WORKS OF ART 
Anton Nowak’s works are scattered around various museum and gallery collections, and many are also pri-
vately owned. A fully comprehensive analysis and evaluation of Nowak’s works has yet to be carried out and 
so it is impossible to present them here. Nowak’s personal archives at the Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna 
show that the artist painted mostly portraits, genre scenes and landscapes, and was also involved in graph-
ics.91  During his study years, he must also have shown interest in painting flowers, since he had received a 
grant intended for future painters of flowers, and flowers and landscapes.92 As noted by Oskar Matulla in the 
Austrian Biographical Lexicon, in spite of Nowak being a founding and long-lasting member of the Vienna 
Secession, the influence of this movement on his creative style was only minimal. Under the influence of the 
Vienna Secession he did experiment with pointillism, but later he abandoned this artistic method.93

From the available sources it can be discerned that most of Nowak’s work consisted of landscapes, which 
were well received by the public during his lifetime and, according to his contemporaries, he was very suc-
cessful in this area.94 No biographical Registers, which are very scant and small in number,95 say whether he 
was an excellent copyist. This ability and his love for the great masters is attested to by a group of paintings in 
the collection of the Maribor Regional Museum which, together with other works by Nowak, definitely merit 
academic interest.96 

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, it can be said that the life of Anton Nowak was split between the large towns where he lived 
and worked. Throughout his life, he remained connected with Maribor, where he was born as the son of the 
bookbinder Anton Nowak Snr, mainly by family ties. During the critical moments of his illness and the death 
of those close to him, he always travelled home and stood by his family’s side. Vienna, the city where he 
completed his studies and specialisation in painting at the Academy of Fine Arts, became his second home. 
The cultural capital of the monarchy offered him many more opportunities than Maribor. He became actively 
involved in the Vienna art scene and a member of the Vienna Künstlerhaus. Together with the other artists 
gathered around Gustav Klimt, he left this association and was among the founding members of a new one 
– the Vienna Secession. A number of times he took on various functions in the executive committee and in 
1908 became the president of the association. He remained a member all his life, in spite of a group of artists, 
headed by Gustav Klimt, leaving the Vienna Secession as well. Nowak was also active in Brno, where he led 
a painting school. His works were included in exhibitions of the Brno Association of Fine Artists and he was 
also on the selection committee for a major exhibition of art photography at the Brno museum. He travelled 
weekly to Brno from Vienna and during the summer months spent longer periods there with his wife Marie 
Nowak, née Tichy, who was born in Brno. Sources show that during the summer Anton Nowak often travelled 
to different parts of the monarchy, where he also carried out his creative activities.

It is assumed that Anton Nowak’s marriage was childless or that the children died before their parents, since 
in 1932 the private collection of his paintings was most probably inherited after his death by his youngest 
sister Anna Maria, married Pirchan. At the time, she was living in Maribor in the house of her parents (the 
Nowaks) at Schillerstrasse 16. In 1944, according to entries in the then inventory book, the “Pirchan family” 
donated a series of Nowak’s paintings to the Maribor Regional Museum.

As Anton Nowak’s artistic oeuvre has not been fully Registered, analysed and evaluated, we can only assume 
here that he took the “middle road” in his artistic work. It was rooted in his academy education and excellent 
artistic skills, but in spite of being exposed to the influence of progressive contemporaries, he did not identify 
with them fully. Perhaps that is the reason for his life and work having been completely unresearched until now.

91 UAAbKW, Personalblatt, Anton Nowak.
92 See: footnotes Nr. 47−49.
93 Österreichisches Biographisches Lexikon, 1815–1950, Bd. 7, p. 160.
94 Kleine Volks-Zeitung, 29. 5. 1932, Nr. 148, p. 7.
95 See: BOETTICHER VON, F. (ed.) 1898, p. 166; THIEME / BECKER, 1999, pp. 257−258; Österreichisches Biographisches Lexikon, 1815–
1950; HOLAUS, B. (ed.), HÜLMBAUER, E. (ed.), WÖHRER, C. (ed.) 1998, p. 138.
96 Anton Nowak’s works in the collection of the Maribor Regional Museum will be dealt with elsewhere and are not a theme of this 
article.
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ŽIVLJENJSKA POT AKADEMSKEGA SLIKARJA ANTONA 
NOWAKA (r. 1865 v Mariboru, u. 1932 na Dunaju) 
dr. Valentina Bevc Varl, Pokrajinski muzej Maribor, Slovenija

Izvirni znanstveni članek (1.01)

IZVLEČEK
V prispevku se ukvarjamo z rekonstrukcijo življenjske poti v Mariboru rojenega akademskega slikarja Antona 
Nowaka (r. 1865, u. 1932), sina knjigoveza Antona Novaka (r. 1831, u. 1910) in Aloisie Novak, rojene Schmidl. 
Po zaključeni realni gimnaziji v Mariboru je Nowak študiral slikarstvo na Dunaju. Bil je član dunajskega Kün-
stlerhausa, ustanovni in dolgoletni član ter blagajnik Dunajske secesije, leta 1908 pa tudi njen predsednik. 
Omenjena sta tudi Nowakovo pedagoško delo v Brnu in njegova povezava z mariborsko trgovsko družino Pir-
chan, ki je Pokrajinskemu muzeju Maribor podarila večje število njegovih del. Omenjena zbirka je spodbudila 
proučevanje življenja doslej neraziskanega mariborskega slikarja, ki je živel in ustvarjal na Dunaju.

KLJUČNE BESEDE
Anton Nowak, slikarstvo, Dunajska secesija (Wiener Secession), Dunaj, Brno, Pokrajinski muzej Maribor, dru-
žina Pirchan

POVZETEK
V prispevku se ukvarjamo z rekonstrukcijo življenjske poti v Mariboru rojenega akademskega slikarja Antona 
Nowaka (r. 1865, u. 1932), sina knjigoveza Antona Novaka (r. 1831, u. 1910) in Aloisie Novak, rojene Schmidl. 
Po zaključeni realni gimnaziji v Mariboru je Nowak študiral slikarstvo na Akademiji za likovno umetnost na Du-
naju (Akademie der bildenden Künste Wien). Študij slikarstva (Allgemeine Malerschule) pod vodstvom prof. 
Christiana Griepenkerla je začel v zimskem semestru 1882/83. Njegovi profesorji so bili August Eisenmenger, 
Franz Rumpler, Leopold Karl Müller, Karl Wurzinger in Siegmund L'Allemand. Po osmih semestrih je študij 
leta 1886 zaključil in nadaljeval s specializacijo iz historičnega slikarstva pri prof. Leopoldu Karlu Müllerju  
(6 semestrov, 1886−1889). Po študiju se je aktivno vključil v dunajsko likovno sceno in postal član dunajskega 
Künstlerhausa. Iz njega je skupaj z drugimi umetniki, zbranimi okoli Gustava Klimta, tudi izstopil in bil med 
ustanovnimi člani novega združenja – Dunajske secesije. Večkrat je prevzel funkcije v izvršnem odboru zdru-
ženja, leta 1908 pa je bil tudi njegov predsednik. S svojimi deli je sodeloval na številnih razstavah Dunajske 
secesije. Nowak je bil aktiven tudi v Brnu, kjer je vodil slikarsko šolo. S svojimi deli je sodeloval na slikarskih 
razstavah Združenja upodabljajočih umetnikov mesta Brno in njihovih gostovanjih. V Brno se je z Dunaja te-
densko vozil poučevat, v poletnih mesecih pa je s soprogo Marie Nowak, roj. Tichy, v tem mestu preživljal več 
časa, saj je bila soproga tam rojena. 

Sklenemo lahko, da je bila življenjska pot Antona Nowaka razpeta med Mariborom, Dunajem in Brnom. Z 
rojstnim Mariborom je ostal povezan vse življenje, saj so ga nanj vezale predvsem družinske vezi, živel in 
delal pa je na Dunaju. Njegova likovna dela se danes nahajajo v različnih muzejskih in galerijskih zbirkah ter v 
zasebni lasti. Po leta 1932 preminulem slikarju Antonu Nowaku je zbirko njegovih del kot zapuščino prevzela 
najmlajša, takrat še v Mariboru živeča sestra Anna Maria, poročena Pirchan. Leta 1944 je »rodbina Pirchan« 
Pokrajinskemu muzeju Maribor podarila vrsto Nowakovih slikarskih del. Omenjena zbirka je spodbudila pro-
učevanje življenja doslej neraziskanega mariborskega slikarja.
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THE CULTURAL AND HISTORICAL RELEVANCE OF
THE FIRST ART EXHIBITION IN MARIBOR* 
Breda Kolar Sluga, Art Historian, Maribor Art Gallery, Maribor, Slovenia, breda.kolar@ugm.si
Andrej Preložnik, Librarian, Institute of Archaeology and Heritage, Faculty of Humanities, University of 
Primorska, Koper, Slovenia, andrej.preloznik@fhs.upr.si

ABSTRACT
At the end of the turbulent 1920s, Maribor was the venue for the "First Art Exhibition". In a city that was 
undergoing violent ethnic and social changes following the collapse of the Austro-Hungarian Empire and the 
establishment of the kingdom of the south Slavic nations, this was a unique undertaking, the aim of which 
was to demonstrate the cultural character of the now Slovene city, to bring together and organise artists of 
all nationalities, classes, or states, and to awaken public interest in the visual arts. The response was con-
siderable, both among artists and the public. From the cultural and historical distance of a century later, the 
exhibition appears as a unique event which, although it stands at the beginning of continuous exhibition 
activity, has never been repeated in the city in such a form.

KEYWORDS
Maribor, exhibition, fine arts, migration, nationalism, women, Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes

SUMMARY
The aim of the exhibition was to collect and present artistic creation in the Slovene regions of Styria, Carinthia 
and Prekmurje that belonged to the newly established state, regardless of the nationality of the artists, their 
education, or the motives for their work. Some commentators took issue with this; for them, the exhibition 
was not "Slovene" enough or of sufficient quality. However, it seems that the organising committee, head-
ed by the otherwise highly patriotic General Maister, was well aware that the cultural character of Slovene 
Maribor could not be associated exclusively with Slovene cultural workers. War and upheaval, the collapse of 
the old state and the emergence of a new one, the change of the "ruling" nation, international tensions, the 
traumatic demarcation of borders – all this was reflected in the migration of the population, which appar-
ently left no-one with a clear idea of how many artists were even working there. No wonder, then, that the 
committee decided to launch an open invitation that knew practically no limits. 

The outcome was an exhibition in which a motley crew of 28 artists showed more than 180 works. The exhi- 
bitors included Slovenes and Germans, but also Czechs and a Ukrainian, immigrants from places that belonged 
to Italy, and someone who was a local but had worked abroad. There was a large group of schoolteachers who 
had worked in Maribor, but also retired Austrian officers; those who had been introduced to painting as part of 
their bourgeois education, enthusiastic self-taught artists, and academically trained ones. A surprisingly large 
number – almost a third – were women. They, too, reflected the heterogeneity of the exhibition: they were 
both locals and immigrants, employed or married, trained or amateur painters. All this makes the exhibition 
special and interesting for us today, not only for its artistic aspect, but also – or above all – for its social one.

The result of this diversity is that we know almost nothing about some of the artists represented in the ex-
hibition, which is not necessarily conditioned by the quality of their work. Certainly, the trained artists were 
more routine, but they had probably also maintained their creative efforts longer and their work had ap-
peared in public. The second reason is their short-lived presence in the city. There are very few participants in 
the exhibition who were born in this cultural space: for many, Maribor was just a stop on their road. Related 
to this is the national affiliation that the exhibition sought to circumvent, but which proved fatal a quarter of 
a century later; quite a few ethnic German exhibitors left Maribor after 1945.

* Translation: Ksenija Vidic
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KULTURNOZGODOVINSKI POMEN PRVE UMETNIŠKE 
RAZSTAVE V MARIBORU 
Breda Kolar Sluga, Umetnostna galerija Maribor, Slovenija
Andrej Preložnik, Inštitut za arheologijo in dediščino, Fakulteta za humanistične študije, Univerza na Primor-
skem, Slovenija

IZVLEČEK
Konec burnega leta 1920 je bil Maribor prizorišče »prve umetniške razstave«. V mestu, ki je po razpadu Av-
stro-Ogrske in nastanku kraljevine južnoslovanskih narodov doživljalo silovite etnične in socialne spremem-
be, je bil to svojevrsten podvig, katerega cilj je bil pokazati kulturnost zdaj slovenskega mesta, povezati in 
organizirati likovne ustvarjalce vseh narodnosti, slojev ali stanov ter v javnosti prebuditi zanimanje za likovno 
umetnost. Odziv je bil precejšen, tako med avtorji kot publiko. S stoletno kulturno-zgodovinsko distanco se 
razstava kaže kot unikaten dogodek, ki se, čeprav stoji na začetku kontinuirane razstavne dejavnosti, v mestu 
v takšni obliki ni nikoli več ponovil. 

KLJUČNE BESEDE
Maribor, razstava, likovna umetnost, migracije, nacionalizem, ženske, kraljevina SHS

POVZETEK
Cilj razstave je bil zbrati in predstaviti likovno ustvarjanje na območju Štajerske, Koroške in Prekmurja, ki je 
pripadlo novoustanovljeni državi, ne glede na nacionalnost avtorjev, njihovo izobrazbo ali vzgibe, zaradi ka-
terih so ustvarjali. Nekateri komentatorji so se ob to obregnili; za njih je bila razstava premalo »slovenska« 
ali premalo kakovostna. Vendar se zdi, da se je organizacijski odbor, ki mu je načeloval sicer izrazito narodno 
ozaveščeni general Maister, dobro zavedal, da kulturnosti slovenskega Maribora ne gre povezovati z izključno 
slovenskimi kulturniki.

Vojna in prevrat, propad stare države in nastanek nove, menjava »oblastnega« naroda, mednacionalna trenja, 
travmatično določevanje meja – vse to se je odražalo tudi v migracijah prebivalstva, zaradi katerih očitno nihče 
ni imel jasne predstave, koliko umetnikov tu sploh deluje. Nič čudnega torej, da se je odbor odločil za javno 
vabilo, ki praktično ni poznalo omejitev. 

Izid je bila razstava, na kateri je pisana skupina 28 umetnikov in umetnic pokazala več kot 180 del. Med razsta-
vljavci so se znašli tako Slovenci kot Nemci, a tudi Čehi in Ukrajinec. Priseljenci iz krajev, ki so pripadli Italiji, in 
kakšen, ki je bil od tod, pa je deloval na tujem. Velika skupina šolnikov, ki so tu službovali, a tudi upokojeni avstrij-
ski oficirji. Takšni, ki so se s slikarstvom spoznali v sklopu meščanske izobrazbe, zagreti samouki in akademsko 
izobraženi umetniki. Presenetljivo veliko – skoraj tretjina – je bilo žensk. Tudi one odražajo heterogenost raz-
stave: med njimi so bile domačinke in priseljenke, zaposlene ali poročene, šolane ali ljubiteljske slikarke. Zaradi 
vsega tega je danes razstava posebna in zanimiva ne le po likovni, temveč tudi ali predvsem po družbeni plati. 

Posledica takega nabora je dejstvo, da o nekaterih na razstavi zastopanih avtorjih ne vemo skoraj ničesar. To ni 
nujno pogojeno s kakovostjo njihovih del. Gotovo so bili šolani umetniki bolj rutinirani, a so verjetno tudi dlje 
ustvarjali in se s svojimi deli pojavljali v javnosti. Drugi razlog je njihova kratkotrajna prisotnost. Udeležencev 
razstave, ki so se v tem prostoru rodili, je zelo malo – za mnoge je bil Maribor le postaja na življenjski poti. S 
tem povezana je tudi nacionalna pripadnost, ki jo je razstava želela zaobiti, a se je čez četrt stoletja izkazala za 
usodno; nemalo nemško čutečih razstavljavcev je po letu 1945 zapustilo Maribor.
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ABSTRACT
2022 will mark the centenary of Ive Šubic's birth. He became known during World War II for his Partisan 
prints as the head of the Partisan graphic department in the Centralna tehnika cyclostyling workshop. He 
often combined propaganda and Partisan symbolism with farming attributes, which he retained in his later 
work. For him – a soldier familiar with hunger – food occupied a special place as a symbolic motif, which he 
upgraded into an awareness of what rural life was really like during and after the war, including the social 
changes affecting women. He painted the whole cycle of rural life, from field work to food-laden tables. 
Regardless of the abstract level of his visual image it can be understood as a real document of those times.

KEYWORDS
Ive Šubic, food, rural motif, propaganda, Partisan prints, painting, women's studies

INTRODUCTION
The article presents selected works by Ive Šubic that depict food and have never been analysed in such a 
context. Food has always been the thing that links nature to society and culture1 and should be interpreted as 
such in Šubic's works, where this particular motif is usually included in a broader picture as part of depictions 
of field work, processing of animal parts, table scenes and portraits with food attributes. The article also ex-
plores the Yugoslav Partisan2 period, hunger as a subject typical of this period, and the covers of the women’s 
magazine Naša žena (“Our Woman”). The aim is to present the tendency of Šubic's painting to document real 
life through the prism of a socio-political context. During World War II and in the post-war years, rural life 
as depicted by Ive Šubic was similar throughout Europe, but this particular subject does not often appear in 
contemporary European3 art. It is usually the domain of documentary photography rather than art. However, 
some parallels with Šubic's works can be found in the work of Soviet artists and the English painter Evelyn 
Dunbar,4 who, unlike some other English and European painters, explored the subjects related to field work 
and everyday rural life rather than the destruction of society and the landscape. 

A stylistic analysis of Šubic's works has repeatedly confirmed a range of artistic styles incorporated into his 
works: from Cubism, Surrealism, Art Informel, Fantastic Realism to new figurative art etc., which ties him to 
European Modernism. Rather than being placed alongside contemporary European Expressionists,5 Ive Šubic 
should be considered a Regionalist,6 and as such part of the art movement which must in Slovenia be regard-
ed as a hybrid fusion of Modernist tendencies and local tradition (rural culture). 

* Translation: Mateja Žuraj 
1 NICHOLS, S. G. 1991, Seeing Food: An Anthropology of Ekphrasis, and Still Life in Classical and Medieval Examples, JSTOR on the web, 
1991, pp. 825, URL: https://www.jstor.org/stable/2904626 (quoted 3. 3. 2021).
2 The Yugoslav Partisans were resistance fighters that fought against the occupying forces during World War II. 
3 During and after World War II, this motif is slightly more common in American and English art. 
4 Evelyn Dunbar (1906–1960): a British artist who was the only woman working for the War Artists’ Advisory Committee on a full-time 
salary basis. She was first and foremost a landscape and mural painter.
5 What Ive Šubic has in common with Expressionism is his use of colour and characteristic accentuation of certain elements, such as 
palms and feet. Similar features can be found in the Expressionist works of Veno Pilon (My Father, 1923; My Mother, 1928–54 or The 
Lacemaker, 1923), and within the European context, in the works of Max Beckmann (Self-Portrait in Tuxedo, 1927). 
6 Regionalism is an American art movement that started just before World War II. One of its features is the depiction of realistic scenes 
of rural life as a conscious departure from urban scenes. Its main representatives are Grant Wood, Thomas Benton, Edna Reindel, 
Andrew Wyeth etc. Slovenian artists associated with Regionalism are Lojze Spacal, Marko Šuštaršič, Marjan Pogačnik, Vladimir Makuc, 
Janez Vidic etc. 
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THE DOCUMENTARY VALUE OF PARTISAN-RELATED SUBJECTS AND THE WOMEN'S ISSUE 
Šubic's Partisan works can be divided into artistic and propaganda works.7 He started creating the latter in 
1942, a few days before the Battle of Dražgoše,8 when he made his very first Partisan poster with a text that 
read “Brothers, let's fight together.”9 However, he became more closely involved in propaganda work a year 
later, when he was involved in setting up the Partisan printer's workshop Urška 14 in Kočevski rog.10 From 
1944 onwards, he was in charge of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Slovenia’s graphic 
department in the Centralna tehnika cyclostyling workshop, where propaganda posters were printed. In his 
Partisan prints, Ive Šubic often combined Partisan and farming attributes, thus attracting audiences that be-
lieved in different ideologies. More people were able to identify with such images: those who were involved 
in combat and also those who stayed behind in the countryside and in the rear (women, children, the el-
derly). One of Šubic's works that combined such elements is an illustration for the First grade reading book 
(1943),11 where he depicted the interior of a farmhouse room with an eye-catching inscription under the 
home altar: “Give us bread and freedom.” 

Since artistic production during World War II and immediately after it was defined by propaganda, the aim of 
art was to follow the ideology and support its goals.12 Ive Šubic was an important creator of Partisan prints 
and illustrations, but he did not always yield to the later socialist system or the politics and the artistic ideals 
touted by it.13 In fact, he preferred portraying farmers to workers, thus giving priority to nostalgia, which al-
luded to the past, rather than to workers and the future of the proletariat.14 

Working at a Partisan printer’s workshop, Ive Šubic also designed the artwork for various women's maga-
zines. The covers of the magazine Naša žena created during World War II communicated propaganda mes-
sages to women, who played an important role in all segments of society during the war.15 The women’s 
issue prompted ideological discourse; it was part of the fight against the occupiers and later also part of the 
working-class fight. 

In 1944, Ive Šubic designed the cover for three consecutive editions of Naša žena, published in two issues 
(May–June and July 1944). The cover featured the picture of a barefoot young woman walking confidently 
towards the wind, which was a symbolic message of the important role women played in the fight against the 
occupiers. She is carrying a sheaf of grain and a rifle; the sheaf was targeted at women readers in the rear and 
the rifle at those that were actively involved in the national liberation war. A sheaf of grain can represent the 
(Partisans') ultimate goal, i.e. the liberation of the nation. In fact, it symbolises the harvest – a crucial time of 
year for farmers, thus representing a goal everyone strives for. This is the ultimate reward and metaphorically 
liberation can thus be regarded as the harvest of war, and the Partisan women as sowers who will reap peace 
and freedom in the future thanks to their current activism. In these depictions, the rifle was occasionally 
replaced by a sickle, which can be viewed as the herald of new times.16 

7 Here, artistic works means those that were not commissioned and which Ive Šubic created on his own initiative. Propaganda works 
have a specific ideological purpose and rules that need to be followed by the artist. Some of Šubic’s works could be viewed as a com-
bination of both, i.e. in particular his Partisan illustration works for younger audiences. Ive Šubic did not view these only as part of an 
ideology for educating people; for him, this sort of work became merely a formal guideline as part of which he created various figures 
on his own personal initiative. 
8 The Slovenian village of Dražgoše is known for a World War II battle between the Germans and the Partisans in January 1942. The 
Germans took revenge by burning the whole village and killing 41 men. The fight was one of the major World War II battles in Slovenia.  
9 PORLE, S. 2013, pp. 307–308 and KOMELJ, M. 2009, p. 324. According to Komelj, the text on the first propaganda poster created by 
Ive Šubic before the Battle of Dražgoše read “Us Workers – You Workers!” He presumes that these were different versions of the same 
poster. 
10 In May 1942, the area of Kočevski rog became the centre of the National Liberation Movement (NOB). This is where the Yugoslav 
Partisans’ political and military leadership operated from and numerous Partisan hospitals and (printing) workshops were located 
here.
11 Ive Šubic, Give Us Bread and Freedom, 1943, ink, watercolour, 25 x 20.7 cm, National Museum of Contemporary History, Ljubljana. 
12 POŽAR, C. 2000, p. 7. 
13 ZGONIK, N. 2013, p. 18. 
14 KRPIČ, T. 2013, p. 10. 
15 Women were Partisan couriers (runners), combatants, nurses, they managed farms in rural areas etc. 
16 The sickle (and the hammer) were the symbols of the Communist Party, which took over political leadership after World War II. 
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Like other artists, Ive Šubic used ideological typification of female figures on magazine covers. These were 
usually depictions of women as mothers (Naša žena, Issue 8, July 1943, Našim ženam,17 Issue 5, March 1943, 
Našim ženam, Issue 7, May 1943), as Partisans (Naša žena, Issue 3, April 1944), as rebels, combatants or revo-
lutionaries (Naša žena, Issue 7, September 1944), and as farm workers (Naša žena, Issues 4–5, 6). A nonverbal 
form of communication, which is inherently direct, aims to elicit an emotional response from female readers. 

A more intense development of women's magazines took place during and after World War II. In other coun-
tries, the context of women’s magazine covers was quite similar to that in Slovenia. For instance, in 1944 
Slovenian magazines had war-themed covers (female combatants were at the forefront), while a women's 
magazine from Pennsylvania, USA, featured a full-page colour illustration of female railway workers18 or an 
advertisement for women workers in the arms industry.19 Such illustrations were quite common, and in sev-
eral countries there was also propaganda geared towards women and work on farms. England set up the so-
called Women's Land Army in both world wars and a similar American organisation was called the Emergency 
Farm Labor Service, as part of which volunteers helped out on farms.20 Propaganda made sure all of this was 
documented, taking advantage of photographs that were used to create idealised magazine illustrations to 
attract new volunteers. An example of this are reportage photos that show women working in the fields, for 
instance ploughing. This was by no means an isolated case, nor was it characteristic only of England; in fact, 
it can be placed in the context of Europe, as well as Slovenia, as revealed by Ive Šubic's print presented be-
low. Women across Europe, in completely different parts of it, shared a similar fate. Lack of men, however, 
was not a problem only during the war but also later. For instance, in the Soviet Union, there were 13 million 
more women than men and in Germany there were hardly any men between the ages of 17 and 40.21 

In contrast to his propaganda works, one of Šubic's last Partisan prints was a print titled Spring (1945),22 which 
is more artistic than propagandist in nature. It is a small-format linocut showing a female farmer ploughing a 
field with a yoked pair of oxen. The print is based on real events, drawing attention to the role of women in 
rural areas during the war, when they had to do tasks which had hitherto been seen as men’s.

HUNGER AND A GIFT 
In part due to the ideological interference of politics in culture, the Partisan iconography was present in Slo-
venian (Yugoslav) art for a long time, well into the second half of the 20th century, especially in relation to 
socialism. It can be found in the works of many artists, including the entire oeuvre of Ive Šubic, most proba-
bly due to his own personal recollection of certain events that took place while he was part of the Partisan 
movement. Some of his subjects have become recognisable and characteristic of his work, such as standing 
in a line and famine, the content of which turned universal, regardless of when the paintings were made, as 
will be presented in more detail below.  

During his Partisan period, Šubic's art included depictions of starving Partisans, which were based on his 
personal experience. He had often experienced hunger himself during the war, so in part he unconsciously 
depicted himself. Lack of food and hunger are mostly depicted in his Partisan-themed works, such as in the 
painting titled Hunger (1956)23 and in an identically-titled print (1961).24 In both of these works, Ive Šubic 

17 Našim ženam (“To Our Women”) is a women’s magazine that used to be published in the Dolenjska region. Women’s magazines un-
der different names were printed in illegal printer’s workshops virtually all over Slovenia. After World War II, the name Naša žena was 
kept and other regional magazines were merged in this magazine, which was published by the Slovenian Anti-Fascist Women’s Union. 
18 LIFE Magazine, 25. 9. 1944, vol. 17, no. 13, Pennsylvania Railroad Advertisement, Women are doing a big job on the Pennsylvania 
Railroad - Molly Pitcher, p. 20, URL: https://tinyurl.com/2td6m4uf (quoted 25. 3. 2021).
19 LIFE Magazine, 19. 10. 1942, vol. 13, no. 16, North American Aviation, Inc. Advertisement, What! An artist’s model building a bomb-
er? p. 57, URL: https://tinyurl.com/bwcb2un6 (quoted 25. 3. 2021).
20 SMITH, I. 2016, The women who took care of farming during World War II, The Vintage News on the web, 11. 1. 2016, URL: https://
www.thevintagenews.com/2016/01/11/45192/ (quoted 8. 4. 2021). 
21 ŠTAUDOHAR, I. 2015, A Time Between War and Peace, a conversation about post-World War II Europe with the English historian 
Keith Lowe, Delo newspaper, Sobotna priloga on the web, 10. 4. 2015, URL: https://old.delo.si/sobotna/cas-med-vojno-in-mirom.
html (quoted 25. 3. 2021).
22 Ive Šubic, Spring, 1945, linocut, 12.1 x 18 cm, National Museum of Contemporary History, Ljubljana. 
23 Ive Šubic, Hunger, 1956, tempera on canvas, 81 x 91.5 cm, National Museum of Contemporary History, Ljubljana, Ljubljana.
24 Ive Šubic, Hunger, 1961, two-colour linocut, 108 x 79 cm, Škofja Loka Museum. 
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portrayed a lone Partisan holding an empty bowl. He intensified hunger through individuals' isolation. He 
knew how to show empathy for the depicted individuals and without any expressive artistic forms his works 
are emotionally charged. 

Expressive forms are more common in his Hunger print, which he filled with many details and with horror 
vacui, thus intensifying the soldier's emotional distress. The composition includes several vertical lines, the 
most important being the line that seems to link three objects: a skull, a bowl and the soldier's head. The 
skull and the rifle in the soldier’s hands are also connected, i.e. a fatal shot fired by a rifle is visible on the 
skull. The skull is synonymous with two things, with the murderer and the murdered person – both are ulti-
mately connected in death. Did the artist want to show that this empty bowl refers to the fate of the soldier 
who spent all of his days in danger only to die of starvation? The soldier is staring at the bowl blankly as if 
looking for an answer. The bowl is cubistically simplified and divided into two colour sections: in terms of 
symbolism, black and white combined inside a circle can be understood as a cycle of life and death or good 
and evil, which always try to strike a balance in life. 

The reason that Ive Šubic kept depicting scenes of war for quite some time after the war ended can be ex-
plained by Norbert Lynton’s thesis that post-war art focused primarily on the theme of survival, often com-
bined with anxiety, which was aroused by the threat of local or global destruction. Images of fear and despair 
became commonplace.25 Ive Šubic portrayed Partisan subjects throughout his life – they became a reminder 
to society and also a subtle psychic medium of his personal experiences. 

Scenes of Partisans accepting food are quite common in Šubic's works. In his work titled Queue (1961),26 
soldiers are calmly and almost lethargically waiting for a meal, each with their own empty bowl. Here, Ive 
Šubic highlighted the collective fate of all the waiting Partisans. With its horizontal composition, the painting 
is reminiscent of the Danse Macabre in Hrastovlje;27 in fact, in both scenes, the lines are moving to the right. 
What awaits the Partisans, however, is not death like in the Danse Macabre, but a meal, which is also crucial 
for their survival in such circumstances. 

Image 1: Ive Šubic, Queue, 1961, oil on canvas, 80 x 140 cm, Škofja Loka Museum (Photo: Škofja Loka Museum Arcive).

25 LYNTON, N. 1994, p. 258. 
26 Ive Šubic, Queue, 1961, oil on canvas, 80 x 140 cm, Škofja Loka Museum. 
27 The walls of the medieval church in Hrastovlje are covered with gothic frescoes, including an impressive depiction of the Dance of Death.
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On the occasion of the traditional Partisan Courier Assembly in Semič,28 a commemorative envelope was 
issued in 1965. It featured a scene of A Partisan Accepting a Loaf of Bread,29 created by Ive Šubic, and was 
intended as a token on thanks to the people who supported the Partisans in the rear. The loaf given to the 
Partisan by a woman is a gift and as such an important exchange at a symbolic level. The bread symbolises the 
soldier’s sheer survival and in exchange for such support he will do his best fighting for freedom. It is a met-
aphor for a gesture of solidarity. Here lies the importance of exchanging gifts, as pointed out by Alfred Gell: 
“the task of anthropology isn't just to decode what objects represent, how they can be read to understand a 
social context, but their effects, not what they stand for but what they do.”30 

In terms of the depicted scene, the woodcut titled Lunch (1959)31 is similar to the aforementioned one, 
where a Partisan is accepting a loaf of bread. Here, a female farmer with a characteristic headscarf is offering 
a bowl, most likely filled with milk, to a young Partisan, possibly a courier. There is an emotional bond be-
tween the two protagonists, as if they were mother and son. In part, this is because this work is sometimes 
titled A Partisan’s Mother. The meaning of the mother can be understood in a universal way, but symbolically 
it could connote the homeland, as it symbolises it in some other of Šubic’s works.32 

Image 2: Ive Šubic, Lunch, 1959, woodcut, 40.5 x 29.5 cm, Škofja Loka Museum (Photo: Škofja Loka Museum Archive).

28 Semič is a small village in the Bela Krajina region of Slovenia, not far from Kočevski Rog. Between 1944 and 1945, evacuation bases 
and hospitals for the wounded soldiers and American pilots were located here.  
29 Ive Šubic, Partisan Accepting a Loaf of Bread, 1965, commemorative envelope (Slovenian Philatelic Association (FZS) 1965/2), Parti-
san Courier Assembly, Semič, the couriers’ walk from the TV6 post to Ljubljana. 
30 SANSI, R. 2020, Roger Sansi, Art, Anthropology and the Gift, Research Gate on the web, 19. 5. 2020, p. 21, URL:https://www.re-
searchgate.net/publication/341492837_Art_Anthropology_and_the_Gift (quoted 15. 4. 2021).
31 Ive Šubic, Lunch, 1959, woodcut, 40.5 x 29.5 cm, Škofja Loka Museum. 
32 The female farmer on the fresco titled The Poljane Uprising (1981, a fresco on the Poljane store building, 435 x 615 cm) symbolises 
the homeland. 
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FROM A FIELD TO A TABLE LADEN WITH FOOD
After World War II, the distinctly ideological issue of farming in Slovenia became even more important than 
farming as such or the economic success of this sector. During the post-war years, farmers were forced into 
various adaptations of both farming and their way of life in general, such as the forced reduction of farm size, 
which was based on various laws. In Slovenia, a decline in rural population took place at one of the fastest 
rates in the world.33 Farms were faced with a shortage of male labour during and immediately after the war, 
and for the most part work was done only by hand, which is why women played an even more important role. 
However, due to the increasingly rapid industrialisation that was ideologically steered, the farmer’s status 
was at an all-time low. The state did start building cooperatives and cultural halls in rural areas, and these 
became the centre of social life, but farmers were in dire straits until at least the 1970s. 

Ive Šubic used a narrative visual language to document the farm life which he had witnessed himself. The source 
of the subjects he depicted was his own personal experience, so the farm work scenes and the farmer’s every-
day life are portrayed truthfully. However, the presence of ambivalence can be sensed: on the one hand, the 
depicted scenes are idealised and illustratively embellished, but on the other hand, they are rough, heavy, and 
the figures have coarse and work-roughened hands. Ive Šubic was well aware that field work and the produce 
placed on the table are part of the farmer’s life cycle, and that one thing does not exist without the other. Life 
in the countryside revolved around the seasons, which was reflected in Šubic’s works depicting the farmer’s life. 

The frescoes on the Poljane34 Primary School building35 painted by Ive Šubic in 1986, are dedicated to Ivan 
Tavčar's famous novel The Visoko Chronicle.36 The frescoes were inspired by the everyday farm life and farm 
chores, such as in the scenes titled Ploughers and Haymaking, where farmers’ hard work is depicted in an 
idealised setting. The farmers are shown without any emotions, serious and focused on the process of a 
repetitive choreography involving hands, hoes and scythes. The depicted people are Šubic's contemporar-
ies and are not from the time the writer set the events in the novel in (i.e. the 17th century). Nevertheless, 
farmers from the two different centuries have something in common – manual work and farm tools, which 
were more or less the same. In all such scenes, Ive Šubic paid special attention to tools that now make for 
interesting ethnological objects, given the fact that in those days all farm work was manual. In a way, these 
details are documentary material, some sort of a visual archive of the tools used by farmers in the past. 

The fresco in the village of Gorenja vas37 consists of several individual yet thematically linked scenes: plough-
ing with a yoked pair of oxen, the wheat harvest, the sun and a crow, bread and a jug. The central scene 
shows a sower, which gave the work its name: Sower (1970).38 This particular image39 differs from Ivan Gro-
har's famous sower,40 which is one of the best-known Slovenian paintings. A strong man with monumental 
palms and prominent knuckles is walking barefoot on the ground, but there is no field. It seems that the 
painter omitted the very thing that was essential: the ground and the soil. This absence seems surreal, yet 
the figures are completely realistic.41 

The Impressionists used the sower motif as some sort of an ideal of how to portray what was characteristical-
ly Slovenian in paintings, emphasising people’s dependence on nature. Farm-work scenes showing farmers 
doing everyday field work were not yet known in 19th-century Slovenian art, although in France such scenes 
became more common after 1850, and were increasingly popular in the 1870s with the rise of naturalism. 

33 Enciklopedija Slovenije, 5. zvezek, 1991, pp. 128–129. 
34 Poljane is a village in the Škofja Loka area, where Ive Šubic lived and worked.
35 Ive Šubic, Ploughers, Haymaking and other frescoes on the Poljane Primary School building, 1986, 500 x 380 cm, Poljane.
36 Ivan Tavčar (1851–1923): a famed Slovenian writer best known for his chronicle novel titled Visoko Chronicle. He was also an import-
ant politician and mayor of the Slovenian capital city, Ljubljana. At the time, he had important social role.
37 The village of Gorenja vas lies in the Poljane Valley by the river Sora, 16 km southwest of Škofja Loka.
38 Ive Šubic, Sower, 1970, fresco, 238 x 228 cm, Gorenja vas.
39 Ive Šubic drew a sower already in 1956, in his Parisian sketchbook, which also features some other very similar scenes from the 
Sower fresco: a ploughman with an ox, a reaper with a jug of water and a wicker basket with food next to her. It appears that the fresco 
includes a combination of various scenes which Šubic had previously drawn in the sketchbook. 
40 Ivan Grohar (1867–1911): a Slovenian Impressionist painter, whose work became important because of the symbolistic meaning of 
his paintings, which are mostly typical Slovenian landscapes in terms of motifs. One of his best known paintings is The Sower (1907).
41 Ive Šubic also painted surrealistic scenes with floating figures inspired by Marc Chagall. 
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In Slovenia they were not introduced to the fine arts until after 1900. The first to do so was Rihard Jakopič,42 
who painted the very first image of a sower (1905). The rural idyll, as it is called by Nadja Zgonik, is nature as 
a static invariant, representing all things simple, nostalgic and conservative. However, the rural landscape is 
not just a spatial fact, but rather a cultural practice.43 

Food appears also in Šubic's allegories, such as the Farm-life Allegory (1960).44 It represents autumn and all its 
gifts. The picture shows a farmer's family of three, with both parents holding tools (a scythe and a hoe) and 
with their hands and palms accentuated as being extremely strong. The imaginary soundscape incorporated 
by the painter includes a wooden whistle played by the child; the song represents joy, optimism, hope, victory: 
as a symbol of abundance, in rural areas autumn was a crucial time when all the hard physical labour paid off. 

A somewhat less known fact is that Ive Šubic also painted on glass, thus supplementing his painting with the 
tradition of carver’s and painter’s workshops from the Škofja Loka area, where this technique was very com-
mon, especially in the 18th and 19th centuries. One such work is titled Pig Slaughter (1955),45 which depicts 
an authentic farm-life scene, painted in a way that is perfectly true to the genre, somewhat illustrative, yet re-
alistic. The painting shows an outbuilding with various tools, a winepress stone and several hens; a completely 
white hen, placed in the middle of the painting, stands out from the rest. A few drops of pig's blood are visible 
in front of this particular hen and it seems as if Šubic's aim was to hint at innocence; in fact, the hen's white 
feathers suggest this, as the shape makes it looks more like a dove than a hen. Even the children depicted in 
the foreground, who have stumbled on the pig slaughter scene on their way home from school, are watching 
innocently, trying to see what is going on. Ive Šubic painted the genre scene in a relaxed manner; he did not 
want to portray any cruelty, as if wanting to convey that a pig sacrificed for human food was also innocent. 

It seems as if this is Šubic's subtle portrayal of the remembrance of war. The pig's head in the right-hand 
corner is somewhat reminiscent of the skull from the Hunger print. After all, the painting was created only a 
decade after the end of World War II and can therefore be interpreted in different ways. 

TABLE SCENES AND STILL LIFES 
Table scenes have been popular with artists for centuries and artworks have depicted virtually all import-
ant aspects of social events, from religious subjects, which attributed transcendent meaning or temptation 
to food, to naturalistic still lifes and genres. Ive Šubic painted tables laden with food in several of his genre 
works, including Small Farm Still Life (1964), A Sunday Conversation (1966), Farm Still Life (1979) and Mother 
with a Still Life (1984). 

The stylised Farm Still Life (1979)46 is painted in a cubist style, for which still lifes were particularly suitable as 
they depicted inanimate objects. Ive Šubic played around with the two-and-three-dimensionality of shapes, 
used colour contrasts, and limited the palette to a few earthy tones, plus black and white. Much like in many 
other works, he accentuated food – half a loaf of bread, a bottle and a vase with dried poppies on the left 
side of the table. One of the most noticeable parts of the painting is a knife, painted in shades of grey, which 
makes it look cold and sharp. A vase which one would expect to hold colourful flowers is unexpectedly filled 
with dried poppy stalks. Due to the black background, the mood evoked in the painting is reminiscent of the 
mood in a work of art by Gabrijel Stupica47 titled Table with Toys (1954). In fact, in both paintings, there are 
objects on the table which generally connote positive emotions, although the mood in the painting does no 
such thing and actually makes the viewer feel ambivalence. This might have been Šubic's subtle way of im-
plying the cycle of life and death, and the table is the thing that links the two. 

42 Rihard Jakopič (1869–1943): a pioneer Impressionist painter and the central figure of Slovenian painting in the first half of the 20th 
century. In 1900, he organised the very first Slovenian art exhibition in Ljubljana and co-founded the National Gallery of Slovenia in 
Ljubljana. 
43 ZGONIK, N. 2002, pp. 149–178.
44 Ive Šubic, Farm-life Allegory, 1960, colour sketch for a fresco in Hotovlja, watercolour, 64 x 58 cm, in private possession. 
45 Ive Šubic, Pig Slaughter, 1955, oil on glass, 44 x 55 cm, in private possession, Hotovlja.
46 Ive Šubic, Farm Still Life, 1979, oil on canvas, 36 x 50 cm, private collection.
47 Ive Šubic completed his postgraduate painting studies at the Academy of Fine Arts in Ljubljana in 1950. His mentor was Gabrijel 
Stupica (1913–1990), an important Slovenian modernist painter and professor of painting at the Academy of Fine Arts, Ljubljana.
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Not only is food essential to human existence, all important social interactions and exchange of information 
and relationships take place at the table. The table is a bridge between the public and private lives. Many 
literary stories are set at the table and even philosophical discussions are held there in the company of food. 
In his treatise The Dinner of the Seven Wise Men, Plutarch, for instance, speaks of the earth as a divine table 
that nourishes humanity. Food has thus become a key element of culture as well as religion.48 

The scene depicted in A Sunday Conversation (1966)49 is set in a tavern at a food-laden table, where diamet-
rical opposites are shown once again, i.e. diametrical ideologies that coexisted at a certain time and place in 
Yugoslavia. There are two ideologically diametrical paintings on the wall: a portrait of Tito on the left and a 
church scene with Virgin Mary on the right. There are two men sitting opposite each other, separated by a 
table with half a loaf of bread, a bottle and fruit placed on top of it. The men, too, are from different worlds. 
The man on the left looks like a farmer; he is holding a pipe, his hands are brown and his robust knuckles are 
accentuated. His attire is simple: a white shirt and a brown jacket. In contrast, the man on the other side of 
the table is a bit sleeker and more modern. He does not look worn out or aged and his attire is more elegant, 
he is wearing a red tie. His hands are spade-like and coloured red, which gives them a surreal feeling. He 
seems to be a proletarian sitting by an open window. The farmer is pushed into a corner, and there is a knife 
on the other side of the painting, its tip threateningly pointed directly at him. The way the knife is placed 
is identical to the placement of the knife in the painting Small Farm Still Life (1964). The knife is a recurrent 
object in Šubic's works and this suggests it is a symbol with personal connotations. It can be regarded as a 
threat, maybe even death, or as a passive battle of two ideologies. 

Image 3: Ive Šubic, A Sunday Conversation, 1966, oil on canvas, 100 x 120 cm, Museum of Modern Art, Lju-
bljana (Photo: Dejan Habicht, Matija Pavlovec / Courtesy of the Museum of Modern Art Ljubljana).

48 NICHOLS, S. G. 1991, Seeing Food: An Anthropology of Ekphrasis, and Still Life in Classical and Medieval Examples, JSTOR on the web, 
1991, pp. 818–845, URL: https://www.jstor.org/stable/2904626 (quoted 3. 3. 2021).
49 Ive Šubic, A Sunday Conversation, 1966, oil on canvas, 100 x 120 cm, Museum of Modern Art, Ljubljana.
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Ive Šubic was critical of the fact that after the war, in connection with the potential shown by industry, the 
working class was idealised as the only source of true progress and thus also as the people's future. Farmers, 
however, were viewed as something obsolete, as a thing of the past, even though they had also played a role 
in the national liberation war as Partisans. “By glorifying farmers, Ive Šubic did not conform to the ideals of a 
socialist society that extoled a new, equal society exemplified by the masses; in fact, the central ideal in his 
world was the individualism of farmers.”50 

In the painting Female Farmer (1968),51 Ive Šubic combined still life with the figure of a female farmer. He 
divided the composition into two halves. The left side of the painting is composed of cubistically abstract 
details on the table: half a loaf of bread, a jug and two or three other objects that are extremely simplified. 
The other half of the painting consists of the figure of a female farmer holding a hard-to-identify round mass 
– most likely a loaf of bread – in her large hands. The two different compositional parts form a whole – it 
seems as if the painter wanted to point out that without the hard-working hands the things that can be seen 
on the table would not even exist. 

FARMERS
The figural scenes that combine the genre and various figures are often depictions of real people, mostly the 
artist's fellow villagers and acquaintances. To the viewer, they are anonymous elders from the Poljane Valley, 
where Ive Šubic himself was from. When depicting them, he was most likely thinking of specific individuals, 
his fellow villagers, although these figures have metaphorically grown from individualised subjects into a uni-
versal image of farmers: “The monumental appearance of the bodies and their weight turn the figures into 
monuments to the work they do.”52 They could be divided into two groups: farmers with tools and farmers 
with food. When it comes to the latter, paintings most commonly include a loaf of bread and some fruit. The 
figures are always in the foreground and seem to dominate the space they are in. Usually, the setting is a land-
scape, but in a few paintings, the figures are depicted as part of an interior. The depicted subjects differ mainly 
in the colour palette, which is cold and dark in some paintings and warm in others. Regardless of the colours 
used, the emotional expressions of the portrayed subjects are always serious, tired, overworked and wrinkled. 
Farmers’ hands, especially the palms, are accentuated and their feet are sometimes bare. Compared to the 
body, both the hands and the feet are disproportionately large. They are especially noticeable in the painting 
titled Farmer (1966),53 in which Ive Šubic depicted one of his fellow villagers, whose hands are not only huge, 
robust and spade-like, but also bright red, as if they were swollen and battered from all the hard work. 

A man holding bread is a recurrent subject in Šubic's work, appearing in several of his paintings and is paint-
ed in various techniques. It shows a farmer holding bread in one hand, usually a whole loaf of bread (Man 
with Bread, 1971, and Bread, 1978), and sometimes a farm tool in the other (Man with Bread, 1989). The 
identically-titled paintings Man with Bread54 from 1971 and 1989 may be similar at first glance, but they are 
actually very different. Ive Šubic painted the same subject, but created two different moods. The mood in the 
older painting is dark and cold, and the empty-eyed farmer looks like a silent statue. In contrast, the colour 
palette in the 1989 painting is warm and autumn-like, and although the farmer is painted in a more realistic 
way, his face is still very serious. Ive Šubic usually portrayed farmers as emotionally restrained individuals. In 
fact, they hardly ever wear a smile. 

A similar set of attributes can be seen in the paintings with figural depictions of female farmers: Female Farm-
er with a Hayfork (1979), Female Farmer (1979), Female Farmer (1985) and the like. The first of these three 
paintings55 is painted like a half-portrait of a female farmer. The woman is placed in the foreground, directly 
in front of the viewer, with a field stretching behind her, and a farmhouse – most likely her home – in the 
background. Women are usually holding farm tools and a basket (Female Farmer with a Hayfork, 1979, and 

50 ZGONIK, N. 2013, p. 18. 
51 Ive Šubic, Female Farmer, 1968, oil on canvas, 69 x 69 cm, Museum of Modern Art, Ljubljana.
52 ZGONIK, N. 2013, p. 18. 
53 Ive Šubic, Farmer, 1966, oil on canvas, 55 x 55 cm, in private possession.
54 Ive Šubic, Man with Bread, 1971, oil on canvas, 60 x 40 cm, in private possession, and Man with Bread, 1989, oil on canvas, 120 x 
100 cm, Gorenjska banka, Kranj.
55 Ive Šubic, Female Farmer with a Hayfork, 1979, oil on canvas, 60 x 70 cm, in private possession. 
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Female Farmer, 1985). In all these works of art, the scenery in the background is an additional attribute that 
indicates the space where the protagonist works and lives. This landscape is idealised and stylised, and thus 
stands in stark contrast to the female farmers, which gives the painting a feeling of ambivalence. The female 
farmers are depicted as robust women with muscular arms shaped by field work. Šubic's typical synonym 
for a female farmer is the image of a woman with a headscarf and a pot of milk, such as in the work titled 
Old Woman Petra (1962).56 And this is exactly how he also depicted his own mother in several of his works, 
for instance in the painting Mother (1958).57 In this work, she is painted in a cubist style using earthy tones, 
the space is saturated with buildings, and the mother is walking along the road, coming towards the viewer. 
She is holding a large pot full of milk, struggling to hold it up in spite of her large figure. Apart from her large 
palms, Ive Šubic also accentuated her large, bare feet. Her face is sad and serious, but the artist added a 
touch of maternal tenderness by painting her cheeks red. 

CONCLUSION 
The exploration of food-related motifs and subjects in the works of art by Ive Šubic turned out to be more 
complex than at first sight. In fact, even those depictions that seem perfectly genre-typical at first glance 
reflect to some extent the ideology and societal characteristics.58 They also reveal information that is rath-
er documentary in nature, although it is sometimes incorporated in Šubic's works in a subtle way and thus 
needs to be interpreted by also taking into account the socio-political situation at the time. Šubic's works 
require a multifaceted interpretation as he enhanced his motifs with metaphors and symbols with personal 
connotations, the most important of which are recurrent objects such as bowls, knives, palms and farm tools. 
They often emphasise ambivalence and the search for a balance between good and evil, between life and 
death. The subjects are based on Šubic's personal experiences, perceptions and feelings, which become the 
foundation of his work. Even as early as World War II, Ive Šubic often combined propaganda language and 
Partisan-related motifs with farm-life attributes, thus imaginatively pairing ideological contradictions. It is 
precisely this that shows the great potential of Šubic's art, which reflects the artist's intellectual striving and 
the way he ventured beyond the general perception of the reality of his time. 
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IZVLEČEK
V letu 2022 bomo obeležili 100. obletnico rojstva slikarja Iveta Šubica. Kot grafik se je uveljavil s partizanskimi 
motivi v drugi svetovni vojni, ko je bil med drugim vodja grafičnega oddelka Centralne tehnike. Propagandni 
jezik in partizansko simboliko je velikokrat prepletal s kmečkimi atributi, kar je obdržal tudi v svojem kasnejšem 
delu. Na slikah posebno mesto zavzema motiv hrane, saj je kot vojak mnogokrat izkusil lakoto, po vojni pa je 
ta motiv nadgradil z intimno pripovedjo o razmerah na podeželju: sledimo motivom vse od tistih s polja pa 
do pogrnjene mize, pri čemer avtor ni pozabil niti na spremembo takratne družbene vloge žensk. Ne glede na 
deformacijo ali abstrakcijo njegove vizualne podobe je to mogoče razumeti kot pomemben dokument časa. 

KLJUČNE BESEDE
Ive Šubic, hrana, kmečki motivi, propaganda, partizanski tisk, slikarstvo, ženske študije

POVZETEK
Ive Šubic je začel s hrano povezane motive upodabljati že v posameznih partizanskih delih, v katerih je parti-
zanske atribute kombiniral s kmečkimi, kar je med drugim uporabil tudi za naslovnice Naše žene. Začetek izda-
janja ženskih revij na Slovenskem, pa tudi ponekod drugod v Evropi, sovpada z začetkom druge svetovne vojne, 
ko se je položaj žensk korenito spremenil, saj je primanjkovalo moških. Motivi žensk, ki same delajo na poljih, 
se pojavljajo tako v reportažni fotografiji kot v likovni umetnosti tistega časa. Ive Šubic je partizansko motiviko 
v svojem ustvarjanju obdržal še leta kasneje, v njej pa je zaznati tudi dokumentarni aspekt, čeprav izveden na 
avtorski način. Takšni so motivi lačnih partizanov, pri čemer je Ive Šubic izhajal iz osebnih travmatičnih izkušenj. 

Motivi hrane so v Šubičevih delih vključeni v prikaz življenja na kmetih, ki mu je bil priča tudi sam. S posame-
znimi motivi je upodobil življenjski cikel na podeželju, vse od sejanja do predelave hrane. Hkrati je v motive 
vpletel še osebno simboliko, kmečke like pa praviloma upodabljal s proporcionalno prevelikimi dlanmi ali sto-
pali. Stilno gledano, se je Ive Šubic s svojim izrazom najbolj približal regionalizmu, čeprav je v njegovih delih 
zaslediti še druge sodobne umetnostne smeri, tudi kubizem, v slogu katerega je upodabljal nekatera tihožitja. 
V teh se večinoma pojavljajo hleb kruha, steklenica, sadje, vaza s cvetlicami, nož. V figuralnih motivih so, se zdi, 
upodobljeni umetnikovi sovaščani in znanci, a so te figure iz individualiziranega subjekta metaforično prerasle 
v univerzalno podobo kmečkih ljudi. Mož s kruhom je Šubičev priljubljen motiv, saj ga je mnogokrat ponovil. 
Gre za motiv kmeta, ki v eni roki drži kruh, v drugi pa ponekod še kmečko orodje. Na podoben način je Šubic 
upodabljal tudi kmečke ženske: njihovo zgarano postavo in čustveno zadržane izraze je postavljal pred ideali-
zirano podeželsko pokrajino. Tudi sicer v Šubičevih delih pogosto naletimo na ambivalentno vsebino, s katero 
je izražal nenehno iskanje ravnovesja med dobrim in zlom, lepim in težkim, pa tudi življenjem in smrtjo. Na 
prvi pogled lahko tudi povsem žanrske podobe vsebujejo dokumentarne informacije, ki pa so v Šubičeva dela 
mestoma vključene subtilno, zato jih je treba brati vzporedno s tedanjo družbenopolitično situacijo.
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ABSTRACT
In the mid-19th century, due to mining and ironworks, the Mežica Valley was ranked among the most indus-
trially developed areas in Slovenia. The rise of the steel industry and the exploitation of lead ore also flour-
ished in the 20th century, when the Mežica Lead and Zinc Mine and the Ravne Steel Company (Železarna 
Ravne) were among the largest companies in the country. The first investors in steel companies and various 
experts came here from other areas of the monarchy, and after the Second World War they immigrated from 
other republics of Yugoslavia. Economic crises have always led to the migration of workers hoping to find new 
opportunities elsewhere in Europe and the world. Most of them emigrated from this area in the late 19th 
century, and a hundred years later the demographic picture of the region changed again.

KEYWORDS
economy, steel industry, Prevalje Ironworks, Rosthorn family, Counts of Thurn, Sigmund Zois, migrations

OUTLINE OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT IN CARINTHIA
The Carinthian statistical region consists of twelve municipalities in the area of the eastern Karavanke and 
western Pohorje, where the Mežica, Mislinja and Drava valleys were divided between Carinthia and Styria a 
hundred years ago. The richness of natural resources, such as lead and iron ore, coal, wood and water, en-
abled the development of mining and ironworks in the pre-industrial era. Extensive and important deposits 
of lead and zinc ore in the upper part of the Mežica Valley were already exploited to a limited extent in the 
late Middle Ages. In the modern period, this most important ore deposit in the Peca Mountains enabled 
various individuals to mine there. In the second half of the 19th century, the fragmented mining estate was 
united by the Bleiberger Mining Union (Bleiberger Berkwerks Union), thus enabling the Mežica Lead and Zinc 
Mine to expand into the largest and most important mining company in the country in the 20th century. 

Ever since the early modern age, the processing of iron and steel has shaped local economies and provided 
daily bread for many blacksmiths, ironworkers, steelmakers and other workers who found a challenge and 
creative opportunity in this activity. Capital and investments of owners in the construction of production 
plants with modern technology, energy resources and raw materials, as well as the knowledge and strength 
of employees, which ensured the quality of products and thus the company's competitiveness in the market, 
played an important role. The iron industry represented the independence and power of the state and direct-
ly supported hundreds of thousands of people, affecting the national economy and shaping the tax raised in 
individual countries.1

Guštanj was famous for its wrought nails even before the Turks and Ogres plundered and ravaged these places. A 
milestone in the history of the development of steelmaking is represented by melting furnaces and water-pow-
ered hammers placed along streams and rivers in the era of the spread of the Protestant faith. From this period, 
the presence of blacksmiths in Črna is attested in archival sources, and in Guštanj there were smithies along the 
Meža River, the Strojanska River and on the stream in Kotlje.2 However, the beginnings of today's steel industry 
in the Mežica Valley are connected with the installation of smelting furnaces and iron hammers in Mušenik near 
Črna in 1620. Melchior Putz, a coin master and blacksmith from the Labot Valley, invested in their construction. 
A century and a half later, the Counts of Thurn built a new, modern nail factory on the foundations of the iron-

*Translation: Mateja Šavc 
1 ODER, K. 2008, p. 307.
2 SKITEK, V. 2021, p. 25.
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works, which quickly became an important company in the land of Carinthia. Even before the creation of the 
Illyrian provinces, the company was expanded to the vicinity of Guštanj, today Ravne na Koroškem. A few years 
after the March Revolution, in 1854, a successful and well-known steelworks was built here along the Meža River, 
from which the Ravne Ironworks and today's SIJ - the Slovenian Steel Group (Slovenska industrija jekla) later grew.

Image 1: Marko Smech, Thurn’s steel mill in Črna na Koroškem in the 1860s. Colour lithography, the 1860s, 
Črna na Koroškem (Koroška Regional Museum, Ravne na Koroškem Museum Archive, Photo: Tomo Jeseničnik).

During the Industrial Revolution, the flourishing of mining and ironworks ranked the Mežica Valley among the 
most industrially developed areas in Carinthia on Slovenian land. Prevalje entered the European economic 
map in the century of the industrial revolution and the construction of railways. They were placed there by 
the enterprising Rosthorn brothers, who, after discovering a coal deposit in Leše in the valley of the river 
Meža, recognised the economic potential and the possibility of realising their entrepreneurial ambitions. 
First, they invested in the construction of a galvanizing plant in Prevalje, which later became an ironworks. 
The railways were the first in the monarchy to be built here since 1835, and the English technology of pud-
dling and steel rolling was introduced into the Slovene steel industry. The first railway lines in the vicinity of 
Vienna and in northern Italy were built with rails made in Prevalje.

Economically successful companies in the upper Mežica Valley, Thurn Steelworks and Rosthorn Ironworks, 
sold their products throughout Europe and other continents, as did the ironworks in the neighboring valleys; 
the Zois Ironworks in Mislinja and the Muta Ironworks near the Drava River. Below Pohorje by the Mislinja 
stream, near Slovenj Gradec, an ironworks with four hammers, built by Joseph Fridrich Hänschitz in 1724, 
was in operation from the 18th century.3 After three decades, it came into the possession of Michelangelo 
Zois, who was succeeded by his son Sigmund Zois. As early as the middle of the 18th century, he invested in 
the construction of a blast furnace. The company operated in three areas: mining and extraction of iron ore 
in the mine shafts in the vicinity of Ribnica na Pohorju and Vitanje; forestry and charcoal production, prepa-
ration of wood and firewood in their own forests and also in the forests of secular and ecclesiastical feudal 
owners; and ironworks, as basic activities with blast furnace and blacksmithing.4

3 KPM RK, archive Mislinjska železarna, box 1, Letter addressed to Joseph Fridrich Hänschitz, Graz, Feb. 28, 1747. 
4 KRIVOGRAD, A. 2008, p. 276.
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The iron and steel industry has always needed a lot of energy for production. Initially, huge amounts of char-
coal were used to process iron. In the 19th century, it was replaced by coal, as there was a lack of forests and 
suitable wood. In the 20th century, electricity produced in hydroelectric power plants on the Meža and Drava 
rivers became indispensable.

The largest and most important brown coal deposit was discovered in Leše near Prevalje in 1818. Early on, 
mining rights were bought by the Rosthorns. The owners, in the pre-March period of the largest coal mine 
in Slovenia (1820–1935), used huge quantities of mined coal to produce steel and railway tracks in nearby 
Prevalje. Coal was sought in other areas as well. Count Thurn also searched for coal for his ironworks in Črna, 
Mežica and Guštanj and mined it in his own coal mines Stržovo near Mežica (between 1802 and 1885) and 
Holmec near Prevalje (from 1858 with intervals to 1943).5 For the needs of the Mislinja Ironworks, its owner, 
Anton Bonazza, received a concession for coal mines in Podgorje near Slovenj Gradec and on the Gallenhofen 
and Trattning estates.6 Coal was also mined in Vrhe.7 

The basic raw material for the production of iron and steel semi-finished and finished products was grodelj, 
or pig iron obtained from iron ore. The important deposits of iron ore were in western Pohorje, while in the 
Mežica Valley only two such mines are mentioned, the first in Javorje, near Črna na Koroškem and the second 
in Lom, near Prevalje, both without much impact on the iron industry in the valley. The iron mine near Črna 
was supposedly in operation in the late 16th century, but certainly in the early 17th century. We can conclude 
that it also supplied ironworks near Guštanj with pig iron.8 The exploitation of iron ore at Lom is connected 
with the construction of a coke blast furnace in Prevalje in 1870. In the 19th century, most of the pig iron for 
ironworks in the Mežica Valley was imported from Mošinec, Heft, Hüttenberg and Lölling.

On the iron ore-rich Pohorje, mines operated above Mislinja, above St. Vid near Vuzenica and above St. Pri-
mož on Pohorje. The ironworks in Mislinja, Muta and Vuzenica were supplied with forest iron. All three mines 
are listed on military maps from 1763 to 1787, from the time of Emperor Joseph II.9 In 1785, Sigmund Zois 
obtained magnetite iron ore from the vicinity of Ribniško sedlo. He also opened iron mines on the northern 
side of the western part of Pohorje below Mala Kopa. Located there were mainly magnetite yellowed ancient 
Paleozoic rocks.10

Political and economic changes on the European continent in the mid-19th century and the economic crisis 
of 1873 also brought structural changes to heavy industry. Iron ore mining was abandoned in the areas men-
tioned, and the ironworks in Mislinja and Črna na Koroškem were converted into sawmills and wood process-
ing plants. Production stopped at the ironworks in Prevalje and all machines were transported to Donawitz 
near Leoben. The Leše coal mine was abandoned in the mid-1930s, and the Mežica lead and zinc mine was 
closed in 1994. Of the ironworks, only Ravne na Koroškem and Muta operated in the 20th century, along with 
some metal processing plants.

INVESTORS AND COMPANIES
The economies of the three valleys have been shaped over the centuries by landowners, industrialists, en-
trepreneurs, many professionals and many industrial workers. Among the first known major investors was 
Melchior Putz, an ironworks builder near Črna na Koroškem. For three centuries until the Second World War, 
the economy of the Mežica Valley was shaped by members of one of the oldest noble families in Europe, the 
Counts of Thurn, after they bought the castle and the lordship of Pliberk / Bleiburg in 1601. Already during the 
Thirty Years' War they owned ironworks in Črna; a century before the formation of the Illyrian provinces, lead 
was mined here and at the end of the 18th century it became famous for its nail factory. In 1827, they com-
pletely abandoned the extraction of lead and focused on the development of metallurgical and steel activities 
and the extraction of coal. First, they invested in the modernisation of production in plants in Črna, and in the 
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mid-19th century they laid the foundations for the production of quality steels in Guštanj. They first made 
soft steel, then invested in the production of steel in graphite pots. In 1881, the first modern Siemens-Martin 
furnace was built in present-day Slovenia. In it, pig iron and scrap iron were remelted with the help of gen-
erator gas. The new type of steel enabled the production of new types of products.11 Important economic 
activities developed by the Thurns include forestry and, from the early 20th century, the paper industry. The 
consequences of economic and political changes after the First World War weakened the economic power of 
the Counts of Thurn, who by the end of the Second World War no longer had any possessions in the valley.12

Another important family of industrialists was the Rosthorns, of English descent. From Preston, Lancashire, 
England, Matthäus Rosthorn moved to Vienna in 1765 where he established a brass button factory. His sons, 
John, Mathäus, August, Daniel and Franz, became one of the leading entrepreneurs in the steel industry in 
the monarchy and in Carinthia by investing in the construction of modern iron and steel plants in which they 
introduced the English puddling and rolling technology. In 1831, the first puddling furnace in the Alpine area 
was set up in Frantschach, and the second in 1835 in Prevalje. August Rosthorn made a great effort to build 
a factory beside the Meža River, for which purpose he also paid a study visit to ironworks in England and 
Belgium. In Prevalje, in cooperation with the technical director Joseph Schlegl, they soon discovered how to 
use brown coal for puddling. In 1844 the entrepreneur Eugen Dickmann-Secherau became a co-owner of the 
ironworks, and in 1869 Franz Rosthorn gave it over to the Hüttenberg Iron Company (Hüttenbergische Eisen-
werkgesellschaft). This ended the role of the Rosthorn family in the steel industry in Prevalje and Carinthia.13

Image 2: Vincens Lobenwein, Workers in the Prevalje ironworks between 1880 and 1899,  Prevalje, black and 
white photography (Koroška Regional Museum, Ravne na Koroškem Museum Archive).

The Zois barons, one of the richest and most influential noble families in Slovenia in the 18th century, had a 
significant influence on the economy of the Mislinja Valley. Their family roots go back to northern Italy, from 
where Michelangelo Zois moved to Ljubljana in the early 18th century. Initially, he traded in iron, iron products 
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and other goods, establishing important trade unions and also a monopoly on the sale of iron and iron products 
in Carniola and Carinthia.14 He expanded his customer network throughout Italy and the Mediterranean, de-
voting himself also to blacksmithing products. He invested his resources in the purchase of ore pits and heaps 
in Upper Carniola and Styria. In 1755 he founded a society called Michelangelo Zois, in which his nephew Ber-
nardin participated. And in 1768 Sigmund also became their partner. A few years later, Sigmund succeeded his 
father in the company and successfully ran one of the most important "forest ironworks" in southern Styria.15

Investments in production facilities and modern technology required high levels of finance. To facilitate in-
vestments, entrepreneurs joined companies early on, followed by joint stock companies and cartels. In the 
first half of the 19th century, the strongest company in the Mežica Valley was Brunner-Komposch, in which 
Franc Brunner and Gregor Komposch joined forces with a common interest in the exploitation of lead ore in 
the Peca region. The Žerjav brothers also had a small mining company. The Wolfsberg Ironworks Company 
(Wolfsberger Eisenwerksgesellschaft), founded by the Rosthorns in 1832, played an important role in the 
steel industry to facilitate investment in the construction of a puddling and rolling mill in Prevalje. They left 
the company in 1837 and kept only the Prevalje ironworks.16

The economic crisis, the import of English railway tracks, and political changes in Europe and Austria severely 
affected industry in the 1860s and 1870s and strongly influenced the investment policies of industrialists 
and bankers. They set up joint stock companies and concentrated capital. As early as 1867, the Bleiberger 
Bergwerks Union was founded in Klagenfurt, which gradually took over ownership shares in the upper Meži-
ca Valley until 1893 and merged the mining estate.17 This brought a new boom to the Mežica lead and zinc 
mine, especially after the construction of the machine separation in Žerjav just before the First World War.

The Hüttenberg Iron Company (Hüttenbergische Eisenwerk Gesellschaft), founded in 1869 with a 12,000,000 gulden 
share capital, connected several iron companies in Carinthia and Styria, including the Prevalje ironworks.18 The future 
of the ironworks thus depended on the assessment of the situation and the decisions of the company. Following the 
economic crisis of the 1870s, Länderbank, with French capital, set up the Austrian-Alpine Montangesellschaft (Öster-
reichische - Alpin Montangesellschaft) in 1881 with a capital of 30 million gulden,19 which connected several iron com-
panies. Among them was the Hüttenberg Iron Company with an ironworks in Prevalje, known as Alpinka, which after 
some years proved to be unprofitable, and so production in was gradually run down and the plant closed in 1899.

Count Thurn’s steelworks remained a family business in the second half of the 19th century. After the First 
World War, just before the economic crisis, Gebrüder Böhler & Co. AG, based in Vienna, entered the history 
of the Ravne steelworks in 1927 as it became the majority shareholder of the Count Thurn Steelworks. The 
Count wanted to shift production to the production and processing of quality steel. The nationalisation of 
the steel plant after the Second World War transferred the responsibility for the successful operation of the 
company to the director and the works council, as a collective management body. The operations were also 
influenced by the decisions of the Association of Yugoslav Ironworks, founded in 1951 for the coordination 
and import of steel. The merged company of Slovene ironworks, founded in 1969, connected ironworks in 
Ravne na Koroškem, Jesenice and Štore, as well as some metal processing companies.20

The economic and political crisis in the early 1990s nearly halved the  seven thousand employees in the 
ironworks. In 1991, the Holding of Slovene ironworks was founded and managed to maintain production. 
After fifteen years, the privatisation process of the holding Slovenian Steel Group (SIJ - Slovenska industrija 
jekla) began and was completed in 2007.21 To date, new technologies have been implemented, with millions 
invested and the company successfully competes on the global market.

14 Wiener Zeitung, 4. 10. 1890, n. 229, Albin Belar, Sigmund Zois Freiherr vom Edelstein, p. 2.
15 VALENČIČ, V. 1991,  Zois pl. Edelstein, Michelangelo (1694–1777), ULR: https://www.slovenska-biografija.si/oseba/sbi872267/ 
(quoted: 12. 2. 2021).
16 LACKNER, H. 1995, p. 299. 
17 VONČINA, C. 1936, pp. 132–133. 
18 ŠORN, J. 1977, p. 65.
19 ŠORN, J. 1977, p. 66.
20 ODER, K. 2015, pp. 79–82.
21 SIJ Metal Ravne d.o.o., URL: https://sij.metalravne.com/sl/druzba/ostalo/zgodovina/ (quoted: 8. 6. 2021).
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IMMIGRATION AND EMIGRATION OF WORKERS AND PROFESSIONALS
Investments and new companies attracted many professionals and workers to industrial sites. Miners, en-
trepreneurs and charcoal burners from other places immigrated early due to mining and smelting. The de-
mographic development of the Mežica Valley shows the effects and consequences of economic growth and 
recession. At the first census in 1869, there were 12,369 inhabitants in the Mežica Valley, a century later 
21,904, of which almost a third were born outside the valley.22 In 2019, there were 25,610 inhabitants living 
in the valley.23

In the 19th century, people from Šaleška, Mislinjska and Drava valleys and Podjuna immigrated to the valley, 
as did Germans, Czechs and Italians. In 1855, the coal mine in Leše employed 720 miners and outside work-
ers, most of whom also lived near the work plants. In the period between 1840–1860, more than 23% of the 
employees were foreigners, mostly professionals.24 In the ironworks in Prevalje in the first period there were 
620 workers employed,25 from which around 46% were immigrants. In 1858, out of 1,778 employees in the 
coal and ironworks, as many as 1,252 workers were laid off.26 According to census statistics, in 1890 1,911 
Germans lived in the Mežica Valley, which was 14.6% of the population. In 1910, the number increased to 
2168 or 16.7% of the population (12,982). After the First World War, the number of Germans decreased sig-
nificantly. Thus, at the time of the 1931 census, only 326 German-speaking inhabitants lived here, and of 223 
German was their mother tongue. The increase of population in Mežica was noticeable between 1910–1931, 
when foreign mine owners concentrated administration and housing construction here.27

After the Second World War, the town of Ravne na Koroškem and its surroundings became an important pop-
ulation centre, as the number of inhabitants increased from 687 to 8,879 in the period between 1869–1991. 
The immigration was the result of the construction of the Čečovje housing estate and planned employment 
in the Ravne ironworks.28

By 1948, almost a quarter of the population had immigrated to the Mežica valley, and by 1961, more than 
a third of the total population. In the Črna-Žerjav mining area, the share of immigrants was 40% before the 
Second World War, and 60% after 1961. After the Second World War, Mežica had as many as 73.6% of im-
migrants, and it was characterised by strong immigration from places within the municipality. Immigration 
affected the lower part of the valley more strongly than the upper part. Before the Second World War, 34.4% 
of the total population immigrated to Prevalje, 65.5% after the liberation, and 88.2% to Ravne. Ravne is the 
place that has attracted the largest number of immigrants from outside. By 1961, 37.3% of all immigrants 
had settled here; 17.1% in Prevalje, 12.7% in Črna-Žerjav, 9.5% in Mežica and 23.2% in other places. Until 
1961, most people moved from the municipality of Slovenj Gradec (26.7%), then from the municipality of 
Dravograd (8.6%), and they also came from the Maribor area and also from other republics. The wave of im-
migration from other republics was strongest in the 1970s.29

In 1981, the numbers of inhabitants residing in the Mežica Valley were as followed: 24,614 Slovenes, 495 
Croats, 406 Serbs, 139 Yugoslavs, 59 Muslims, 20 Macedonians, 16 Montenegrins, 11 Czechs, 10 Albanians, 
9 Hungarians, 8 Poles, 3 Italians, 2 Austrians, 2 Germans, 2 Russians, 2 Slovaks, 2 Ukrainians, 1 Bulgarian and 
1 "other", 24 defined by regional affiliation, 12 undefined and 70 "unknown". In 1987, 291 inhabitants immi-
grated to the municipality, of which 150 from other municipalities in Slovenia, 132 from other republics of Yu-
goslavia and 9 from abroad. 201 inhabitants emigrated, 166 to other municipalities and 35 to other republics.

The crisis in the 1990s did not require a complete cessation of production, as had happened in the late 19th 
century with the ironworks in Prevalje, but both times the social situation in the valley deteriorated and 

22 ODER, K. 1992, p. 88. 
23 Republika Slovenija, Statistični urad, Koroška regija, URL: https://www.stat.si/obcine/sl/Municip/Index/137 (quoted: 8. 6. 2021).
24 MEDVED, J. 1967, p. 83.
25 KRIVOGRAD, A. 2004, p. 55.
26 Ibid.
27 ODER, K. 1992, pp. 88–91.
28 ODER, K. 1992, p. 89.
29 ODER, K. 1992, pp. 88–93.
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affected emigration. In the 1880s, the first workers went to Donawitz, Kapfenberg, Bruck, Graz and other 
places, while some went as far as America. In the years 1890–1910, 1,247 inhabitants emigrated from the 
Prevalje area and its surroundings.30 The second wave of emigration mainly affected Leše in the 1930s, when 
the coal mine was closed. The miners went alone or with their families to look for work in other parts of Yu-
goslavia, as well as abroad, to the Rhineland and Westphalia. The third wave of emigration was recorded in 
the 1990s after the reduction of the number of employees in the ironworks in Ravne, and after the closure of 
the Mežica Lead and Zinc Mine. Due to the economic situation and poor transport connections with the main 
centres, the demographic picture in the region is still deteriorating today, as emigration has been recorded, 
especially of young people who do not return to the valley and the region even after their studies.

People are not just numbers, so let us meet four immigrated experts, three from the ironworks in Prevalje 
and one from the Ironworks Ravne. All of them have made an important contribution to the development, 
growth and competitiveness of the company. The Montanist Joseph Schlegel, (1803–1873), born in Linz, first 
served in the ironworks in Frantschach, and between 1837 and 1858 he ran a puddling and rolling mill in 
Prevalje. He invented a way to use brown coal in puddling, which was an important innovation in the combus-
tion technology of metallurgical furnaces, leading to a complete turnaround in the iron industry throughout 
Europe. Together with Rosthorn and Anton Müller, he invented other improvements in the heating technol-
ogy of metallurgical furnaces, making the company one of the most modern ironworks in the then Imperial 
Austria. Müller was the technical director of the ironworks, and Schlegel the director until 1858.31 

In the early decades, the focus of production was on railway tracks, and so in the mid-19th century new 
products began to be developed in Prevalje. Joseph Schlegl was succeeded by William Baildon with the task 
of developing new production programmes. He was born in 1815 in Moravia, his father the builder of the 
first puddling and rolling mill in Silesia. He studied ironworks and in 1840 took over the management of the 
then leading Egger rolling mill in Lipica / Lippitzbach near Pliberk / Bleiburg. After seventeen years, he took 
over the management of the puddling and rolling mill in Donawitz, but a year later he became the director of 
Prevalje Ironworks. He stayed there for five years, then returned to the ironworks in Donawitz.32

Baildon was succeeded by the excellent metallurgist, chemist Wilhelm Hupfeld, author of a series of expert 
discussions on the technology in the ironworks at the time. He also wrote about the production of steel in the 
Bessemer converter and the Martin furnace in Germany. In professional circles, he was considered the most 
knowledgeable practitioner and a professional authority. In his time, an important modernisation of the compa-
ny occurred in order to achieve market competitiveness during the years of economic crisis. Thus, the first coke 
blast furnace in the Alpine area was built in Prevalje. In July 1870, iron ore from Hüttenberg was first smelted in 
it with the help of coke, and four years later brown coal from Leše was also used. There were also plans for iron 
ore from the Lom iron mine. Only a few years later, a Bessemer converter was set up to produce quality steel. 

Wilhelm Hupfeld was often consulted by the leaders of the Carniolan Industrial Society. In a letter from De-
cember 1887, kept in the archives of the Jesenice ironworks, he explains the reasons for the collapse of the 
ironworks in Prevalje. In it, he says that the management of the Prevalje ironworks did not abandon attempts 
to preserve the ironworks' chances of competitive work and continued existence. The ironworks was tech-
nically state-of-the-art and the railway administration was the only one in a position to enable the supply of 
raw materials at competitive prices by reducing the fare. The management of the Southern Railway, which in 
the meantime had already built a large rolling mill in Graz, had no interest in allowing Prevalje to continue to 
exist with tariff discounts. Hupfeld was fully aware of this and felt that even with all his knowledge, skills and 
efforts, he did not have the power to stop the fateful flow of events.33

After the Second World War, the Ravne Ironworks focused on the production of quality and stainless steels, 
and therefore built electric arc furnaces. The leading position among metallurgists in the company for three 

30 ODER, K. 1992, pp. 88–93.
31 KÖSTLER, H. J. 1991, URL: https://www.biographien.ac.at/oebl/oebl_S/Schlegel_Joseph_1803_1873.xml;internal&action=hilite. 
action&Parameter=Joseph%20Schlegel (quoted: 20. 1. 2018).
32 Zeitschrift des Berg- und Hüttenmännischen Vereines für Kärnten, 1874, William Baildon, pp. 13–14.
33 Koroški fužinar, 1954, n. 3–4, Ivan Mohorič, Zakaj na Prevaljah takrat niso zgradili martinarne, p. 30.
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decades belonged to the engineer Franjo Mahorčič, from Sežana (then under Italian control), the technical 
director of the Ironworks. After graduating from the Technical Faculty in Ljubljana in 1936, he worked as a 
chemical engineer for one month in August at the Standard Vacuum Oil Refinery in Bosanski Brod, and from 
May 1937 he did a ten-month internship at the "Freund" tannery in Maribor. In March 1938, he started 
working at the Count Thurn Steelworks in Ravne as an intern in the smelting department. In April 1938, the 
Ljubljana Chamber of Engineers recognised his previous practice and allowed him to take the state technical 
exam for certified engineers. In Kapfenberg, in 1938, he completed a six-month specialisation in the produc-
tion of steel in the Martin furnace with the Gebrüder Böhler company, co-owner of the Count Thurn Steel-
works. In January 1941 he became the operator of the Siemens-Martin furnace plant the following year the 
operator of the foundry, and in February 1946 the technical director. He remained in this position until his 
death and worked with the directors Gregor Klančnik, from Jesenice, who ran the ironworks between 1946 
and 1969, and Franc Falet, from Rečica ob Savinji, the director from 1969 to 1979.

Mahorčič laid the foundations for a company that, with post-war modernisation and reorientation, devel-
oped into a modern electric steel plant specialising in alloy steels. As a leading expert in Yugoslavia in the 
field of foundry for steel cast iron, he introduced serial casting for thin-walled castings in Ravne, especially 
for the automotive and war industries. The introduction of uniform sand casting in the foundry meant an 
extraordinary increase in the productivity and quality of the castings. Following his initiative and professional 
cooperation, new procedures for the production of alloy steels in the Siemens-Martin furnace plant were 
introduced. At the same time, the melt production time was shortened and production increased.34 

Image 3: A view of Ravne na Koroškem and the companies of the Slovenian steel industry, 2018 (Koroška 
Regional Museum, Ravne na Koroškem Museum Archive, Photo: Tomo Jeseničnik).

CONCLUSION
The development of industry is rooted in natural resources, which in the era of early capitalism led to the growth of 
industrial enterprises, mines and ironworks. Foreign investors came to the area between Peca and Pohorje, to the val-
leys of the rivers Meža, Mislinja and Drava. They promoted economic growth, urbanisation of the area and migration 

34 ODER, K. 2015, pp. 94–97.
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flows by exploiting ore and iron production. In an era of economic growth, professionals and workers immigrated to 
economic centres, which built houses for them and designed workers' settlements. Migrations were influenced by 
companies’ current position and the associated economic situation. When it was favourable, workers immigrated, 
but during economic crises, they sought better opportunities in distant industrial centres in Europe and America.

Immigration from certain countries was largely influenced by administrative and political conditions and 
state borders. Thus, we record immigration to the Mežica Valley in the mid-19th century from the Šaleška, 
Mislinja and Drava valleys and Podjuna. German, Czech and Italian immigrants also came from other cities of 
the monarchy. After the First World War, and especially after the Second, the nationality of the immigrants 
changed. Most came from other republics of Yugoslavia, mostly Croats and Serbs. Most immigrants to the 
valley and the region were looking for employment and a livelihood. Many experts helped to improve the 
work process, better products and a friendlier working environment through innovation and improvements. 
The knowledge and work of previous generations is thus part of the success of today's steel industry.
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GOSPODARSKA PODOBA KOROŠKE REGIJE IN MIGRACIJE
dr. Karla Oder, Koroški pokrajinski muzej, Muzej Ravne na Koroškem, Slovenija

Pregledni znanstveni članek (1.02)

IZVLEČEK
Sredi 19. stoletja so zaradi razvitega rudarstva in železarstva Mežiško dolino uvrščali med industrijsko najbolj 
razvita območja. Vzpon jeklarske industrije in izkoriščanje svinčeve rude sta se razcvetela tudi v 20. stoletju, 
ko sta bila Rudnik svinca in cinka Mežica ter Železarna Ravne med največjimi podjetji v državi. Prvi investitorji 
v železarska podjetja in strokovnjaki so sem prišli z drugih območij monarhije, po drugi svetovni vojni pa so se 
priseljevali iz drugih republik Jugoslavije. Gospodarske krize so vselej povzročile tudi odseljevanje zaposlenih, 
ki so iskali nove priložnosti drugje po Evropi in svetu. Največ se jih je od tu odselilo konec 19. stoletja. Sto let 
pozneje se je demografska podoba regije spet spremenila.

KLJUČNE BESEDE
gospodarstvo, jeklarska industrija, železarna Prevalje, Rosthorni, grofje Thurn, Žiga Zois, migracije 

POVZETEK
Razvoj industrije korenini v naravnih virih, ki so bili v dobi zgodnjega kapitalizma pogoj za rast industrijskih 
podjetij, rudnikov in železarn. Sredi 19. stoletja so zaradi razvitega rudarstva in železarstva Mežiško dolino 
uvrščali med industrijsko najbolj razvita območja. Vzpon jeklarske industrije in izkoriščanje svinčeve rude sta 
se razcvetela tudi v 20. stoletju, ko sta bila Rudnik svinca in cinka Mežica ter Železarna Ravne med največjimi 
podjetji v državi. V prostor med Peco in Pohorje, v doline rek Meže, Mislinje in Drave so prišli tuji investitorji, 
ki so z izkoriščanjem rude in železarsko proizvodnjo spodbudili gospodarsko rast, urbanizacijo prostora in mi-
gracijske tokove. Najvplivnejši so bili grofje Thurni, bratje Rosthorn in rodbina Zois z železarnami v Črni, Me-
žici, na Prevaljah, Ravnah in v Mislinji. Investicije v sodobno jeklarsko tehnologijo so narekovale povezovanje 
podjetij v gospodarske in delniške družbe. Gospodarske krize pa so spreminjale gospodarsko podobo Mežiške 
doline in regije. Od uspešnih železarskih podjetij v 19. stoletju danes delujeta le še podjetji na Ravnah na Ko-
roškem in na Muti. Pridobivanje železove rude na Pohorju so opustili že v 19. stoletju, premogovnik na Lešah 
je ugasnil leta 1935, rudnik svinca in cinka v Mežici so zaprli konec 20. stoletja. 

V dobi gospodarske rasti so se v gospodarska središča priseljevali strokovnjaki in delavci, za katere so gradili 
stanovanjske hiše in oblikovali delavska naselja. Na migracije sta vplivala finančni položaj podjetja in s tem 
povezane ekonomske razmere. Ob ugodnem položaju podjetja so se delavci priseljevali, sprva iz bližnjih kra-
jev v regiji in iz dežel avstrijske monarhije, v 20. stoletju pa z območja jugoslovanskih republik. Gospodarske 
krize in zaprtje tovarn so mnoge delavce postavile pred odločitev, da so eksistenčne priložnosti iskali tudi v 
oddaljenih industrijskih mestih v Evropi in Ameriki.

Številni priseljeni strokovnjaki so z inovacijami in izboljšavami pripomogli k izboljšanju delovnega procesa, 
kakovostnejšim izdelkom in prijaznejšemu delovnemu okolju, na primer Joseph Schlegel, William Baildon, 
Wilhelm Hupfeld in Franjo Mahorčič. Znanje in delo predhodnih generacij sta tako del uspeha današnje je-
klarske industrije.
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GOING TO SCHOOL BETWEEN A ROCK AND A HARD 
PLACE - SCHOOLING IN A PART OF CENTRAL EUROPE 
BETWEEN THE TWO WORLD WARS*
Anton Arko, Professor of Russian and History, Slovene School Museum, Ljubljana, Slovenia, aarko.ssm@gmail.com

Short scientific article (1.03)

ABSTRACT
The article presents the development of schooling in the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, later 
the Kingdom of Yugoslavia, focusing particularly on Slovenia, where almost twice as many school-age 
children attended school than in the south of the joint state. The article talks about the laws on national 
schools and on secondary schools, and their implementation. It presents the curricula, textbooks and 
pedagogical guidelines, as well as the measures aimed at an amalgamation of the Slovenes, Croats and 
Serbs into a single, Serbian-speaking Yugoslav nation.

KEYWORDS
Schooling, Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, Kingdom of Yugoslavia, history of education, education 
between the two World Wars

FROM AN AUSTRIAN TO A SERBIAN MONARCH
At the end of World War One, when the Austro-Hungarian monarchy fell apart, the National Council was 
established in August 1918 and in early October the National Assembly in Zagreb, representing the supreme 
political body. Its president was the Slovene politician and priest Anton Korošec. When on 29 October 1918, 
the Croatian parliament severed its state and legal relationship with the Austro-Hungarian monarchy and on 
Congress Square in Ljubljana 30,000 Slovenes gathered to decide the same (among them also a group of offi-
cers and soldiers, who renounced their obedience to the Habsburg emperor and swore allegiance to the new 
state), the new state of Slovenes, Croats and Serbs was declared.1 This event signified Slovene statehood. 
On 1 December 1918, the National Assembly in Zagreb agreed to the foundation of a new centralist state 
with the Karadjordjević dynasty at the helm and the unification of the State of Slovenes, Croats and Serbs 
with the Kingdom of Serbia into the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes. The national government was 
abolished on 20 January, and in its place the Regent Alexander Karadjordjević appointed a stunted provincial 
government.2 With the adoption of the Vidovdan Constitution in 1921, the provincial government was also 
abolished and Slovene autonomy disappeared.3 Soon after its foundation, the Kingdom began struggling with 
the difficult problems of amalgamating the cultural, linguistic, religious and economic aspect of the different 
nations, interests and territories. Serbs, who were the dominant nation in the state, strove to increase their 
supremacy and political influence. The latter was evident in the positions of power since at the top there was 
the Serbian monarch, who appointed the government. Centralisation was accelerated and the first to suffer 
was the army. The national minorities were subject to assimilation. Dissatisfaction in the newly formed state 
began to grow. The country was shaken by various social and national unrests and conflicts. After the well-
known shooting incident in the parliament, when the skilful Croatian politician Stjepan Radić was killed, a 
state of emergency was declared in the monarchy and leadership of the government was taken over by An-
ton Korošec.4 On 6 January 1929, three months after the chaos reached its peak, King Alexander introduced 
a dictatorship and the short period of parliamentarism was over. King Alexander dismantled the parliament, 
prohibited religious and ethnic parties and became the bearer of full state authority. The state was renamed 
into the Kingdom of Yugoslavia and administratively divided into nine banovinas, named after large rivers 

* Translation: Maja Visenjak Limon
1 ČEPIČ, Z. 2005, p. 192.
2 Ibid., p. 211. 
3 REPE, B., NEĆAK, D. 2003; BALKOVEC, B. 1995, pp. 203–332.
4 VODOPIVEC, P. 2006.
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(with the exception of Primorska in Dalmatia). The banovinas had no autonomy and even their heads (bans) 
were appointed by the king himself. The banovina system was introduced with the aim of considerably re-
ducing local autonomy, and named after rivers mostly so that this would contribute to the amalgamation of 
the three nations into one Yugoslav nation, removing factors that could encourage local national patriotism. 
On 3 September 1931, after external political pressures, the King introduced the Octroic Constitution, with 
which he tried to give the dictatorship a veneer of legality and at the same time pass the responsibility for 
the current conditions to a wider political base.5 Unhappiness with the dictatorship began to be expressed in 
demonstrations and political protests, demanding the renewal of parliamentarism and national sovereignty. 
On 9 October 1934 in Marseille, King Alexander was shot by Vlado Georgiev Chernozemski, a member of the 
Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organisation. Power passed to a regency on behalf of King Peter, with 
Prince Paul Karadjordjević at the helm, but the Kingdom of Yugoslavia did not collapse.6

SCHOOLING
After World War One, Slovene teachers demanded the removal of the Austro-Hungarian legislation on educa-
tion. The state first abolished the German language, which unified primary schooling. Mandatory eight-year 
co-educational primary school and the abolition of physical punishment were introduced.7 In comparison 
with the conditions in other parts of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia, schooling in Slovenia was the most devel-
oped. “In the early Thirties the proportion of primary school pupils in the whole of the Drava Banovina was 
approximately 15% and was comparable with primary school attendance in Western Europe.”8

In 1919, the government of the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes adopted a decree to establish the 
first Slovene university, in Ljubljana. The university acquired premises in the building of the former Carnio-
lan Provincial Assembly. It comprised faculties of arts, law, theology, technology and an incomplete faculty 
of medicine. With its foundation, Slovenes acquired a full educational system, from nurseries to university. 
With the start of the dictatorship, the university was under threat. But by naming the university after King 
Alexander the risk to its existence was removed.

Prior to the collapse of Austria-Hungary, particularly in Styria and Carinthia, the Slovene language in schools 
and offices was increasingly subject to suppression and pressures of Germanisation. In the newly emerged 
state its position improved, in spite of pressure by politicians and those advocating the idea of Great-Ser-
bia and a unitary state. There began the Slovenisation of secondary, vocational and technical education. It 
started with two rulings, implemented by the Styrian Catholic politician and secondary-school teacher Karel 
Verstovšek, a fiduciary for education and worship with the national government in Ljubljana. The state inde-
terminately guaranteed other nationalities minority schools with the state language as an obligatory subject, 
provided there was a sufficient number of school-age children, and allowed minority private schools. The 
only German school left was the real gymnasium in Ljubljana, almost all the other foreign schools in the 
new state were turned into Slovene institutions by Verstovšek. In Styria, the new authorities fired German 
secondary and primary school teachers, most of whom emigrated to Austria and were replaced by teachers 
from Primorska, who were escaping Italian rule. Schooling improved to the extent that in terms of literacy 
the Slovene nation was first in the country. A higher educational council was founded, which represented the 
highest educational supervisory authority for Slovene schooling.9

In 1929 a law was passed which renamed primary schools as national schools and divided them into two 
groups. According to the new division, primary school consisted of the first four years, while years five to 
eight became higher national school. Schooling became unified and obligatory for young people across the 
country. After finishing the four-year primary school, pupils were able to continue their studies at the lower 
gimnazija, or technical or civic schools. Other children had to complete the higher national school. Obligatory 
schooling lasted eight years. The law stated that schools had mixed classes, but where premises allowed, boys 
and girls were divided into special boys’ and girl’s schools or special departments. The main duty of national 

5 ČEPIČ, Z. 2005, p. 323.
6 BALKOVEC, B. 1995, pp. 339–392; REPE, B., NEĆAK, D. 2003, pp. 73–88.
7 ZAKRAJŠEK, S. 1995, p. 24.
8 ČEPIČ, Z. 2005, p. 425.
9 OKOLIŠ, S. 2009, pp. 88–99; BALKOVEC, B. 1995, pp. 203–392.
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schools was to prepare their pupils through lessons and upbringing and in the spirit of state and national uni-
ty and religious tolerance to become moral, loyal and active members of the state and national community. 
It was important to spread education within the nation “indirectly and directly through cooperation with all 
cultural institutions for general national enlightenment”.10 Among the subjects in national schools was histo-
ry, which the law referred to as National History, including the most famous events from the past.

The state was responsible for founding schools and financing teachers. But in Croatia the proclaimed com-
pulsory eight years education was a dead letter as government did not provide conditions for introducing the 
Act or any measures to sanction the avoiding of this compulsory measure.11

In Slovenia with increasing centralisation, the authorities abolished the Maribor and Ljubljana Higher Educa-
tional Council and transferred their responsibilities to the ministry of education in Belgrade. The Serbo-Croa-
tian language became the language of instruction and was also considered the state language. Since politics 
was heavily present in the field of education, the latter was torn between professionalism and ideology. At 
the professional level, teachers united into societies, which had been a tradition since the second half of the 
19th century, but ideological conflicts between teachers were growing, with the liberal orientation prevail-
ing. There were societies for primary school teachers, secondary school teachers, teachers at civic schools 
(meščanske šole) and for university professors.12

Slovenes who found themselves in other states lost their right to education in their mother tongue. The de-
nationalisation terror taking place in primary schools under Italian control strongly surpassed in intensity the 
pressures of Germanisation during the time of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy. After the introduction of the 
Gentile Reform in Italy in 1923, the mass dismissal of Slovene teachers in the Primorska region began.13 The 
position of Slovenes in western Europe and overseas was not much better.14

The Kingdom of Yugoslavia did bring certain positive changes, contributing to greater Slovenisation of the 
bodies of authority and the whole public sector, and consequently also of the school system and, in addition 
to the Ljubljana university, establishing the university library, science and arts academy and a number of oth-
er cultural institutions. However, “just as in Austria-Hungary, national cultural institutions were not allowed 
to be called Slovene, since they were officially the national-cultural institutions of the unified three-part 
nation of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes. The Serbian-Croatian-Slovene language was also officially introduced 
into state bodies.”15

This school legislation applied until the Fascists and Nazis occupied Slovene territory, i.e. until the start of World 
War Two in 1941, when the conditions in Slovenia changed completely, which was also reflected in schooling.

Between the two wars, a school year lasted 10 months, from the beginning of September to the end of June. 
School holidays lasted from the beginning of July until the end of August.

FORMULATION OF PEDAGOGICAL GUIDELINES
After World War One, the idea of cultural pedagogy came to the forefront of educational concepts, which 
strove towards the formation of the whole cultural personality of the individual. It had its roots in traditional 
Christian education and endeavoured for the preservation of traditional values. It evaluated man’s develop-
ment according to cultural achievements, linked upbringing to culture and strove for a separation from poli-
tics, party-politics and ideology. Its founder was Karel Ozvald, a professor at Ljubljana University.

The realisation that upbringing is very important in school was strengthening. In the years prior to World War 
Two, a great deal of pessimism in relation to upbringing and the increasingly worsening behaviour of children 
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and young adults could be found in pedagogical publications. Teachers became aware that in many peoples’ 
schools only the conveyance of knowledge was taken into account, while they were passive with regard to 
upbringing. The importance of teaching compassion was emphasised, particularly through the teacher’s ex-
ample. While preparing their lessons, teachers were supposed to think how they would use every theme to 
teach compassion to their pupils. In addition to compassion, some teachers strove for more joy and encour-
aged their colleagues to introduce it to schools. In some rural places children had to get up before four in the 
morning, which meant that they were already tired when they came to school, whilst the strict parental disci-
pline and sometimes struggle for survival further intensified their despondency. This is why it was important 
for children to feel good at least at school and to like going there. It was thought that only teachers who had 
preserved the child in them and therefore knew how to approach children without prejudice and gain their 
trust were capable of bringing joy into school. In addition to direct conveyance of knowledge and indirect 
upbringing, some also thought about creating attractive lessons and introducing entertaining material, but 
this remained at the conceptual level of good ideas, whilst in practice there were few teachers who, besides 
conveying the subject matter, were willing to offer a part of themselves, a spark. Most of them had too 
many worries and problems of their own and so they did not dedicate much time to preparations directed at 
making lessons more attractive. In the journal Popotnik for 1938 and 1939, it says: “the fact that overstuffed 
curricula prevent successful upbringing is forcing us to find ways and methods that would facilitate a more 
visible and long-lasting learning success. This is why we cannot help but think that into our work on upbring-
ing clear goals and, if possible, a timetable need to be introduced, in short we need upbringing curricula.”16 
During these years, it was already possible to sense in pedagogical journals the fear of war, since there were 
also opinions expressed that there was no need for upbringing goals since everything was changing anyway, 
especially at the time which “threatens to turn everything upside down.”17

It became clear that upbringing and education in school do not work if parents do not cooperate with the 
school. The initiative regarding upbringing was considerably greater on the school’s side than on the parents’. 
For the relations between school and home to become closer, schools strove in various ways to attract fam-
ilies to work on upbringing and education. “Upbringing is a job that succeeds if there is harmony between 
all those involved”,18 commented the journal Slovenski učitelj in 1937. They were aware that upbringing in 
school did not produce results if it was not supported by parents, as discord had a bad influence on upbring-
ing and education. A school without the parents’ cooperation is like a “building, built on sand, which comes 
down at the first gust of wind”.19 Most parents, on the other hand, were convinced that they had fulfilled 
their parental duties by enrolling their children in school and then paid no more attention to upbringing. 
They thought that with their seven-year old child entering school, all the responsibility for its upbringing 
and education was taken on by the school, for that was the purpose of its existence. The differing notions in 
teachers and parents about upbringing and education in school bothered teachers much more than parents. 
Sources tell us that among teachers there was even indignation about the parents not being aware of the 
importance of upbringing and, above all, a critical attitude to parents because of their lack of cooperation 
with school: “When parents brought their children to me to teach them, I often used to think: These people 
trust me with their greatest treasure, but we are still such strangers. I know nothing about their child, whose 
soul and heart they have entrusted to me”.20 Questions arose about the way in which this urgently needed 
cooperation could be achieved. Many teachers decided to write school reports, which were sent to parents 
on a daily, weekly or monthly basis, in which they wrote about their children’s successes and failures, about 
their behaviour, diligence, orderliness and health condition. Since nowadays parents usually inform teachers 
about their children’s health and, when necessary, write a note justifying the child’s absence, it may be in-
teresting to hear that prior to World War Two, it was teachers who reported to the parents about the health 
of their child. Most teachers recommended that school reports should be written daily for primary school 
pupils, which in a class of twenty children took up a considerable part of the teacher’s day. Parents had to 
sign these reports every day, which forced them to take an interest in their child’s successes or failures. For 
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secondary schools, weekly reports were recommended, since children at this stage should not need so much 
attention. Every six weeks, secondary school students thus received student books. For school reports to be 
submitted on time and consistently, teachers were supposed to maintain a special record on each student, 
where they entered every detail they observed. In general, teachers also followed educational methods in 
other European countries. They were particularly interested in the questionnaires for parents, which were 
introduced in Belgium and Germany. These consisted of various questions, from when did their child start 
walking, to whether he or she liked to torture animals, etc. When reading these questions and imagining the 
responses, a doubt arises today about the credibility of parental answers – after all, which parent would say 
that their child likes to torture animals or that they live in poverty? In addition to the questionnaires, per-
sonal discussions between teachers and parents were also encouraged. Many schools introduced individual 
consultation hours for parents. It was even recommended that upon a child’s illness, teachers should visit 
the parents at home to discuss the child’s knowledge and conduct in school. It was also advised that parents 
and teachers should meet in a friendly atmosphere in the classroom, where they would talk about children’s 
problems and suggested solutions. The society School and Home organised meetings, where parents were 
offered suitable guidance on upbringing questions. It was also supposed to organise a library, where parents 
could find appropriate reading matter on upbringing. So that the influence of upbringing on children could 
be controlled as much as possible and to influence children in as many areas as possible, schools strove to 
attract local doctors and priests to work with them.

In spite of the coexistence of Slovenes with the other nations in the same country, questions arose in edu-
cation about national and patriotic upbringing, not in the sense of Yugoslavs, as was in the interest of the 
authorities, but of Slovenes. Vojteh Čuš wrote in the journal Slovenski učitelj: “All nationally aware nations 
bring their children up to be patriotic. In the past, Slovenes lacked this upbringing. This is why we can observe 
the fact that a Slovene lets down his nationality so quickly that in many cases he discards his language and 
nationality and brings his children up in a foreign language.”21 Ivan Dodič published his suggestion for nation-
al upbringing in the pedagogical journal Popotnik: “History lessons offer countless opportunities for national 
upbringing. Honouring national heroes is a strong foundation of national and patriotic thinking. History does 
not show us heroes only on the battle fields, but also as heroes of the spirit and the heart.”22

As in any other period, there are accounts of adults experiencing excessive concern and despair over the 
conduct of children and young people, and in publications from this period there are essays full of pessimism, 
despair and conclusions that the level of well brought up children is reaching rock bottom and that national 
consciousness is waning. Another characteristic of this period is a strong moral rigour, which was reflected in 
education even more than elsewhere.

CURRICULA
Primary school curricula in the Kingdom of Yugoslavia for 1933 show different subject and thematic emphases.

Among the first changes after the transition from Austria-Hungary to the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slo-
venes was the abolition of the German language, while a few years later, Serbo-Croatian was introduced as 
an obligatory subject. Lessons were carried out following a new curriculum, prescribed by the ministry of 
education. In the next few years, lessons were conducted in line with syllabus provisions. The teachers’ duty 
to their students was the stirring of love for their homeland, country, people and, above all, for “His Highness 
King Alexander”.

21 Ibid., p. 23.
22 Popotnik , 1938–1939, 60, Ivan Dodič, Narodna in državljanska vzgoja v ljudski šoli, p. 225.
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Subjects Years
I. II. III. IV.

Weekly lessons
Religious instruction with moral lessons 1 1 2 2
National language (Serbo-Croatian-Slovene) 10 9 6 5
Geography - - 2 3
History - - 1 3
Natural sciences and health-care lessons - - 3 3
Arithmetic with basic geometry concepts 5 5 4 4
Drawing - 1 1 1
Handwriting - 1 1 1
Home economics, housekeeping and handiwork - - 3 3
Singing 2/2 2/2 1 1
Physical education following the Sokol system 4/2 4/2 2 1
Total lessons 19 20 26 27

In the curriculum for 1933, the subject History appears in years three and four of primary school. In the syl-
labus for this subject, the teaching goal is this: acquainting pupils with the past of the Yugoslav nation and 
raising them in the national spirit. The material for the third year is divided into nine points:

1. Cyrillus and Methodius
2. Saint Sava
3. Prince Marko
4. Duke Lazar
5. Nikolaj Šubic Zrinjski
6. Karadjordje
7. Strossmayer
8. King Peter
9. King Alexander Karadjordjević

Without any great effort, it can be seen from this syllabus that there was a great emphasis on Serbian his-
torical figures. Slovenes, who according to the then thinking, were one of the three tribes of the Yugoslav 
nation, are very badly represented in the nine history syllabus points. This example clearly shows the Serbian 
domination.

Upbringing in the spirit of the Yugoslav nation can also be discerned from the syllabus for Geography. “Ge-
ography lessons in connection with history and national language develop feelings for national and state 
unity.”23 The concept of ‘Slovenism’ practically disappeared from the syllabi. ‘Yugoslavism’ was justified with 
an ideological interpretation of history, as shown by point four of the syllabus for History in year four: “The 
attempt by Ljudevit Posavski to establish a Yugoslav state.”24  ‘Yugoslavism’ was a concept that had to take 
root and enter consciousness, and children had to be brought up in this spirit. The title of point thirty-eight 
in the same syllabus is: “Liberation and unification of the Yugoslavs”.25

The regime in the Kingdom of Yugoslavia was cruel and relentless towards the minority nations (not only 
against Hungarians and Albanians, but also against the German minority, which had its schools in Slovenia). 
The forcible assimilation was clearly also implemented in school. Tvrtko I of Bosnia, first a ban and later in the 
14th century king of Bosnia, appeared in the syllabus for history for year four under point sixteen as: “King 

23 ŠTRUKELJ, F. 1933, p. 6.
24 Ibid., p. 8.
25 Ibid.
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Tvrtko I, the first king of Serbs and Croats”.26 The Yugoslav authorities did not want to recognise the Bosnian 
nation and they always talked only about Serbs and Croats, as attested by the above syllabus point.

The fact that the notion of one Yugoslav nation become part of the general consciousness is also shown in the 
syllabus for people’s schools from 1937. In year one, a teaching unit Unification was prescribed for November 
and December. Let us give a few examples from this unit. The index lists the following themes: “What par-
ents say about Austria, about the army, Slovenes, Serbs and Croats. King Peter I, King Alexander. King Peter II. 
About soldiers and military life.”27 In the section Language, it says: “Reading: Words: Slovene, Serbian, Croa-
tian, Peter, Alexander. Letters in words. Seeking letters in similar words. Talking about the army, King Peter I, 
King Alexander I, King Peter II. Writing: Slovene, Serbian, Croatian, Peter, Alexander. Assembling names from 
letters in a box”.28 Under the section Drawing and handiwork, there is: “Drawing: State flag. Sticking: the flag 
from coloured paper.”29 For year two, similar content is prescribed for the same teaching unit. In the section 
Nature, work and society, it says: “Under Austria. Memories of the War. Our people in the army. At home 
during the War. We acquired our own King. Slovenes, Serbs and Croats.”30 The instruction written under the 
section Language shows how even small children had knowledge about the bodies of authority and the trag-
edy of World War One drummed into them: “Reading: Passages about the War and King Peter. Narration: 
Father on the front. Mother worrying about food. Recitation: Poems about the King. Scenes: Slovene, Serbian 
and Croat. Essays: Father during the War. How it was at home during the War. On the front. Writing: Letters. 
Names of countries, nations and our kings.”31

HOLIDAYS
School holidays also attest to political involvement in the school system, whereby after the collapse of 
Austria-Hungary, almost overnight new holidays became celebrated, new rulers honoured, new songs sung, 
etc. On 29 October flags were put up in schools for the unification of the three nations into the Kingdom of 
Serbs, Croats and Slovenes. In her book V Črnomlju od nekdaj bili so veseli (Črnomelj Has Always Been Joyful), 
Marjetka Balkovec Debevec described how the appearance of the new authorities was received and how 
holidays with the new Yugoslav theme were celebrated at the Črnomelj primary school: “His Majesty King 
Peter I’s birthday was celebrated on 12 June, and two days later, on 14 June 1919 the school year ended. They 
sang the anthems Lepa naša domovina (Our Beautiful Homeland) and Bože pravde (God Give Us Justice) and 
shouted three cheers for King Peter I, Regent Alexander and the flourishing and success of the young Slovenia 
and joint Yugoslavia.”32 The holiday marking the liberation of Yugoslavs was celebrated at this school on 29 
October 1920, the unification of Yugoslavs on 1 December, and Regent Alexander’s birthday was honoured 
on 17 December.33

TEXTBOOKS AND PRIMERS
The involvement of authorities in the school system is also apparent in textbooks. As the first example, let us 
take Naša prva knjiga (Our First Book), written by Pavle Flere, which was approved on 16 June 1939 by the 
minister of education to be used in people’s schools as a textbook. On the first page there is a portrait of the 
young King Peter II together with his birth details. On the following pages there are photographs of the King 
studying and working hard. They are included as a suggestion and encouragement for learning and diligence. 
The textbook is richly illustrated by Maksim Gaspari. Another important primer, used between the two wars, 
bears the title Preljubo veselje, o kje si doma (Dear Joy, Oh Where Do You Live). It was written by Ferdinand 
Bobič and illustrated by Radovan Klobčič. It was published in 1939, and soon after its publication it was mod-
ified, since during the occupation the King’s photograph was replaced with images of the King and Emperor 
Victor Emmanuel III of Italy, Il Duce and the Führer, the image of the Vidovdan celebration was covered over 
and the anthem Bože pravde was cut out. The primer Drugo slovensko berilo (The Second Slovene Primer) 

26 Ibid.
27 DOLGAN, J. 1937, p. 16.
28 Ibid.
29 Ibid., p. 17.
30 Ibid., p. 32.
31 Ibid.
32 DEBEVEC BALKOVEC, M. 2008, pp. 280–281.
33 Ibid.
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from 1939 experienced a similar fate. In the same year, the primer Slovenska začetnica (The Slovene Starter) 
appeared written by Vinko Möderndorfer and illustrated by Fran Stiplovšek. On the second page there is a 
drawing depicting King Peter II, with a caption underneath that says: Our young King Peter II.34

In the case of a series of Slovene primers for primary schools, published in five parts in 1931, each has on the 
first page the photo of King Alexander with his signature, followed by the Yugoslav national anthem Bože pra-
vde, printed in Latin and Cyrillic alphabet, and the songs Lepa naša domovina (Our Beautiful Homeland) and 
Naprej, zastava slave (Forward, Flag of Glory). In the fourth part of this series, under number 42, there is the 
title: Homeland Saviour. The text, just under a page long, talks about the Serbian King Peter I, giving encour-
aging words to his Serbian soldiers. It features the text of his ardent speech, which thematically resembles 
Črtomir’s address in France Prešeren’s epic Krst pri Savici (The Baptism at the Savica). The fruit of the King’s 
address was allegedly the quelling of an attack by Austria. In the same edition there are also titles such as: 
The Struggle of the Slovenes for Liberation, The First Unification, King Peter Karađorđević the Liberator, King 
Alexander I, Kingdom of Yugoslavia, etc. 

The primer for year two of primary school, Naše knjige za vse leto (Our Books for the Whole Year), was cre-
ated by a number of authors and published in 1938 after approval by the ministry of education as a people’s 
school textbook. In addition to educational natural science texts, such as: “Birds are Migrating, Birdhouses, 
The Spring Will Come”35, on page 11, a chapter with the title “From a Book About King Peter II”36 begins with 
a picture of King Peter II and the slogan “Long live our King!”37 Teaching love for the ruler continues on page 
49, with the chapter: “Glory to the Unifiers of the Nation”.38 A photograph shows King Peter I and King Alex-
ander, the text talks about celebrations in school, whilst among the poems accompanying the text, there is 
also one about Bogdan the Yugoslav:

Bogdan, Bogdan,
Our Yugoslav man,
Is well-toned
And strong boned,
He is bright
And clear of sight.

Awareness on his brow:
He sees the future now!
Keen to learn,
Strength to earn,
For the future plan,
Our Yugoslav man!39

CONCLUSION
At the time of general discontent among the different nations in the Kingdom of Yugoslavia and a year before 
the assassination of King Alexander (1934), the journal Naš rod, which also served as a primer for primary 
school, published an article Yugoslavia’s Progress. Underneath, there are the following words, full of opti-
mism: “‘After fifteen years of hard work for the benefit of the country, we can now look with trust in Yugo-
slavia’s future. My efforts have been directed at ensuring progress and wellbeing for the Yugoslav nation, to 
which it has every right.’ These wise words, full of love, by His Highness the King, force us to look back at the 
period behind us and assess what we were and what we had 15 years ago and what we have now.”40

34 MÖDERNDORFER, V. 1939, p. 2.
35 Ibid.
36 Ibid., p. 12.
37 FLERE, P. 1938, p. 11.
38 Ibid., p. 49.
39 Ibid., p. 50.
40 Naš rod, 1933–1934, V, N.N., Napredek Jugoslavije, p. 87.
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As we have seen in the many examples, the curricula, school primers and other textbooks from that time 
show a marked emphasis on the notion of ‘Yugoslavism’, with ‘Serbianism’ as its leading component. The 
same applied to textbooks and curricula in other banovinas. Their authors strove to emphasise this not only 
through material descriptions, but also through ideologically marked attempts at creating literary texts and 
through introducing new school subjects and content.
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HODITI V ŠOLO MED DVEMA OGNJEMA – ŠOLSTVO V DELU 
SREDNJE EVROPE MED DVEMA SVETOVNIMA VOJNAMA
Anton Arko, Slovenski šolski muzej, Slovenija

Kratek znanstveni prispevek (1.03)

IZVLEČEK
V prispevku je predstavljen razvoj šolstva v Kraljevini SHS oziroma kasneje Kraljevini Jugoslaviji, predvsem je 
osredotočen na slovenski prostor, kjer je v šolo hodilo skoraj dvakrat toliko šoloobveznih otrok kot na jugu 
skupne države. Izpostavljena sta zakon o narodnih in zakon o srednjih šolah ter njuna uveljavitev v praksi. 
Predstavljeni so učni načrti, učbeniki in pedagoške smernice ter prijemi stapljanja Slovencev, Hrvatov in Srbov 
v en, srbsko govoreč jugoslovanski narod.

KLJUČNE BESEDE
šolstvo, Kraljevina SHS, Kraljevina Jugoslavija, zgodovina izobraževanja, šolstvo med obema vojnama

POVZETEK
Za obdobje med obema vojnama je značilna tendenca prosvetnih delavcev k boljši in poglobljeni vzgoji. V peda-
goških revijah je mogoče najti vrsto člankov, katerih avtorji opozarjajo na pomanjkanje vzgoje. Poudarjali so, da 
za vzgojo otrok ni odgovoren samo učitelj, ampak tudi starši. Kar zadeva ideološko vzgojo v šolskem sistemu, se 
po intenzivnosti in zastopanosti v primerjavi s predvojno bistveno ni razlikovala. Predvsem je šlo za spremembo 
vsebine. Cesarjevo podobo sta zamenjala najprej lik regenta in kasneje kralja Aleksandra, po njegovi smrti pa lik 
kralja Petra II. Avstro-ogrske simbole so nadomestili novi, jugoslovanski, spremenili so se državni prazniki, cer-
kveni pa so ostali nespremenjeni. Ustvarilo se je novo pojmovanje Slovencev, in sicer v konceptu enega od treh 
plemen jugoslovanskega naroda. Jugoslovanstvo je bil pojem, ki se je moral prijeti in ga je bilo treba ozavestiti, 
otrokom pa privzgojiti. Vse te spremembe so začele po uveljavitvi v državni upravi prodirati tudi na druga po-
dročja. Na področju šolstva se je to začelo kazati v čitankah in učnih načrtih, ki so dobili omenjene nove vsebine, 
preko katerih je potekal pouk. V ospredju je bilo poudarjanje jugoslovanstva s srbstvom kot njegovo vodilno 
sestavino. Kmalu je postalo jasno, da premoč srbskega naroda ne bo ostala le na geografski ravni. Hegemonija 
srbstva je zajela vse plasti življenja, tudi vodilna mesta v vojski so dobili večinoma Srbi, v šolstvu pa se je to po-
kazalo pri vsebinah, ki so jih učenci obravnavali pri pouku, saj so močno prevladovale srbske tematike.
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SACRAL ARCHITECTURE AND ART OF SELECTED SLOVE-
NIAN-AMERICAN CHURCHES IN THE USA IN THE FIRST 
HALF OF THE 20TH CENTURY*
David Hazemali, Assistant, Department of History, Faculty of Arts, University of Maribor, Slovenia,    
david.hazemali1@um.si
Matjaž Klemenčič, PhD, Full Professor, Department of History, Faculty of Arts, University of Maribor, 
Slovenia, matjaz.klemencic@um.si

ABSTRACT
In the article, the authors discuss the building history, equipment, and paintings of selected Roman catholic 
churches, built in the neo-Romanesque architectural style, which were built for the needs of pastoral activity 
of selected Slovenian-American ethnic parishes in the US. At the same time, the article also touches on the 
history of selected Slovenian-American ethnic settlements in the US. The selected parishes and churches are 
St. Vitus Parish and Church in Cleveland (Ohio); St. Joseph Parish and Church in Calumet (Michigan) (today St. 
Paul the Apostle Parish and Church); St. Joseph Parish (today part of the Holy Family Parish) in Leadville (Colo- 
rado) with the Church of St. Joseph; and the Parish and Church of St. Stephen in St. Stephen (Minnesota).

KEYWORDS
sacral architecture and art, ethnic settlements in the US, ethnic parishes in the US, Slovenian-American 
churches, Slovenian Americans, American Slovenians

SUMMARY
The discussed Slovenian-American ethnic parishes and churches are situated in the more important Slove-
nian ethnic settlements in the USA. The altars of the discussed churches are not facing east. The St. Vitus 
Parish in Cleveland is still today the largest Slovenian-American ethnic parish in the United States. The epon-
ymous church was built in 1932 by architect William C. Jansen, who used pale yellow Fallston bricks with 
terra cotta ornaments and marble. The main altar is the work of John W. Winterich. With 43 meters in length, 
23/30 meters wide, and with two mighty bell towers rising 34 meters high, it was and remained one of the 
most beautiful churches in Ohio. An eyewitness at the time wrote that "the paintings were based entirely 
on Slovenian ethnic motifs, which had a "beneficial effect on the eyes as well as ethnic identity". The Church 
of St. Joseph (today St. Paul the Apostle) in Calumet lies on the shores of Lake Michigan. The foundation stone 
was laid in 1903 after the parishioners of the Parish of St. Joseph lost the old wooden church in the fire. Architect 
Erhard Brielmaier of Milwaukee drew up plans for the new church. He used red Michigan (Jackobsville) sandstone 
for it. When the ceiling and altar painting was completed by the end of 1909, the new Church of St. Joseph, with its 
37 meters in length, 19 meters in width, and as much as 50 meters in height, was the largest Slovenian-American 
church on American soil and remains it to this day. The parishioners set aside one hundred thousand dollars for it 
at that time, representing the value of just under three million dollars in 2021.

The Parish and Church of St. Joseph (today a part of The Holy Family Parish after merging with the Annunciation Par-
ish) lies at over three thousand meters above sea level. The church was constructed under the Slovenian priest John 
Miklavčič in 1923 after the first wooden church was destroyed by fire. The new church is 27 meters long, 14 meters 
wide, and its bell tower is more than 20 meters high. The central nave has no side aisles. The renowned company 
Des Jardins and Son from Denver used red sandstone for the construction. The church cost $ 24,600 at the time, or 
$ 392,000 today. In 1927 and 1928, the Slovenian Carinthian priest Jurij Trunk painted the empty church walls with 
his own hands. Among his paintings, the Way of the Cross stands out with explanations in Slovenian and English.

The cream-colored brick Church of St. Stephen was erected in 1903. The granite foundation and detailing and 
central tower with an octagonal spire can be observed. Windows in the church are round arched. The brick 
rectory located behind the church has a rectangular plan and a steep pyramidal roof.

* Translation: David Hazemali, dr. Matjaž Klemenčič
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SAKRALNA ARHITEKTURA IN UMETNOST IZBRANIH SLOVEN-
SKO-AMERIŠKIH CERKVA V ZDA V PRVI POLOVICI 20. STOLETJA
David Hazemali, Oddelek za zgodovino, Filozofska fakulteta, Univerza v Mariboru, Slovenija
dr. Matjaž Klemenčič, Oddelek za zgodovino, Filozofska fakulteta, Univerza v Mariboru, Slovenija

IZVLEČEK
V prispevku avtorja obravnavata stavbno zgodovino, opremo in poslikave izbranih pomembnejših rimskoka-
toliških cerkva, zgrajenih v novoromanskem slogu, ki so zrasle za potrebe dušnopastirske dejavnosti izbranih 
slovensko-ameriških etničnih župnij v ZDA. Ob tem prispevek posega tudi v zgodovino izbranih slovenskih 
etničnih naselbin v ZDA. Obravnavane župnije in cerkve so: župnija sv. Vida v Clevelandu (Ohio) s cerkvijo sv. 
Vida, župnija sv. Jožefa v Calumetu (Michigan) s cerkvijo sv. Jožefa (danes župnija in cerkev sv. apostola Pavla), 
župnija sv. Jožefa (danes del župnije Sv. družine) v Leadvillu (Colorado) s cerkvijo sv. Jožefa ter župnija sv. Šte-
fana v St. Stephenu (Minnesota) s cerkvijo sv. Štefana.

KLJUČNE BESEDE
sakralna arhitektura in umetnost, etnične naselbine v ZDA, etnične župnije v ZDA, slovensko-ameriške cerkve, 
slovenski Američani, ameriški Slovenci

POVZETEK
Obravnavane slovensko-ameriške etnične župnije in rimskokatoliške cerkve so v pomembnejših slovenskih 
etničnih naselbinah v ZDA. Prezbiteriji obravnavanih cerkva niso obrnjeni proti vzhodu (oriens). Župnija sv. 
Vida v Clevelandu je še danes največja slovensko-ameriška etnična župnija v ZDA. Njena cerkev je bila zgraje-
na leta 1932 po načrtu arhitekta Williama C. Jansena, ki je zanjo uporabil bledorumeno opeko fallston s tera-
kotnimi okraski in marmor. Glavni oltar je delo Johna W. Wintericha. S 43 metri dolžine, 23 oziroma 30 metri 
širine ter dvema mogočnima zvonikoma, ki se dvigata 34 metrov visoko, je bila in ostaja ena najlepših cerkva 
v Ohiu. Takratni očividci so zapisali, da je »gotovo slikanje vzeto popolnoma po slovenskih narodnih motivih, 
ki tako blagodejno vplivajo na oči, pa tudi na narodni čut«. Cerkev sv. Jožefa (danes sv. apostola Pavla) v Ca-
lumetu stoji ob obali Michiganskega jezera. Temeljni kamen zanjo je bil položen leta 1903, potem ko so farani 
župnije sv. Jožefa staro leseno cerkev izgubili v ognju. Načrte za novo cerkev je narisal arhitekt Erhard Brielmaier 
iz Milwaukeeja. Zanjo je uporabil rdeč michiganski (jackobsvillski) peščenjak. Ko so do konca leta 1909 dokončali 
še poslikave stropa in oltarja, je postala nova cerkev sv. Jožefa s 37 metri dolžine, 19 metri širine in kar 50 metri 
višine največja slovensko-ameriška cerkev na ameriških tleh. Zanjo so farani namenili sto tisoč takratnih dolar-
jev, kar v letu 2021 pomeni slabe tri milijone dolarjev.

Cerkev sv. Jožefa v istoimenski župniji (danes del župnije Sv. družine) stoji na več kot tri tisoč metrih nadmorske 
višine. Pobudo za zidavo je dal slovenski župnik John Miklavčič leta 1923, potem ko so ognjeni zublji uničili prvo, 
leseno cerkev. Nova cerkev je dolga 27 metrov in široka 14 metrov, njen zvonik pa je visok več kot 20 metrov. 
Cerkev nima stranskih ladij. Za gradnjo je priznano podjetje Des Jardins and Son iz Denverja uporabilo rdeči pe-
ščenjak. Cerkev je stala 24.600 takratnih dolarjev oziroma 392.000 današnjih. Slovenski duhovnik s Koroške Jurij 
Trunk je v letih 1927 in 1928 lastnoročno poslikal prazne cerkvene zidove; med poslikavami izstopa križev pot.

Opečna cerkev svetega Štefana iz istoimenskega kraja in župnije je bila zgrajena leta 1903. Pri cerkvi izstopa-
jo granitni temelji in detajli ter osrednji stolp z osmerokotnim zvonikom. Okna v cerkvi so okroglo obokana. 
Opečno župnišče, ki stoji tik za cerkvijo, ima pravokoten načrt in strmo piramidalno streho.
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US AND THEM - KNOWLEDGE WITHOUT FRONTIERS*
Irena Marušič, Museum Advisor, Technical Museum of Slovenia, Ljubljana, Slovenia, irena.marusic@tms.si
Estera Cerar, PhD, Museum Advisor, Technical Museum of Slovenia, Ljubljana, Slovenia, estera.cerar@tms.si

ABSTRACT
In recent years, we have encountered the phenomenon of mass migrations, which are often greeted by soci-
ety with unease, fear, and distrust. But the fact is that migrations have always been – and always will be – an 
inalienable part of the history of humanity. The project Knowledge without Frontiers highlights the fact that 
migrations of scientists and knowledge profoundly affect achievements in science and technology. Scientists are 
people who dare to step outside of what is comfortable, familiar, and safe. They are capable of overcoming any 
obstacles, actual or illusory: their only boundary is knowledge. The ongoing project is an attempt to shed light 
on the frequently overlooked positive impact of migration on our society.

KEYWORDS
migrations, scientists, knowledge, science and technology, museums, immigrants, emigrants

SUMMARY
For several years now, the Technical Museum of Slovenia has been running a project called Knowledge with-
out Frontiers, which aims to highlight the positive impact of migration on society and to show a strong link 
between technical and scientific heritage on the one hand and cultural and national identity on the other. 
We present a series of successful individuals across different fields of science and engineering who have 
either migrated from or left Slovene ethnic territory from the 16th century to the present day. The reasons 
for their migration varied – sometimes they moved of their own free will, sometimes they were forced to 
do so. Some moved to improve their living conditions and work opportunities, while others were simply 
looking for new skills and experience.

However, history is witness to the fact that one can become a ‘stranger’ without ever moving to a foreign 
land – just because the borders of your homeland have changed. Slovene territory is a perfect illustration, 
as this has happened many times in the previous century alone. There are many scientists and inventors 
who were born in one country, lived in another and died in a third – because borders moved and/or coun-
tries changed. Furthermore, we wanted to address another aspect, probably not unique to Slovenes. We 
are very proud of “our” scientists when they succeed abroad and yet, on the other hand, we are more 
reticent when “foreigners” are successful in our country. It takes a few generations before we eventually 
“adopt” them and consider them “ours”.

The project aims to break down at least some of the stereotypes associated with migration, to help people 
realise that one way or another, we are all migrants. It is also a project that promotes science and technology 
from a different perspective. We want our visitors to take time to question what the point is of dividing the 
world into “ours” and “theirs”, “us” and “them”, and help them understand and appreciate that nothing lasts 
forever and what is “ours” today may well be “foreign” tomorrow. The selection of scientists can be adapted 
to different situations, as we are – almost as a rule – limited by space when setting up exhibitions. Hence, we 
use various criteria. For example, the exhibition's visit in Cleveland this September features scientists who 
themselves, or their predecessors, migrated to the USA. Our project on scientists is ongoing and implement-
ed in different ways. Currently, we are working on an e-book that we plan to publish in December 2021, and 
to further expand and build upon over the coming years.

* Translation: Irena Marušič, dr. Estera Cerar
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MI IN ONI – ZNANJE BREZ MEJA
Irena Marušič, Tehniški muzej Slovenije, Ljubljana, Slovenija
dr. Estera Cerar, Tehniški muzej Slovenije, Ljubljana, Slovenija

IZVLEČEK
V zadnjih letih se soočamo s pojavom množičnih migracij, ki v družbi pogosto sprožijo občutek nelagodja, 
strahu in nezaupanja. Vendar so množični premiki ljudi oziroma ljudstev vedno bili (in tudi vedno bodo) del 
človeške zgodovine. S projektom Znanje brez meja smo želeli poudariti, da selitve znanstvenikov in njihovega 
znanja močno vplivajo na dosežke v znanosti in tehnologiji. Znanstveniki so ljudje, ki si upajo prestopiti iz 
cone udobja, zapustiti znano in varno ter se podati v neznano. Sposobni so premagati vse ovire, tako resnične 
kot navidezne: njihova edina omejitev je znanje.

S projektom, ki ga še vedno izvajamo in nadgrajujemo, želimo osvetliti pogosto spregledane pozitivne vplive 
migracij na našo družbo.

KLJUČNE BESEDE
migracije, znanstveniki, znanje, znanost in tehnologija, muzeji, priseljenci, izseljenci

POVZETEK
V Tehniškem muzeju Slovenije že nekaj let izvajamo projekt z naslovom Znanje brez meja, s katerim želimo 
osvetliti pozitiven vpliv migracij na družbo ter pokazati tesno povezanost med tehniško in znanstveno dedi-
ščino na eni strani ter kulturno in nacionalno identiteto na drugi. Predstavljamo vrsto uspešnih posameznikov 
in posameznic z različnih polj znanosti in tehnologije, ki so se bodisi priselili bodisi zapustili slovensko etnično 
ozemlje od 16. stoletja do danes. Vzroki za njihove selitve so bili različni – včasih so se selili po lastni volji, 
včasih so bili v to prisiljeni. Nekateri so si želeli boljši življenjski standard, nekateri boljše študijske ali delovne 
razmere, nekateri so zgolj iskali nova znanja in izkušnje. 

Zgodovina nas uči, da so posamezniki postali »tujci«, ne da bi se preselili. Spremenile so se le meje držav, v 
katerih so živeli. Na slovenskem ozemlju se je samo v prejšnjem stoletju to zgodilo večkrat. Tako so se številni 
znanstveniki in izumitelji rodili v eni državi, živeli v drugi in umrli v tretji – zgolj zato, ker so se meje premika-
le in/ali države spreminjale. Želeli pa smo opozoriti na še en vidik, ki najbrž ni le slovenska posebnost. Zelo 
ponosni smo na naše znanstvenike, ki so uspeli v tujini, po drugi strani pa veliko bolj zadržani do tistih, ki se 
priselijo k nam. Traja nekaj generacij, da jih sprejmemo za »naše«. 

S projektom poskušamo razbiti vsaj nekaj stereotipov, povezanih z migracijami, in pomagati ljudem razumeti, 
da smo tako ali drugače vsi migranti. Poleg tega projekt promovira znanost in tehnologijo na drugačen način 
in z drugega zornega kota. Predvsem pa želimo, da bi se naši obiskovalci zamislili nad smislom delitve sveta 
na »našega in njihovega«, na »mi in oni«. Radi bi jim pomagali razumeti, da nobena stvar ni večna, in kar je 
danes »naše«, bo morda že jutri »tuje«. Izbor znanstvenikov je mogoče prilagoditi različnim situacijam, kajti 
pri postavitvah razstav smo večinoma omejeni s prostorom. Zato za posamezne razstave upoštevamo dru-
gačne kriterije. Za primer navajamo gostovanje razstave v Clevelandu, kjer smo izbor prilagodili migracijam v 
ZDA. Projekt proučevanja znanstvenic in znanstvenikov nadaljujemo s predstavljanjem na različne načine. V 
decembru 2021 bo izšla elektronska knjiga, ki jo bomo v naslednjih letih nadgrajevali.
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ABSTRACT
In the middle of the last decade, a partnership between six institutions in Austrian Styria and north-eastern 
Slovenia was formed to connect the scientific disciplines of archaeology, archaeobotany and archaeozoology, 
in order to connect archaeological heritage with modern agriculture, crafts, gastronomy etc. as well as cul-
tural tourism in the broadest sense. The interdisciplinary work led to the establishment of the international 
HERITERRA brand, which offers a unique opportunity to use past knowledge in the present and the future. 
This paper and the presented examples demonstrate that such an undertaking is possible.

KEYWORDS
PalaeoDiversiStyria, archaeology, archaeobotany, archaeozoology, Heriterra, historical food

INTRODUCTION
In the middle of the last decade a partnership between six institutions in Austrian Styria and north-eastern 
Slovenia was formed: two archaeological institutions – the Universalmuseum Joanneum1 and the Institute 
for Protection of Cultural Heritage of Slovenia;2 two botanical gardens led by the Universities of Maribor3 
and Graz;4 and two municipalities, Großklein5 in Austria and Hoče-Slivnica6 in Slovenia. What might seem at 
first glance a curious partnership was actually the logical consequence of developments within the academic 
disciplines of archaeology, archaeobotany and archaeozoology over recent decades. 

This collaboration found its practical implementation in the interdisciplinary research project “PalaeoDiversi-
Styria”, or with its full name “The Palaeolandscape of Styria and its Biodiversity from Prehistory to the Discov-
ery of the New World”.7 The project, co-financed by the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) within 
the framework of the Interreg Slovenia-Austria cooperation programme,8 sent the partnership on a three-
year quest to use modern scientific methods to gather knowledge about our past and to turn this knowledge 
into tourism products fit for the future. 

It all began with the search for and analysis of the tiniest environmental clues hidden in the archaeological record 
– charred organic remains and animal skeletal parts. Subsequently, the gathered results were translated into the 
development of unique tourism products, which derive their identity from the local archaeological heritage. The 
products were collected and are promoted under the shared international brand name HERITERRA, which aims 
to support monument protection, archaeological research and the sustainable tourist use of our cultural heritage. 

* Translations: dr. Marko Mele, Sarah Kiszter, Anja Vintar, dr. Matija Črešnar
1 https://www.museum-joanneum.at/ (quoted 30. 5. 2021).
2 https://www.zvkds.si/sl (quoted 30. 5. 2021).
3 http://botanicnivrt.um.si/ (quoted  30. 5. 2021).
4 https://garten.uni-graz.at/ (quoted 29. 5. 2021).
5 https://www.grossklein.gv.at/start/ (quoted 30. 5. 2021).
6 https://www.hoce-slivnica.si/ (quoted 30. 5. 2021).
7 http://www.interarch-steiermark.eu/projekte/ueber-palaeodiversistyria.html (quoted 28. 5. 2021).
8 http://www.si-at.eu (quoted 28. 5. 2021).
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SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AS THE BASIS
Knowledge knows no borders, and because our study area extends across the Austrian-Slovenian border we 
have thus brought different disciplines and regions together. In Austria, research was carried out in the Stei-
ermark (Austrian Styria) region, complemented in Slovenia by the Štajerska (Slovenian Styria), Koroška and 
Pomurje regions in the north-east of the country. The regions share many natural conditions such as geology 
and climate, which led to similar (pre)historical development.

The archaeological heritage of Austrian Styria and north-eastern Slovenia is extraordinarily rich and diverse, 
covering all periods from the Palaeolithic to the Middle Ages. The archaeological sites included in the project 
can be roughly divided into five major periods: the Neolithic and Copper Ages, the Bronze Age, the Iron Age, 
the Roman period and Late Antiquity, as well as the Middle Ages. Information about the monuments and 
sites from these different periods is publicly available on the joint project webpage Interarch-Steiermark,9 
partly via the digital atlas of GIS-Styria,10 partly through the register of the cultural heritage of the Republic of 
Slovenia.11 In addition, various popular academic publications12 and specialist journals13 provide an overview 
of the periods and the most important literature.

The research project aimed to create an overview of the changes in the landscape of this region, from the 
settlement of the first farmers about 7,000 years ago to the discovery of the Americas in 1492, which marks 
the end of the Middle Ages. We paid special attention to anthropogenic changes to the environment, such 
as through the cultivation of new plants and the domestication of animals, the construction of larger settle-
ments or the production and working of metals.

The research questions were focused on the discovery and identification of different plant species as well as do-
mesticated and wild animals in archaeological contexts. An important aspect was the reintroduction of some of 
these forgotten crops and, subsequently, the development of new products for tourism. To reach these goals, it 
was necessary for archaeologists, archaeobotanists, archaeozoologists and botanists to collaborate closely and 
thus create a better understanding of the interaction between nature and people. Based on this interdisciplin-
ary collaboration, we acquired new knowledge of circumstances that influenced dietary habits in the past. We 
collected and analysed data from numerous archaeological sites from different periods, stretching from the 
Late Neolithic period to the end of the Middle Ages.

Following the collection of all existing and published data on animal and plant remains from archaeological 
sites, team analysed several previously non-researched sediment samples and animal bones from recent 
archaeological excavations. Both data sources allowed us to take a small step forward in understanding 
the human impact on the environment and vice versa in nearly seven millennia of human presence in the 
south-eastern Alps.

Closely linked with the resulting database of the project www.interarch-steiermark.eu, containing the raw 
data on plants and animals from this region, is the publication Plants – Animals – People. Lively archaeolog-
ical landscapes of Styria and North-eastern Slovenia.14 The publication combines the new scientific results 
– especially those based on new analyses of samples from the Slovenian and Austrian sites – with overviews 
from botanists in Graz and Maribor. The selected case studies introduce some of the most representative 
sites of the wider region for every period. Since the presented sites vary in their state of preservation and 
visibility, they offer different possibilities but also entail limitations regarding their integration into tourism.

9 www.interarch-steiermark.at (quoted 29. 5. 2021).
10 https://www.landesentwicklung.steiermark.at/cms/ziel/141976122/DE/ (quoted 28. 5. 2021).
11 https://gisportal.gov.si/portal/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=df5b0c8a300145fda417eda6b0c2b52b (quoted 28. 5. 2021).  
12 E.g. Zakladi tisočletij, Urgeschichte und Römerzeit in der Steiermark.
13 E.g. Schild von Steier; Arheološki vestnik.
14 ČREŠNAR, M., KISZTER, S., MELE, M., PEITLER, K., VINTAR, A. (eds.) 2019.
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15 http://www.heriterra.eu (quoted 28. 5. 2021). See also: ČREŠNAR, M., MELE, M., KISZTER, S., VINTAR, A. (eds.) 2019.
16 http://www.heriterra.eu (quoted 28. 5. 2021).

Image 1: Like many other archaeobotanical samples, the charred remains found at the prehistoric archaeo-
logical site Neudorf in Austria were scientifically studied (Universalmuseum Joanneum, Photo: Sarah Kiszter).

THE HERITERRA BRAND – FROM NATURE TO PEOPLE AND BACK, HOW IT STARTED AND EVOLVED
These thorough interdisciplinary scientific research activities were, however, only the first of several import-
ant steps within the project. Although they were vital for the knowledge-building process, without further 
steps they would mean nothing outside of academic circles. We therefore consulted farmers, restaurateurs 
and caterers, craftspeople, ethnologists, as well as tourism experts range of other professions and trades. 
Based on their contributions we established the HERITERRA15 brand.

Nonetheless, the development of HERITERRA was far from straightforward. Through research and the inter-
pretation of the results, basic answers were sought on how our current eating habits have been shaped and 
changed over millennia. Which plants have been present in our region since the beginning of farming? Which 
plants and animals were characteristic of specific periods in the past? Which plants were introduced later and 
which species have disappeared? What were the diet and crafts of our ancestors like? To name only a few.

Above all, our aim was to create a connection between people and the rich archaeological heritage in their 
environment, which is also reflected in the name of the brand. HERITERRA16 combines the English term “Her-
itage” with the Latin expression for earth (“terra”) and stands not only for quality and regionality, but also for 
the historical diversity of past millennia that is reflected, among other things, in the HERITERRA food, crafts 
and tourism products. In order to guarantee the quality and originality of these products, experts from dif-
ferent areas worked and still work together to regularly evaluate them all.

The HERITERRA partners offer different products and services that represent the various archaeological sites/
periods and can be divided into five major categories:

• Food & drinks
• Artisanal products
• Cosmetics & wellness
• Agriculture
• Tourism and tours
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17 The document is available on-demand from the authors of the article.

Although we encourage all potential candidates for future HERITERRA partners/producers to contact us, not 
everyone can become a part of the HERITERRA brand. The partnership is regulated by the “Handbook for the 
development of products under the auspices of the Heriterra brand from the areas of gastronomy, agricul-
ture and crafts”,17 which defines the criteria for the manufacture of a product, such as ingredients, materials 
or manufacturing techniques. 

Image 2: To make HERITERRA more accessible, promotional materials are offered in Slovenian and German 
(Graphic: birobiro d.o.o.).

Following the handbook, HERITERRA products have to meet at least one of the following requirements:
1. The product ingredients and/or materials product have been attested by archaeological excavations;
2. The product and its materials are documented in ancient or medieval written sources;
3. The product ingredients or materials have been attested by bioarchaeological examinations (archaeobot-

any, palynology, archaeozoology);
4. The product or its components and the manufacturing process can be reconstructed through experimen-

tal archaeology;
5. The manufacturing process takes historical techniques into account, provided that modern hygiene and 

safety regulations are adhered to.

Although these regulations might seem strict, they offer sufficient flexibility; moreover, innovative ideas have 
always fallen on fruitful ground when discussed further. Based on our experience, we have identified a range 
of target groups, although the list is not limited.
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Agriculture Gastronomy Leisure and tourism
Local authorities and 

municipal facilities
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shops 

Thermal/wellness baths 
and parks 
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Beekeepers Taverns Campsites Youth centres
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iron, stone, ceramics…)

Inns / Hotels Visitor farms Communes 

ACTIVITIES FOR ESTABLISHING THE HERITERRA BRAND
The HERITERRA brand offers a unique opportunity to position the archaeological heritage of Austrian Styria 
and north-east Slovenia with a broader impact across tourism. The partners have therefore engaged with re-
gional producers in five sustainable activities.18

SUPPORT NETWORKING
The first pilot products, which were developed as part of the PalaeoDiversiStyria project, served to establish 
and expand the network. The network requires a structure that offers permanent support for existing pro-
ducers, promotes the development of new products, guarantees quality and controls market positioning. In 
addition, networking between different producers who can develop new joint products is another advantage 
of the network.

TRAINING FOR PRODUCERS
An essential part of innovation in product development is the use of new archaeological, historical, botanical 
and agricultural knowledge. Existing and new producers are therefore regularly informed about new scientif-
ic findings during workshops, which were organised two to three times a year before the COVID-19 pandemic 
(and are to be continued after the pandemic), and digital media such as newsletters.

SUPPORT FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF PRODUCTS
The best training for producers and suppliers, and an extensive catalogue of criteria, cannot replace direct 
support in product development. For this reason, experts should be consulted in a targeted manner during 
the development of the product idea. This ensures high quality and an authentic story behind every product.

QUALITY ASSURANCE
The project partnership must ensure that all products under the HERITERRA brand meet the published crite-
ria. Whilst specific ingredients or artisanship techniques are tested, the brand cannot issue any other certifi-
cates (e.g. organic products). To ensure quality, a commission will be set up to assess the product before the 
certificate is awarded.

JOINT MARKET POSITIONING OF THE PRODUCTS WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF THE NETWORK
The products of the HERITERRA brand are and will remain niche products that rely on a regional sales net-
work. Local and regional museum shops are an essential part of this. Nevertheless, joint measures for the 
positioning of the brand will be implemented to establish the brand and the archaeological heritage behind 
it as an element of regional and national tourism strategies. To this end, advertising material has been de-
signed. The inclusion of many partners and sites in the “Iron age Danube Route”19 – a recently certified Cul-
tural Route of the Council of Europe – supports the importance of such knowledge and brand(s).

PRACTICAL EXAMPLES OF INTEGRATING ARCHAEOLOGICAL HERITAGE INTO TOURISM
Depending on the type of heritage and the respective period, there are numerous different approaches to in-
tegrating archaeological heritage into tourism. We shall here present several products and tourist attractions 

18 The current producers with a HERITERRA certificate can be found at www.heriterra.eu (quoted 30. 5. 2021) and www.interarch-stei-
ermark.eu/sl/podatkovna-zbirka.html (quoted 30. 5. 2021).  
19 https://sl.ironagedanuberoute.com/ (quoted 30. 5. 2021).
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already offered under the HERITERRA brand as examples of good practice. These can serve as guidance for 
other HERITERRA products and, with slight modifications, can be adapted to all categories of heritage. The 
main topics of the brand are:
1. Promotion through walking and guided tours
2. Promotion through workshops
3. Promotion through events and trade fairs
4. Integration into already existing business portfolios
5. Promotion via digital media

1.   PROMOTION OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL HERITAGE THROUGH WALKS AND TOURS
Many regions already offer activities and events for regional tourism, into which archaeological knowledge can 
be integrated. These can be organised tours or individual activities like a visit to a regional museum.20 Here, we 
would like to present two examples of the integration of archaeological heritage into existing regional activities.

STONE AGE HERITAGE: BINKERL-HIKE IN THE LEIBNITZ REGION
Since 2017, the Leibnitz-Südsteiermark and Sulmtal-Sausal tourism associations have been inviting people 
each year to a joint hike under the motto “Take your ‘Binkerl’ and come with us”. During this walking tour, 
participants experience the countryside and enjoy the regional landscape. At the beginning of each tour, 
hikers receive a “Binkerl”, a cloth filled with regional delicacies to be carried over the shoulder with a stick.

Together with HERITERRA, the organisers developed a concept for the Stone Age “Binkerl”, which has been 
available since spring 2018.

Image 3: The content of the Stone Age “Binkerl” (Universalmuseum Joanneum, Photo: Sarah Kiszter).

20 A list of the tourist locations, i.e. museums and other heritage sites, can be found at www.interarch-steiermark.eu/sl/podatkov-
na-zbirka.html (quoted 30. 5. 2021).
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The contents of the “Binkerl” are made with ingredients that have existed in the region since the Stone Age. 
Every “Binkerl” also has an information sheet detailing their ‘history’. As a highlight, hikers can cut their food 
with a stone blade made from flint.

AGRICULTURE OVER TIME: BERGHOFER MILL
The Berghofer mill, first mentioned in a document in the 12th century and owned by the Berghofer family 
since 1845, has been offering guided tours of the mill for tourists and school classes for a number of years.
Old mills are a historical landmark. There is no doubt that the mills have shaped the landscape and town-
scape for centuries and are documents of craft, cultural and economic history. Various guided tours and sup-
porting programmes give visitors an insight into the life and work of former millers.

Since April 2019, the mill, together with HERITERRA, has created another tour programme – “Cultivated 
plants through the millennia”. Visitors are guided through the grain mill, receive a chronological overview of 
grain cultivation using a timeline, learn how to gain knowledge through archaeobotany, get to know old types 
of grain, and grind grain on a Roman hand mill.

The topic is presented either a simplified or an in-depth way, depending on the visitor requirements. If 
there is enough time, Roman bread is baked. This provides participants with a practical overview of the 
history of the region and its way of life, as well as the importance of biodiversity and the preservation of 
the archaeological heritage.

2.   HERITERRA WORKSHOPS
Depending on the type of site and the period, there are different approaches to conveying and raising aware-
ness of archaeological heritage. Experiencing, feeling and sampling this heritage is the easiest way to bring 
the (his)story closer to visitors. This format is well incorporated into museum activities. Since food is always an 
interesting topic, the adaptation of various museums workshops is easy and efficient, especially if a re-enact-
ed scenery like the reconstructed Hallstatt period farmstead on the Burgstallkogel near Großklein is available. 

Image 4: Harvesting a field in Großklein with stone 
tools – a participatory workshop (Universalmuse-
um Joanneum, Photo: Sarah Kiszter).
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3.   EVENTS AND FAIRS
Both, HERITERRA products and the promotion of archaeological heritage are regularly presented at various 
major events, where they are introduced to a wide audience through tastings or workshops. These events 
also offer companies the opportunity to advertise their other products.

Since 2016, the PalaeoDiversiStyria project and subsequently HERITERRA have participated in numerous 
events such as agricultural fairs like AGRA (Agriculture and Food Fair),21 but also “The long night of muse-
ums”, the “European Archaeology Days”, “taster tours in the museum” or “open house events”.

Image 5: HERITERRA at the agricultural fair in Gornja Radgona (Universalmuseum Joanneum, Photo: Sarah Kiszter).

4.   INTEGRATION OF HISTORICAL PRODUCTS INTO THE EXISTING PORTFOLIO OF A COMPANY
HERITERRA products are strongly present in the catering sector, and increasingly also within the crafts sec-
tor. The products are easily included in companies’ existing distribution networks without having to change 
existing work processes. This can involve a restaurant including a culinary product in its menu that can be 
assigned to a certain period, a bakery that offers special HERITERRA bread, or a tailor's shop that uses certain 
Hallstatt period patterns for their clothes. Each product tells its own story of the region; thus, a bakery, for 
example, also acts as a mediator for the rich archaeological heritage, and a product draws attention to nearby 
archaeological sites and emphasises the importance of their preservation.

CELTIC BEER
In this example, three companies from three different categories have worked hand in hand to develop a 
product – a farmer from Großklein (AT) (category agriculture), a local brewery in Leutschach (AT) (category 
food & drinks) and a potter (category crafts). The final product, a specially crafted beer, is sold by the brew-
ery; meanwhile, the farmer and the potter deliver their HERITERRA products to the brewery. Celtic beer is 
made exclusively from ingredients that already existed during the Iron Age. Emmer was used because the 
conventional grains used for modern beer were not known to Iron Age brewers.

The beer can be consumed and bought at the Leutschach brewery. In addition, the brewery organises brewing 
seminars and beer tastings, at which the HERITERRA Celtic beer is now also on offer. Workshop participants not 
only learn how the beer was made but also about the history of the region. As a further speciality, a mug with 
a handle, which was made according to a model from the Hallstatt period, can be purchased with the beer.

21 https://www.sejem-agra.si/en/ (quoted 28. 5. 2021).
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HISTORIC LUNCH AT THE “PRI BARONU AND ECO-FARM”
The “Pri Baronu and Eco-farm” in Planica near Fram (SI) (categories agriculture and food & drinks) is lo-
cated near several archaeological sites. Visitors can participate in workshops, bake prehistoric bread on a 
stone, or order from a menu created within the framework of the HERITERRA brand. The freshly prepared 
dishes represent selected periods and are served on and in ceramic bowls, plates and mugs that are mod-
elled after the archaeological pottery finds from the area and created by the pottery Lončarstvo Bahor (SI) 
(category crafts). 

These and similar examples demonstrate that the cooperation among several companies can simultaneously 
contribute to the expansion of biodiversity, to the cultivation of old grains and other edible plants, to the 
re-introduction of old and often forgotten crafts and to raising awareness for archaeological heritage.

5.   OUTREACH VIA DIGITAL MEDIA 
The extensive dataset acquired during the project and the data about the HERITERRA brand, its partners and 
providers are digitally available and can be used to explore the HERITERRA concept, whether as a potential 
partner, a customer or visitor.

HERITERRA HOMEPAGE
The website www.heriterra.eu showcases the HERITERRA producers and provides information about the 
brand, its goals and tasks.

INTERARCH-STEIERMARK PORTAL
The portal www.interarch-steiermark.eu lists numerous archaeological sites in Austrian Styria and in north-
east Slovenia. The mobile version provides information about localities, museums and businesses that offer 
historical products.

Image 6: Some of the developed HERITERRA prod-
ucts that you can see, feel and taste 
(Universalmuseum Joanneum, Photo: Sarah Kiszter).
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HERITERRA INFORMATION CENTRES AND INTERACTIVE TOOLS
HERITERRA information centres currently exist at three locations – the foyer of the hamuG (Hallstatt period 
museum Großklein), the foyer of the Archaeology Museum of the Universalmuseum Joanneum in Graz, and 
at the information centre at the Botanical Garden of the University of Maribor in Pivola.

At these centres, attention is drawn to the products and, at the same time, to regional archaeological sites. 
Maps can be called up via a touchscreen and these highlight the characteristics and results of archaeological 
and botanical investigations, as well as the businesses that offer products linked to these archaeological and 
historical sites. This tool is intended to bring the history of a region closer to those interested, to increase 
the attractiveness of the region and raise awareness for the archaeological heritage of and the long-term 
changes to our environment.

CONCLUSIONS
Archaeological heritage is not just the archaeological sites we visit nor the remains hidden beneath our feet, 
nor is it just the published reports or articles on many excavations. Archaeological heritage is also excavated, 
restored and then displayed in museums, accompanied by many interesting stories told by curators. Archae-
ological heritage also includes the ideas, knowledge and skills known to our ancestors, which are the basis for 
what we are and what we do today. Connecting the acquired data from archaeological and interdisciplinary 
research from recent years in Austrian Styria and north-eastern Slovenia with the knowledge, experience and 
cooperation of craftspeople, caterers, small local businesses, as well as other scientific experts thus enabled 
the creation of the unique, heritage-based tourism products joined within the HERITERRA brand. The knowl-
edge transferred into various tourist heritage products that can be experienced, felt, touched and eaten, also 
shows the importance of archaeological heritage and its protection and preservation. At the same time, it 
enriches the sustainable tourism of the region. The dedication and cooperation of all the parties involved 
show that archaeological heritage can be a source of endless knowledge and inspiration that is inviting us all 
to take a closer look at our heritage and search for new approaches for its integration in the modern society.
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DEDIŠČINO IN LJUDI
dr. Marko Mele, Universalmuseum Joanneum, Avstrija
Sarah Kiszter, Universalmuseum Joanneum, Avstrija
Anja Vintar, Zavod za varstvo kulturne dediščine Slovenije, Slovenija
dr. Matija Črešnar, Oddelek za arheologijo, Center za interdisciplinarne raziskave v arheologiji, Filozofska 
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Strokovni članek (1.04)

IZVLEČEK
Sredi prejšnjega desetletja je bilo na avstrijskem Štajerskem in v severovzhodni Sloveniji ustanovljeno par-
tnerstvo šestih ustanov, da bi s prepletanjem znanstvenih disciplin arheologije, arheobotanike in arheozoo-
logije povezali arheološko dediščino s sodobnim kmetijstvom, obrtjo, gastronomijo itd. in v najširšem smislu 
s kulturnim turizmom.

Interdisciplinarno delo je pripeljalo do ustanovitve mednarodne blagovne znamke HERITERRA, ki ponuja 
edinstveno priložnost za uporabo preteklega znanja v sedanjosti in prihodnosti. Kot nam kažejo predstavljeni 
primeri, je to mogoče. 

KLJUČNE BESEDE
PalaeoDiversiStyria, arheologija, arheobotanika, arheozoologija, Heriterra, historična prehrana

POVZETEK
Arheološka dediščina niso zgolj predmeti v vitrinah, ruševine starodavnih bivališč ali neraziskane arheološke 
ostaline v zemlji, ampak tudi živa dediščina, ki jo nudijo arheološki parki, muzeji, festivali in prireditve. Ta 
segment, povezan s promocijo arheološke dediščine, nudi velik potencial za ozaveščanje o dediščini in nje-
no vključevanje v trajnostno ponudbo v turističnem sektorju. V projektu PalaeoDiversiStyria smo razvili nov 
pristop, ki temelji na vključevanju lokalnih proizvajalcev z različnih področij v skupno promocijo arheološke 
dediščine. Proces razvoja izdelkov temelji na strokovnih podlagah, ki jih nudijo arheologija, arheobotanika 
in arheozoologija. Pripravljene so bile v obliki, da so razumljive potencialnim proizvajalcem. Zainteresiranim 
proizvajalcem smo nato ponudili direktno podporo pri razvoju pilotnih izdelkov, ki so združeni pod znamko 
HERITERRA. Znamka tako združuje izdelke, ki so bili razviti na podlagi arheološke dediščine iz različnih obdobij 
oziroma jih ta dediščina inspirira. Pravila znamke so objavljena v posebni publikaciji, ki ji morajo slediti cer-
tificirani proizvajalci. Proces certificiranja nadzirajo člani strokovnih inštitucij. Znamka ponuja proizvajalcem 
podporo pri mreženju, redno usposabljanje, podporo pri razvoju izdelkov, zagotavljanje kakovosti in skupno 
tržno pozicioniranje izdelkov v okviru mreže. Znamka sledi strateškim smernicam, ki predvidevajo vključeva-
nje v sprehode in oglede, izvedbo delavnic, organizacijo dogodkov in sodelovanje na sejmih, vključevanje iz-
delkov v obstoječe portfelje podjetij, promocijo z digitalnimi mediji in nadaljnji razvoj informacijskih centrov. 
V članku ponujamo vpogled v nekatere izvedene aktivnosti mreže HERITERRA.
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TRICLINIUM PROJECT – FROM ARCHAEOLOGY TO A 
GASTRONOMIC EXPERIENCE IN SIMON’S BAY*
Irena Lazar, PhD, Full Professor, Department of Archaeology and Heritage Studies, Faculty of Humanities, 
University of Primorska, Koper, Slovenia

ABSTRACT
The Simonov zaliv Archaeological Park developed on the site of a Roman maritime villa. The picturesque lo-
cation between a hotel complex, a marina and the old town centre offers an excellent starting point for the 
presentation of this cultural gem to a wide range of visitors. In the Triclinium project we have combined the 
protection and presentation of the cultural heritage, as well as pedagogical and practical work with our stu-
dents, with the interests of the Izola Tourism Association. The result is an event, which in an authentic setting 
offers cultural, historical as well as culinary pleasures: dinner, where visitors taste Roman period dishes and 
discover the cultural heritage and Roman life that flourished in the area 2000 years ago.

KEYWORDS
archaeology, Roman villa, maritime villa, Roman mosaics, Roman culinary, Roman diet, students, cultural tourism

SUMMARY
Simonov zaliv (Simon's Bay) Archaeological Park developed on the site of a Roman maritime villa from the 1st century, 
which is a monument of national importance. The picturesque location between a hotel complex, a marina and the 
old town centre offers an excellent starting point for the presentation of this cultural gem to a wide range of visitors. 

The Faculty of Humanities of the University of Primorska is the manager of the archaeological park and man-
ages the research, conservation, restoration and promotional work on the site. Within the student project 
entitled Triclinium we combined heritage protection, presentation of the site, pedagogical and practical field 
work with students, and the interests and collaboration of the Izola Tourism Association. The result is an 
event, which in an authentic setting offers cultural, historical as well as culinary pleasures: dinner, where vis-
itors taste Roman period dishes and discover the cultural heritage and Roman life that flourished in the area 
2000 years ago. The goals of the project were to design a tourist product Triclinium, a culinary event based 
on archaeological and research knowledge of Roman cuisine, which will play an important role in promotion 
of this less well known heritage. Project steps included research into the literature on Roman diet, recipes, 
dining customs, the design of the tourist products (3 levels), public events (tasting Roman dishes), several 
educational events and lectures. The project finished in 2020.

The basic scenario proposed a two-part event: a visit to the archaeological park (the present) and a dinner (the 
time of the Roman emperors Nero and Vespasianus). The concept and scenario singled out the following:

A) The event is designed as a “passage through the time”; through this experience visitors will step from the 
present to Roman times (3rd quarter of the 1st cent.) and then return “to the future/present”. To this start-
ing-point is linked the concept of costumes and the division of the programme into two parts: the guests first 
visit the park (remains of the villa, interpretation centre) and then step into the Roman past.

B) The central person in the role of coordinator and moderator of the experience is the vilicus, the steward 
of the Roman villa. He accompanies the guests and implements the programme through the event. The basic 
role of the presentation by the vilicus is posing questions to the guests, which serves as a starting point for 
explaining and relating the Roman period to the visitors.

C) In the idea of a passage through time the visitors have an opportunity to dress up as Romans. The scenario 
offers both possibilities (with or without costumes). The guest can also play different roles, if this is in accor-
dance with the group profile.

* Translation: dr. Irena Lazar
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The cooperation of Primorska University’s Faculty of Humanities and the Izola Tourism Association in the 
presented project resulted in the development of Izola as a culinary destination with a boutique offer, pro-
motion of the cultural heritage and the awareness of its importance, and better recognition of the Primorska 
University Archaeological Park.
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PROJEKT TRIKLINIJ - OD ARHEOLOGIJE DO  
GASTRONOMSKEGA DOŽIVETJA V SIMONOVEM ZALIVU
dr. Irena Lazar, Oddelek za arheologijo in dediščino, Fakulteta za humanistične študije, Univerza na Primorskem, 
Koper, Slovenija

IZVLEČEK
Arheološki park Simonov zaliv v Izoli je nastal na območju rimske obmorske vile. Slikovita lega ter lokacija 
med hotelskim kompleksom, marino in starim mestnim jedrom nudijo odlično izhodišče za predstavljanje 
tega kulturnega bisera vrsti različnih obiskovalcev. V projektu Triklinij smo združili skrb za varovanje in pred-
stavljanje najdišča, pedagoško delo s študenti UP in njihovo praktično usposabljanje ter interes Turističnega 
združenja Izola. Rezultat je dogodek, ki v avtentičnem okolju ponuja tako kulturnozgodovinske kot kulinarične 
užitke: večerjo, na kateri obiskovalci okušajo jedi po rimskodobnih receptih ter spoznavajo kulturno dediščino 
in življenje, kot je tu cvetelo pred dva tisoč leti.

KLJUČNE BESEDE
arheologija, rimska vila, obmorska vila, rimski mozaiki, rimska kulinarika, rimska prehrana, študenti, kulturni turizem

POVZETEK
Arheološki park Simonov zaliv v Izoli je nastal na območju rimske obmorske vile iz 1. stoletja, ki je danes spo-
menik državnega pomena. Slikovita lega ter lokacija med hotelskim kompleksom, marino in starim mestnim 
jedrom nudijo odlično izhodišče za predstavljanje tega kulturnega bisera vrsti različnih obiskovalcev. 

Arheološki park upravlja Fakulteta za humanistične študije UP, ki na območju najdišča izvaja in usklajuje raz-
iskovalno, konservatorsko, restavratorsko in promocijsko delo. V okviru študentskega projekta iz razpisa Po 
kreativni poti do praktičnega znanja (MZŠ in ESS) smo v projektu Triklinij združili skrb za varovanje in pred-
stavljanje najdišča, pedagoško delo s študenti UP in njihovo praktično usposabljanje ter interes Turističnega 
združenja Izola. Rezultat je dogodek, ki v avtentičnem okolju ponuja tako kulturnozgodovinske kot kulinarične 
užitke: večerjo, na kateri obiskovalci okušajo jedi po rimskodobnih receptih, hkrati pa spoznavajo kulturno 
dediščino in življenje, kot je tu cvetelo pred dva tisoč leti. Cilj projekta je bil oblikovati turistični proizvod »Tri-
klinij«, torej ponudbo kulinarike, ki bo vsebino črpala iz arheološko-humanističnega znanja o rimski kulinariki, 
hkrati pa bo odigrala pomembno vlogo v promociji te sicer manj izpostavljene dediščine. Projektni koraki, ki 
smo jih prehodili, so zajemali: natančen pregled literature o rimski prehrani, recepte, navade ob mizi, obliko-
vanje predloga turističnega proizvoda (tri stopnje), javne dogodke – pokušino jedi po rimskodobnih receptih, 
različne izobraževalne dogodke. Zaključili smo v letu 2020.

V osnovnem scenariju je bilo predlagano doživetje, sestavljeno iz dveh delov: ogleda arheološkega parka 
in interpretacijskega centra (»naša sedanjost«) ter večerje (»rimski čas cesarjev Nerona in Vespazijana«). V 
konceptu naše zamisli in scenarija smo izpostavili:

A) Doživetje je zamišljeno kot »prehod skozi čas«: gostje bodo v doživetju prešli iz sodobnosti v rimski čas (tretja 
četrtina 1. st. n. š., torej čas cesarjev Nerona in Vespazijana) ter se nato spet vrnili »nazaj v prihodnost/sedanjost«. 
Na to izhodišče je vezan koncept kostumiranja in delitev programa. Program je sestavljen iz dveh delov: »v sodob-
nosti« si gostje najprej ogledajo park (ostanke vile, interpretacijski center), nato pa »vstopijo v rimsko preteklost«.

B) Osrednja oseba, ki ima vlogo moderatorja in koordinatorja doživetja, je »vilikus« (lat. vilicus), lik oskrbnika 
posestva oziroma rimske vile. Vilikus spremlja goste in izvaja program ali večino programa v poteku celotnega 
dogodka. Osnovni pristop oskrbnikove predstavitve temelji na postavljanju vprašanj gostom, kar je dejansko 
iztočnica za pripovedi in razlage, s pomočjo katerih gostom približa rimski svet ...

C) V duhu prehajanja skozi čas je gostom ponujena možnost, da se kostumirajo oziroma preoblečejo v rimske 
obleke. V scenariju sta upoštevani obe možnosti (kostumirani in nekostumirani gostje). Gostje (lahko) na do-
godku prevzamejo tudi določene »vloge«, če je to skladno z njihovim profilom. 
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Sodelovanje Fakultete za humanistične študije UP in Turističnega združenja Izola v opisanem projektu je pri-
neslo in poudarilo naslednje: razvoj Izole kot kulinarične destinacije in butična ponudba, promocija kulturne 
dediščine in ozaveščanje o njej, dvig prepoznavnosti Arheološkega parka Simonov zaliv.
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BREWING AND WINEMAKING IN THE ŠKOFJA LOKA 
AREA IN THE MIDDLE AGES*
Jože Štukl, Museum Advisor, Škofja Loka Museum, Slovenia, joze.stukl@loski-muzej.si

Short scientific article (1.03)

Qui bene bibit bene dormit, He who drinks sleeps;
Qui bene dormit non peccat, He who sleeps does not sin;
Qui non peccat sanctus est. He who does not sin is holy;
Ergo: Qui bene bibit, sanctus est.  Therefore, he who drinks is holy.1

ABSTRACT
With the help of historical sources, the article sheds light on the beginnings of brewing and winemaking in the 
Diocese of Freising’s Loka seigniory. Both activities have a centuries-long tradition. While brewing flourished 
in the villages on the Sorško Plain in the 12th century, it had completely died out by the late 14th century. 
In the Middle Ages, Škofja Loka and the surrounding area were also wine-growing districts. Here, vines were 
grown in vineyards close to the town belonging to the seigniory and in Stražišče near Kranj. However, since 
the Diocese of Freising also owned estates in the Lower Carniola (Dolenjska) region and Loka wine could not 
compete with the wines from there, viticulture in the Loka seigniory was abandoned during the 16th century.

KEYWORDS
Loka Seigniory, Škofja Loka, brewing, winemaking, Middle Ages

THE LOKA SEIGNIORY AND THE TOWN OF ŠKOFJA LOKA
The beginnings of the Loka seigniory date back to 973, when the German Emperor Otto II gifted the settle-
ment of Loka, the Selška Valley, a large part of the Poljane Valley and the Sorško Plain to Bishop Abraham of 
Freising with a deed of gift. At that time, the town of Škofja Loka did not yet exist, but it was founded not long 
after. The name Lonca mentioned in the 973 deed of gift issued by the Emperor Otto II does not refer to Škofja 
Loka, but to a nearby settlement, the present-day Stara Loka. This was an old Slavic settlement, organised as 
a court by the Bishop of Freising after the establishment of the Loka seigniory. However, as the area of Stara 
Loka lacked space for the development of a modern medieval settlement, and because the area's natural de-
fensive features were also less favourable, the bishops decided to build a completely new settlement in the 
shelter of the castle, at the confluence of the Selška and Poljanska Sora rivers, i.e. the settlement of Škofja 
Loka, whose beginnings date back to the 12th century. The town was built on two terraces and its oldest part 
is Mestni trg (the Town Square), also called Plac, which lies on the upper terrace and was developed by the 
mid-13th century. As the settlement grew, it expanded onto the lower terrace, where Spodnji trg (the Lower 
Square), also called Lontrg, was formed by the late 14th century. Owing to its convenient location close to 
an important transport route, the settlement quickly developed into a major trade and craft hub. Škofja Loka 
was encircled by town walls for security reasons. The townspeople's houses were placed side by side within 
the walls. The plots were long and narrow and the fronts of the houses faced the square, with outbuildings 
and gardens behind the residential buildings. Initially, the houses in Škofja Loka were simple wooden, sin-
gle-storey buildings with gabled roofs covered with wooden shingles. In 1511, the town was hit by a devas-
tating earthquake, which, in addition to the Renaissance, left an unmistakable imprint on the exteriors of 
town buildings. The original single-storey, mostly wooden houses were replaced by two-storey houses made 
of stone. Strictly functional features were embellished through decorative elements and the facades were 
made more interesting through overhangs, as well as painted and sculpted decorative elements.2 The town 
was thus nicknamed “Colorful Loka”. In the 17th century, Škofja Loka was hit by two major fires. After the  
renovations, the Renaissance-style exterior of the town houses was partially concealed by Baroque features, 

* Translation: Mateja Žuraj
1 Medieval syllogism, author unknown.
2 AVGUŠTIN, C. 1988, p. 9. 
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and the subsequent stylistic periods also contributed to the changing of Škofja Loka's townscape. However, 
the old town of Škofja Loka still boasts not only a Renaissance-style heart, but also a medieval one, which 
gives it a touch of ancient mystique.

Image 1: The town of Škofja Loka with the castle and a wider surrounding area on a veduta by Merian from 
1648 (Škofja Loka Museum, Photo: Jože Štukl).

SOURCES ON BREWING AND WINEMAKING IN THE ŠKOFJA LOKA AREA
Most information relating to brewing and winemaking are found in the oldest rent rolls of the Diocese of 
Freising’s seigniory, which contain data about the income and rights of the seigniory, as well as the serfs' 
duties, obligations and servitude. The oldest source for the research presented in this article is a Latin text 
titled Noticia bonorum de Lonka from circa 1160. It consists of three different manuscripts, which, in addi-
tion to the Loka seigniory, also refer to other Diocese of Freising estates in Austrian, Styrian and Bavarian 
territories. Information relating to the Loka estate is found on one of the sheets. The text was produced in 
the second year of the term of Bishop Albert (1158–1183). The preserved fragment contains urbarial data 
as remembered by the caretaker who collected them for the newly-appointed Bishop Albert, who wished 
to have at least a cursory overview of the state of Diocese of Freising's estates.3 This first source is followed 
by The 1291 Loka and Klingenfels Seigniory Rent Rolls, which are part of a parchment leather-bound codex 
measuring 26x17 cm and were created during the term of Bishop Emicho (1283–1311). The Loka seigniory's 
rent roll was written by Nicolaus in calligraphic Gothic minuscule and the Klingenfels (Klevevž) seigniory's 
rent roll was written by two anonymous authors. The language used in both rent rolls is Latin.4 The next two 
rent rolls – The 1318 Loka and Klingenfels Seigniory Rent Rolls – are part of a parchment wood-bound codex 
measuring 30x21.7 cm. They were commissioned by the Bishop of Freising Conrad III (1314–1322) and were 
written in Latin. Another source of great importance for research are the supplements in German added to 
the rent rolls at a later time, especially the list of serfs' obligations in the župa of Godešič, Carinthia and Gad-
marje from circa 1360.5 Other sources that are likewise important for research on brewing and winemaking 
in this area are the Škofja Loka Castle Inventories. Like the last two aforementioned rent rolls, they were 

3 BLAZNIK, P. 1963, pp. 15, 127–128.
4 Ibid., pp. 16–18.
5 Ibid., pp. 18–19.
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6 ŠTUKL, J. 2012, pp. 13–32.
7 KOSI, M. 1998, p. 28.
8 Ibid., pp. 136, 144–148.
9 BLAZNIK, P. 1969, p. 120. BLAZNIK, P. 1973, p. 71.
10 At that time, Stara Loka still had a court, which was first mentioned in 1074. The so-called courts were a basic form of settlement 
that functioned as an administrative, economic, religious and market hub. Courts were simple in appearance: a group of rather large 
wooden and/or stone buildings surrounded by palisades, a moat and an embankment. Apart from the Stara Loka court, there were 
three other courts in the area of Škofja Loka: the Žabnica, Bitnje and Godešič courts. The courts and the court-based economy system 
in this area were gradually abolished and replaced by a system of farms. Of these four courts, the Stara Loka court existed for the 
longest time and was not abandoned until after 1318.

compiled during the time when Bishop Conrad III was at the helm of the Diocese of Freising. During his term 
between 1314 and 1322, Conrad visited Škofja Loka on three occasions and stayed at the castle. Every time 
he returned home to Freising, inventory clerks compiled a comprehensive list of all the movable property by 
individual castle rooms. These inventories – made in 1315, 1318, and 1321, and written in Latin, although 
with a large number of words from the German-speaking world – are an important source for the study of 
medieval tangible culture. Moreover, they have immense historical value as they constitute the oldest pre-
served castle inventories from the territory of present-day Slovenia.6

THE SELF-SUFFICIENCY OF SEIGNIORIES, COLONISATION, TRANSPORT LINKS
In the Škofja Loka area, brewing and winemaking have a centuries-old tradition. Much like many other activ-
ities related to agriculture, they started developing because the people who lived in the Loka seigniory had 
the need to be self-sufficient in terms of staples. In the early days, when they were sparsely populated and 
when the forms of husbandry were simple, landed estates were more or less self-sufficient, which was in part 
the result of poor transport links. The economic boom in the High Middle Ages caused an increase in popu-
lation, which occurred from the late 10th century onwards. Population growth during this time is associated 
with agrarian colonisation, which reached its peak in the area of present-day Slovenia in the period between 
the late 10th and the 12th century. All this led to increased agricultural production, overproduction, as well 
as gradual urbanisation. Within the seigniories, a network of transport links was formed between individual 
settlements, and between the settlements and their respective administrative and ecclesiastical centres. 
Regular exchange was to take place between the emerging urban settlements and rural areas, although a 
prerequisite for this were passable roads.7 Landed estates were able to open up and long-distance trade also 
started developing. Part of the planned revival of trade and traffic from the 12th century onwards was better 
upkeep of roads and pathways, although in principle organised road maintenance did not exist in the Middle 
Ages. Medieval roads were natural paths and were not manmade or paved. The condition and upkeep of 
roads was best in the vicinity of towns and worst on longer stretches through rural areas. The transport of 
goods on land relied mainly on pack animals, although people moved around either on foot or on horseback. 
Up until the 14th and 15th centuries, very few sources mentioned transport by carts or wagons. For the most 
part, it was useful on short and flat road sections and mainly for the transport of goods. Throughout the Mid-
dle Ages, it could not be used for long distances, in hilly areas and across passes.8

BREWING IN THE ŠKOFJA LOKA AREA
According to the historical sources, in the Škofja Loka area, brewing was most widespread and popular in the 
villages of the Sorško Plain in the 12th century.9 The serfs either brewed beer themselves to give it to the 
feudal lord as part of the feudal fees they paid in kind or gave the feudal lord individual beer brewing ingredi-
ents (barley, malt, hops). At the time, farmers from twenty farms in Godešič and Reteče had to give as many 
as 1,200 litres of beer as dues in kind, the serfs from Stara Loka had to give dues in the form of malt, and the 
Carinthian and Bavarian farmers from the Sorško Plain in the form of barley and hops. In reference to Stara 
Loka, there was a mention of a brewing farm even in the late 13th and the early 14th century: “In Altenlok 
sunt 19 huobe culte. …Item Pre[v]huob excolitur ad curiam domini episcopi ibidem.” “In Stara Loka, 19 farms 
have been worked ... including a brewing farm at the court of the Bishop.”10
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11 ŠTUKL, J. 2012, pp. 19, 28.
12 BLAZNIK, P. 1969, p. 120.
13 Ibid., p. 121. BLAZNIK, P. 1973, p. 69.

The 1315, 1318 and 1321 Škofja Loka Castle Inventories also mention beer barrels and steins. The 1315 in-
ventory lists four beer barrels in the cellar, whereas the 1321 inventory lists four beer barrels and a transport 
beer keg in the lower cellar, as well as ten beer steins next to the stable.11

In the second half of the 14th century, dues in kind included fewer and fewer beer brewing ingredients (bar-
ley, malt, hops), and in the late 14th century, practically none of them. Not only in the Škofja Loka area, but 
in most of today's Slovenia, brewing had died out almost completely by the late 14th century.12 One of the 
reasons for this was a 1449 decree issued by Frederick V of Habsburg (1415–1493), which banned brewing 
and the public sale of beer in the Austrian wine-growing lands. Brewing was allowed only for domestic use. 
This ban was repeated several times in the 16th century.

Image 2: An inn scene on a Holy Sunday fresco from the outside wall of the church in Crngrob near Škofja 
Loka. The workshop of Johannes of Ljubljana (Johannes de Laybaco), circa 1460. Canvas replica by Marjan 
Tršar (Škofja Loka Museum, Photo: Jože Štukl).

WINEGROWING AND WINEMAKING IN THE ŠKOFJA LOKA AREA
Many people will find it surprising that in the Middle Ages, Škofja Loka and the surrounding area were a 
wine-growing region. In fact, the bishops of Freising grew grapevines in the seigniory's vineyards, which 
were located close to the town of Škofja Loka, i.e. in Binkelj, Moškrin, Trnje and Vincarje. As part of corvée, 
the grapevines were cultivated by 16 vinedressers, who stayed at the local farms. Some other vineyards be-
longing to the seigniory were located in the settlement of Stražišče near Kranj. The vinedressers' main task 
was to cultivate the vineyards and to take the harvested grapes to the castle cellar. However, as early as the 
13th century, and even more so towards the mid-14th century, viticulture in the Škofja Loka area started to 
decline. The quality of the wines produced here was no match for the wines produces at the Diocese of Freis-
ing's estates in the Lower Carniola region, so the vineyards in the Loka seigniory were gradually abandoned, 
starting with those close to the town. Thus, the only vineyards still mentioned in the mid-14th century were 
a vineyard on the hill Kamnitnik, where each of the local vinedressers had to take care of 200 trellis posts, 
and twelve vineyards on the hill Šmarjetna gora, which were cultivated by the vinedressers from Stražišče. In 
subsequent periods, viticulture in this area was significantly reduced. In 1423, a vineyard owned by the feu-
dal lord is still mentioned, whereas in the 1501 rent roll, there is no mention of any vineyards owned by the 
bishop in this area. During the 16th century, winegrowing in the Loka Seigniory was abandoned altogether.13

  
The bishops of Freising thus produced more and more wine on their estates in the Lower Carniola region, 
which were first mentioned in 1074 during the term of Bishop Ellenhard (1053–1078). Here, the Diocese of 
Freising’s seigniory stretched on both sides of the River Krka between the present-day villages of Šmarjeta, 
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Šmarješke toplice, Škocjan and Šentjernej and all the way to the foothills of the Gorjanci. In 1265, Klingenfels 
Castle was built as the seat of the Diocese of Freising's Dolenjska seigniory. The land in this area was suit-
able for fruit growing and livestock farming – more so than for arable farming, but it was most suitable for 
winegrowing. A strong argument in favour of this is the fact that a lot of care and attention was devoted to a 
chestnut forest on the other side of the Radulja stream behind Klingenfels, as this type of wood was needed 
for vineyard trellis posts and wine casks.14 Johann Weikhard von Valvasor, the famed polymath from Carniola, 
present-day Slovenia, who mentioned hills planted with vines in the Klingenfels area in his work in the late 
17th century, also believed this was the case: “…where the sorrow's foe grows, a good and hearty wine…”. 
The wine produced here was transported to Škofja Loka by the serfs from the Loka seigniory as part of their 
corvée. It is interesting to note that despite the obvious difference in quality, the wines from the Loka and 
Lower Carniola seigniories were sold at the same price, i.e. in the late 14th century, this amounted to 26 
soldos per Loka bucket.15

However, despite the wines from these two areas, the Bishop of Freising bought wines of better quality, 
especially sweet ones, for his own personal needs. The books of accounts reveal that these wines were 
procured in the Primorska region, especially in Vipava and Trieste, in the amount of 10 to 12 loads per 
year. In addition to small amounts of Muscat and Vipavec varieties, most of the wine they bought was Re-
bula (Ribolla). The serfs who transported the wine were always accompanied by a special purchaser, who 
bought a certain amount of wine all at once to be used throughout the year. At first, the procurement of 
wine was the job of the Loka seigniory's granary caretaker, but from the 16th century onwards a special 
employee, the seigniory's wine master, was in charge of purchasing the wine for the bishop. The wine 
was transported in barrels that could hold 1½ “urnas”.16 Another interesting piece of information is that, 
in 1440, an “urna” of Rebula was priced from 1 mark and 8 soldos to 1 mark and 12 soldos.17 The cost of 
the transport, however, had to be added to the final price. The annual wine transport-related cost also 
included 24 soldos paid to the painter who painted the Diocese of Freising's coat of arms on the barrels.18 
The serfs from Loka had to transport all the purchased wine to Mauterndorf in the Salzburg Lungau region, 
where it was taken over by the serfs from Freising, who transported it there.19 Before onward transport, 
the purchased wine was collected at Škofja Loka Castle; in fact, the wine and the containers it was kept 
in were mentioned in three inventories dating back to the early 14th century, made when the Bishop of 
Freising Conrad III (1314–1322) visited Škofja Loka. According to the 1315 inventory, the chaplain's room 
contained 11 jugs and a large wine measure, the room above tower arch contained 16 jugs, and the cel-
lar contained 4 large casks and two small ones, three measuring vessels, a measure equal to a quarter 
(1 urna), and 20 transport casks. The 1321 inventory contains even more information, listing 8 full and 8 
empty wine casks in the upper cellar, 2 full wine casks, 6 empty casks and 48 transport casks in the lower 
cellar, as well as 6 wine jugs next to the stable, and 11 smaller casks in John’s (Johann’s) Room.20

14 GRANDA, S. 2005, p. 194.
15 1 “Loka bucket” equals 40 litres.
16 1 “urna” in 15th century equals 42,5 l.
17 During the time of the earliest rent rolls, silver coinage, ie. the Aquileian denarius, was used in the historical region of Carniola and 
in the territory of the Loka seigniory. The more valuable unit, i.e. the Aquileian mark, did not represent an actual currency and was 
used for calculation purposes only. 1 Aquileian mark equalled 160 silver Aquileian denarii - soldi.
18 BLAZNIK, P. 1973, p. 96.
19 KOSI, M. 1998, p. 69.
20 ŠTUKL, J. 2012, pp. 17, 28, 29.
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Image 3: Ceramic drinking ware. Archaeological finds from the area of Komun in Mestni trg, Škofja Loka, 
16th–17th century (Škofja Loka Museum, Photo: Jože Štukl).

According to numerous historical sources, in the subsequent centuries wine was still more common than 
beer in the Škofja Loka area. For instance, in the mid-18th century, there were only three individuals who sold 
beer to patrons, as compared to 33 individuals who sold wine, including the town curate. It should, however, 
be noted that this was no longer a local product but imported wine from other wine-growing regions.

SUMMARY
In the Škofja Loka area, brewing and winemaking have a centuries-old tradition. Both activities started de-
veloping because the people who lived in the Loka seigniory needed to be self-sufficient in terms of staples. 
According to historical sources, in the Škofja Loka area, brewing was most widespread and popular in the 
villages of the Sorško Plain in the 12th century. The serfs brewed beer themselves to give to the feudal lord 
as part of the feudal dues they paid in kind, or gave the feudal lord individual beer brewing ingredients (bar-
ley, malt, hops). In the second half of the 14th century, dues in kind included fewer and fewer beer brewing 
ingredients and towards the end of the century, practically none. Not only in the Škofja Loka area, but in most 
of today's Slovenia, brewing died out almost completely in the late 14th century.

Many will find it surprising that in the Middle Ages, Škofja Loka and the surrounding area were a wine-grow-
ing region. In fact, the bishops of Freising grew grapevines in the seigniory's vineyards, which were located 
close to the town of Škofja Loka, i.e. in Binkelj, Moškrin, Trnje and Vincarje. Some other vineyards belonging 
to the seigniory were located in the settlement of Stražišče near Kranj. However, as early as the 13th century, 
and even more so towards the mid-14th century, viticulture in the Škofja Loka area started to decline. The 
quality of the wines produced here was no match for the wines produced on the Diocese of Freising's estates 
in the Lower Carniola region, so the vineyards in the Loka seigniory were gradually abandoned, starting with 
those close to the town. Thus, the only vineyards still mentioned in the mid-14th century were a vineyard on 
the hill Kamnitnik hill and twelve vineyards on the hill Šmarjetna gora. During the 16th century, winegrowing 
in the Loka seigniory was abandoned altogether. The bishops of Freising produced more and more wine on 
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their estates in the Lower Carniola region, which were first mentioned in 1074. However, despite the wines 
from these aforementioned two areas, wines of better quality, especially sweet ones, for the Bishop of Freis-
ing’s own needs were bought elsewhere. The books of accounts reveal that these wines were procured in the 
Primorska region, especially in Vipava and Trieste. 
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PIVOVARSTVO IN VINARSTVO NA LOŠKEM V SREDNJEM VEKU
Jože Štukl, Loški muzej Škofja Loka, Slovenija

Kratek znanstveni članek (1.03)

IZVLEČEK
V prispevku skušamo ob pomoči zgodovinskih virov osvetliti začetke pivovarstva in vinarstva na ozemlju frei-
sinškega loškega gospostva. Obe dejavnosti imata večstoletno tradicijo. Če je v vaseh na Sorškem polju najve-
čji razcvet pivovarstva izpričan v 12. stoletju, je ta dejavnost do konca 14. stoletja povsem zamrla. 

V srednjem veku je med vinorodne okoliše spadala tudi Škofja Loka z okolico. Tu so na gospoščinskih vinogra-
dih v mestni okolici ter v Stražišču pri Kranju gojili vinsko trto. Ker pa je imela freisinška škofija svoje posesti 
tudi na Dolenjskem in se loško vino ni moglo kosati s tamkajšnjimi vini, so v 16. stoletju vinogradništvo na 
tleh loškega gospostva opustili.

KLJUČNE BESEDE
loško gospostvo, Škofja Loka, pivovarstvo, vinarstvo, srednji vek

POVZETEK
Na Loškem imata pivovarstvo in vinarstvo staro, večstoletno tradicijo. Obe dejavnosti sta se začeli razvijati iz 
potreb po samooskrbi prebivalcev loškega gospostva z osnovnimi dobrinami.

Iz zgodovinskih virov je razvidno, da največji razmah pivovarstva na Loškem zasledimo po vaseh na Sorškem 
polju v 12. stoletju. Podložniki so bodisi sami varili pivo in ga v okviru dajatev oddajali zemljiškemu gospodu 
ali pa so oddajali zgolj posamezne sestavine (ječmen, slad, hmelj), potrebne za pripravo piva. V drugi polovici 
14. stoletja je bilo med naturalnimi dajatvami vse manj sestavin za pripravo piva (ječmena, slada, hmelja), 
proti koncu stoletja pa jih praktično ne zasledimo več. Pivovarstvo je ne le na Loškem, ampak v večjem delu 
današnjega slovenskega ozemlja s koncem 14. stoletja skoraj povsem zamrlo.

Marsikdo se bo začudil ob dejstvu, da je med vinorodne okoliše v srednjem veku sodila tudi Škofja Loka z 
okolico. Freisinški škofje so namreč na gospoščinskih vinogradih, ki so se nahajali v neposredni okolici Škofje 
Loke, in sicer v Binklju, Moškrinu, na Trnju in v Vincarjih, gojili vinsko trto. Gospoščinski vinogradi so bili tudi 
v Stražišču pri Kranju. Že v 13. stoletju, zelo občutno pa proti sredini 14. stoletja, je začelo na Loškem vinogra-
dništvo nazadovati. Kakovost loških vin se ni mogla meriti z vini freisinške dolenjske posesti, zato so vinograde 
na Loškem postopno opuščali. Najprej so jih opustili v neposredni mestni okolici. Tako se proti sredini 14. 
stoletja omenja le še vinograd na Kamnitniku ter dvanajst vinogradov na Šmarjetni gori. V 16. stoletju je bilo 
vinogradništvo na tleh Loškega gospostva popolnoma opuščeno. Freisinški škofje so vse več vina pridelovali 
na svojih dolenjskih posestih, ki so bile prvič omenjene leta 1074. Kljub vinu z dveh področij pa je freisinški 
škof za svoje potrebe kupoval kakovostnejša, predvsem sladka vina. Kot lahko razberemo iz računskih knjig, 
so jih nabavljali na Primorskem, predvsem v Vipavi in Trstu.
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THE FOOD HERITAGE OF MARIBOR - 
EUROPEAN CUISINE WITH A LOCAL TOUCH*
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stitute of Slovenian Ethnology, ZRC SAZU, Ljubljana, maja.godina@zrc-sazu.si

Original scientific article (1.01)

ABSTRACT
Maribor is located at the meeting point of the Pannonian Plain and the Subalpine zone, in a rich agricultural 
region. This location influenced the local diet, which was dependent on agricultural products, fish and game 
from the rich natural environment. Daily meals were prepared mostly from local ingredients bought at the 
local market and in shops. In the city's restaurants, hotels and some bourgeoisie families, Central European 
recipes were followed, especially Viennese cuisine, while elsewhere, inherited recipes from the home en-
vironment predominated. All of this forms the food heritage of the city of Maribor, which is becoming an 
increasingly important factor in the development of local tourism and identity.

KEYWORDS
food, everyday diet, festive dishes, heritage, Maribor 

INTRODUCTION
Whether we can speak of a city's culinary heritage at all as well as how it is shaped, recognised, transmitted 
and preserved are questions that have been repeatedly addressed by food researchers over recent decades.1 
Those are also linked to the following questions: what are the factors that shape and influence culinary her-
itage, what are the distinctive tastes, colours and smells of a city's food, and what meaning do they have for 
the people who live there as well as for the newcomers, visitors and tourists who visit cities? Is the food her-
itage a treasure to be protected or knowledge and a universally accessible asset that are constantly changing 
and must be left to the evolutionary flow of shaping and use by individuals and communities?2 These are just 
some of the issues related to culinary heritage, as it becomes an increasingly important part of heritage prac-
tices and activities, e. g. UNESCO, which inscribes culinary heritage, and in particular the various knowledge, 
rituals and celebrations associated with it, on the list of world intangible cultural heritage.3

Moreover, what is the dietary heritage of Maribor and its inhabitants, who have been linked for centuries to 
major European centres such as Vienna, Trieste, Budapest and Prague by good transport links? What are its 
main characteristics, how does it differ from the food heritage of other Central European cities, and how is 
the food heritage of Maribor linked to the European food heritage? 

A city and its diet are complex, interwoven and multi-layered research topics. They both arise from the diver-
sity of the urban space, which is, as Eriksen wrote, a complex structure, space or even ecosystem with its own 
internal dynamic. This internal dynamic offers numerous possibilities and obstacles for different individuals 
and groups, their operation and their culture.4 In addition to its dynamic, the city is a spatial concentration of 
material and spiritual culture that gives the city its role as the centre of a particular region. 

For centuries, the city of Maribor was the centre of lower Styria, functioning and developing in close con-
nection with the two major Austrian cities of Graz and Vienna. Maribor was also an essential transport and 
commercial centre, characterised by lively trade in agricultural products such as wine and timber. All these 
factors shaped the way of life of the townspeople, their culture and their diet.5

*Translation Alkemist prevajalske storitve, Ljubljana
1 ATKINS, P. J., ODDY, D. J. 2007, p. 3. 
2 GODINA GOLIJA, M., LEDINEK LOZEJ, Š. 2018, p. 101.
3 ŽIDOV, N. 2017, pp. 10–12.
4 ERIKSEN, T. H. 2002, p. 20.
5 LESKOVEC, A. 1991, p. 367.
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Ethnological research into the diet of the people of Maribor began in the mid-1990s, when a doctoral dis-
sertation was prepared on the topic, and continues to this day. After the publication of a book on food in 
Maribor in the decades before the Second World War,6 this topic continued to be discussed in the context 
of studies on the diet of Maribor's bourgeoisie, the Maribor market, the diet during the period of shortages 
during and after the First World War and the food of Maribor residents as part of local tradition and heritage.7

Over eighty semi-structured interviews were conducted in the framework of nutrition research, archival ma-
terial held by the Maribor Regional Archive was examined and extracted, material from daily newspapers 
published in Maribor from the late 19th century until the Second World War was extracted, and scientific 
and professional literature held by the University Library of Maribor was identified. The collections and pho-
tographic archives of the Regional Museum Maribor and the Museum of National Liberation Maribor on 
nutrition and food supply in the area were also reviewed and analysed. During the ethnological fieldwork, 
manuscript collections of recipes, old cookbooks from Maribor households and photographic material on the 
subject were also collected. 

TYPICAL INGREDIENTS AND TASTES OF MARIBOR
Maribor lies at the meeting point of the Pannonian Plain and the Subalpine zone, in a rich agricultural region 
that has been a vital resource for the local population for centuries. This location has greatly affected the diet 
in Maribor and neighbouring areas, along with a wide selection of food in Maribor restaurants. The Drava and 
Ptuj plains, with their extensive fields, the sunny hills and ponds rich in fish of the Slovenske gorice, and the 
vast forest of the Pohorje and Kozjak have been the most important sources of food for inhabitants of this 
area for centuries. It is also necessary to mention the Drava River, with its profusion of fish.8 

A great variety and rich range of foods and agricultural products from the Maribor district has also character-
ised the supply of foods at the Maribor marketplace and in grocery stores. The central marketplace has been 
located on Main Square since 1315, and at that location, the trading of fruit, vegetables, crops, milk and dairy 
products, meat and fish and other products used by the people of Maribor has taken place for more than sev-
en centuries.9 Archival sources describe the layout of stalls: in the eastern part of the marketplace, vendors 
used to sell tropical fruit and flowers, in the western part, there were stalls with vegetables, dairy products, 
eggs, legumes and local fruit. On the ground around the Plague Column, live chickens in cages were sold.10 
At the beginning of Koroška Street, there were butchers stands offering meat of higher quality, followed by 
stands of špeharji, i.e. bacon vendors, who sold only pork and bacon. They offered huge pieces of bacon, 
rolled like a carpet and pierced with wooden skewers. Maribor homemakers used this bacon to produce fat 
and crackling and prepare zaseka (a seasoned spread made of minced bacon).

Live poultry was traded at Maribor marketplace, in the central part; other birds eaten in Maribor were also 
for sale, such as pigeons, doves, quail, wild ducks and white grouse. During the hunting season, game was 
also traded here, especially venison, pheasant, quail and hare. The sale of horse meat was practised only in 
one shop.11 

Newspapers testify to the wide range of farmed and wild meat on offer at the Maribor market. The newspa-
per Mariborski Večernik Jutra for 1933 states that the Maribor market sold meat from 3,272 slaughtered pigs, 
64 calves, 20 cattle, 12,613 chickens, 59,319 chickens, 448 geese, 1,613 turkeys and 1,572 ducks. In addition, 
that year also saw an increase in the amount of game meat sold: 3,360 roe deer and roebucks, 1,311 wild 
hares, 914 pheasants, 1,674 partridges, 32 buzzards and 6 wild ducks.12

6 GODINA GOLIJA, M. 1996.
7 GODINA GOLIJA, M. 2003, 2012, 2015, 2016.
8 GODINA GOLIJA, M. 1996, p. 43. 
9 LIPOVEC, J. 1989, p. 20.
10 Tržni red 1901, Tržni red 1939.
11 Veliki adresar…, 1935, p. 216.
12 Mariborski Večernik Jutra,  12. 1. 1924, LII, Mariborska tržnica, p. 6.
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Image 1: Sale of meat at the Maribor market before the Second World War (Maribor Regional Archive).

The people of Maribor were able to buy fish and crab in the fish market on Main Square and Gosposka Street. 
Also on sale were mussels, crayfish and frogs, in addition to freshwater and sea fish. Fish dishes were popular, 
especially on fast days and Fridays, and Maribor fishmongers offered a wide variety of fresh ingredients.13

Before the Second World War, Maribor's mixed grocery stores – špecarije, butchers, dairies, bakeries and 
colonial shops – also sold quality foodstuffs. In 1935, the town had 107 mixed-goods shops, 29 brasseries, 
31 permanent stalls and 14 colonial-style shops selling imported tea, coffee, cocoa, spices, oils, imported 
preserves, wines, chocolates, sweets and other more expensive foodstuffs.14 The most beautiful and well-
stocked colonial goods shop was the Julius Meinl store at 7 Gosposka Street, famous for its quality colonial 
products, especially coffee, chocolates and cocoa. Maribor's colonial shops were well stocked, and, as news-
paper advertisements from the first decades of the 20th century attest, the people of Maribor could buy the 
best European drinks and foodstuffs: French champagne, Swiss and Dutch cheeses, Russian caviar, German 
sausages and Danish fish preserves. Due to the high price of these foodstuffs, however, only the wealthiest 
citizens of Maribor were able to buy them.15

Older interviewees also recalled other well-known Maribor shops in the city centre offering mixed goods: the 
Anderle shop on Gosposka Street, the Lah, Oset and Usssar shops on Main Square, Josip Benko's butcher's 
shop on Main Square and Aleksandrova Street and Wögerer's butcher’s shop on Slovenska Street. However, 
many Maribor residents bought their groceries weekly from nearby suburban "grocers" or the shops of pro-
fessional associations, e.g. the Railway Employees' Co-operative or the State Employees' Co-operative.

13 Slovenec, 16. 1. 1937, LXV,  Ads, p. 7.
14 Adresar Dravske…, 1935, p. 149.
15 Marburger Zeitung, 21. 6. 1913, LII,  Ads, pp. 17–19 and Marburger Zeitung, 22. 12. 1929, LIX,  Ads, p. 16.
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Until the 1960s, the self-production of food, especially vegetables and fruit, was widespread. They were 
grown in gardens and fields, especially potatoes, cabbages, beans, carrots, various types of salad, kale, beet-
root, cucumber, onions, garlic and, to a lesser extent, tomatoes. Some other Mediterranean vegetables were 
only introduced to Maribor's menus before the Second World War, such as courgette and radicchio, which 
Maribor residents learned about from immigrants from the Littoral region. They moved to the city because of 
Fascist policies and violence in western Slovenia. The gardens were also used for home-grown herbs: parsley, 
celery, chives, marjoram, thyme, aniseed and basil. The use of rosemary and sage in the preparation of dishes 
was not widespread in Maribor. In addition to the herbs listed above, imported, shop-bought spices were 
also used in the home kitchen: pepper, bay leaf, cumin, cloves, timothy, nutmeg, sweet and hot peppers, 
coriander, cinnamon and vanilla.16

Among types of fruit, Maribor residents cultivated particularly those that were not difficult to grow and that 
produced a crop that could also be preserved for the short term, when fresh vegetables and fruit were scarce 
in most households. Cherries, plums and apricots were popular, as were apples and pears, mainly dried as 
clusters. In the summer, raspberries and blueberries were also picked in the nearby forests, which were used 
to enrich meals, and some raspberries were made into raspberry syrup.17 

This rich variety of ingredients that changed from one month to another was reflected in the preparation 
of dishes for the daily meals of Maribor residents and in the composition of their menus. We can say thus 
that the diet of the people of Maribor before the mid-1960s depended mainly on the seasons and the social 
status of the individual. The annual rhythm of the seasons used to impact the composition of meals signifi-
cantly, because their preparation depended mainly on the foods produced by the residents or offered at the 
marketplace. Their diet was also affected by the daily and weekly rhythm of family members.18 

EVERYDAY FOOD OF MARIBOR RESIDENTS IN THE DECADES BEFORE THE SECOND WORLD WAR
In the decades before the Second World War, Maribor's food was characterised mainly by dishes made from 
plant-based foods, and by soups and filling dishes. Most families had coffee and bread for breakfast. The cof-
fee was made from coffee substitutes (chicory and barley), to which a small amount of real coffee was added 
for flavour, as much as their financial situation allowed. Milk was also added to coffee only in small quantities, 
as many families were also sparing with milk.19 The coffee was accompanied by home-baked bread, which 
only in wealthy families was spread with butter, homemade jam or honey, while others ate it dry in their cof-
fee. In the few wealthy households, bread was replaced by rolls and croissants made from the most refined 
wheat flour, delivered every morning by bakers.20 No special dishes were prepared for snacks, most often a 
piece of bread with fruit, salad or spread would be eaten; only male workers ate meat products as snacks, 
mainly sausages and bacon.

In Maribor families, lunch, as the most important daily meal, consisted of one or more warm dishes, which 
mainly depended on the material position of the family, the season and the skills of the housewife. In higher 
and middle class Maribor families, lunch began with soup, usually beef consommé with noodles or mixed and 
creamy vegetable soups. This was followed by meat, often boiled beef, as well as goulash, steaks, roast meat 
and game. Freshwater fish, such as trout, carp and catfish were eaten at home in the winter, as well as cod.
Essential dishes on Maribor menus included vegetables, for instance, vegetable sauces and stews or lard 
dressed vegetables. That meant peas and asparagus in the springtime, and in autumn and wintertime cab-
bage, turnips and kale. Among side dishes, the most common was potatoes, but rice, dumplings and žganci 
(corn or buckwheat mush) were also frequently on the table. In higher and middle class families, lunch was 
completed by a dessert, such as sweet omelettes, pancakes, soufflés, compotes and puddings.21 

In less affluent families, especially working-class ones, and families of small craftsmen and low-level officials, 

16 GODINA GOLIJA, M. 1996, p. 45.
17 GODINA GOLIJA, M. 1996, p. 46.
18 GODINA GOLIJA, M. 1996, p. 53.
19 GODINA, M. 1992, p. 74.
20 GODINA GOLIJA, M. 1996, p. 65.
21 GODINA GOLIJA, M. 2016, p. 14.
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lunch dishes were more basic and less numerous. Lunch often consisted of just two dishes, e. g. a soup and 
a dish based on flour, or a warm main course with a sauce or side dish and a salad. Potato or vegetable soup 
were common, followed by Schmarren, fruit dumplings or strudel. The table also often included beans and 
cabbage or turnip, kohlrabi or kale in sauce and potatoes, offal in sauce or macaroni with minced meat and 
salad. Desserts were made only for Sunday lunches and holidays. Especially popular were Bundt cakes, potica 
(Slovenia’s national cake), and strudel.22

In most families, the preparation of dinner was not a time-consuming task. In wealthy homes, where cooks 
and maids did the cooking, dinners were usually hot. Only a few families had a multi-course meal that resem-
bled lunch, while others had a lighter and quicker hot dish: vegetable omelette, Kaiserschmarrn, pancakes 
or rice pudding. Men often had meat or meat products for dinner. As in poorer families, wealthier families 
often ate leftovers for dinner. Low-income families often dined on corncobs or bread, and drank barley cof-
fee. Bread and various salads, such as bean, potato and cucumber salads, and corn and wheat semolina were 
often eaten for dinner. In the families of immigrants from the Littoral region, polenta and dark coffee made 
from coffee substitutes were often served for dinner.23

Dairy, sweet and meat dishes were of lesser importance to the daily diet of most of Maribor’s inhabitants' 
before the Second World War. They were an essential part of festive meals, as even poor families would pre-
pare one or more meat and sweet dishes for the holidays. Thus the economic and social status of individual 
families was reflected not only in the quantity of food consumed but also in the composition and quality of 
the meals. Better and more expensive dishes made from better quality food were a feature of the diet of the 
wealthier social classes, while filling, often greasy and more fatty cheap dishes were the essential ingredients 
in the daily diet of poorer families.

FESTIVE MEALS OF MARIBOR RESIDENTS IN THE FIRST HALF OF THE 20TH CENTURY
In the years before the Second World War, people in Maribor mainly celebrated church or calendar holidays. 
Christmas and Easter were among the biggest. Personal festivals – feasts for anniversaries and birthdays – 
were celebrated much more modestly than today. The festive lunch was similar to a Sunday lunch, consisting 
of meat soup, roast meat or poultry, which was particularly appreciated at the time due to its high price, side 
dishes, snacks and desserts. Cakes were not yet widespread and were baked mainly in wealthier bourgeois 
families. Most often, it was walnut, chocolate, coffee, Dobosh or fruit cake. In less affluent families, home-
makers baked more inexpensive pastries for their personal feasts, such as a Gugelhupf with raisins or various 
biscuits spread with jam.24 

Dishes that were not often on many families’ tables during the year characterised holiday meals. These con-
sisted mainly of various meat dishes, especially fried and roast, and desserts. In the wealthier families, the 
most expensive types of meat, such as pork or veal roast, roast beef, veal steaks or capon, were roasted or 
fried for the holidays. The manuscript recipe collections contain many meat recipes from international cui-
sine, such as: English roast beef, Wiener steaks and beef à la mode.25

For Christmas – the most extensive calendar and family holiday – hosts prepared specially selected dishes. 
On Christmas Eve, fish was often on the tables of wealthy Maribor residents: for example, pike in anchovy 
butter, boiled trout or fried carp, and in some families, roast turkey was also prepared. In less affluent fami-
lies, Christmas dinner was more modest. Often, these families would only have potica, cured meats and small 
pastries with their tea. Some less affluent families also ate meat on Christmas Eve, especially homemade 
sausages and smoked pork.

22 GODINA, M. 1992, p. 77.
23 OSTROVŠKA, M., p. 56.
24 Field notes by the author, January 1994.
25 From the author’s archive.
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Image 2: Rich assortment of fish in the run-up to Christmas. Marburger Zeitung.

Christmas lunch started with beef or chicken soup; in some bourgeois families, vegetable pudding was pre-
pared as an appetiser, and roast meats such as pork roast, roast veal shank, stuffed veal breast, roast capon 
or turkey with a side dish were prepared for the main course. In poorer families, instead of more expensive 
meats, pork roast or fried or roast chicken with side dishes and salads were prepared. At the end of the day, 
they had cakes and homemade pastries.26

In addition to meat-rich meals, Christmas was also marked by characteristic cakes and sweet dishes. For this 
holiday, wealthy families would bake at least four types of potica, such as walnut, poppy seed, chocolate, 
raisin, hazelnut and almond, and at least eight types of pastry, such as cinnamon stars, Christmas croissants, 
orange candies, meringue cookies, gingerbread and walnut croissants. Many families also baked fruit bread 
- klecenbrot, and in the families of immigrants from the Littoral region, a lightly buttered cake with a filling 
known as presnec. These dishes confirm the findings of ethnologists that sweet baked dishes, which were 
rarely on the weekday menu, were of great importance for feasts.

Some personal special occasions, such as anniversaries, weddings and business successes, were celebrated 
in restaurants by wealthy Maribor families as early as the first half of the 20th century. The festive lunches 
prepared for the occasion in the catering establishments consisted of dishes rarely eaten in the homes of 
the time. The festive menu in the restaurants consisted of cold and hot starters, soups, several main courses 
such as fish, game, poultry and roast pork or veal, side dishes, salads, compotes, cakes, pastries, cheeses, ice 
cream, fruit and coffee.

From the preserved menu for the festive lunch prepared in the restaurant of the National Hall on the occa-
sion of the visit of His Royal Highness Crown Prince Alexander to Maribor on 29 June 1920, we can see which 
dishes were considered particularly good in Maribor restaurants and how they followed each other in the 
festive meal.27 Trout with mayonnaise was served first, followed by an omelette with ham, then venison loin 
with pate and cranberries, roast veal with French salad and mixed potatoes, Emmental cheese, almond pud-
ding, mixed ice cream, sweets and coffee. Guests were also offered Istrian and Styrian wines and champagne. 

For a long time, some of the dishes and drinks listed above were exclusive to restaurants and only gradual-
ly made their way into the home kitchen. The preparation of these finer dishes became established in the 
homes of most Maribor residents only from the 1960s onwards. These foods included ice cream, French 
salad, steak tartare, mayonnaise, whipped cream, fruit salads, cream slices and cakes, as well as making and 
drinking real coffee every day.

26 Field notes by the author, January 1994.
27 From the author’s archive.
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FOOD DIVERSITY IN MARIBOR'S INNS AND RESTAURANTS
Catering was characterised by a greater variety of dishes served for snacks, lunches and dinners; this was 
similar to the diet of the wealthy layers of Maribor's population. The Maribor caterers were characterised 
by their knowledge of food preparation, inspired by innovations from the essential European culinary cen-
tres, including French and Czech cuisine, in addition to Viennese cuisine. This knowledge was also presented 
to them by foreign chefs who were guests or employees of Maribor restaurants, e. g. the restaurant of the 
Hotel Orel and the Grajska klet.28 In addition to the established Viennese cuisine, referred to in newspaper 
advertisements as "good bourgeois cuisine" (e. g. goulash, steaks, roasts, fried chicken, strudel, Kaisersch-
marrn and omelettes), catering at that time also included innovations from other cuisines, such as Italian, e. 
g. seafood prepared in various ways, risotto, brodetto and cod.

The menus of hotel restaurants kept by the Regional Archive in Maribor reveal a wide variety of dishes, com-
posed of local and imported foods. Guests could choose from various meat dishes, such as boiled beef, roast 
pork, roast veal, stuffed veal breast, roast beef, onion steak, hunter's steak, Esterházy steak, Frankfurt steak, 
roast tongue with pureed peas and roast capon. There was also a wide selection of side dishes, such as cab-
bage, kale, spinach, cauliflower, kohlrabi, peas, asparagus and pumpkin. Fried chicken, beef fillet, Tournedos, 
Vienna and Parisian steaks, fried brains, giblets and liver were also prepared to order. The dessert menu was 
varied. Guests were offered at least one hot dessert a day, e. g. apple, cheese or cherry strudel, a variety of 
quiches, e. g. vanilla, chocolate or hazelnut soufflé, plum or apricot dumplings, rice or semolina pudding with 
topping, pancakes with various fillings and fruit omelettes.29

The fare offered by inns and restaurants was adapted to the seasons, with caterers offering the best dishes 
for a particular time of year. In spring, around Easter, fried kid, frog legs and fried chicken were on offer. The 
spring and summer months also saw a rich supply of new potatoes, spring vegetables such as asparagus, cau-
liflower, kohlrabi, early tomatoes and salads such as lamb's lettuce and dandelion. Until September, the inns 
and restaurants also offered plenty of freshwater fish, such as huchen, catfish, zander and trout.

In autumn, a large selection of game was to be found on restaurant menus, e. g. venison, hare, pheasant, wild 
boar and duck. In winter, Maribor's restaurants served homemade koline (blood, meat and liver sausages, 
roast pork with sauerkraut and turnip, and ričet – barley stew with pork). Before the Second World War, inns 
invited Maribor citizens to such home feasts with newspaper advertisements. A former cook at the Prešerno-
va klet inn in Gosposka Street  told us that in the winter, three pigs a week were slaughtered in the courtyard 
behind the inns, and used to make homemade blood sausage, meat and liver sausage; the meat was also 
brined and then smoked. The restaurant made homemade salami, which the guests highly appreciated.30

Interestingly, on Lenten days – e. g. Good Friday, but also on other Fridays – restaurants offered only Lenten 
dishes such as fish, crab, vegetable soups, and sauces. A feature of restaurants at that time was the home-
made specialities prepared by individual establishments, for which they were very well known. They attracted 
many visitors at weekends, especially in the city and suburban inns. The most popular Sunday inn food was 
fried chicken, for which the inns Pri lipi, Pri balonu, Robič and Merdaus were famous. The Zorko inn in Pekre 
and the Robič inn in Limbuš were particularly famous for their excellent homemade sausages. The Pschunder 
inn in Radvanje was famous for its excellent poppy seed and walnut potica, and the Zorko inn for its delicious 
cheese strudel. Cheese or walnut gibanica was also a popular dessert in the inns around Maribor.31

28 GODINA GOLIJA M. 1996, p. 108.
29 CUNDRIČ, J. 1980, p. 16.
30 Field notes by the author, June 1994.
31 GODINA, M. 1986, p. 22.
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Image 3: The garden of the Robič inn, Limbuš, around 1912 (From the author's collection of photographs).

Special menus were prepared in Maribor restaurants and pubs for the holidays. At Christmas time, carp 
cooked in various ways was available, and on Ash Wednesday, many fish dishes were served. Herring feasts 
on Ash Wednesday were very popular, especially the one held before the Second World War in the restau-
rant of the Hotel Orel. For New Year's Eve, the main dishes were meat and blood sausage, as well as various 
roasts. For personal celebrations and weddings, some Maribor restaurants prepared the most delicate dishes 
of the Central European cuisine of the time, which consisted of vibrant menus of fourteen groups of dishes. In 
addition to various roasts and steaks, fish, poultry and game were also included in this festive menu. Cakes, 
omelettes and ice cream rounded off the festive meal.

Before the Second World War, the restaurants Grajska klet and Velika kavarna, as well as the Orel Hotel 
restaurant, were renowned in Maribor as offering the best cuisine. Despite the wide range of food on offer in 
Maribor's restaurants, it should be pointed out that before the Second World War most people ate at home. 
During the week, the inns were mainly frequented by those who came to Maribor on business, and by mer-
chants and artisans (single men who had no other option to get a warm meal) who had their own establish-
ments near the inns and had a kind of ‘season ticket’. However, the greatest number of visits to restaurants 
and pubs was on holidays and Sundays. Maribor residents like to go out for family lunches and combine this 
with a walk or a trip to an inn.

CONCLUSION
The Maribor diet is closely linked to the local natural environment, to local agricultural production and the 
economic, political and cultural development of the city. For centuries, Maribor has been a centre of pro-
duction and trade in excellent agricultural products: poultry and pork, freshwater fish and game, milk and 
dairy products, fruit and vegetables, wild berries, pumpkin oil and wine, which have all strongly influenced 
the diet of the locals. It was also significantly influenced by the cohabitation of people from different ethnic, 
religious, regional and economic backgrounds. Due to this, Maribor's cuisine has elements of Slavic cuisine – 
Slovenian, Croatian and Czech –  as well as Austrian, Hungarian and German cuisine.

During the Kingdom of Yugoslavia, dishes originating from the Mediterranean region, such as seafood and 
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fish, and Serbian cuisine, especially various grilled dishes and spit-roasted suckling pig also became estab-
lished in Maribor. These dishes were, however, mainly restricted to certain inns. Maribor's culinary landscape 
was thus already quite varied in the years before the Second World War, with local Styrian recipes intermin-
gling with ingredients and recipes brought over from the nearby areas of Central Europe.

Although the period after the end of the First World War was also a time of industrialisation and of the immi-
gration of the rural population to the city, this did not have a marked impact on the Maribor diet. In the first 
half of the 20th century, it was still influenced by Viennese cuisine. A significant change in the daily menu 
started to take place primarily from the 1960s onwards, when the standard of living and the purchasing pow-
er of the population began to rise, and some industrial foods, as well as Italian and French dishes, started to 
become more prominent here, e.g. tinned pineapple, mayonnaise, margarine, manufactured puddings and 
soups, French fries, crisps, hot dog, pizza, pasta, fried calamari, steak tartare, etc.

Specific regional characteristics of the local diet were preserved mainly in the preparation and composition 
of festive meals, especially at Christmas and Easter, when a strong attachment to home and dishes from 
childhood – which were prepared almost unchanged by rural immigrants even in the new urban environment 
– was more prominently expressed.

All of the above, together with the rich, often forgotten culinary knowledge of Maribor's housewives and 
caterers, form Maribor's gastronomic heritage, which has been insufficiently recognised and taken into ac-
count in catering and tourism, and in the development of new food industry products. For gastronomy and 
its associated heritage comprise not only old local dishes taken out of context, but, as French food researcher 
Julia Csergo pointed out at a colloquium on food as intangible heritage in Paris, a much more complex phe-
nomenon: "Gastronomy is a space where nature and culture express themselves, the scientific and the pop-
ular, the useful and the superfluous, the symbolic and the concrete. Eating and drinking is a form of cultural 
expression embodied in habits, aspirations and models of representation."32
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Izvirni znanstveni članek (1.01)

IZVLEČEK
Maribor leži na križišču panonskega in predalpskega sveta, v bogati kmetijski pokrajini. Ta njegova lega je vpli-
vala na prehrano tukajšnjega prebivalstva, ki je bila odvisna od kmetijskih pridelkov, rib in divjačine iz bogatega 
naravnega okolja. Dnevni obroki so bili večinoma pripravljeni le iz lokalnih sestavin, kupljenih na tržnici in v 
trgovinah. V mestnih restavracijah, hotelih in nekaterih meščanskih družinah so kuhali po srednjeevropskih 
receptih, predvsem tistih iz dunajske kuhinje, pri drugih pa so prevladovali podedovani recepti iz domačega 
okolja. Vse to tvori prehransko dediščino mesta Maribor, ki postaja vse pomembnejši dejavnik razvoja lokalne-
ga turizma in identitete.

KLJUČNE BESEDE
hrana, vsakdanja prehrana, praznične jedi, dediščina, Maribor

POVZETEK
Maribor je obdan z bogatimi naravnimi danostmi: tekočimi vodami, ribniki, obsežnimi gozdovi, kultiviranimi 
zemljišči, ki omogočajo poljedelstvo, vrtnarstvo, živinorejo in vinogradništvo ter vplivajo na prehrano mestne-
ga prebivalstva. Kljub temu da je bilo obdobje do šestdesetih let 20. stoletja čas industrializacije in priselje-
vanja okoliškega prebivalstva v Maribor, to ni pomembneje vplivalo na spreminjanje prehrane. V prvi polovici 
20. stoletja je bila še vedno pod vplivom dunajske kuhinje, za katero so bile značilne nekatere mesne jedi, npr. 
golaži, zrezki, pečenke, in sladke močnate jedi, npr. praženci, narastki in zavitki. Večje spreminjanje jedilnih 
obrokov se je začelo zlasti od srede šestdesetih let 20. stoletja naprej. Tedaj so se začele uveljavljati tudi neka-
tere jedi iz sredozemske in balkanske kuhinje, pa tudi industrijsko pripravljena živila in jedi.

Prehrana Mariborčanov je bila v preteklosti odvisna predvsem od njihovega gmotnega in s tem povezanega 
socialnega položaja, manj pa od njihovega regionalnega izvora. Na prehrano je vplival dnevni, tedenski in letni 
ritem, saj so se jedilni obroki razlikovali glede na to, ali je šlo za delavnike, postne dneve, nedelje in praznike. 
Sestava jedilnih obrokov je bila pri večini količinsko zadostna, a precej skromna in enolična. Pri hrani se je v 
tedanjih mariborskih družinah varčevalo, saj so s slabšo hrano želeli privarčevati denar za druge potrebe. Kupo-
vali so le najnujnejša živila, le tu in tam so si privoščili kak priboljšek, veliko hrane so si pridelali sami na vrtovih 
in njivah. Letni časi so zato močno vplivali na jedi za vsakdanjik, saj je bila njihova priprava odvisna predvsem 
od živil, ki so jim bila na voljo, ali od trenutne ponudbe na mariborski tržnici. Večja pestrost jedilnih obrokov 
je bila lastnost obrokov premožnejših mariborskih družin in sestave prazničnih jedilnikov. Tedaj so tudi v manj 
premožnih gospodinjstvih pripravljali nekatere boljše mesne in sladke jedi, npr. pečenke in ocvrte piščance, 
potice, piškote, šarklje in biskvitne torte. Bogata izbira jedi je bila značilna za tedanjo gostinsko ponudbo, ki 
je poleg jedi dunajske kuhinje vključevala tudi jedi iz francoske, češke, pa tudi italijanske kuhinje, npr. jedi iz 
morskih sadežev, rižote, bakalar in na različne načine pripravljene morske ribe. Bogato kuharsko znanje, šege 
in navade ob postrežbi in uživanju jedi, lokalna živila, pridelki in kuhinjski pripomočki tvorijo mariborsko mno-
gokrat prezrto in še neizkoriščeno snovno in nesnovno dediščino prehrane.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF PRESERVING THE HERITAGE OF 
SLOVENE BRANDS*
Adela Pukl, MSc, Museum Counsellor, Slovene Ethnographic Museum, Ljubljana, Slovenia,  
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ABSTRACT
In 2009 the Slovene Ethnographic Museum began to systematically collect and document the heritage on 
Slovene brands because of their ethnological context. This means that we research and present them in 
particular with regard to the relationship between them and their users, and also because of their symbolic 
identity meaning. The paper will present the significance of collecting and keeping consumer objects in the 
museum collections, documenting them and monitoring the development of brands, as well as contempo-
rary trends. The research work is presented using the examples of the brands Cockta (non-alcoholic drink) 
and Šumi (sweets).

KEYWORDS
museum, museum objects, collection, Slovene brands

SUMMARY
Brands are present in both our everyday and festive life. Brands can be discussed from different viewpoints: 
industrial heritage, functional value, evaluation of innovativeness and technology, aesthetic aspect, economic 
and historical development, or from various communicational approaches. The ethnological approach is one 
of the numerous but important ways of studying specific objects or collections; it opens up a wide, interdis-
ciplinary research field. The focus of research into brands is their functionality, the relationship between the 
product and the consumer. Brand named products that become museum objects connect, remind, define and 
shape stories. And so at the Slovene Ethnographic Museum we collect objects that bear witness and enhance 
our collections. As well as older objects, we also collect completely new ones, using a collecting strategy based 
on the Swedish SAMDOK model. A good decade after the museum began to collect Slovene brands, it became 
clear that the decision to do so was the right one, in spite of the fact that some were sceptical or dismissive 
about the idea of collecting contemporary objects. These are now becoming part of the museum and of the 
common heritage that we keep for current and for future generations. One important thing to bear in mind 
when collecting Slovene brands is that they change remarkably quickly, and we are constantly recycling the 
packaging. The paper also presents a short overview of the development of brands, from which it is evident 
that economic and social changes influence their success and existence. In the past decade, a number of 
Slovene brands have passed into foreign ownership and become part of large multinationals (such as Cockta, 
Šumi, DonatMg, Laško, Union). However, people still see them as “theirs”, buy them and identify with them.

* Translation: dr. David Limon
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POMEN OHRANJANJA DEDIŠČINE SLOVENSKIH BLAGOVNIH 
ZNAMK
mag. Adela Pukl, Slovenski etnografski muzej, Slovenija

IZVLEČEK
V Slovenskem etnografskem muzeju smo leta 2009 začeli načrtno zbirati in dokumentirati dediščino sloven-
skih blagovnih znamk zaradi njihovega etnološkega konteksta. To pomeni, da jih raziskujemo in predstavljamo 
zlasti z vidika odnosa med njimi in njihovimi uporabniki ter zaradi njihovega simbolno-identitetnega pomena. 
V prispevku bo predstavljena pomembnost tega, da predmete široke potrošnje zbiramo in hranimo tudi v 
naših muzejskih zbirkah, jih dokumentiramo, spremljamo razvoj blagovnih znamk in sodobne trende. Razi-
skovalno delo je predstavljeno na primeru blagovnih znamk Cockta (brezalkoholna pijača) in Šumi (bomboni).

KLJUČNE BESEDE
muzej, muzejski predmeti, zbirka, slovenske blagovne znamke

POVZETEK
Blagovne znamke nas spremljajo v našem vsakdanjem in prazničnem življenju. Obravnavamo jih lahko z raz-
ličnih vidikov: kot industrijsko dediščino, ovrednotimo lahko njihovo uporabno vrednost, inovativnost in teh-
nologijo, estetski vidik, gospodarski in zgodovinski razvoj, različne komunikacijske pristope. Etnološki vidik 
je eden od številnih, a pomembnih vidikov proučevanja določenega predmeta/zbirk in nam odpira široko 
interdisciplinarno raziskovalno polje. Fokus proučevanja predmetov blagovnih znamk je njihova uporabnost 
ter njihov odnos med predmetom in potrošnikom. Muzejski predmeti slovenskih blagovnih znamk lahko po-
vezujejo, spominjajo, definirajo in oblikujejo zgodbe. Zato v Slovenskem etnografskem muzeju (SEM) zbiramo 
predmete, ki s svojo pričevalnostjo bogatijo naše zbirke. Poleg starejših predmetov zbiramo tudi povsem 
nove predmete, katerih zbiralno politiko smo oblikovali na podlagi švedskega modela SAMDOK. Dobro de-
setletje od začetkov nastajanja zbirke slovenskih blagovnih znamk v SEM se je pokazalo, da je bila odločitev 
pravilna, kljub temu da so bili nekateri skeptični in odklonilni do ideje zbiranja (tudi) sodobnih predmetov. Ti 
predmeti postanejo del muzeja in so naša skupna dediščina, ki jo hranimo za nas in naše zanamce. Pomem-
ben vidik, zakaj zbirati predmete slovenskih blagovnih znamk, je tudi to, da se izredno hitro spreminjajo, em-
balažo pa vedno znova recikliramo. V prispevku je predstavljen tudi kratek pregled razvoja blagovnih znamk, 
iz katerega je razvidno, da gospodarske in družbene spremembe vplivajo na uspešnost in obstoj blagovnih 
znamk. Številne slovenske blagovne znamke so v preteklem desetletju prešle v tuje lastništvo in postale del 
velikih multinacionalk (Cockta, Šumi, DonatMg, Laško, Union …), a jih ljudje še vedno jemljejo »za svoje«, jih 
kupujejo in se z njimi identificirajo.
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THE LONGING FOR EUROPE: THE GASTRONOMIC HERITAGE 
OF BELGRADE IN A MULTICULTURAL URBAN LANDSCAPE*
Tamara Ognjević, Cultural Manager, Director, Artis Center, Belgrade, Serbia, 
tamara.ognjevic@artiscenter.com

Professional article (1.04)

ABSTRACT
The gastronomic heritage of Belgrade, developing for centuries in a multicultural urban area with a specific 
geographical location, represents a complex historical testimony and has exceptional potential for sustain-
able development. The valuable example of the interaction of the most diverse cultural influences of Europe 
and the Orient represented by kafana food is both local and global. Like any intangible cultural heritage, it 
is constantly exposed to re-interpretation, re-contextualisation, and re-evaluation. This paper considers the 
historical, cultural, and anthropological aspects of the gastronomic heritage of Belgrade with regard to the 
management of cultural heritage and its sustainable development.

KEYWORDS
gastronomic heritage, intangible cultural heritage, cultural heritage management, sustainable development, 
kafana, Belgrade, Europe

INTRODUCTION
Food is undoubtedly a constant in our lives – a complex phenomenon which, thanks to humans as thinking 
beings, overcame its biological framework as a requirement for mere survival. Even though it is indisputable 
that food conditions life in the physical sense, people have, thanks to their cultural needs, brought food to a 
level where it has become culture itself.1 Its transformation through preparation techniques and consump-
tion means it becomes a direct reflection of the cultural level of its consumer and often into a demonstration 
of the economic and political power of individuals or societies.2 In that process, food can attain different 
dimensions from those shaping an original memory and affecting the emotions of both individuals and com-
munities as a whole,3 from a sense of national belonging,4 to those constructing imaginary traditions.5 Re-
cently recognised as a significant form of intangible cultural heritage6 and additionally encouraged by public 
policy recommendations,7 food opens up complex heritage questions of recognition, protection and sus-
tainable development.8 Unlike any other form of intangible cultural heritage (oral traditions and expressions 
including the language as the carrier of intangible cultural heritage; performing arts; knowledge and customs 
about nature and the universe; traditional crafts) which disappear over time due to new knowledge and the 
change in cultural needs originating from the evolution of the lifestyle shaped by socio-economic factors (in-
dustrialisation, migration, scientific and technological development, etc.), food remains a constant, shifting 
from the banal need to eat to survive to engaging cultural content and natural economic resource. Hence 
the question of managing this form of cultural heritage arises, especially when it comes to rather complex 
gastronomic heritage as is the case with Belgrade, and more so in the situation of heritage hyper-production 
and an increasing gap between theory and practice.

* Translation: Stefan Žarić, Tamara Ognjević
1 MONTANARI, M. 2006, pp. 11–14.
2 STENDIDŽ, T. 2010, pp. 39–51.
3 VISSER, M. 2010, pp. 12–13.
4 DESOUCEY, M. 2010, p. 433.
5 HOBSBOM, E. 2002, p. 6.
6 LUKIĆ KRSTANOVIĆ, M., RADOJČIĆ, D. 2015, pp. 165–166. GAVRILOVIĆ, LJ. 2011, pp. 50–57. UNESCO ICH, 2003, What is Intangible 
Cultural Heritage? URL: https://ich.unesco.org/en/what-is-intangible-heritage-00003 (quoted 1. 5. 2021).
7 EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT, 2014, Report on the European gastronomic heritage: cultural and educational aspects, URL: https://www.
europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/A-7-2014-0127_EN.html (quoted 1. 5. 2021).
8 UNITED NATIONS, 2003, Culture and sustainable development, URL: http://www.un.org/en/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/
RES/68/223 (quoted 1. 5. 2021).
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BELGRADE - A CITY AT THE CROSSROADS OF DIFFERENT INFLUENCES
During its two millennia-long history, Belgrade has been a capital for a short time. For the longest period, 
it served as a strategically well-positioned military fortification. Even though numerous rulers, politicians, 
warriors, priests, and cultural ambassadors have passed through or resided here, in only a short period in 
the early 15th century and then after 1830 did Belgrade became the seat of rulers and a political centre. 
This indicates an urban dynamic in the city's development determined by the strong influence of political, 
economic, and religious factors, among which those connected to food and the dining habits appears as a 
unique indicator of the city's rapid Europeanisation during the 19th and in the first half of the 20th century. 

Interestingly, Belgrade was recognised as the capital and administrative centre exclusively by Serbian rulers. First 
and foremost, Despot Stefan Lazarević (1377–1427), in the early 15th century, was granted governance over the 
city by the King of Hungary and the Holy Roman Emperor Sigismund of Luxembourg (1368–1437). Even though 
this was a wise decision of an experienced ruler with the primary goal of protecting the Hungarian border from 
Ottoman invasion, the Despot took advantage of it and made maximum use of the potential of the city’s position 
at the confluence on two big, navigable rivers. It is hard to tell nowadays to what extent the Despot’s tax policies 
and regular imports of the most various goods to the harbour on the River Sava influenced the dining habits of 
residents of medieval Belgrade, even though numerous archaeological findings from the Belgrade Fortress,9 as 
well as immediate reports of Constantine the Philosopher, the Despot’s counsellor and biographer, indirectly 
point to an almost Renaissance flourishing of the city.10 At the same time, Constantine the Philosopher speaks 
about the then Serbia as an extraordinarily fertile land with plentiful water and an abundance of fruit.11

However, if the Despot’s epoch represents an unknown when it comes to dining, the development of the city 
after the Ottoman occupation of 1521, and the significant changes with Baroque urbanisation in the early 
18th century12 indicate a rather complex set of dining patterns.13 On the one hand, there was an important 
influence of Ottoman cuisine and the dining habits, especially as foods from the New World like paprika, to-
matoes and corn were brought to Belgrade by its Turkish rulers.14 The gastronomic reality became even more 
complex with the Jewish, predominantly Sephardic community, settling in Belgrade in the second half of the 
16th century. When in 1717 the city fell under the army of the Prince Eugene of Savoy (1663–1736), Central 
and Western European gastronomic patterns characteristic of the epoch appeared here for the first time.15 
Nonetheless, even in that image irresistibly reminding us of a gastronomic Tower of Babylon, strict religious 
regulations, economic power, and education played a critical role. A detailed description of the kitchen in-
ventory of the Metropolitan of Belgrade from the beginning of the 18th century16 as well as efforts by the 
well-educated Dositej Obradović (1739–1811) one century later to make Serbian people fond of potatoes, 
are exceptions rather than examples of good practice that only appeared in that period. 

This diversity of various dining patterns was present in the 1830s, when Prince Miloš Obrenović (1780–1860) 
reluctantly moved his seat from Kragujevac to Belgrade. However, at the same time, the vital process of 
change had begun. Reflected in rapid urban development, change in political discourse and cultural needs, 
this process was manifested in a rejection of the Ottoman and Oriental patterns in favour of what at that 
time was defined as “civilised behaviour”17 or Western European social standards. However, to objectively 
research this process when it comes to food and dining habits, it is necessary to observe it through a clear 
differentiation between private and public domains,18 the influence of rulers as a representative model of be-
haviour, and the dynamic of social emancipation, with a particular emphasis on the emancipation of women.

9 See POPOVIĆ, M. 2006, Beogradska tvrđava.
10 KONSTANTIN FILOSOF, 2009, pp. 57–61.
11 Ibid., p. 20.
12 More in POPOVIĆ, D. J. 1964, Beograd kroz vekove.
13 BIKIĆ, V. 2005, pp. 223–232.
14 ZIROJEVIĆ, O. 2005, p. 233.
15 POPOVIĆ, D. J. 2011, pp. 23–25.
16 Ibid., pp. 145–149.
17 ČOLAK-ANTIĆ, T. 2004, p. 342.
18 BURDIJE, P. 2004, pp. 131–132.
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Descriptions of food and the dining habits by Otto Dubislav von Pirch from the first half of the 19th century19  
compared to similar observations by Austrian explorer Felix Kanitz three decades later20 indirectly point to 
great changes happening in a short time. These changes can be seen not only in a greater number of ingre-
dients, more complex dishes, and elegant tableware,21 but in a radically changed relationship to the very act 
of dining. The dining room took on a separate, central position in the 19th century Belgrade household,22  
with women joining men at the table for the first time. Cultural patterns characteristic of inhabitants of rural 
Serbia were pushed aside in favour of European practices towards which the new bourgeois class strongly 
aspired. As part of the process of the Europeanisation of Serbia, this helped define the national identity and 
its visual and narrative criteria. This process represented a national answer to a broader European reality and 
the culture of Romanticism. Thus the synergy between European and national in the 19th century Serbia was 
completely aligned with that mainstream. The choice of food, ways of preparation and consumption became 
an expression of longing for Europe and its cultural patterns as a particular developmental model.

Despite Turkish soldiers being present on the Belgrade fortress until April 1867 and vendors of salep and boza 
in fez hats selling their products to thirsty passers-by, gastronomic Europe arrived in the Serbian capital and 
other towns of the semi-autonomous principality. It appeared in the goods of nearby Zemun groceries on the 
Great Marketplace, their fine vegetables, butter and millirahm,23 the kipfel and Kaiser rolls of Toma Gruber’s 
bakery on Varoš-kapija,24 the tea and canapés of Serbian princesses and fine Belgrade ladies,25 the taverns 
opened by foreigners and the restaurants of the first hotels.

In this context and when it comes to the gastronomic heritage, the culture of private dining remained impris-
oned as a static phenomenon within the niches of history. This phenomenon can be researched, but the issue 
is how to do so within the sphere of gastronomic heritage management relating to public dining as living her-
itage. The constant change over time when it comes to food, its preparation and consumption, narrows the 
field of heritage to the forms and practices prone to management. In that framework, the Belgrade kafana 
and its food represents real yet endangered cultural heritage management potential.

THE BELGRADE KAFANA – COFFEE HOUSE
Despite romanticised stories of Belgrade, placing the first kahvehana (coffee house in Turkish) in the mid-
16th century Dorćol quarter, the trend of enjoying coffee and tobacco in a specially designed public space 
was conceived in the Ottoman empire in the age of the Sultan Suleiman the Magnificent (1494–1566), when 
the Imperial Saray employed the first Imperial kahfedžija (coffee maker in Turkish).26 The popularity of the 
consumption together of coffee imported from Ethiopia and tobacco brought from newly discovered Amer-
ican territories spread rapidly through the Ottoman culture, so that coffee and tobacco soon reached even 
the most remote parts of the Empire. This practice then shaped an extraordinary social phenomenon – a 
public space for communication and socialisation between members of different classes. By the end of the 
16th century, thanks to European doctors and botanists travelling across the Ottoman Mediterranean, coffee 
reached the West. Its consumption in a public space with tobacco became an invitation to converse with 
familiar and unfamiliar people, and kahvehanas (which in the Serbian language became kafanas) flourished 
in Belgrade, too. It is interesting that it was in Belgrade that the famous muderis, mufti, and sheik Muniri 
Belgradi composed his short Poem against coffee, wine, opium, and tobacco consumption,27 which indirectly 
speaks of the popularity of the kafana, as well as of all the negative effects characteristic of its lifestyle.

In their first decades coffee houses, especially in the Islamic world, were exclusively a male space. In the 
Balkans, they attained specific local characteristics of other religious and national expressions. These char-
acteristics turned the kafana into a place where particular food was offered and a distinctive dining culture 

19 See PIRH, O. D. 2012, Putovanje po Srbiji 1829.
20 See KANIC, F. F. 2007, Srbija – zemlja i stanovništvo. 
21 More about food in the past of Belgrade see KNEŽEVIĆ, S. 1958, Ishrana beogradskog stanovništva u prošlosti.
22 ČOLAK-ANTIĆ, T. 2004, p. 343.
23 KANIC, F. F. 2007, p. 89.
24 JOVANOVIĆ, Ž. 1964, p. 387.
25 ČOLAK-ANTIĆ, T. 2004, pp. 341–343.
26 FOTIĆ, A. 2005, p. 264.
27 Ibid., p. 265.
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arose. At the beginning of the history of kafanas in Belgrade, there was a significant difference between 
Turkish-owned and Serbian, Armenian, Cincar28 and Greek-owned kafanas. Turkish kafanas offered exclu-
sively coffee and tobacco, with alcohol strictly prohibited, while in Christian-owned kafanas (in the mid-18th 
century, there were at least 20 kafanas with the majority of them located in Vodena varoš on the River Sava)29  
served wine, rakija and food. 

Image 1: Jules Férat, Kitchen of the popular kafana in Belgrade, drawing, Le Monde Illustré, 5 August 1876  
(© Bibliothèque Nationale de France).

The role of the kafana in 19th century Belgrade was first-class in the broadest sense of that word. Until the 
early 20th century, the Belgrade kafanas were the only locations of public social life.30 Besides the fact that 
various businesses, political parties, and numerous magazines were found, and concerts and theatrical plays 
took place in them,31 these kafanas soon had a significant influence on food. Not much time had passed from 
when they were places of questionable hygiene and food that disgusted foreign travellers. Besides mezze 
(cheese, smoked meat, boiled eggs) served with drinks, the Belgrade kafanas32 also served various casse-
roles. These are predominantly typical rural dishes of beans and cabbage or sauerkraut, with the menu ex-
panding to include soups, broths, gibanica, potato moussaka, goulash, and roasted meat. With the growth of 
the city’s population, kafanas became the places to organise special lunches, especially wedding banquets, 
thus their gastronomic range became more refined. Even though there are no other sources besides a few 
preserved menus and newspaper ads from this epoch, there are enough reasons to think that two popular 
dishes tied to the cultural identity of Serbs – sarma and ajvar – were perfected in the kitchens of Belgrade 
kafanas. From there, they reached private dining spaces as dishes bearing prestige, as this was a period in 
which recipes for dishes and desserts were kept better than military secrets, while dining at the kafana rep-
resented a metaphor of luxury.

28 Cincars are a Romanised Greek population that originates from Moscopole in Epirus (Greece). Due to their education, trade, and 
political abilities, they became a kind of urban aristocracy in the Balkans from the 18th century onwards. Some of the most influen-
tial personalities of the socio-political and cultural scene in the Principality of Serbia in the 19th century were Cincars. Among other 
things, they had a significant influence on the urban food culture of Belgrade. See POPOVIĆ, D. J.  1937, O Cincarima-Prilozi pitanju 
postanka našeg građanskog društva.
29 FOTIĆ, A. 2005, p. 271.
30 BELINGAR, B., MIJATOVIĆ, B. 2015, p. 8.
31 NUŠIĆ, B. 2014, pp. 53–55.
32 There were 147 kafanas in Belgrade in 1838 according to BELINGAR, B., MIJATOVIĆ, B. 2015, p. 9.
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The real gastronomic revolution in Belgrade kafana dining took place in the mid-19th century when Tanasko 
Rajić kafana on the Great Marketplace (nowadays Students Square) served ćevapčići from Leskovac. The 
comedian and Belgrade chronicler Branislav Nušić noted that the kafana Tanasko Rajić keeper Živko had be-
come so rich thanks to ćevapčići that he was able to build a church in his birthplace.33 History does not know 
much about this particular kafana keeper, but there is no doubt that ćevapčići and grilled meat have been a 
trademark of Belgrade kafanas ever since.

The national, educational, and social structure of kafana keepers influenced to a great extent the appearance 
of the kafana and what it offered.34 A male space with periodic visits by ‘ladies of suspicious morality’ soon 
became venues for family lunches and various celebrations. These changes indirectly influenced the mod-
ernisation of the menu through different foreign specialties and delicacies, and the use of the European term 
‘restaurant’ to emphasise the distinction regarding the Oriental kafana. 

Image 2: Kafana ?, the oldest preserved kafana in Belgrade, founded in 1823 (Photo: Dragan Bosnić).

THE PRESENT DAY BELGRADE KAFANA
In everyday speech, by kafana today (as at the beginning of the 19th century), we include all hospitality ob-
jects offering food and drink shaped by the unique gastronomic pattern created by the fusion of dishes of Ori-
ental, primarily Turkish, and Central European influences. Today, traditional kafanas in Belgrade like Kafana ?, 
Tri šešira, Proleće or Kolarac are known for their ‘national’ cuisine dishes like sauerkraut with smoked meat, 
army-style beans, sarma, goulash, tripe, and grilled meat, whereas their range of desserts is more modest 
and still very traditional (orasnice - walnut cookies, suva pita – dessert similar to baklava, pancakes with jam). 
The more refined version of the kafana will, in addition to the obligatory grilled meat, offer a greater range 
of domestic cuisine (potato moussaka, stuffed vine leaves, pork tenderloin in kajmak, baked beans with 
sausages, veal head in pork belly, Karageorge’s schnitzel, sač – cooked lamb or veal) and more desserts (fruit 
salad with whipped cream, ice cream, vanilla custard cake, Koch sponge cake). This extended menu is offered 

33 NUŠIĆ, B. 2014, p. 64.
34 In the 2nd half of the 19th century, numerous Belgrade taverns were owned by notable politicians, merchants, officers, even priests. 
See BELINGAR, B., MIJATOVIĆ, B. 2015, p. 14.
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to tourists in particular, especially in Skadarlija, Belgrade’s bohemian quarter with the largest concentration 
of traditional kafanas. At the same time, it is less and less attractive to the domestic population, especially 
to younger generations who are instead turning to fast-food chains like McDonald’s, Pizza King or KFC, or 
Japanese, Italian, and other international cuisines present in Belgrade. For commercial reasons, even famous 
luxurious kafanas like Klub književnika are redefining their menus.

Image 3: Traditional kafana dishes served in Kafana ? in Belgrade (Photo: Tamara Ognjević).

To a great extent, the commercial factor affects the quality of food offered in the famous taverns in Skadar-
lija. The pandemic that marked 2020 showed that strictly traditional kafanas did not manage too well when 
it came to the home deliveries many hospitality providers turned to save their businesses. Perhaps the key 
reason for this inability to respond to the crisis lies in the fact that the kafana is primarily a place for gathering 
and dialogue, where food and drink are an important element of a specific cultural pattern.

How can this kind of intangible heritage in the epoch of constant transformation of consumer preferences 
be managed?  This type of heritage brings to mind Adiže’s participative management35 and Drucker’s man-
agement by objectives.36 The project Marca Cuina Catalana37 launched in 2001 by the Culinary Institute of 
Catalonia (FICC), can serve as an example of synthesizing these two approaches. The project began with 
systematic and interdisciplinary research into the Catalan gastronomic heritage, its mapping, and defining 
optimal conditions for the sustainability of this type of intangible cultural heritage. Afterwards, there fol-
lowed the networking and branding of producers, distributors, and hospitality managers of this type of food, 
based on a certificate of authenticity with the plaque Cuina Catalana placed in a visible location. In this 
way, consumers are told that the products and dishes are characteristic of the region and locally produced. 
Conceived as a private initiative of the Catalan Foundation, the project Marca Cuina Catalana was soon sup-
ported by state institutions and public policies. Thus, before 2014, when the UNESCO UNITWN congress was 

35 ADIŽES, I. 2008, pp. 21–23.
36 DRUCKER, P. 1993, pp. 121–136.
37 For more about the project see Marca Cuina Catalana, Catalunya.com, URL: https://www.catalunya.com/marca-cuina-catala-
na-20-16- (quoted 10. 5. 2021), and at The Culinary Institute of Catalonia official web site, URL: https://www.cuinacatalana.eu/# 
(quoted 10. 5. 2021).
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held in Barcelona with over 300 international participants-experts in the field of gastronomy and tourism, 
the gastronomic heritage of Catalonia became so recognisable that it turned Catalonia into one of the most 
attractive destinations of gastronomic tourism on the planet. At the same time, and in the ongoing fight for 
Catalonia’s independence, some analysts recognised that identifying the national gastronomy within projects 
such as Marca Cuina Catalana might be a powerful nationalist “weapon” in the fight for autonomy.38 There 
is no doubt that projects like this can be politically manipulated, but their real value is not diminished in 
that way. The fact that the project connected food producers with professional cooks, hospitality managers, 
and tourist organisations to preserve and promote this type of specific intangible cultural heritage and its 
sustainable development resulted in the creation of a platform that constantly encourages the most diverse 
stakeholders. That is a win-win situation in both theory and practice.

CONCLUSION
The rapid Europeanization of Belgrade during the 19th century, when the city became the capital of the Princi-
pality of Serbia, caused a unique synthesis of the Oriental and Central European gastronomic patterns. In this 
specific multicultural urban milieu, the phenomenon of kafana as a public space, in the long run, shaping the 
social life of a juvenile Serbian capital and dining habits of its inhabitants emerges. From the initial Turkish kah-
vehana – the coffee house – in which almost exclusively coffee and tobacco were served, the Belgrade kafana 
is becoming a place that, besides coffee, serves alcoholic beverages and various dishes. At the same time, from 
the public space for men, the kafana is soon becoming a place for a family gathering, with a more refined food 
and drinks offer. The gastronomic synthesis emerging in the kafana kitchens is becoming recognized as the na-
tional cuisine as a total cultural pattern spontaneously tied to national identity determinants. This fusion and 
the fact that many Belgrade residents have been growing up experiencing the kafana as a place of gathering and 
dialogue between different classes affect the emotional formation of both individuals and societies belonging to 
the urban milieu. By the beginning of the 21st century, under the strong influence of globalization and modern 
technologies, the kafana as a space of characteristic communication and dialogue is being suppressed in favor 
of cafes and fast-food restaurants. The Corona 19 pandemic of 2020 and changes in many hospitality manage-
ment businesses in favor of home delivery demonstrate the endangerment of Belgrade kafana as an authentic 
carrier of a specific form of gastronomic heritage of the city. However, based on Belgrade’s gastronomic heritage 
research, there is no dilemma that the kafana represents an important cultural heritage with real potential in 
sustainable development. By considering possible models of its management, experiences offered by The Culi-
nary Institute of Catalonia (FICC, Barcelona, 2001) project Marca Cuina Catalana suggest a high rate of applica-
bility when it comes to the Belgrade kafanas. As a synthesis of participative management and management by 
objectives, the Catalan project has demonstrated exceptional, long-term results and the potential of constant 
stimulation of interested sides gathered around the gastronomic heritage as the common good.
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HREPENENJE PO EVROPI: GASTRONOMSKA DEDIŠČINA 
BEOGRADA V MULTIKULTURALNI URBANI KRAJINI
Tamara Ognjević, Artis Center, Srbija 

Strokovni članek (1.04)

IZVLEČEK
Gastronomska dediščina Beograda se je razvijala tekom stoletij v večkulturnem urbanem okolju na specifič-
ni geografski lokaciji. Predstavlja kompleksno zgodovinsko pričevanje in ima izreden potencial za trajnostni 
razvoj. Ta dragoceni primer interakcije med zelo različnimi kulturnimi vplivi iz Evrope in orienta, ki ga poo-
seblja kafana in njene jedi, je tako lokalne kot globalne narave. Kot vsaka nepremična kulturna dediščina je 
tudi ta nenehno izpostavljena reinterpretaciji, re-kontekstualizaciji in revalvaciji. V tem članku obravnavamo 
zgodovinske, kulturne in antropološke vidike gastronomske dediščine Beograda v luči upravljanja s kulturno 
dediščino in njenim trajnostnim razvojem. 

KLJUČNE BESEDE
Gastronomska dediščina, nepremična kulturna dediščina, upravljanje s kulturno dediščino, trajnostni razvoj, 
kafana, Beograd, Evropa

POVZETEK
Ko je Beograd v 19. stoletju postal prestolnica Kneževine Srbije, je hitra evropeizacija mesta privedla do svo-
jevrstne sinteze orientalskih in evropskih gastronomskih vzorcev. V tem posebnem večkulturnem miljeju se 
je postopoma izoblikovala kafana kot javni prostor, ki je oblikoval tudi družbeno življenje mlade srbske pre-
stolnice in prehranjevalne navade njenih prebivalcev. Iz izvorno turške kahvehane – kavarne, v kateri so stregli 
skoraj izključno le kavo in tobak, je beograjska kafana postala kraj, kjer so poleg kave stregli tudi alkoholne 
pijače in različne jedi. Hkrati se je kafana iz javnega prostora za moške kmalu preobrazila v prostor za dru-
žinska srečanja z bolj prefinjeno ponudbo hrane in pijače. Gastronomska sinteza, nastala v kuhinjah kafane, 
je bila kasneje prepoznana kot nacionalna kuhinja, kot skupni kulturni vzorec, spontano povezan z elementi, 
ki določajo nacionalno identiteto. To zlitje in dejstvo, da je veliko Beograjčanov zraslo z izkušnjo kafane kot 
prostorom druženja in dialoga med različnimi razredi, sta vplivala na emocionalno oblikovanje tako posa-
meznikov kot družbe v urbanem okolju. Pod močnim vplivom globalizacije in modernih tehnologij je kafana 
kot prostor karakterističnega komuniciranja in dialoga do začetka 21. stoletja morala prepustiti svoje mesto 
bifejem in restavracijam s hitro prehrano. Pandemija covida-19 leta 2020 in spremembe v marsikaterem go-
stinskem lokalu v prid dostave na dom prav tako ogrožajo kafano kot avtentičnega nosilca specifične oblike 
gastronomske dediščine. Vendar pa na podlagi raziskave o beograjski gastronomski dediščini ne moremo 
dvomiti o tem, da je kafana pomemben del kulturne dediščine z resničnim potencialom za trajnostni razvoj. 
Z upoštevanjem različnih modelov vodenja bi lahko izkušnje iz projekta Katalonskega kulinaričnega inštituta 
(FICC, Barcelona, 2001) Marca Cuina Catalana v veliki meri uporabili tudi pri beograjskih kafanah. Katalonski 
projekt je s sintezo sodelujočega vodenja in vodenja s cilji privedel do izjemnih, dolgoročnih rezultatov in 
razvil potencial za nenehno spodbujanje deležnikov gastronomske dediščine k delovanju za skupno dobro. 
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TRANSLATING TASTE*
Marko Trupković, Professional Associate at the Public Institution “Žumberak – Samoborsko gorje Nature Park”, 
Croatia, marko.trupkovic@pp-zumberak-samoborsko-gorje.hr

ABSTRACT
In heritage interpretation, culinary experience is a perfect tool for understanding other cultures. This paper 
deals with the semiotics of food, taking as its starting point its duality – as a biological need and a cultural 
construct – but also as a sign system through which we communicate with other cultures, past and present. 
The main discourse is supported by examples of how food can be a tool for interpretation, but also a lan-
guage which brings past cultures back to life. It is an opportunity for experiencing the culture of the Other 
from both a translocal and transtemporal perspective.

KEYWORDS
heritage interpretation, semiotics, culture, translation, codes

SUMMARY
The objective of this presentation is to provide insight into culinary systems and how they interact outside of 
their time and space. The author begins with a review of the culinary workshops held every autumn in the 
“Žumberak – Samoborsko gorje” Nature Park as a culinary interpretation of local archaeological heritage. 
Active visitor participation results in an immersive experience and learning about archaeological periods by 
preparing and tasting prehistoric, Roman, medieval and traditional Žumberak cuisine based on recipes from 
academic literature and research. During her visit to the Iron Age archaeological sites in Budinjak, the Jap-
anese doctor, translator and author of books of ancient glass and Roman cuisine, Ms. Fuyuki Kaida, started 
writing a book based on her experience on site. In it, she presents various recipes used in culinary workshops 
and the recipes were transformed into culturally tailored variations. Since some wild edible plants used in 
the prehistoric European recipes do not grow in Japan, similar plants were used. Bearing in mind cultural dif-
ferences, dietary habits and re-interpretation of various recipes, their elements and the technology of food 
preparation throughout the archaeological periods, the author introduces culinary customs as a language for 
translating the structure of society and culture.

* Translation: Marko Trupković
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PREVAJANJE OKUSA
Marko Trupković, Naravni park Žumberak - Samoborsko gorovje, Hrvaška 

IZVLEČEK
Pri interpretaciji dediščine je kulinarična izkušnja odlično orodje za razumevanje drugih kultur. V članku se 
ukvarjamo s semiotiko hrane, pri čemer izhajamo iz njene dvojne narave, in sicer hrane kot odgovora na bio-
loške potrebe in kot kulturnega konstrukta, vendar pa tudi kot znakovnega sistema, preko katerega komuni-
ciramo z drugimi kulturami, tako preteklimi kot sedanjimi. Osnovni diskurz je podprt s primeri, kako je lahko 
hrana orodje za interpretacijo, pa tudi jezik, ki ponovno oživlja pretekle kulture. To je priložnost, da izkusimo 
kulturo Drugega iz perspektive, ki presega prostor in čas.

KLJUČNE BESEDE
interpretacija dediščine, semiotika, kultura, prevajanje, kode

POVZETEK
Namen predstavitve je omogočiti vpogled v kulinarične sisteme in osvetliti, kako se povezujejo zunaj svojega 
kraja in časa. Avtor začne s pregledom kulinaričnih delavnic, ki jih vsako jesen organizirajo v Naravnem parku 
Žumberak - Samoborsko gorovje kot kulinarično interpretacijo krajevne arheološke dediščine. Z aktivnim 
sodelovanjem se obiskovalci potopijo v izkušnjo in se učijo o arheoloških obdobjih, tako da pripravljajo in 
okušajo jedi iz prazgodovinske, starorimske, srednjeveške in tradicionalne žumberaške kuhinje po receptih 
iz strokovne literature in raziskav. Japonka dr. Fuyuki Kaida, prevajalka in avtorica knjig o antičnem steklu in 
rimski kuhinji, je na obisku železnodobnih arheoloških najdišč v Budinjaku začela pisati knjigo, ki temelji na 
njeni izkušnji tega kraja. V knjigi predstavlja številne izbrane recepte, ki so se uporabljali na kulinaričnih delav-
nicah, in jih ponudi v kulturno prilagojenih različicah. Ker nekatere užitne divje rastline, navedene v starejših 
evropskih receptih, na Japonskem ne rastejo, se namesto njih uporabljajo druge, podobne. Ob upoštevanju 
kulturnih razlik, prehrambnih navad in reinterpretacije različnih receptov, njihovih elementov in tehnologije 
priprave hrane v različnih arheoloških obdobjih avtor predstavlja kulinarične navade kot jezik za prevajanje 
strukture družbe in kulture.
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BREAD – ONE OF THE OLDEST PREPARED FOODS OF 
THE WORLD* 
Neva Malek, MSc, Principal of Higher Vocational College at the Education Centre Piramida Maribor and 
lecturer, The Education Centre Piramida Maribor, Slovenia, neva.malek@icp-mb.si 
Stanko Vorih, teacher of practical work in bakery subjects, The Education Centre Piramida Maribor, Slovenia, 
stanko.vorih@icp-mb.si 

Professional article (1.04)

ABSTRACT
Bread is one of the oldest foods in the world. There are also very few dishes that have taken on such differ-
ent roles throughout history: a basic food, a reflection of wealth, a symbol of faith and religion, a means of 
payment, a subject of proverbs and literature, representation in national customs and habits, etc. Although 
only four basic ingredients (flour, yeast, salt and water) are needed to prepare leavened bread, this was not a 
limiting factor in the development of different types and forms of bread that have appeared and still appear 
on the European and Slovene bread map.

KEYWORDS
bread, history of bread, bread heritage, gastronomic heritage, baking bread

INTRODUCTION
In most European countries, bread is still considered a staple food. It is an important source of carbohydrates, 
fibre and protein in the human diet. Roughly speaking, types of bread can be divided into two main groups: 
leavened and unleavened.

Over time and with the development of society, the role and baking of bread changed. Breads baked according 
to recipes until the end of the Middle Ages would most likely be unacceptable to a modern consumer. After 
1500 AD can we find preserved recipes that, with a little adaptation, can be transferred to the present day. Inter-
estingly, some of these recipes do not contain salt at all, or it is in extremely small amounts. One of the reasons 
is certainly the price and availability of salt at the time. With industrial development, bread baking also became 
industrialised – the fermentation time had to be reduced, even at the expense of taste and nutritional value. 
White bread has always been considered the bread of aristocrats and the rich, while the poorer population con-
sumed dark, wholemeal bread. It was not until the end of the 20th century that this mindset changed. Slower 
bread preparation processes are also slowly returning – e.g. the use of lees and slow fermentation.

Four basic ingredients are essential for making bread: flour, water, yeast and salt. Flour gives the volume and 
structure, the addition of yeast allows the formation of carbon dioxide, which causes the dough to rise. At 
first glance, salt seems to be added just for flavour. However, the role of salt in the preparation and baking 
of bread is much more complex than most people can imagine. The addition of salt slows down the fermen-
tation and through it gives bread a more beautiful colour, helps to "pull" the taste and aroma from the flour, 
gives the dough strength, prevents the loss of carbon dioxide formed during fermentation and creates the 
volume of bread. In addition, it is also a natural preservative.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF BREAD
It is not known exactly when and how the first bread was baked. We know, however, that the fertile territory 
of present-day Iraq, Afghanistan, Turkey, Kuwait, Syria, Israel, and Palestine can be considered the "home-
land" of bread. This is the area between the Tigris and the Euphrates, where the first urban civilisations de-
veloped and allegedly invented bread. Even before the Neolithic Revolution, harvesters and hunters of the 
time consumed raw grains of wild barley and wheat. Based on archaeological finds, we know that they later 
began to systematically collect and grind grain. Grinding was mostly a task done by women. For bread as we 

* Translation: Urška Petrič
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know it today, we need dough that is hard enough, instead of a thick starch mass. The first grains from which 
the first breads were made are believed to have been obtained from wild barley and two types of wheat, 
which are almost no longer produced today: single-grain (Einkorn) and double-grain (Emer).1

Written sources show that bread had an important role in the Sumerian civilisation. They associated it with 
happiness and also with abundance and prosperity. Although no recipes or other material have been pre-
served from this period, there is a presumption that wheat bread was quite widespread. This period is char-
acterised by shaped breads, as evidenced by the findings of moulds, such as the shape of a fish. Moulds 
were also found to indicate the appearance of a pattern or image on the underside of the bread. Bread also 
appears as a literary element in The Epic of Gilgamesh - "… Therefore bake loaves of bread, each day one loaf, 
and put it beside his head; and make a mark on the wall to number the days he has slept."2

In Mesopotamian civilizations and in Ancient Egypt, we often observe the connection between bread and 
beer, either as an object of sacrifice to the deities or as staple food. This is not to say that the lower class did 
not eat porridge or legumes. Rather, it was perceived as a staple food and consumed by all who could afford 
it in considerable quantities.3 Ancient Egyptians are considered to have been quite advanced in preparing 
and baking bread. In addition to unleavened bread, they also made leavened bread. The shapes were also 
different: from flat to triangular, in the shape of a cone, a crater or in a more refined shape – images of peo-
ple or animals. Dates, figs and coriander seeds were added to the bread.4 Jacob describes Ancient Egyptians 
as bread eaters, the diet of the lower classes is said to have been mostly based on bread. Bread was also a 
means of payment for the labour force, as well as for the priests.5

With the decline of the Egyptian civilisation began the rise of Greek civilisation. Even among Ancient Greeks, bread 
had an important role. In general, barley was used to make bread, and wheat bread was made only on special 
occasions. Interestingly, as early as the 5th century BC, bakeries operated in Athens. The baking of ritual bread, 
called "psadista", goes back to this period. It was prepared from flour, oil and wine and it was given to the gods.6

The preparation and baking of bread by the Romans was associated with social status. It is generally accepted 
that loaves of bread were more prized than flat breads. The poorer class consumed wholemeal breads. In 
addition to wholemeal breads, peas and beans, chestnuts and acorns were also used for baking. Bread was 
baked on grills and under clay pots around which embers were arranged. As they climbed the social ladder, 
their breads became more like the breads we know today. They were most likely baked in domed ovens spe-
cifically designed for bread baking. Wheat, barley, and rye were used. Wheat was a status symbol and it was 
used only by the wealthiest. Olive oil, olives, figs and bacon were added to the white bread.7

It is characteristic of medieval Europe that bakers had a much higher social status than millers. Bakeries were 
set up in the towns and the bakers owned the bakeries. This period is also characterised by the division of 
crafts and labour, as well as a series of meaningless prohibitions. For example, bakeries were not allowed to 
be near breweries, even though the technological equipment was similar. For these reasons, there was also a 
division between milling and baking. Interestingly, baking technology during this period did not differ from the 
technologies of the Ancient Egyptians. The Middle Ages were marked by famine, savagery, and gloom. Howev-
er, even during this period, bread was respected, which can be deduced from certain legends, e.g. the sunken 
city of Vineta on the south coast of the Baltic Sea. The flood is believed to have occurred because the ungodly 
inhabitants used bread to plug up rat holes. Respect for bread did not stem so much from its inaccessibility, 
but from the importance it had in Christianity.8 Every loaf of bread was supposed to carry God’s touch. Because 
of this, even later, when bread became an everyday food, three crosses were made on the back of the bread. It 

1 RUBEL, W. 2011, pp. 10–14.
2 Ep o Gilgamešu, p. 73.
3 RUBEL, W. 2011, p. 26.
4 DELWEN, S. 1999, pp. 28–31.
5 JACOB, H. E. 2007, pp. 62–65.
6 Journal of Pharmacy and Pharmacology, 5. 11. 2017, Lambrini Korkouta et al., Bread and health, pp. 821–826. 
7 RUBEL, W. 2011, pp. 34–35.
8 Allusion to the Last Supper and Jesus’ breaking and offering bread to the apostles.
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was also forbidden to lay bread on its back as well as on an unset table.9 Famine led the people of the Middle 
Ages to start using bread substitutes - acorns, grasses, wild and lopsided oats, reeds and bulrushes, pine bark, 
etc. To increase the nutritional value, they mixed as many different seeds as possible. Blood cakes, also made 
from the dried blood of various animals mixed with a little flour and water, are also known from this period.10

From the period between 1500 and 1800, recipes already existed that can be quite well used today, e.g. ba-
guettes and brioches originate from that period, and a white loaf of bread for making sandwiches. Today, of 
course, this is something completely taken for granted, but at that time it was only accessible to the wealthy. 
In the middle of the 17th century, horse bread was known and also sold well in England. It had a flat shape, 
it was made from bran and rye flour. Weeds, straw and various bakery waste could sometimes be found in 
it. It was basically intended to feed working horses. Due to the low price (about a third of the price of the 
cheapest wholemeal loaf), even the poor consumed it.11 Loaf bread predominated in Europe. However, in 
certain areas, the baking of flatbreads was predominant, and this as a local tradition has been preserved 
to this day, e.g. traditional Scottish oatcakes, various Scandinavian crispy rye breads, soft pitta like piadina 
from the Italian region of Emilia-Romagna, Balkan bun, German pumpernickel, etc.12 Interestingly, recipes for 
salt-free bread can be traced in this period, or salt is foreseen in such small quantities that such bread would 
most likely be unacceptable to the modern consumer. It is also interesting that even today in Tuscany, bread 
is baked without the addition of salt, so many tourists perceive Tuscan bread as bad.13

The 19th century brought a change to grinding. As early as around 1820, the first roller mills appeared, but 
they were not technologically refined enough to allow serious production. A significant turning point occurred 
in 1834 when the Swiss engineer Sulzberger invented the roller mill with three steel rollers. Although these 
mills were not technologically advanced either – for example, there was no control over filling – they were set 
up in Switzerland, Germany, Italy and Hungary. The next break was in 1873 with the introduction of porcelain 
cylinders. These enabled economical grinding and slowly roller mills replaced wind and water mills.14 With the 
changed method of grinding, white flour became accessible to a wider section of the population.

The 20th century is characterised by the rapid growth of bakeries, automation of production and increased 
productivity. From this period it is worth highlighting Rohwedder's15 invention of the bread cutting machine, 
which marked a kind of revolution in the use of bread. Preparing sandwiches became easy and there were 
no problems with the uniform thickness of individual slices of bread. Unfortunately, the 20th century also 
brought additives – bread became softer, whiter, fermentation time was shortened, although at the expense 
of taste and aroma, the shelf life was extended. At the end of the 20th century, the mentality that dark, 
wholemeal breads are consumed by the lower classes of the population and the poorer, prevailed. So it 
seems that it is only in the 21st century that we want to go back to breads without additives, to slow fermen-
tation, to lees, and to a smell and shape that remind us of other times.

THE EUROPEAN BREAD MARKET IN THE 21ST CENTURY
Over the centuries, the types and shapes of bread have been influenced by geographical location, which 
has conditioned the production of different cereals, the culture of civilisations and nations, religion, famine, 
social and technological development, etc. Although our eating habits have changed in recent years, bread 
remains basic food.

In 2018, the European bakery market was estimated at $ 226 billion, with forecasts that the compound 
annual growth rate will reach 3.12% in 2020–2025.16,17 It should be emphasised that the market for bakery 
products also includes cakes, pastries, biscuits, etc., and not only bread. However, in 2019, the largest market 

9 JACOB, H. E. 2007, pp. 236–259.
10 Ibid., pp. 261–263.
11 RUBEL, W. 2011, pp. 42–43.
12 Ibid., pp. 48–50.
13 Ibid., pp. 71–72.
14 Milling and Grain Magazine, 6. 2. 2015, Vol. 126, Mildred Cookson, Milling in Northern Europe, pp. 28–29.
15 Otto Frederich Rohwedder, American engineer and inventor, 1880–1960.
16 Company Industry ARC 2021, European Bakery Market – Forecast (2021–2026), Report Description.
17 Organization Mordor Intelligence 2021, Europe bakery products market - growth, trends, covid-19 impact, and forecasts (2021–2026).
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segment belonged to bread, which is attributed to customer demands for wholemeal breads, breads with a 
high fibre content, as well as gluten-free and enriched breads (e.g. with seeds). The demands stem from a 
growing awareness of the importance of a healthier lifestyle. In 2019, sales of pre-packaged breads exceeded 
sales of unpackaged breads. Among the countries, Germany has the largest market share of bakery products, 
followed by England, France, Italy and Spain.18

Bread is produced and baked in three main ways: in large companies (industrial sector), in more traditional 
and smaller bakeries, and in the home environment. The number of large bakery companies compared to 
small bakeries varies from country to country, as does the number of producers of bread and bakery prod-
ucts. For example, in 2016, 1974 bakery companies were registered in Italy, while there were only 11 in 
Ireland.19 Interestingly, in 2014, the industrial sector accounted for 80% of production in England, while 40% 
in Germany, 35% in France and only 19% in Spain.20 It is characteristic for all European countries that bread 
is distributed to the final consumer in two main ways: retail (supermarkets and hypermarkets, bakeries, 
discount stores, petrol stations, etc.) and food providers (schools, businesses, restaurants and hotels, etc.).

Although the European bakery market predicts growth by 2025, per capita bread consumption is declining. 
Based on a survey on bread consumption21 covering 17 European countries published in November 2016,22 
bread consumption in these countries had fallen from 67 kg in 2004 to 63 kg per capita. It has been found 
that men consume more bread than women, but women choose different types of bread. The survey also 
showed that the trend of choosing regional and local types of bread is growing. Between May and October 
2019, GIRA conducted a new survey on the bread market, which included 14 European countries (among 
them all the leaders in the European bakery market), Russia and Turkey. The average annual consumption of 
bread per person in 2014 was 71.5 kg.23 The consumption of bread varies, of course from country to coun-
try, which is also historically and gastronomically conditioned. According to the data, Turks and Bulgarians 
are significant eaters of bread, consuming an average of 104 and 95 kg / person per year, respectively. In 
contrast, the English are poor eaters of bread, consuming on average only 32 kg / person per year.24 Just as 
European countries are characterised by different types of bread, so are prices. In 2019, compared to the EU-
27 average, bread was most expensive in Denmark, Austria, Luxembourg and Finland, and it was cheapest in 
Romania, Bulgaria and Poland.25 

Trends in the bread and bakery market are also changing. If even before the Covid crisis European consum-
ers tended to choose more nutritional breads (whole grains, with more fibre, with added seeds, etc.), the 
turbulent situation in 2020 has only accelerated this process. For the year 2021 (and probably later), trends 
should go in the direction of health, environmental impact or the concept of no waste, or just moments of 
well-being with nostalgic revival of tastes and consumption of old, forgotten types of bread. Veganism, which 
is also entering the field of bread, should not be neglected.26 Moreover, there is also a trend towards small-
er breads, in so called snack-friendly formats.27 Last year's and this year's movement restrictions, as well as 
recommendations for less frequent shopping, have increased (and probably will continue to increase) the de-
mand for extended-life breads.28 For at least a decade, there has also been a downward trend in salt in bread 
and bakery products, as bread consumption is an important source of daily salt intake in the population.

18 Organization Mordor Intelligence 2021, Europe bakery products market - growth, trends, covid-19 impact, and forecasts (2021–2026).
19 Company Statista 2021, Bread and bakery products in Europe - Statistics and Facts.
20 Platform Bread-Iniative.eu. 2016, Bread consumption in Europe: an essential role in a healthy and balanced diet.
21 The study was carried out by Gira, a strategic consultancy and market research firm which operates in the drink and food sectors 
and the food-based retail chain.
22 Bread-Iniative.eu. 2016, Bread consumption in Europe: an essential role in a healthy and balanced diet.
23 Firm GIRA 2020, A European Bakery Markets overview, pp. 4–16.
24 The International Association of Plant Bakers 2015, AIBI Bread Market Report 2013, pp. 4–9.
25 Eurostat 2020, How bread and cereals prices vary across the EU.
26 NORTH, A. 2021, Top bakery trends for 2021 revealed: part 1.
27 NORTH, A. 2021a, Top bakery trends for 2021 revealed: part 2.
28 NORTH, A. 2021b, Top bakery trends for 2021 revealed: part 3.
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SLOVENIA ON THE EUROPEAN BREAD MAP
In Slovenia, bread was first mentioned in written sources in the 13th century, although it had probably exist-
ed earlier. However, until the first years after the Second World War, it was not an integral part of the daily 
diet everywhere, in some places it was almost unknown.29 Bread was also usually not eaten with traditional 
meals, but people did consume it for a morning or afternoon snack. We can even say that in the past the role 
of bread in Slovenia was more festive than every day.30

Unleavened forms, known by various names, predominated among the older types of bread. Over time, this 
part of the bread heritage was mostly lost, only a few varieties have remained – e.g. mlinci (Slovene pasta 
tatters). Lees were mainly used as a leavening agent until World War I. It was only after this that brewer's 
yeast was used in baking.31

As in other parts of Europe, white bread was rarely on the table in the past. Instead, more rye bread was 
baked, and the lower social classes tended to bake oat bread. Mixtures of cereals (wheat, rye, oats and 
buckwheat) were also used. During difficult periods (famine, bad weather conditions, war), other ingredients 
were mixed with flour – beans, corn, potatoes, tree bark, spruce cones, flax, hemp, etc.). Millet and barley 
flour were also used, as well as sorghum32 and spelt.33 It is worth mentioning that until the end of the 19th 
century, bran was ground together with flour, which from a nutritional point of view meant additional fibre. 
In the Agricultural and Handicraft News in 1846, potato flour was praised (‘beautiful’) and bread baked from 
that flour (‘good’).34 Ten years later, we come across a eulogy of beetroot bread.35 It was prepared from 40% 
beetroot, 40% flour and 20% lees or yeast. The volume of bread was supposed to be bigger and the bread 
healthy. It is also interesting to see praise for bread from sago flour,36 which is said to be resistant to mould 
and edible even after a few years, and was given to English and Dutch sailors37 in the 19th century. Sago flour 
is gluten-free, so bread made from sago flour is also suitable in the diet of people with celiac disease. In 
terms of ingredients for baking bread, we have sometimes looked at examples of other nations. In 1847, the 
Agricultural and Handicraft News reported on bread made from cake left over from pressing oilseed oil. Such 
bread was supposedly baked in the Austro-Hungarian monarchy and it was cheaper than bread made from 
other flours. It was advised that the oilseed cake be mixed with some other flour (rye, buckwheat, etc.) and 
yeast. The bread was not only supposed to be cheaper, but also good and digestible.38 

Marušič’s notes that the baking of bread for sale and the beginning of the bakery craft in Slovene lands dates 
back to the Middle Ages, the first shops or stalls in Ljubljana being mentioned as early as 1300. The bakery craft 
was naturally first established in the towns, whereas in the countryside bread was still made at home. In 1875, 
1639 bakers were registered in Carniola, Carinthia, Styria and Primorska. Unfortunately, after World War II, 
private bakery almost became extinct by the mid-1980s. In the post-war period, the consumption of bread be-
came commonplace and consumption increased. At the same time, state policy determined the prices of flour 
and bread, which had an impact on quality and diversity.39 Within the food processing industry, most people 
are employed in the production of bakery products and pasta, with 326 companies, which have a 16% share of 
sales in foreign markets.40 If we think of bread as an indicator of the well-being of a nation, it is interesting that 
in Slovenia in 1991 we were able to buy 397 kg of bread with an average monthly net salary, and by 2018 513 kg 
of bread.41 In terms of bread prices in 27 European countries, Slovenia is slightly above the average.42

29 MARUŠIČ, I. 2000.
30 RENČELJ, S., PRAJNER, M., BOGATAJ, J. 1993, pp. 5–9.
31 BOGATAJ, J. 2003, pp. 8–9.
32 Sorghum is a corn-like cultivated plant.
33 RENČELJ, S., PRAJNER, M., BOGATAJ, J. 1993, pp. 7–8.
34 Kmetijske in rokodelske novice, No. 45, Year 4, p. 178.
35 Kmetijske in rokodelske novice, No. 105, Year 14, p. 419.
36 Sago is a type of starch that’s commonly extracted from a palm called Metroxylon sagu.
37 Slovenski gospodar, No. 13, Year 69, p. 6.
38 Kmetijske in rokodelske novice, No. 16, Year 5, p. 61.
39 MARUŠIČ, I. 2000.
40 Gospodarska zbornica Slovenije, 2020, pp. 19–23.
41 Statistični urad Republike Slovenije 2020, p. 8.
42 Eurostat 2020. How bread and cereals prices vary across the EU.
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The data show that an average Slovene eats a little less than 50 kg of bread a year.43 Today, a large selection 
of good breads is available to the Slovene customer, which in the past they could only have dreamed of: 
organic, gluten-free, with various seeds, hemp, added protein, lees, etc. We must not overlook that today's 
bread offer in Slovenia also includes breads and pastries that have been imported from other countries and 
domesticated over the centuries – French baguettes, Italian ciabatta, rye bread with sourdough, Austro-Hun-
garian buns, Scandinavian types of bread, etc.

Bread is also a Slovene export item. For example, the Žito Group, which has the largest market share in Slovenia 
in the field of production bakery (more than a quarter), exports mostly to Italy, Germany, Spain and Austria. The 
best-selling product is buckwheat bread with walnuts. One export trend is currently bakery products for baking 
at the point of sale.44 The Slovene exporters of bread and bakery products also include the Don Don Group, 
Mlinotest and Pekarna Pečjak. Otherwise, bread sales in the period between the two world wars included more 
than 1,000 kg of bread per day sold by Slovene ‘bread women’ in Trieste and coastal Istria.45

With today's diverse range of breads, with the interaction of modern requirements  and food trends, with the 
multitude of sales points, it is probably difficult for the average customer to imagine that Slovenia, despite 
its small size, has a rich bread heritage. Part of this heritage includes bread ovens, in which even today, espe-
cially in rural areas, housewives bake bread, either for home use or for sale. However, there are few bakeries 
that still bake bread in a wood-fired bread oven. One is Pekarna Blanka from Cirkulane, where at least 95% of 
bread is baked in bread ovens, which is about 15 tons of bread per month.46 

Image 1: Baking bread in the bread ovens of Pekarna Blanka from Cirkulane (Photo: Darjan Arnečič). 

43 KOVAČ, B. 2021.
44 Embalaža Okolje Logistika, No. 124/125, Year 2017.
45 BOGATAJ, J. 2003, p. 19.
46 Oral source: Arnečič Dejan, Cirkulane, 17. 3. 2021.
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In the brochure Okusiti Slovenijo (Taste Slovenia), which presents many Slovene traditional dishes, among 
breads you will find poprtnik (Notranjska), pleteno srce (Posavje and Bizeljsko), vrtanek (Prekmurje), križnik 
(Goriška brda), etc.47 Bread heritage is also preserved through numerous exhibitions and evaluations at the 
local or national level, including, for example, the annual project Goodness of Slovene Farms organised by 
the Chamber of Agriculture and Forestry of Slovenia and the Municipality of Ptuj.

In addition to the rich bread heritage, Slovenia has a fairly extensive set of books with recipes for baking 
bread. Of course, many recipes are from more recent times and do not reflect the situation from a hundred 
or more years ago. Unfortunately, many recipes have also been lost over time. For example, in Maribor, the 
Scherbaum family had a large bakery in the 19th century, but today no recipe has been preserved among 
their written legacy.48 In a way, even the modern lees mania is nothing more than a revival of the past, as lees 
rather than yeast were used in the past for baking bread.

The first cookbook in the Slovene language appeared in 1799: Valentin Vodnik's Kuharske bukve. The book 
does not present recipes for Slovene traditional dishes, but guidelines on how and what to eat. It is not known 
from which German books Vodnik translated. There are no recipes for bread in them, but there are tips on how 
to use up stale bread for soups, sauces and fillings.49 The first original Slovene cookbook was written in 1868 
by Magdalena Pleiweis. It was later updated by Felicita Kalinšek and other authors. The recipes in the book 
were intended primarily for wealthy bourgeois society. In the second reprint from 1878 there are recipes for 
milk bread, Swiss bread and bread biscuits.50 Several recipes appear in cookbooks from the early 20th century.

AN EXAMPLE OF REVIVING OLD SLOVENE RECIPES FOR BREAD PREPARATION
Today, unfortunately, it often does not suffice to make a good product. One also needs to know how to sell 
it or provide a story about it, selling both at the same time. In the field of baking, elements of nostalgia are 
often involved: bread as baked by our grandmothers, bread that brings back childhood memories, the smell 
of bread that reminds us of our youth, bread made according to procedures used by our ancestors etc. So it is 
not surprising that all major Slovene bakers have some such bread in their range, emphasising that they want 
to preserve our bread heritage by doing so: e.g. organic grandmother's bread from the Grosuplje bakery, 
home-made onion bread from the Pečjak bakery, bread with potatoes from Mlinotest etc. We also wished to 
follow these trends at Piramida Education Centre Maribor.51 In doing so, we tried to follow the advice of Janez 
Bogataj52 not to try to copy the heritage, but first and foremost to try to understand it. That is, let us not try 
to make bread the old way, but place the old ways of preparation in today’s times.53 

We chose four old recipes that we thought could also have market potential or stand out in terms of interest. 
From the “Skilful Cookbook”, which was first printed in 190454 we chose Uršulinske prestice. The basis for 
today's pretzels is leavened dough, whereas the Uršulinske prestice are made without the addition of yeast, 
but wine and sugar are added. We chose plain milk bread from the Slovene cookbook55 by Felicita Kalinšek, 
because crushed anise and coriander are added to the dough, which is not the case in today's milk breads. 
There are also no eggs in this recipe, while eggs are added to most of today’s milk breads. The use of milk is 
required for this recipe – we decided to use homemade, non-homogenised milk because we wanted to get 
closer to the original texture and taste. The recipe for Kneipp bread I and Kneipp bread II was found in “The 
Economical Cookbook” from 1915.56 The basic flour in these two recipes is Kneipp flour, which is plain wheat 
flour ground together with bran. For Kneipp bread I, the ratio between Kneipp flour and plain white flour is 3:1, 
 and for Kneipp bread II 1:1. After a few trial bakes in the period January–March 2021, prestice and breads 
were released for evaluation on March 30, 2021. Due to the epidemic and related restrictions, the evaluation 

47 BOGATAJ, J. 2013, pp. 1–25.
48 Oral source: Berberih Slana Aleksandra, Maribor, 18. 1. 2021.
49 VODNIK, V. 2011, p. 42.
50 PLEIWEIS, M. 1878.
51 At the Piramida Education Centre Maribor, there is a school shop, where we offer various types of bread of our own production.
52 Janez Bogataj, Slovene ethnologist and researcher of ethnology of Slovenia.
53 ŠUMER, A. 2018, p. 15.
54 Spretna kuharica 1994, pp. 175–176.
55 KALINŠEK, F. 1923, p. 410.
56 REMEC, M. 1915, pp. 158–159.
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could only be performed among employees at the Piramida Education Centre Maribor. A seven-point rating 
scale (grade 7 was the highest) was used. The breads were labelled as Bread 1, Bread 2 and Bread 3 in the 
evaluation process, and the evaluators were not familiar with the recipe before the tasting. They were only 
asked to evaluate the bread and prestice. 25 employees participated and all the assessment forms were filled 
out completely. An average score was calculated for each evaluation feature.

Image 2: Uršulinske prestice and bread before the assessment (Photo: Tina Šalamun).

In the case of Uršulinske prestice, the appearance was graded with an average score of 6.12, and the smell, 
taste and suitability for serving with coffee or tea with 5.92, 5.72 and 6.08. The average bread assessment 
grades are shown in Table 1.

Feature Kneipp bread I Kneipp bread II Milk bread
Appearance of pieces of bread 6.32 6.32 6.32
Smell 5.56 5.64 6.60
Taste 5.16 5.28 6.40
Suitability for selling 5.48 5.88 6.52

Table 1: Average grades in bread assessment

As already mentioned, due to all the limitations associated with the epidemic, we could not carry out a true 
consumer assessment. However, we have been able to gather initial data, which showed us the possible 
potential of introducing these products into the sales programme. According to the results, milk bread as 
a bread for special occasions has good sales opportunities (Christmas, Easter, etc.). Kneipp bread I and II 
received lower grades, but not so much that we could not consider them for introduction to the sales pro-
gramme as fibre-rich bread (due to the bran). We estimate that the Uršulinske prestice have potential, if sold 
in suitable packaging for their slightly unusual taste. The pretzels as we know today are mostly salty, while 
the Uršulinske prestice are sweet in taste and softer. They could have a special place alongside coffee or tea 
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in our café. In this way, we could avoid offering cookies with coffee, which is something a lot of bars and cafés 
already do. As such an addition, they would also be suitable for all environments, in which a note of the past 
is expressed, such as castle cafes, events on special occasions, etc.

CONCLUSION
There are few foods that have accompanied mankind since ancient times and have over time become deeply 
ingrained in our daily life, customs and beliefs. Bread is undoubtedly one such food. It still remains a staple 
food for a large part of the population. 

Not so long ago, dark, wholemeal types of bread were reserved for those who could not afford white bread. 
The symbolism of wealth and prosperity has always been represented by white bread. Today, modern dietary 
guidelines, national nutrition strategies, and recommendations from nutrition experts have ultimately led us 
back to where we once were. It is similar with salt. In old bread recipes, salt appears in very small amounts, or 
not at all. For our ancestors, bread most likely did not represent a significant salt intake; partly also because 
bread was often not in abundance. In recent years, most European countries, including all major Slovene 
producers, have accepted commitments or demands to reduce the salt content in bread.

For Slovenia, trends in the direction of already forgotten tastes and smells are actually welcome, as they 
at least partially limit industrialisation. The reason is that quality bread requires a longer preparation time, 
which is difficult for large bakeries to afford. Here, smaller bakeries could seize their opportunity i.e. the arti-
sanal way of baking, as their business model is different. It seems that the choice of breads on the European 
and Slovene markets today is almost too large. On the one hand, this is good because every customer can 
easily find the bread that suits them. On the other hand, the line between the original and the global has 
been blurred, for quantity we too often sacrifice quality. 
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KRUH - ENA NAJSTAREJŠIH JEDI SVETA
mag. Neva Malek, Izobraževalni center Piramida Maribor, Slovenija
Stanko Vorih, Izobraževalni center Piramida Maribor, Slovenija

Strokovni članek (1.04)

IZVLEČEK
Kruh je danes ena najstarejših jedi na svetu. Malo je tudi jedi, ki bi v zgodovini imele tako različne vloge: 
kruh je bil osnovna hrana, odraz bogastva, simbol vere in religije, plačilno sredstvo, predmet pregovorov in 
literature, zastopan v nacionalnih šegah in navadah … Čeprav so za pripravo kvašenih kruhov potrebne le 
štiri osnovne sestavine (moka, kvas, sol in voda), to ni bil omejujoč dejavnik pri razvoju različnih vrst in oblik 
kruha, ki so se in se pojavljajo na evropskem in slovenskem krušnem zemljevidu. 

KLJUČNE BESEDE
kruh, zgodovina kruha, krušna dediščina, gastronomska dediščina, peka kruha

POVZETEK
Še preden so naši daljni predniki spekli prvi kruh, so mešali zrnje in vodo v neke vrste kašo. Sčasoma so najver-
jetneje prešli na toplotno obdelavo te kaše in nastali so prvi kruhi. S časom in z razvojem družbe sta se vloga 
in peka kruha spreminjala. Čeprav je kruh še danes za velik del populacije osnovna hrana, se vedno pogosteje 
znajde tudi na seznamu nezaželenih živil, predvsem zaradi glutena in precejšnje vsebnosti ogljikovih hidratov. Z 
napredovanjem industrializacije se je industrializirala tudi peka kruha: izginjal je obrtniški način peke, dodajati 
so začeli aditive, čas fermentacije je moral biti zmeraj krajši, četudi na račun okusa in hranilne vrednosti. Obe-
nem se je začela tudi selitev kruha – danes lahko npr. francoske bagete kupimo v vsaki evropski državi.

Zadnja leta se tudi pri kruhu vračamo nazaj (uporaba droži, počasna fermentacija, polnozrnate moke, manj soli …),  
obenem pa imamo še zmeraj dovolj prostora za razvoj (npr. dodajanje semen, proteinov, začimb in zelišč …). 
Tako se zdi, da se premikamo naprej po spirali in vsak krog prinese nekaj novega. To je dobro le, če pri tem 
spoštujemo in ohranjamo spoznanja iz prejšnjih krogov.
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BREAD IS A GIFT FROM GOD 
AN ETHNOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION OF KOROŠKA RYE 
BREAD IN TRADITIONAL FOOD CULTURE*
Brigita Rajšter, Museum Consultant, Carinthian Regional Museum, Slovenj Gradec, brigita.rajster@kpm.si

Professional article (1.04)

ABSTRACT
Rye bread prepared according to an old recipe with homemade sourdough is one of the most important 
items of Carinthian košta (food); as the Carinthians say, if you have rye bread and milk, you are safe from 
hunger. Its role in the daily and festive diet goes beyond the usual handling of food. In the preparation of the 
dough, the procedures involved in baking the bread and the consumption itself, many acts of blessing are still 
preserved, which give the bread a special status. It also plays an important role in the annual holiday cycle, 
where it culminates as a sacramental offering on the Christmas table. Rye bread was also seen as a means of 
payment. A piece of rye bread in the shape of a crescent is a gift to a stranger and symbolically protects the 
new born from evil. Sourdough, which is fed from one baking to the other, is passed down from generation 
to generation, as is the knowledge of preparing and baking bread.

KEYWORDS
rye bread, sourdough, Carinthian food, Christmas table, means of payment, tradition

INTRODUCTION
Today, the Carinthian statistical region includes the Mežica, Mislinja and Upper Drava valleys, which lie be-
tween mountainous and hilly terrain. In the west, Carinthia is bordered by Mount Peca, and in the south it 
stretches across the hills of Uršlja gora and Graška gora all the way to Tisnik and Paški Kozjak. From north to 
east, it is determined by the state border from Peca through Strojna, Košenjak and Kobansko to Remšnik and 
Kozjak, and in the east – between Ribnica and Dolič – by the Pohorje hills. The modest lowland of the Mežica 
Valley has facilitated industrial development for more than 400 years, and for centuries the forested moun-
tains have given shelter to man, who developed a special form of settlement here with solitary independent 
farms known as celki. In spite of varied historical events, Carinthia has the character of an independent, orig-
inal landscape, which is reflected in all areas of life, including traditional food culture.

RYE BREAD
Among characteristic Carinthian dishes, rye bread prepared according to a traditional recipe with homemade 
sourdough has a special place, since it is the only food that has retained a sense of the divine, as it is blessed 
through the process of traditional preparation. “Bread is a gift from God,” said our ancient ancestors, and with a 
respectful attitude towards it, they indirectly showed respect for the work involved. Making rye bread by hand 
requires a lot of knowledge, skills and physical preparedness. Usually this is a housewife’s work, but when there 
are younger girls at home, they help knead the dough. Traditionally, bread is baked only in the morning, regard-
less of the day of the week. Rye bread always comes in a round loaf and weighs between three and four kilos.

PREPARATION PROCEDURE
Ingredients for baking rye bread, for about 9 loaves:

• 20 kg rye flour
• 50 dag sourdough starter
• 50 dag salt
• 15 l lukewarm water

* Translation: Mateja Šavc
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The evening before baking, prepare the kitchen table with a wooden bowl (kuduja, kuduna, koduja, kodunja). 
(Large plastic containers have long since replaced wooden ones.) Pour all the flour into it to warm it to room 
temperature and prepare the yeast (sourdough), kept since the previous baking. Add flour and water to the 
dried yeast, beat it and leave it in a warm place overnight to activate. This gives a sourdough starter mixture. 
The next morning, mix salt into the flour, add the sourdough starter and knead with lukewarm water. By grad-
ually adding the water you obtain the correct dough consistency. Knead for about an hour, the dough should 
be smooth and easy to separate from your hands. Cover the dough and leave it to rise for a good hour.1

BREAD OVEN
Especially in preparing the correct temperature of the bread oven, the experience of the elderly is welcome. 
While the dough is rising, light a fire in the bread oven.  Place meter-long logs in the oven after baking so that 
they dry well until the next batch. When the fire burns down completely, use a scraper to spread the embers 
over the entire surface of the oven so that it heats up evenly. Pull the rest of the embers to the entrance to 
the stove, wipe the entire interior with a wet brush; cleaning and cooling it to a suitable temperature.2

Put the risen dough into a krnica (a wooden trough), shape it by light tossing, and then place it in floured straw 
containers (krušnjaki, krušniki, slamice, pletre), for the dough to rise again. Turn the risen loaves onto a pad-
dle, cut them three times with a knife and then place them in the bread oven. Close the oven and after about 
twenty minutes check how it is baking. Bake for about an hour. Take the baked loaves out of the oven, clean 
them with a brush, wipe them with a damp cloth and turn them upside down to cool in straw containers.3

SOURDOUGH
Scrape off the rest of the dough from the wooden bowl in which it was kneaded and save it for the next bak-
ing. Sourdough is the most important ingredient in rye bread, giving it a special taste. In Libeliče they say: 
“How you prepare the yeast, that’s how the bread will be. If you mix it softly, the bread will be soft and vice 
versa.”4 “Homemade yeast needs to be obtained once and you have it forever.” Homemade yeast can also be 
prepared in the fall, when apple cider is fermenting, by kneading the fruit yeast water starter into flour, form-
ing loaves and then drying them.5 Such yeast is soaked and beaten well before use. If a house ran out of yeast, 
the housewife would soak sliced bread and knead the dough. In this case, the process of rising the dough 
was slower. Purchased brewer's yeast is called mednice and is used to bake bread from other types of flour.6

At the handover of a household, 'the young one' also took over the yeast (sourdough), which thus passed 
from baking to baking, from generation to generation. Thus yeast, with its living substance, has connected liv-
ing family members with the deceased through the centuries. Rye bread prepared with sourdough illustrates 
the symbolic bond between generations. 

BLESSING
A respectful attitude towards the bread is maintained and it seen as godly. Housewives bless the bread sev-
eral times throughout the process, saying “holy cross of God” and gesturing in the shape of a cross: at the 
start of baking, before the kneading, when the dough is rising, before loaves are formed that rise again in the 
krušnjaki and when the loaves are put in the oven. When the baking is finished, the women say: “Thank God, 
it's well baked.” On the back of the bread, a cross is made with the tip of a knife before cutting it. There was 
also a respectful attitude towards bread crumbs, which were added to pig slops. The bread that fell to the 
ground was picked up, kissed, and eaten.7

1 Oral source: Marjeta Ročnik, Belšak, 12. 4. 2021.
2 RAPUC, B. M. 1990, p. 62. 
3 Oral source: Marjeta Ročnik, Belšak, 12. 4. 2021.
4 RAJŠTER, B. 2019, p. 25.
5 Ibid., p. 24. 
6 Ibid.
7 RAPUC, B. M. 1990, p. 64.
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8 RAJŠTER, B. 2019, p. 25.

Image 1: After a good hour of hand kneading, the dough is smoothed, the sign of the cross is drawn in it and 
it is left to rise, 2021 (Koroška Regional Museum Archive, Photo: Tomo Jeseničnik). 

CHRISTMAS BAKING
Christmas baking is one of the oldest ways of marking the Christmas holiday. Two special kinds of ritual 
Christmas breads, mizjenk and kločev bread, are certainly rooted in the pre-Christian era. They are prepared 
in a similar way to rye bread, but they had a special place on the consecrated Christmas table. Mizjenk was 
made from half rye and half wheat flour, although originally it was bread made from all the kinds of grains 
that were sown. Fennel seeds were also added to the dough. This is also a mandatory ingredient of rye bread 
in mountainous areas. Laid on the table and covered with a white tablecloth, this Christmas bread remains 
on the table for all three festive days: Christmas, New Year’s Day and Three Kings. It is said that if you eat 
Christmas bread at nine houses, you will be healthy all year round. Bread was enjoyed by all members of the 
family, as well as the livestock.8 Kločev bread has a similar role; the ratio of a mixture of rye and wheat flour, 
and soaked and sliced dried fruit is 1:1/2.

Rye bread also has a place at the Easter feast, as it is taken to the blessing of dishes along with other foods. 
On Easter morning, when the family gathers to enjoy žegn (Easter breakfast), the bread is offered on the table 
and distributed to the livestock, while the crumbs are given to the hens.

Rye bread intended for daily consumption is usually mixed. Rye flour is mixed with wheat in a ratio of 2/3:1/3. 
When the ratio is in favour of wheat flour, such bread is called uniform, mixed or soržični bread. At Ojstrica, 
Strojna and elsewhere, fennel seeds were always added to rye bread, but in Libeliče, they were added only 
to the mizjenk baked for Christmas.

Many everyday tasks were connected with respect for and worship of rye bread. Over the centuries, through 
alternating periods of abundance and scarcity, people learned that bread on the table is not a self-evident 
good that depends only on their work. As members of a farming culture, they believed in the existence of a 
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9 Oral source: Avguštin Vrhovnik, Otiški Vrh, 27. 1. 2005.
10 Oral source: Zofija Verko, Sv. Boštjan pri Dravogradu, 24. 1. 2005. 
11 Oral source: Franc Verko, Ojstrica, 24. 1. 2005.

‘higher’ force and gratefully offered their efforts to the highest good of all creation. In the traditional farming 
economy, the loaf of bread laid on the Christmas table (as a sacrament on the altar) reflected the farmer's 
work throughout the year: preparation of fields with manure (gnojvoža), ploughing, sowing and weeding 
of grains, and harvesting. At the church processions that took place among the green fields of young grain 
on the Feast of Corpus Christi, the focus was on protecting grain crops from disaster and asking for a good 
harvest. Only full stores of grain ensured that the family would not starve. Both winter and spring rye were 
sown; bread made from the latter tastes sweeter.9

Image 2: The loaf of rye bread is taken out of the bread oven with a paddle, 2021 (Koroška Regional Museum 
Archive, Photo: Tomo Jeseničnik). 

BREAD AS PAYMENT
A loaf of rye bread was considered a means of payment. The sexton was entitled to it, for example at the 
church of St. Magdalene at the village of Vrata before Gortina. He had to break up the approaching clouds by 
ringing the church bells, driving away a potential storm. Once a year, he received a loaf of rye bread at every 
farm to which the church bells could be heard, as payment for carrying out the 'defence against hail.'10

At Ojstrica above Dravograd, an individual was paid with rye bread for helping a neighbour for one day with 
transporting manure.11

 
From Christmas to New Year, farmhands and maidservants had nedive (free days), when they could visit their 
family, move or even change masters. The housewife gave them talnga (a loaf or a larger piece of rye bread 
and cooked dry meat).
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Bread was not usually hidden or locked away, but was kept in a drawer of a large table, with a knife was 
placed next to it. Whoever was hungry could cut a piece of bread for themselves.12

The loaf of rye bread currently being eating was placed on the table before any guest that came to the house 
with a knife beside it and the guest was invited to cut it for himself as much as he wished. Cider was offered 
with the rye bread and this is still considered farmer's food today: a piece of bread and a glass of cider.13

Bread loaves were not turned on their ‘backs’, they were always placed correctly on the table or in a drawer. 
If someone put the knife on the bread, it meant that it might run out. The cut side of the bread was always 
turned away from the door, as it was believed that bread could run out of the door.14

In Šentanel, even today, a triangular sign of the Holy Trinity is drawn in the bread before it is placed in 
the oven.15

TRENTA
Baking bread is a special event for the family, it also brings joy and happiness to children. In farmhouses, 
baked bread was placed on the beds covered with a tablecloth and left to cool. Mothers knew full well that 
the smell of freshly baked bread stimulates the desire for it. To satisfy especially children's cravings, while 
baking bread the housewives in Libeliče made flat bread called trenta, a flat bread of rye or wheat dough with 
various spreads. The older forms are black rye dough trenta spread with sour cream with cumin, and white 
trenta with sweet or sour cream, sugar and safflover. Today, however, grumpova trenta, which is filled with 
cracklings, predominates.16

During the baking of bread in Ojstrica above Dravograd and in the surrounding area, what are known as štruči 
are made. A small part of the rye dough is taken, rolled, spread with sour cream and sprinkled with chopped 
tarragon or chervil. It is then rolled into a loaf and baked with the other bread in the bread oven.17

Today, trenta is mainly prepared with cracklings for feasts on local holidays, at receptions and personal 
celebrations.

Image 3: Different kinds of trenta: white, rye and with cracklings, 2019 (Koroška Regional Museum Archive,
Photo: Tomo Jeseničnik).

12 RAPUC, B. M. 1990, p. 63.
13 Oral source: Marjeta Ročnik, Belšak, 12. 4. 2021.
14 Oral source: Avguštin Vrhovnik, Otiški Vrh, 27. 1. 2005.
15 Oral source: Marija Kert, Jamnica, 14. 8. 2005.
16 RAJŠTER, B. 2019, p. 83.
17 RAPUC, B. M. 1990, p. 65.
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Dough:
• 50 dag uniform flour (half wheat and half rye flour, or other flours, for example wholemeal or what-

ever is preferred)
• 2 dag yeast, half a cube
• lukewarm water
• pinch of salt

Stuffing: 
• 30 dag cracklings
• bunch of chives

Make a depression in the flour in the bowl. Crumble the yeast, mix it with lukewarm water and pour into the 
flour, mix lightly and set aside. When the yeast rises, mix it with flour, add water as needed and knead the 
dough. While the dough is rising, prepare the filling. Heat the cracklings and drain them on a colander. Preheat 
the oven to 180° C. Place baking paper on a baking tray. Roll out the risen dough to the size of the baking tray; 
if the dough is softer, it is easier to shape it with your fingers. Spread the drained cracklings over the dough and 
press them in firmly, sprinkle with chopped chives and bake in a preheated oven. Trenta is baked in 15 minutes.18

A PIECE OF RYE BREAD 
From a loaf of bread, first cut off the heel. Thicker pieces of bread are called štiklni or štuklni, and thinner 
slices are šnite. To satisfy hunger, a piece of rye bread was smeared with cracklings, and sliced onion or garlic 
could also be added. Children might also have honey poured over the cracklings.19 A piece of bread was also 
delicious with troska (from melted butter) or cream made from milk  boiled with sugar. A children's spring 
dessert is crushed wild strawberries mixed with sugar spread on bread.20

 
KRAJC
A heel of rye bread or krajc is a gift to the first person met on the way to a baptism and it symbolically pro-
tects the new-born from evil. Today, in addition to the bread, cakes and money are also given. 

The tradition of baking rye bread is a rich one and still very much alive. The knowledge of bread preparation 
is passed down from generation to generation.
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KRUH JE BOŽJI DAR
ETNOLOŠKI OPIS KOROŠKEGA RŽENEGA KRUHA V 
TRADICIONALNI PREHRAMBNI KULTURI
Brigita Rajšter, Koroški pokrajinski muzej, Slovenija

Strokovni članek (1.04)

IZVLEČEK
Rženi kruh, pripravljen po stari recepturi z domačim kislim testom, sodi med najpomembnejša živila koroške 
košte, saj Korošci pravijo, da če imajo rženi kruh in mleko, se jim ni bati lakote. Njegova vloga v vsakdanji in 
praznični prehrani presega okvire običajnega ravnanja s hrano. Pri pripravi testa, postopkih peke kruha in pri 
samem uživanju so še ohranjena številna dejanja blagoslavljanja hrane, ki dajejo kruhu posebno mesto. Ima 
tudi pomembno vlogo v letnem prazničnem ciklu, v katerem je vrhunec doživel kot zakramental, položen na 
božično mizo. Hleb rženega kruha je veljal za plačilno sredstvo, kos rženega kruha v obliki krajca pa je darilo 
neznancu in simbolno obvaruje novorojenca pred slabim. Kislo testo, ki se hrani od peke do peke, se prenaša 
iz roda v rod, prav tako znanje o pripravi in peki kruha.

KLJUČNE BESEDE
rženi kruh, kislo testo, koroška košta, božična miza, plačilno sredstvo, krajec, izročilo

POVZETEK
Med značilnimi koroškimi jedmi ima rženi kruh, pripravljen po tradicionalni recepturi z domačim kislim te-
stom, posebno mesto. Danes o koroškem rženem kruhu kot o hrani govorimo v presežnikih. Za nobeno drugo 
vrsto hrane ni ohranjenih toliko spoštljivih dejanj in verovanj kot prav v zvezi z rženim kruhom.  

Ročna priprava rženega kruha zahteva precej znanja, spretnosti in fizične pripravljenosti.

Kruh pečejo samo v dopoldanskem času, priprave na peko se začnejo na predvečer, ko pripravijo razmes (kva-
sni nastavek). Posušenemu kvasu (kislemu testu) dodajo moko in vodo, ga stepejo in pustijo na toplem čez noč, 
da se aktivira. Zjutraj zamesijo testo, iz vzhajanega oblikujejo hlebe in jih pustijo ponovno vzhajati. Istočasno 
pripravijo krušno peč, da doseže primerno temperaturo. Z loparjem vsajajo hlebe v peč, po 20 minutah pre-
verijo, kako se kruh peče, in po potrebi regulirajo temperaturo. Kruh je pečen v dobri uri. Vedno ga ohladijo.

Do kruha ohranjajo spoštljiv odnos in ga po božje častijo. Gospodinje z besedno zvezo sveti božji križ skupaj z 
gesto v znamenju križa blagoslovijo začetek peke in blagoslov med njo še večkrat ponovijo. Preden hleb kruha 
prerežejo, naredijo na njegovi hrbtni strani z noževo konico znamenje križa.

Prav kislo testo je najpomembnejša sestavina rženega kruha, ker mu da značilen okus. Ob predaji gospodinj-
stva je »ta mlada« prevzela tudi kvas (kislo testo), ki je tako iz peke v peko prehajal iz generacije v generacijo. 
Rženi kruh ima posebno mesto pri božični peki. Posebni vrsti obrednega božičnega kruha, mizjenk in kločev 
kruh, zagotovo koreninita v predkrščanski dobi.

S spoštovanjem in čaščenjem rženega kruha so bila povezana številna vsakdanja dejanja. Hleb rženega kruha 
je veljal tudi za plačilno sredstvo.

Krajc (krajec rženega hleba) je darilo prvemu, ki ga srečajo na poti h krstu, in simbolno obvaruje novorojenca 
pred slabim.

V predavanju bomo osvetlili različne vidike rženega kruha in ga počastili tako, kot so o njem govorili naši stari 
predniki, da je »božji dar«. 
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IDRIJA ŽLIKROFI – FROM GLOBAL TO LOCAL AND BACK?*
Mirjam Gnezda Bogataj, MSc, Museum Advisor, Idrija Municipal Museum, Idrija, 
mirjam.gnezda@muzej-idrija-cerkno.si

ABSTRACT
Idrija žlikrofi, a type of pasta with potato filling and of a unique form, have been known in the Idrija region for 
more than 200 years. They are served as an appetiser, a side dish to meat, or as a main dish with various sauces. 
Žlikrofi have developed under the influence of diverse geographical regions, the Central European tradition and 
culinary culture, and local ingredients. Traditionally prepared by mining families in Idrija, their origin is disput-
ed. While the recipe is simple, their preparation takes time, which is why žlikrofi were seldom on the table and 
why their character is so “festive” (at one time bourgeois). In the lives of Idrija people, žlikrofi have retained the 
special meaning that cannot be fully conveyed to the wider world.

KEYWORDS
Idrija žlikrofi, mining families, festive dish, Karel Bezeg

SUMMARY
Idrija žlikrofi are uniquely shaped potato-filled hat/shaped dumplings. They have been known in the Id-
rija area for more than 200 years. Diverse geographical regions, the Central European tradition, culinary 
culture, and local ingredients have influenced the development of žlikrofi. The mining families in Idrija 
traditionally made them for special events; nowadays, they are occasionally made at home in the Idrija and 
Cerkno areas. They are readily available in restaurants, at tourist farms, and made by businesses for sale. 
Žlikrofi is a speciality prepared as a warm appetizer, a side dish to meat, or the main course with meat gravy 
or some other sauce. There are several theories about how žlikrofi came to Idrija, even though there are few 
literary and archival sources about their origin. The most dedicated researcher of žlikrofi and other Idrija 
customs and traditions was Karel Bezeg. He refers to Hermel, an innkeeper in Gasa street; according to her, 
the mining family Wernberger brought žlikrofi to Idrija in the early 19th century. At that time, Vienna and 
Czech examples influenced their preparation since they had similar dishes. In the mid-19th century, žlikrofi 
supposedly already had their recognizable form and taste.
 
Idrija žlikrofi is an energy-rich dish made of everyday and locally available ingredients. The recipe is sim-
ple. They appear "festive" (at one time bourgeois) because of their unique shape or appearance, resulting 
from long-term preparation, knowledge, and experience. The time which one must spend making them 
is today perceived as "added value". The dish is best when fresh, meaning that žlikrofi is prepared in the 
morning and served for lunch. Rapid freezing enabled their long-term use and is linked to a steady supply 
in restaurants and shops, independently of the manufacturing environment. The latter poses a danger of 
greater convenience, as with the addition of gravy, žlikrofi can quickly become a form of "fast food", which 
has certainly never been the intention. In the lives of Idrija people, žlikrofi have always retained a special 
meaning. Many still honour the tradition and enjoy žlikrofi only for Sunday lunch or on special occasions 
when the whole family gathers. The significance of "the real", homemade žlikrofi cannot be fully conveyed 
to the wider world.

* Translation: Nina Magajne
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IDRIJSKI ŽLIKROFI – IZ GLOBALNEGA V LOKALNO IN NAZAJ?
mag. Mirjam Gnezda Bogataj, Mestni muzej Idrija, Slovenija 

IZVLEČEK
Idrijski žlikrofi so s krompirjevim nadevom polnjene testenine posebne oblike, ki so na Idrijskem poznane že 
več kot 200 let. Žlikrofi se pripravljajo kot predjed, priloga k mesnim jedem ali samostojna jed z mesno ali 
drugo omako. Izoblikovali so se pod vplivom različnih geografskih svetov, srednjeevropske tradicije in pre-
hrambne kulture ter lokalnih sestavin.  Tradicionalno so jih izdelovale idrijske rudarske družine, o  izvoru jedi 
pa obstaja več teorij. Recept je preprost, vendar je sama izdelava dolgotrajna, kar je vplivalo na (ne)pogostost 
njihovega uživanja in na njihov »praznični« (nekoč meščanski) značaj. Zato so v življenju Idrijčanov imeli in še 
imajo poseben pomen, ki ga ni mogoče posredovati svetu.

KLJUČNE BESEDE
Idrijski žlikrofi, rudarske družine, praznična jed, Karel Bezeg

POVZETEK
Idrijski žlikrofi so s krompirjevim nadevom polnjene testenine posebne oblike, ki spominja na klobuk. Na Idrij-
skem so poznani že več kot 200 let. Izoblikovali so se pod vplivom različnih geografskih prostorov, srednjee-
vropske tradicije in prehrambne kulture ter lokalnih sestavin. Tradicionalno so jih ob posebnih priložnostih za 
lastne potrebe izdelovale idrijske rudarske družine; danes jih na širšem območju Idrije in Cerknega občasno 
izdelujejo doma, stalno pa v restavracijah in na turističnih kmetijah ter v zasebnih podjetjih za prodajo. 

Idrijski žlikrofi se pripravljajo kot topla predjed, priloga k mesnim jedem ali samostojna jed z mesno ali drugo 
omako. Obstaja več teorij, od kod in kdaj naj bi žlikrofi prišli v Idrijo, čeprav starejše literature in arhivskih 
virov o njihovem izvoru ni prav veliko. Najbolj se jim je posvetil raziskovalec idrijskih šeg in navad Karel Be-
zeg. Sklicuje se na idrijsko gostilničarko Hermel v Gasi; po njenem pripovedovanju naj bi jih v Idrijo prinesla 
rudarska rodbina Wernberger v začetku 19. stoletja. V obdobju uvajanja naj bi na pripravo vplivali zgledi z 
Dunaja in s Češke, saj naj bi tudi tam poznali podobne jedi. Sredi 19. stoletja naj bi idrijski žlikrofi že dobili 
prepoznavno obliko in okus. 

Idrijski žlikrofi so energijsko bogata jed, ki je narejena iz vsakdanjih in lokalno dostopnih sestavin. Recept je 
preprost, »praznične« (nekoč meščanske) jih naredi posebna oblika oziroma zunanji videz, ki je rezultat dol-
gotrajne priprave, znanja in izkušenj. Čas, ki si ga je za to treba vzeti, je danes »dodana vrednost«. Najboljši so 
sveži; pripravljati jih začnemo zjutraj in postrežemo za kosilo. Hitro zamrzovanje govori v prid njihovi uporabi 
na dolgi rok in je povezano s stalno ponudbo v restavracijah in trgovinah, neodvisno od okolja izdelave. To 
predstavlja nevarnost, da se jih lahko uživa kadar koli in da le z dodano omako hitro postanejo oblika hitre 
hrane (fast food). To pa vsekakor nikoli ni bil in tudi danes ni namen priprave in uživanja idrijskih žlikrofov. V 
življenju Idrijčanov so vedno imeli poseben pomen. Mnogi se še vedno držijo tradicije in žlikrofe uživajo le 
za nedeljsko kosilo ali ob posebnih priložnostih, ko se zbere cela družina. Pomena »ta pravih«, tj. domačih 
žlikrofov se ne da posredovati svetu.
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DIFFERENT HANDLING OF FOOD WASTE AT MISLINJA 
PRIMARY SCHOOL AND AT MIHA PINTAR TOLEDO
PRIMARY SCHOOL VELENJE*
Aleksandra Ramšak, Curator, Koroška Regional Museum, Slovenj Gradec, aleksandra.ramsak@kpm.si

Professional article (1.04)

ABSTRACT
Both abroad and in Slovenia, there is an awareness of the problem of food waste, as many campaigns on the 
prevention and reduction of food waste at the household level have been carried out. Examples of good prac-
tice in education, however, show that these campaigns are only just emerging. The article reveals the amount of 
food waste and waste cooking oil at Miha Pintar Toledo Velenje Primary School and Mislinja Primary School, and 
how much schools had to pay for this waste in the research years 2012 to 2014. The results of the research show 
that more food waste is produced at the Velenje school. There may be several reasons for high levels of food 
waste: at the Velenje school more daily meals are prepared, there is consequently more food waste and thus 
the price of removal is higher; perhaps the pupils are not motivated enough to eat, they do not like the taste of 
the food, perhaps too much food is put on their plate. All of these factors contribute to excessive food waste.

KEYWORDS
food waste, amount of waste, biological waste, waste cooking oil

INTRODUCTION
The problem of food waste is becoming more and more resonant in the developed world; it is multi-faceted and 
arises throughout the food chain. It starts with the farmer-grower, followed by the food industry or production, 
distribution, retail and wholesale, and finally consumption. Food waste is a major social, economic and envi-
ronmental problem, as the use of fertilisers, pesticides, fossil fuels, animal waste and greenhouse gas emissions 
from composting, food waste disposal and animal husbandry affect the environment and cause climate change. 
More and more people in the world are suffering from hunger, millions of people are at risk of poverty, one in 
eight people in the world is hungry, and one in three is suffering from food shortages. We need to be aware that 
there is a growing gap between industrialised and developing countries. Thus, in rich countries, 45 % of waste 
is generated by households and on average they throw away 95–115 kg of food per person each year, while in 
developing countries on average only 8–11 kg of food per person are thrown away per year.1

But there is still a hidden world behind food waste; the greatest part of the problem goes unseen. At a global 
level, an average of 1.3 billion tons of food per year is thrown away. About 90% of the decomposed organic car-
bon compounds are converted into gas in landfills and some into leachate. Thus, harmful methane is formed, 
which is a powerful greenhouse gas, because by releasing it into the atmosphere, it causes global warming. The 
carbon footprint or carbon dioxide (CO2) emission of food waste accounts for about 8 % of total global green-
house gas emissions. Large amounts of water and energy are used for the production and processing of food, 
much of which ends up being discarded, e.g. one apple needs 125 litres of water for its growth, and a chicken 
steak as much as 865 litres. Between $750 billion and $1 trillion is spent every year on wasted food. Research 
has shown that in Slovenia the average household wastes or throws away food worth about 250 Euros per year.2

Both abroad and in Slovenia, there is an awareness of the problem of food waste, as many campaigns on the 
prevention and reduction of food waste at the household level have been carried out on this topic. Examples 

* Translation: Mateja Šavc
1 A long way from a grower to a spoon, URL: https://www.eatresponsibly.eu/sl/foodwaste/2#section-process (quoted 17. 4. 2021).
2 Hidden Resources; Ice Mountain for food waste, URL: https://www.eatresponsibly.eu/sl/foodwaste/3#section-iceberg (quoted  
18. 4. 2021). BRDNIK, E. 2017, Food waste in our daily lives, Delo, March 8, 2017, URL: https://old.delo.si/novice/okolje/zavrzena-hra-
na-v-nasem-vsakdanu.html (quoted 18. 4. 2021). Food waste is also causing climate change, Care4climate, September 24, 2020, URL: 
https://www.care4climate.si/sl/novice/vse-novice/tudi-odpadna-hrana-povzroca-podnebne-spremembe (quoted 18. 4. 2021).
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of good practice in education, however, show that these campaigns are only just emerging. Primary and 
secondary schools organise various lectures on the topic of the environment and food, where they encour-
age pupils and students to think and become aware of waste, the problems of food waste and nutrition. 
In 2013, the Pomurje Ecological Centre and the company Saubermacher-Komunala organised the project 
“Creating a Healthy Environment” at four secondary schools in Murska Sobota, where they dealt with food 
waste and packaging waste. Every year, the Piramida Maribor Education Centere runs Ekodan, where they 
raise awareness of students to produce as little waste food as possible. As part of the Ecoschool program, the 
“Food Needs Some Thought” project has been running since year 2015. Its aim is to reduce and prevent the 
generation of food waste at home and at school, to demonstrate the correct way of storing food products 
and to encourage the practical use of unused food, to properly dispose of food scraps and recycle, and to 
raise awareness of responsible food management. Every year a recipe booklet is published: “Recycled Cook-
ing” and “Wooden Spoon Diary of Thrown Away Food”.3 

The research aimed to highlight how much food is produced in a primary school and where the reasons for 
this lie. The purpose is to show the quantities of food waste and waste cooking oil in two primary schools, 
how much food waste is generated per meal and how much the schools have to pay for this waste. The 
amount of food waste at Miha Pintar Toledo Velenje Primary School (hereinafter: MPT Velenje) and Mislinja 
Primary School in the years 2012, 2013 and 2014 was monitored. The objectives of the research were to de-
termine the amount of food waste at two primary schools for those years by individual months, the price of 
transporting the food waste and the amount of food waste per meal.

FOOD WASTE IN SLOVENIA
According to the Statistical Office of the Republic of Slovenia, in the last decade Slovenia has discarded:
• in 2010: 194.066 tons of food waste, which is an average of 82 kg per capita,
• in 2011: 168.000 t,
• in 2013: 148.478 t,
• in 2016: 152.000 t,
• in 2017: 131.761 t,
• in 2018: 139.900 t,
• in 2019: 140.804 t, which is an average of 67 kg per capita.

According to the latest data, in 2019 almost 140,804 tons of food was discarded in Slovenia, which is 67 kg 
per capita, of which 26 kg were still edible. Most food waste came from households (50 %), followed by food 
waste from catering, schools, kindergartens, hospitals, nursing homes (31 %), followed by distribution and 
grocery stores due to improper storage, expired shelf life, transport damage (10 %) and in food production 
(9 %). The amount of food waste in Slovenia fluctuates, so we cannot claim that the amount of food waste is 
decreasing. Half of the food waste (50 %) was then processed in biogas plants, 28 % in composting plants, 20 
% was biologically stabilised before disposal in mechanical biological treatment plants for mixed municipal 
waste (MBO), and 2 % of food waste was incinerated; oil was refined or some other biological processing was 
used. The largest share is represented by mixed food waste (biodegradable kitchen waste, fats and edible oil, 
waste from food markets) and food waste of animal and plant origin.4

BACKGROUND TO FOOD WASTE MANAGEMENT IN SLOVENIA
Food waste includes all raw or processed foods and residues of these foods that are lost before, during or 
after preparation, and during food consumption, including food that is discarded during production, distri-
bution, sale related to food and in households. Food waste covers the edible and inedible part of a particular 

3 VOMBERGAR, B., KOKOT, A., KOVAČEC, M., MATJAŠIČ, C., MLAKAR, O. 2014, Monitoring and analysis of biological waste and oils in 
the kitchens of educational institutions, in: Trends and challenges in food, nutrition, catering and tourism (ed. T. Vidrih), Proceedings 
of the 3rd International Professional Conference, October 24 and 25, 2014, Ljubljana, Biotechnical Education Centre, pp. 37–38. Volk 
sit, koza cela, For Slovenia without wasted food, URL: https://ebm.si/volk-sit-koza-cela (quoted 7. 4. 2021). Let’s not throw food away 
- To reduce the amount of food wasted in public institutions, URL: https://ebm.si/hrana/web/ (quoted 7. 4. 2021).
4 GOLOBIČ, T., VIDIC, T. 2020, A resident of Slovenia discarded on average 67 kg of food in 2019, Statistical Office of the Republic of 
Slovenia, November 26, 2020, pp. 1–2, URL: https://www.stat.si/StatWeb/news/Index/9230 (quoted 18. 4. 2021). GALE, Š. 2014, Food 
waste, A few pinches of food information, Statistical Office of the Republic of Slovenia, pp. 28–29 (quouted 18. 4. 2021).
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food. In Slovenia, there are quite a few regulations on the detail of waste management: the Waste Regulation 
(Official Gazette of the RS, no. 37/15, 69/15 and 129/20), the Regulation on the management of biodegrad-
able kitchen waste and green garden waste (Official Gazette of the RS, no. 39/10), the Regulation on the 
management of waste cooking oils and fats (Official Gazette of the RS, no. 70/08).5 

Bio-waste is biodegradable waste from gardens and parks, food and kitchen waste from households, restau-
rants, catering and retail stores, and comparable waste from food processing plants.6 Biodegradable kitchen 
waste is all kitchen waste generated in kitchens and in the distribution of food, kitchen waste generated in 
the household and green garden waste. This Regulation applies to waste under classification number 20 02 
01, biodegradable waste and waste under classification number 20 01 08, biodegradable kitchen waste. It is 
forbidden to mix kitchen waste with other mixed municipal waste, cut or grind it, dilute it with the intention 
of discharging it into public sewers, septic tanks, non-flowing septic tanks or directly into water.7 

The producer of kitchen waste from catering must ensure that all kitchen waste generated during food prepa-
ration and residues generated after eating meals at the place of their distribution are collected separately 
from other waste and temporarily stored in a container. Later on, it is then delivered to the collector in ac-
cordance with the regulations governing food hygiene. The producer of kitchen waste from catering must 
submit kitchen waste to the collector and keep records of their generation, in accordance with the regulation 
governing waste management.8

A collector may start collecting kitchen waste from catering when he obtains a positive decision of the minis-
try responsible for the environment, on entry in the register of waste collectors in accordance with the regu-
lation governing waste management. The collector must have watertight containers or collecting containers 
and vehicles equipped for kitchen waste transport from the catering industry, so that it is not released into 
the environment and does not cause the emission of odours. The collector must keep records on the collec-
tion of kitchen waste from catering and report to the Ministry on kitchen waste from catering in accordance 
with the regulation. The entire amount of kitchen waste is taken over by the kitchen waste collector for a 
maximum period of 30 days. Supervision over the implementation of this Regulation shall be performed by 
inspectors responsible for environmental protection and inspectors of the Market Inspectorate of the Repub-
lic of Slovenia. A fine shall be imposed on a legal person if it acts contrary to this Regulation.9

The European Union Guidelines on Food Donation call for a reduction in the fight against food shortages 
while reducing the amount of surplus food used in industry. Despite the fact that the redistribution of sur-
plus food is an increasingly common practice and that food producers and retailers are willing to donate it 
to other organisations, redistribution still represents a very small proportion of the total surplus edible food 
available. According to the Slovenian Red Cross, Slovenian Caritas, Slovenian Philanthropy and the Associa-
tion of Lions Clubs, District 129 Slovenia distributes over 1,470,850 kg of food a year, including surplus food. 
As many as 107 stores across Slovenia donate food and a large number of volunteers from humanitarian or-
ganisations participate. School Nutrition Act (Official Gazette of the RS, no. 3/13, 46/14 and 46/16 – ZOFVI-L) 
stipulates that the school may offer prepared meals that have not been taken free of charge to other pupils 
and students, and humanitarian organisations. The Slovenian Food Bank also operates in Slovenia, which is 
intended for the collection and distribution of food to those who do not have it or are facing a shortage of it.10

5 VIDIC, T., ŽITNIK, M., GOLOBIČ, T. 2019, Definitions, methodological explanation of food waste, Statistical Office of the Republic of 
Slovenia, p. 2, URL: https://www.stat.si/statweb/File/DocSysFile/10183 (quoted 18. 4. 2021).
6 Regulation on waste (Official Gazette of the RS, No. 37/15, 69/15 and 129/20), article 3, URL: http://www.pisrs.si/Pis.web/pregled-
Predpisa?id=URED7011 (quoted 25. 4. 2021). 
7 Regulation on the management of biodegradable kitchen waste and green garden waste (Official Gazette of the RS, No. 39/10), Ar-
ticles 1, 2 and 4, URL: http://www.pisrs.si/Pis.web/pregledPredpisa?id=URED5366 (quoted 25. 4. 2021). 
8 Regulation on the management of biodegradable kitchen waste and green garden waste (Official Gazette of the RS, No. 39/10), arti-
cle 7, URL: http://www.pisrs.si/Pis.web/pregledPredpisa?id=URED5366 (quoted 25. 4. 2021).
9 Ibis, Articles 10, 11, 15, 16, URL: http://www.pisrs.si/Pis.web/pregledPredpisa?id=URED5366 (quoted 25. 4. 2021). 
10 Donated food (food surplus), 2020, Proposed strategy for less losses and food waste in the food supply chain, E-government of the 
Republic of Slovenia, pp. 8–9, URL: https://e-uprava.gov.si/drzava-in-druzba/e-demokracija/predlogi-predpisov/predlog-predpisa.ht-
ml?id=11684 (quoted 7. 4. 2021).
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Under the leadership of the Ecologists Without Borders Association, several projects have already taken place 
as part of food waste. Between 2014 and 2015, the project “Wolf full, goat whole’ - For Slovenia without food 
waste” took place. The purpose of the project was to prevent and reduce the generation of waste food. The 
European Union has set itself the goal of halving the quantity in the EU Member States. The project aimed to 
prevent and reduce the generation of food waste in households, schools, kindergartens and to add to educa-
tion, information and public awareness. The project “Let's not throw food away – To reduce the amount of 
food wasted in public institutions” was aimed at researching the situation and opportunities for preventing 
food waste in hospitals and homes for the elderly. The aim of this project was to analyse the situation at the 
two institutions, and also the guidelines and tools on how to prevent food waste and raise awareness of the 
problem of food waste in households.11

METHODS
The following methods were used in the research:
• collecting material, studying literature and online material,
• analysis,
• comparison,
• processing and analysis of collected data.

First the existing literature, legislation and regulations, previous research, and online material on the subject 
was reviewed. The method of data collection was used to obtain data on food waste and the price of collec-
tion for each month separately from the records in the accounting of each school. The method of comparison 
was then used to compare the data, which was processed and analysed to obtained results.

RESULTS
In 2015, a survey was conducted on food waste at rural and urban schools. 

Year Amount of 
food waste 
(kg)

Cost of waste 
disposal (€)

Number of 
meals per 
year

Amount of 
food waste 
per meal (g)

Cooking oil
(L)

Mislinja 
Primary 
School

2012 1,243.50 342.63 / / /
2013 1,370.00 339.72 121,523 11 18.5
2014 1,442.80 394.20 121,241 12 18.5

MPT Velenje 
Primary 
School

2012 6,050.00 1,092.34 / / /
2013 6,200.00 1,144.29 135,122 46 135
2014 4,480.00 881.50 140,103 32 135

 
Table 1: Comparison of data on food waste and waste cooking oil at Mislinja Primary School and MPT Velenje 
Primary School12

At both schools, records are kept of waste, namely for organic or biodegradable kitchen waste and for waste 
cooking oils and fats. Food waste is collected in barrels, which vary from school to school in weight. At the 
Velenje school, PUP-Saubermacher d.o.o. Velenje takes care of the transport of their waste. Organic kitchen 
waste is disposed of three times per week. At the Mislinja school, the company Biotera d.o.o. from Komenda 
takes care of the transport of their biological waste, where biodegradable kitchen waste is disposed of once 
a week.13 At the Velenje school, waste cooking oil and fats are collected in special barrels. In 2013 and 2014, 
the school generated 135 litres of waste cooking oil. A calculation was done of how much cooking oil was 

11 HABIČ, L. 2020, Review of good practices, Awareness campaign on the prevention and reduction of food waste quantities communi-
cation plan, Ministry of the Environment and Spatial Planning Republic of Slovenia, December 21, 2020, pp. 8–9, (quoted 7. 4. 2021). 
Volk sit, koza cela, For Slovenia without food waste, URL: https://ebm.si/volk-sit-koza-cela (quoted 7. 4. 2021). Let’s not throw food 
away - To reduce the amount of food wasted in public institutions, URL: https://ebm.si/hrana/web/ (quoted 7. 4. 2021).
12 RAMŠAK, A. 1987, Aleksandra Ramšak, degree dissertation ‘Food waste at the Mislinja Primary School and at the Miha Pintar Toledo 
Primary School Velenje’, Maribor, Piramida Maribor Educational Centre, Vocational College, 2016, p. 38.
13 RAMŠAK, A. 1987, p. 38.
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used or discarded per school day. For 2013 and 2014, the amount of waste cooking oil (135 litres) was divid-
ed by school days (187 and 188 days), giving 7 dl of cooking oil discarded per day. The Mislinja school does 
not have waste cooking oil, as they have been using convection ovens since 2013, so they use the margarine 
Rama Combi Profi for food preparation, which is packed in 3.7 litre packaging. They consume five packages a 
year. In 2013 and 2014, they consumed 18.5 litres of Rama Combi Profi Margarine.14

The kitchen at the Velenje school also prepares meals for the Velenje Centre for Education and Training, and 
the Mislinja school for the Završe Branch School, the Dolič Branch School, the Dolič Kindergarten and the 
school kindergarten located at the school. Both schools also keep a record of snacks and lunches. For each 
month, they add up the number of snacks and lunches, and then calculate what their average number per 
day is. In 2012, 6,050 kg of food were thrown away at the Velenje school, and between 82.98 and 147.52 
euros was paid for removal. In 2013, they discarded 6,200 kg and paid between 73.78 and 165.96 euros for 
removal. In 2014, they discarded 4,480 kg and paid between 65.15 and 121.00 euros for removal. A compari-
son among the years shows that the most food waste was produced in 2013, a total of 6,200 kg, and the price 
of removal was also the highest that year.15 In 2012, 1,243.50 kg of food were wasted at the Mislinja school, 
and they paid between 23.09 and 46.51 euros for the removal of food waste. In 2013, they wasted 1,370 
kg, paid between 26.04 and 43.40 euros for removal, and in 2014 1,442.80 kg of food in 2014, and paid be-
tween 35.04 and 52.56 euros for removal. A comparison among the years shows that the most food wasted 
occurred in 2014, a total of 1,442.80 kg, and the removal price was also the highest.16

The results of the survey show that the schools waste different amounts of food. In 2013, 135,122 meals 
were prepared at the Velenje school, and 140,103 in 2014; 121,523 meals were prepared at the Mislinja 
school in 2013, and 121,241 in 2014. From this we see that in those years more meals were prepared at the 
Velenje school than at the Mislinja school – the difference being 2013 is 13,599 in 2013 and 18,862 in 2014. 
With regard to food waste, at the Velenje school in 2013 it was between 28.7 and 68.7 grams per meal, and 
in 2014 between 24.5 and 48.6 grams, which indicates a downward trend in the amount of food waste. At the 
Mislinja school, the figure for 2013 was between 8.6 and 18.8 grams per meal and in 2014 between 8.2 and 
20.5 grams. This means that less food per meal was thrown away at the Mislinja school than at the Velenje 
school. These results can be compared with Cirkulane-Zavrč Primary School, which in 2010 wasted between 
16.94 and 43.75 grams per meal, and in 2012 between 8.84 and 39.62 grams per meal.17 This shows that the 
amount of food wasted at the Mislinja school is at the lower limit compared to the Cirkulane-Zavrč school, 
and the amount of food wasted at the Velenje school is at the upper limit. However, at the Mislinja school, 
some of the biodegradable waste (potato peel, lettuce residue) is composted, so comparable results are hard 
to achieve as some of the waste is hidden in this compost.18

The Velenje school pays more for the removal of food waste compared to the Mislinja school: 9.22 euros for 
one barrel of food waste collection. Given that at the Mislinja school there is no direct correlation between 
individual months and the price of transporting food waste, the price per barrel ranges between 7.69 euros 
and 10.95 euros, giving an average of 8.76 euros. To date, the Velenje school has had larger quantities of 
food waste, so the price of collecting is also higher. The cost of picking up food waste per unit is comparable 
between schools. Whether food waste collection prices are low, however, is a matter of wider discussion and 
price comparison among concessionaires.19 

To get a more realistic picture, a comparison should be made with other primary schools. The amount of 
food wasted at the Velenje school is higher partly because they prepare more meals. However, to establish 
the reasons for such levels of food waste we need to look elsewhere. Pupils should be acquainted with the 

14 RAMŠAK, A. 1987, p. 39.
15 Ibid., pp. 39–40.
16 Ibid., p. 40.
17 VOMBERGAR, B., KOKOT, A., KOVAČEC, M., MATJAŠIČ, C., MLAKAR, O. 2014, Monitoring and analysis of biological waste and oils 
in the kitchens of educational institutions, in: Trends and challenges in food, nutrition, catering and tourism (ed. T. Vidrih), Proceed-
ings of the 3rd International Professional Conference, October 24 and 25, 2014, Ljubljana, Biotechnical Education Center, p. 20-21. 
RAMŠAK, A. 1987, p. 41.
18 RAMŠAK, A. 1987, p. 41.
19 Ibid.
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problem of food waste, and they should be aware of the importance of responsible handling, because only 
in this way will they begin to appreciate and respect food. It would be interesting to do another survey at the 
studied schools and find out if the amount of food wasted has decreased or increased.20

Several years have passed since the research and no awareness programmes on the topic of food waste have 
been carried out in primary schools since then. There are several possible reasons for the large quantities 
of food waste at the Velenje school: students are not motivated to eat the school meal, they do not like the 
taste of the food, they may not be hungry enough, there is too much food on the plate, they bring snacks to 
school. MPT Velenje is a town school and Mislinja a rural school, where children do not have the opportu-
nity to buy snacks because they come to school by organised transport; they also seem to be less picky. The 
amount of food waste may also be a result of the fact that the cooks are not taking into account the wishes 
of the children (the children do not like something but it is still put it on their plate, everyone gets the same 
amount of food regardless of the child's appetite); if they did, then food waste would likely be less, as chil-
dren would eat what they get on their plates. Food waste also means wasted money that could be used for 
other purposes, such as the purchase of teaching aids, the organisation of educational excursions to food 
establishments, where the pupils could see how food is produced.

DISCUSSION
In Europe, major retailers are already offering refill drinks and food. Customers put food, drinks and clean-
ers into the packaging they bring with them; the products are not pre-packaged and customers only take as 
much as they need. This also reduces excessive consumption of plastic bags. “Stop Wasting Food” is Den-
mark's largest NGO, which has been active since 2008 and raises public awareness about reducing and pre-
venting food waste. In 2011, they provided 14 tons of edible food, which was supposed to be removed from 
shelves and discarded to three Red Cross centres.21

Food waste is a now global problem. It is up to us to change our habits and make sure that discarding food 
does not become a way of life. Even small actions can change the world for the better, so let us plan our food 
purchases and buy only what we need. We can choose foods with a longer shelf life and also avoid stocking 
up, making several smaller shops instead small. Leftovers can be processed, excess food frozen and reused. 
We can plan and adjust the weekly menu, using ingredients that are already in the refrigerator and before the 
expiration date. Education and awareness of the importance of food waste and the improvement of eating 
habits should be implemented in kindergartens and then continue in schools.

CONCLUSION
The purpose of this paper was to show the amount of food waste and waste cooking oil and how much food 
waste is produced per meal and how much the schools have to pay for the food waste at the Miha Pintar To-
ledo Velenje Primary School and the Mislinja Primary School in the years 2012, 2013 and 2014. The amount 
of food waste was higher at the Velenje school than the Mislinja school. One of the reasons is that at the 
former, more meals are prepared per day, which leads to more food waste, and thus the price of removal is 
higher. It would be good to start addressing the problem of food waste and its impact on the environment 
in primary schools, where the topic could be discussed in subjects or elective activities such as modern food 
preparation and methods and attitudes towards nutrition.

20 RAMŠAK, A. 1987, p. 42.
21 HABIČ, L. 2020, Review of good practices, Awareness campaign on the prevention and reduction of food waste quantities com-
munication plan, Ministry of the Environment and Spatial Planning Republic of Slovenia, December 21, 2020, p. 7, (quoted 7. 4. 
2021). Waste Food: A Global Tragedy, Ecologists Without Borders, September 28, 2012, URL: https://ebm.si/prispevki/odvrzena-hra-
na-globalna-tragedija (quoted 8. 4. 2021).
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RAZLIKE V RAVNANJU Z ODPADNO HRANO NA OSNOVNIH 
ŠOLAH: PRIMER OSNOVNE ŠOLE MISLINJA IN OSNOVNE ŠOLE 
MIHE PINTARJA TOLEDA VELENJE
Aleksandra Ramšak, Koroški pokrajinski muzej, Slovenija

Strokovni članek (1.04)

IZVLEČEK
Problematika zavržene hrane je danes v razvitem svetu vedno odmevnejša, je večplastna in nastaja v celotni 
prehranski verigi. Cilj evropske politike je preprečiti in zmanjšati količino odpadkov, hkrati pa zmanjšati od-
laganje biološko razgradljivih odpadkov. Namen prispevka je prikazati količino zavržene hrane in odpadnega 
jedilnega olja na OŠ Mihe Pintarja Toleda Velenje in OŠ Mislinja v letih 2012, 2013 in 2014. Rezultati raziskave 
kažejo, da nastane več zavržene hrane na OŠ Miha Pintar Toleda Velenje. Razlogov za to je lahko več: na ome-
njeni šoli pripravijo več dnevnih obrokov, kar posledično lahko pomeni več odpadne hrane, morda učenci niso 
dovolj motivirani za hrano, jim ni všeč okus hrane, je na krožniku hrane preveč. Vsi ti dejavniki pripomorejo k 
višku zavržene hrane.

KLJUČNE BESEDE
zavržena hrana, količina odpadkov, biološki odpadki, odpadno olje

POVZETEK
Odpadna hrana predstavlja velik socialni, ekonomski in okoljski problem, saj uporaba umetnih gnojil in pe-
sticidov, izločanje živalskih izločkov in izpustov toplogrednih plinov, ki nastajajo pri kompostiranju ter pri reji 
živali, vplivajo na okolje in povzročajo podnebne spremembe. V industrializiranih državah 45 odstotkov od-
padkov ustvarijo gospodinjstva in vsako leto povprečno zavržejo 95–115 kilogramov hrane na osebo, medtem 
ko v državah v razvoju povprečno letno zavržejo le 8–11 kilogramov hrane na osebo. Po zadnjih podatkih smo 
leta 2019 v Sloveniji zavrgli skoraj 140.804 tone hrane, kar je 67 kilogramov hrane na prebivalca, od tega kar 
26 kilogramov še užitne. Največ odpadne hrane je izviralo iz gospodinjstev (50  odstotkov), sledi zavržena 
hrana iz gostinstva, šol, vrtcev, bolnišnic, domov za ostarele (31  odstotkov), nato distribucij in iz trgovin z živili 
zaradi nepravilnega skladiščenja, pretečenega roka uporabe ter poškodb pri transportu (10  odstotkov) in pri 
proizvodnji hrane (9  odstotkov). Največji delež predstavljata mešana odpadna hrana (biorazgradljivi kuhinjski 
odpadki, maščobe in jedilno olje ter odpadki z živilskih trgov) ter odpadna hrana živalskega in rastlinskega 
izvora. Tako v tujini kot v Sloveniji se že zavedamo problematike odpadne hrane, saj je bilo na to temo izvede-
nih že veliko kampanj o preprečevanju in zmanjševanju količin odpadne hrane v gospodinjstvih. V smernicah 
Evropske unije o doniranju hrane se zavzemajo, da bi se na ta način zmanjšal boj proti pomanjkanju hrane, 
hkrati pa bi se zmanjšala količina presežne hrane, uporabljene v industriji. Leta 2015 smo izvedli raziskavo 
o zavrženi hrani na podeželski in mestni šoli. Namen prispevka je prikazati količino zavržene hrane in odpa-
dnega jedilnega olja na OŠ Mihe Pintarja Toleda Velenje (dalje: OŠ MPT Velenje) in OŠ Mislinja v posameznih 
letih 2012, 2013 in 2014. Rezultati raziskave kažejo, da imata šoli različno količino zavržene hrane. Ugotovili 
smo, da OŠ MPT Velenje zavrže večje količine hrane, saj so v obravnavanih letih tudi pripravili več obrokov kot 
na OŠ Mislinja. Količine odpadnega jedilnega olja med šolama ne moremo primerjati, saj ga na OŠ Mislinja 
nimajo, ker za pripravo hrane uporabljajo konvekcijske pečice. Na OŠ MPT Velenje teh pečic nimajo in dnevno 
porabijo majhne količine olja, zato so tudi količine odpadnega olja majhne. 
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ABSTRACT
The social and cultural aspects of food are focused on how people grow and process it, and how the pres-
ervation of intangible heritage is communicated through the generations. Seafood culture is an intrinsic as-
pect of identity in the Balearics and particularly in Mallorca. It defines habits and communal relationships in 
everyday life. The processing of seafood is mired in actions rooted in cultural traditions and social histories. 
With the curatorial project Del mar a la taula (From the Sea to the Table), we aim to honour the Mallorca 
seafood culture and the ancestors who processed and cooked it. We explore the origins of seafood heritage 
and highlight the people who continue to preserve these traditions today.

KEYWORDS
intangible heritage, seafood culture, cultural traditions, social histories, cultural reproduction

SEAFOOD AND FISHING: EUROPEAN INTANGIBLE HERITAGE
When talking about seafood and fishing in the European Union there is an overwhelming presence of an 
ecosystem approach. With a main concern about the fish market and sustainability, efforts are directed 
towards the transformation of food systems through policy frameworks where only the socio-ecological 
interplay is involved. In this particular approach, culture, tradition and intangible heritage are missing 
from the picture, even though many of the European traditions are closely related to local development 
and sustainable practices and knowledge. Even when the European Commission singled out the Horizon 
20201 to support implementation of the European Agenda for Culture, traditional knowledge and practices 
were somehow excluded. In the UNESCO list examples are also scarce, and only the “Shrimp fishing on 
horseback in Oostduinkerke, Belgium,” can be found amongst the material from the 46 European member 
states (Groups I and II).

National lists contain maritime and other aquaculture practices and although boating crafts seem to prevail 
over fishing, the lists include River fishing and Weir fishery in the Netherlands,2 Arte-xávega3 in Portugal, 
Alarvet4 in Sweden, and Traditional Carp Pond Culture and Traditional River Fishing at the Mouth of the River 
Sieg in Germany.5 There are no examples of seafood in national inventories of intangible cultural heritage. 
However, gastronomy has a fundamental role in UNESCO, since it is one of the creative areas in its project 

* Translation: Joana Cifre Borràs
1 ZYGIEREWICZ, A. 2019, Cultural heritage in EU discourse and in the Horizon 2020 programme, Europarliament on the Web, URL: 
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2019/642803/EPRS_BRI(2019)642803_EN.pdf (quoted 20. 5. 2021).
2 DUTCH CENTER FOR INTANGIBLE CULTURAL HERITAGE, River fishing Immateriel Erfgoed, URL: https://www.immaterieelerfgoed.nl/
en/riviervisserij (quoted 20. 5. 2021).  
3 MATRIZ PCI, 2017, ficha de património imaterial: Arte-Xávega na Costa da Caparica, URL: http://www.matrizpci.dgpc.pt/MatrizPCI.
Web/InventarioNacional/DetalheFicha/415?dirPesq=0 (quoted 20. 5. 2021).
4 INSTITUTET FOR SPRAK OCH FOLKMINNEN, Alarvet, 2016, URL: https://www.isof.se/om-oss/levande-traditioner---immateriella-kul-
turarv-/forteckningen/in-english/2016-02-19-alarvet.html (quoted 20. 5. 2021).
5 DEUTSCHE UNESCO KOMMISSION, Nationwide Inventory of Intangible Cultural Heritage, Traditional Carp Pond Culture in Bavaria, URL: 
https://www.unesco.de/en/culture-and-nature/intangible-cultural-heritage/traditional-carp-pond-culture-bavaria (quoted 20. 5. 2021).
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“Creative Cities Network” launched in 2004. In Europe, and regarding seafood, Bergen in Norway, with its 
long history in international trade in seafood, is to be cited,6 as well as Denia in Spain, with its characteristic 
dishes based on fish or shrimps.

For decades, gastronomy and food were used as a museum subject with a focus on a single item, such as 
wine, bread, honey or jamón in Spain. There are also branded food museums such as Guinness in Ireland. 
Thematic museums tend to be promotional and related to tourism as an economic activity for local develop-
ment, particularly in rural areas. But in recent years, conversations around food security, climate change and 
public health have led to more ambitious and thoughtfully curated exhibitions around the world. The social 
and cultural aspects of food now focus on how people grow and process it, and how the preservation of our 
gastronomic heritage is communicated through the generations. One aspect of this undertaking is the study 
of social institutions, such as family and domestic customs.

Nevertheless, the significance of gastronomy in regional museums is a fact. In 2011 and 2012, the Inter-
national Committee for Regional Museums (ICR) chose gastronomy as a theme. With rapid development, 
globalisation and fast food overtaking local dishes and family customs, along with new movements of “slow 
food” reclaiming locally grown ingredients, and the popularity of cooking programmes and books, concerns 
arose about which knowledge was to be offered by museums to better understand the inventiveness relat-
ed to food systems across time and cultures.7,8 Six years later, in 2018, the ICR held the annual conference 
“Changing tastes: local gastronomy and regional museums”.9 With the same statement, that is, that every 
region has distinctive patterns of eating and drinking, and that every museum holds some food related ma-
terial in their collections, the question to be answered was how museums could best share their resources 
of tangible and intangible gastronomic heritage with visitors and researchers by exploring traditions, cultural 
revivals, policies and changes in eating habits. More recently, in 2019 and 2020, the first and second interna-
tional congress about food heritage and museums were held in Valencia, Spain.10 The third one is scheduled 
for November 202111 with the aim of promoting food museums as a place where local heritage and identities 
can avoid subordination and globalisation. 

The fishing industry, traditional fishing and cultural heritage in fishing communities are activities with spe-
cialised museums in different European countries. With a regional perspective and centred in local history, 
activities and exhibition interests vary from the daily life of fishermen and shoreline communities, the art 
of shipbuilding, maritime traditions and knowledge or traditional and modern fishing techniques to show 
cooking and gastronomical events around fish as a sea product. In this case, events take into account both 
traditional intangible heritage and new creative gastronomy on the basis of sustainable development and 
promotion of local products. In many of the museum exhibitions, be they permanent or temporal, an interest 
in sustainability and local development is combined with local history and memory. 

Local development funds for European regions have also been keen to support traditional fishing activities. 
One example is the CHERISH Interreg Europe project running from June 2018 to May 2023.12 With the main 
objective of improving regional development policies to protect and promote cultural heritage in fishing 

6 CREATIVE CITIES NETWORK, 2020, URL: https://en.unesco.org/creative-cities/home (quoted 20. 5. 2021).
7 ŽMUC, I. 2015, Eat local, think global. Trail of history cookbook, Muzeji in galerije mesta Ljubljana: International Committee for Regional 
Museums, URL: http://icr.mini.icom.museum/wp-content/uploads/sites/21/2019/01/think_global_eat_local.pdf (quoted 20. 5. 2021).
8 JEAN, A. 2012, Regional museums and local gastronomic heritage: proceedings of the 2011 and 2012 ICR Conference, Norway, 
August 2011, Belgrade and Prijepolje, Serbia Murska Sobota: Pomurje Museum : International Committee for Regional Museums, 
2015, URL: http://icr.mini.icom.museum/wpcontent/uploads/sites/21/2019/01/REGIONAL_MUSEUMS_AND_LOCAL_GASTRONOM-
IC_HERITAGE-_E_01.pdf (quoted 20. 5. 2021).
9 HANNA, S. 2018, Changing tastes: local gastronomy and regional museums, ICOFOM, URL: http://icofom.mini.icom.museum/es/
changing-tastes-local-gastronomy-and-regional-museums (quoted 20. 5. 2021).
10 EL GUSTO EN EL MUSEO, Segundo Congreso Internacional sobre Patrimonio Alimentario y Museos, 2020, URL: https://elgustoen-
elmuseo.com (quoted 20. 5. 2021). 
11 EL GUSTO EN EL MUSEO, 3er Congreso Internacional sobre Patrimonio alimentario y museos,2021 URL: https://cimm.upv.es/el-gus-
to-en-el-museo/ (quoted 20. 5. 2021).  
12 CHERISH INTERREG EUROPE, Creating opportunities for regional growth through promoting the cultural heritage of fishing commu-
nities in Europe, URL: https://www.interregeurope.eu/cherish/ (quoted 20. 5. 2021).
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13 EUROBAROMETER, 2018, Special Eurobarometer 475 EU consumer habits regarding fishery and aquaculture products Report, Eu-
ropean Union, URL: https://europa.eu/eurobarometer/surveys/detail/2206 (quoted 24. 5. 2021).  

communities in order to boost attractiveness of these regions, and with partners from Netherlands, Spain 
(Mallorca), Latvia, Greece, Portugal, Cyprus and Italy, some good practices include the Local History Muse-
um located in a historic fisherman’s family home (Latvia), Lamprey catching and cooking tradition (Latvia), 
recording and documenting tangible and intangible fishing heritage (Netherlands), an Aquamuseum combin-
ing scientific research with environmental and cultural education about nature and artisanal fishing culture 
(Portugal), an audiovisual platform which disseminates and enhances the social image of fishing activity and 
professionals of the sector (Portugal), the Ecomuseum of the Sea and of Fishing tracing the history of fishing 
(Italy), the Intangible Maritime Cultural Heritage Project (Cyprus) and fishing tourism as an alternative way 
to protect and pass fishing culture to future generations (Cyprus).

THE CONSUMPTION OF SEAFOOD IN EUROPE: SPECIAL EUROBAROMETER 475 – 2018 “EU CONSUMER 
HABITS REGARDING FISHERY AND AQUACULTURE PRODUCTS” REPORT
The “Special Eurobarometer 475” reports on European consumer habits regarding fishery and aquaculture 
products (FAP) with quantitative data gathered in 2018 in 28 Member States.13 The definition of fishery and 
aquaculture products covered edible fish, shellfish and seaweeds, both farmed or wild, from sea or fresh 
water sources, as well as both raw and prepared products. Key findings are structured into three main areas: 
consumer habits, preferences, and information on these products. Due to its relation to culinary practices we 
will highlight data about consumer habits and preferences.

Consumer habits explores how frequently respondents eat fish, where they buy their products, whether they like to 
try new ones and the influence of family, friends or media in their habits. Although analysis at country level shows 
some significant differences, collective data for all the EU shows that consumption of fishery products is significant, 
since 40% of the respondents eat them at home at least once a week and 30% at least once a month. On the oth-
er hand, 32% say that they eat FAP at restaurants and other food outlets at least once a month. Regarding buying 
habits and according to home consumption, 36% buy FAP at least once a week and 29% at least once a month. 

When purchasing, data show a clear tendency (77%) to buy FAP at a grocery store, supermarket or hyper-
market. Just over four in ten (42%) buy at a fishmonger or specialist shop, while just 14% buy at a street mar-
ket. Both frozen and fresh products are bought from time to time for a significant 67%–68%, which means 
the majority combines both types of product in their diet, although just 11% declare they never buy frozen 
products and 15% never buy fresh. Tinned products are also common, but 58% admit to not buying breaded 
products or ready meals. The percentage of respondents who never buy products associated with traditional 
techniques such as smoked, salted, dried or brine products is 20%.

What is more interesting is that 77% of respondents who buy or eat FAP agree they do so following a suggestion 
from family or friends, while 52% say they prefer not to buy products suggested in the media – a tendency that 
can also be observed among young people. Finally, 53% of respondents say they would buy or eat more prod-
ucts if the choice and the points of sale were more diversified and the price lower, since the majority declares 
they buy and eat FAP because they are healthy and taste good. Regarding product origin preferences, 42% 
choose products from the sea, 37% opt for products from their own country and 28% from their own region.

The importance of home, family and friends and to a lesser extent, the social recognition of regional origin of 
products while talking about fishery products indicates the relevance and significance of cultural knowledge 
and practices in present habits.

THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE OF FOOD AS INTANGIBLE CULTURAL HERITAGE
Due to variability and complexity, food production and consumption should be studied taking into account the economic, 
cultural, social and individual factors determining habits and social practices that change not only over space but also over 
time. This reminds us that cultural practices, including food, are changing realities. On the other hand, people’s eating 
habits are a social reality in which individuals, as well as social groups, express and symbolise through practices, experi-
ences and conceptualisations values and social relationships into a specific society and into a particular historic context.
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14 CANTARERO, L. MEDINA, F. X. coord. 2011, Simposio: Antropología de la alimentación: Espacios, memorias, paisajes, XII congreso de 
Antropología. Lugares, tiempos, memorias. La antropología ibérica en el siglo XXI. León F.A.A.E.E., p. 1. URL: http://antropologiacastil-
layleon.org/pdfsimposios/Antropologia%20de%20la%20alimentacion.pdf (quoted 24. 5. 2021).
15 HERRERA RACINERO, P. 2017, pp. 354–355.
16 GRACIA, M. 1996, p. 125.
17 ESTEVEZ GONZALEZ, F. 1999, pp. 118–119.

The anthropological perspective of food as a cultural manifestation depends on theoretical approaches to the 
subject. Anthropologist Jack Goody, taking a materialistic approach, identifies five elements in cultural food sys-
tems: production, distribution, preparation, consumption and elimination. To those five, preparation and storage 
can be added. Luis Cantarero and F. Xavier Medina defend a sociocultural perspective centred in food identities, 
consumer practices, political and economic contexts, new social spaces for food systems and technology and 
food change.14 From other perspectives, food is emic categories and classifications, specific social organisations, 
cultural meanings, symbols and diverse realities, and a clear example of human and cultural diversity. What's 
more, in our societies food processes, habits and practices are a polyvalent reality where a great number of disci-
plines such as medicine, psychology, biology, nutrition, economics, history, have developed particular approach-
es. Nevertheless, orally transmitted culinary knowledge has had a socially legitimate actor in the housewife, a 
figure that has become a social institution and who, through food, has transcended the strictly culinary domain.15

On the other hand, due to the movement of women into the labour market and urbanisation processes affect-
ing the population and the economy, contemporary culinary behaviours are subject to progressive dispersion, 
while the culinary body of knowledge and skills is losing part of its structuring capacity. Paradoxically, this 
loss is happening when access to sources and information is massive and when cultural images and messages 
related to food are increasing.16

Nowadays, many of the social and cultural dimensions of food and culinary habits and behaviours have been 
incorporated into cultural heritage policies and their presence has increased particularly in museums, the lei-
sure industry and tourism in general. This interest from museums illustrates how new museology approaches 
incorporate anthropological and sociological subjects and theoretical guidelines. What's more, the increasing 
number of heritage elements can be considered a nostalgic manifestation of the past, the same nostalgia we 
find in culinary approaches with a growing appreciation of traditional food, old recipes and “grandmother’s 
cooking”.17 Nevertheless, difficulties are to be found in cultural food representations due to the intangible 
character of culinary knowledge and transmission, and the ephemerality of daily behaviour, commensalism 
rituals and table manners. This is why in the work for our exhibition we decided to always talk about the evo-
lution of culinary heritage, giving voice to our informants.

FISH CONSUMPTION AND HABITS IN MALLORCA: EXPLORATORY STUDY REGARDING THE IMPACT OF COVID-19 
QUARANTINE
Prior to our field work and research for the exhibition about seafood culture in Mallorca, we carried out an 
exploratory quantitative study about possible changes in food consumption and habits during the 99 days of 
strict quarantine due to COVID-19. For comparative purposes, questions regarding shopping and consump-
tion habits were asked, taking into consideration normal habits before and during the quarantine. The results 
regarding habits before the quarantine are very much like those reported in the Eurobarometer survey, espe-
cially regarding the high price of fresh fish, the clear tendency to purchase at the grocery store, supermarket 
or hypermarket, the purchase of both frozen and fresh products, and local and foreign ones. Regarding local 
fresh fish, supermarkets and municipal markets are the main selling points on the island. Research also show 
that fish consumption can be qualified as moderate, and that the most frequently consumed species are 
salmon, a foreign species, squid, normally imported, farmed sea bream and tinned fish. Tinned, frozen and 
conserved fish is normally consumed and the origin of the fish is normally unknown. 

Descriptive qualitative knowledge about local product consumption, especially seafood, was also a main con-
cern. During quarantine, in Mallorca, social movements and interest in local food products were particularly 
strong, but they were in general more centred on agriculture – fruit and vegetables – and livestock products 
rather than fish, even though Mallorca has a strong seafood culture. There was also a reduction of fish consump-
tion during quarantine. Data gathered suggests that this is due to faults in local fish distribution, since many vil-
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lages do not have points of sale for seafood products, and that during quarantine people tend to purchase close 
to home. Along with accessibility, perishability also comes into the picture. During quarantine, local products 
began to be promoted and sold directly from farm to home using new media, especially Whatsapp, a marketing 
tool unavailable for fish. On the other hand, according to our data, social consciousness about sustainability of 
the local economy is strongly associated with fruit, vegetables, flour and dairy products rather than with fish.18

Since local products are strongly related to traditional food and family memories, with recipes coming from 
past generations, some questions about knowledge of local seafood and traditional dishes were asked. On 
this particular subject, a high percentage of respondents were able to identify both local fish and shellfish, as 
well as traditional seafood dishes. Nevertheless, we must point out that the richness of Mallorcan seafood 
gastronomy, with a high number of fish dish variations according to written documents and oral memory 
from the older generations, tends to be simplified, with a lower number shown in the overall answers of 
respondents, with a high degree of consensus around few culinary preparations that probably have become 
a symbol of Mallorcan identity, since they are shared between people of different generations and localities 
on the island. Although traditional knowledge is still alive and most respondents were able to name local fish 
species and traditional Mallorcan seafood dishes, transmission to future generations seems to be in danger 
since knowledge is dissociated from present family habits and practices.

FROM THE SEA TO THE TABLE: A CASE STUDY FROM THE MALLORCAN ISLAND FOR A TEMPORARY MU-
SEUM EXHIBITION
“From the Sea to the Table” (Del mar a la taula, in Catalàn) is a temporary exhibition for the Maritime Mu-
seum of Mallorca. The museum was founded in 2017 and has two headquarters, the main one in Palma, the 
capital, and one in the coastal location of Port de Soller. The latter's permanent exhibition offers old naval 
pieces, traditional boat crafting tools, fishery and other items, as well as documents related to the sea trade, 
including local products and emigration of local people, mainly to France during the first quarter of 20th cen-
tury. Visitors also can enjoy audiovisual material about the oral memory of 12 fishermen from Port de Soller. 
A third hall, an old chapel, is available for temporary exhibitions, and this is where the “From the Sea to the 
Table” is going to be staged. Since fishery and gastronomic items in the museum collection are still scarce, 
priority is given to panels combining pictures, drawings and text. The total number of panels is eleven.

Image 1: Sketch of the exhibition “From the Sea to the Table” by Maria José Ribas Bermúdez, 2021.

18 MULET, M., BORRÀS, D., CALVO, M., 2020, pp. 50-51.  
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The aim of the exhibition is to promote seafood culture as a space of local identity, while promoting knowl-
edge about tangible and intangible heritage regarding fishery and fishing communities and awareness of 
local sea products. The exhibition addresses all age groups and its target visitors are mainly local people (the 
vehicular language is Catalan), showcasing the historical and traditional language of the island.

The exhibition is focused on intangible heritage which means that we emphasise past and present aspects of sea-
food culture, taking into account context, and promoting not only products but also habits, practices, oral mem-
ory and present daily life, the latter two being the main concerns. The construction of the narrative about fishing 
and cookery objects and practices, as well as fish species and meals, is drawn mainly from our in-depth qualitative 
research, and extracts from interviews are featured on the exhibition panels alongside explanations, pictures and 
drawings as a way to build bridges through oral memory between people who share seafood knowledge and tra-
ditions, and the rest of the local community. Traditional songs relating to the topic and known as “gloses” are also 
incorporated into each panel. On the other hand, since food is a product, narrative organisation can have a large 
impact on how people view local seafood. In this sense, it is important to explicitly link seafood, fishing activities 
and domestic practices; as cultural heritage traditions and living expressions inherited and passed on, their impor-
tance is not only the cultural manifestation itself but rather the wealth of knowledge and skills that are transmitted.

Since our challenge is to celebrate the past and comprehend the present and future of local fishing activities 
and local seafood consumption, we address the history and culture of seafood production and consumption 
taking into account ten narrowed focuses or topics structured into two parts, sea and table. An introductory 
panel explaining why local seafood cooking traditions are intangible cultural heritage, as well as the UNESCO 
concept, will open the exhibition. 

The last panel talks about the sustainability and transmission of fish culture in Mallorca. Fishermen have always 
been aware of resource scarcity and their practices have been environmentally respectful. Along with environment 
management, fishing communities are aware that supply depend on nature. As two informants put it: “at sea, ev-
erything has an impact, we capture, we are not farmers, we don't plant” (Fisherman),19 “the captured and unsold 
fish spoils, the non-captured ones remain there for the future” (President of the central fish market, Mallorca).20

Nowadays, continuity of the fishing profession also relies on tourism, since fishing has become a tourist ac-
tivity in a Spanish programme for local development designed to diversify fishermen’s income. 

The content of other ten panels is as follows:
EXHIBITION SECTION “FROM THE SEA”
Sea products. The marine environment and species captured in Mallorca using artisanal fishing methods, 
features and types of artisanal fishing in Mallorca, seasonal fish species and importance of biological cycles, 
traditional fished and consumed species threatened with extinction, past and present sale and marketing 
channels including tourism impact explained.

19 Oral Source: Joan Suau, Port de Pollença, Mallorca, 16. 7. 2020. Translated from the original language, Catalàn.
20 Oral Source: Miquel Socies, Palma, Mallorca, 8. 6. 2020. Translated from the original language, Catalàn.

Image 2: Selling fish in the Port of Pollença 
(Mallorca). Black and white photography, un-
known author, unknown year, (archive Borràs 
Aloy family).
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Artisanal fishing techniques, knowledge transmission. Traditional fishing techniques and new technologies 
are narrated in order to show the importance of adaptation and how, thanks to modernisation, fishermen are 
able to capture species from deeper sea waters. Examples of innovation are net haulers, boat engines, sonar 
or GPS. The impact of modernisation can be seen on board and in domestic daily life since the time needed 
to be spent at sea is significantly reduced. The number of fishermen per boat can also be reduced. If in the 
past, two or three men were needed, nowadays artisanal fishing is a one-man job.

EXHIBITION SECTION “TO THE TABLE” 
Fish value: economies and consumerism habits (to the table). Fish and seafood consumption depends on 
many issues, and differences are found when comparing coastal and interior villages. Accessibility to the 
product explains the richness of seafood gastronomy in the coastal communities. Where fishing activity was 
developed, until the 1950s and 60s seafood cooking was the main ingredient and “trash cooking” practices 
were common. Until the Seventies, refrigerators were not available and all the fish caught was sold, redistrib-
uted to family groups or cooked. An example of “trash” food is Escabetxo, pickled fish or lobster. A pot with 
pickled fish was always in pantries and available for guests. Nowadays, it is a valued traditional fish recipe, no 
longer related to “trash cooking”. The main economic and social changes such as immigration, urbanisation, 
industrialisation, tourism and the female labour force, have a large impact with restaurant frequentation, 
breaded products, or less time available for buying and cooking fresh products.

Conserving seafood. The techniques used to conserve seafood are explained. Water, ice, olive oil, vinegar 
and salt were common techniques. Fish nurseries in boats and at ports existed until the 1950s and 60s. Olive 
oil, vinegar and salt were mostly domestic techniques, since the seafood industry did not develop in Mallor-
ca. Ice was very uncommon before 1950, although the ice industry has existed since the late 19th century. 
Nowadays, it is essential to preserve and maintain fish quality on boats and in fish markets. The revolution 
of fridges in the 1970s and the positive impact on fishermen’s income is also narrated. Salt is no longer used, 
and memories and oral history are an important historical document. 

On-board cooking. Seafood prepared on board by fishermen was a common practice since fishing journeys 
were long. The ingredients were humble and techniques simple. The main ingredients were seafood captured 
on the day (fish, squid, Mediterranean lobster or cuttlefish), olive oil, salt, tomato, onion, garlic, rice, wheat 
noodles, potato and bread. Importance was given to a meal that was quick to cook and eat, and boat move-
ments determined cookery techniques and utensils. Deep frying or boiling was avoided and cast iron pots or 
aluminium rather than ceramic ones were used. Nowadays, thanks to technology, artisanal fishing journeys 
are shorter and cooking on board is a practice of the past. A description of the main meals on board is also nar-
rated, as well as showing the evolution of kitchen utensils and fireplaces, from a wooden box full of soil where 
the fire was lit, to camping gas stoves and modern stoves. The most common dishes are also named, some of 
them being very popular nowadays, such as broth fish rice or Mediterranean lobster with onion.

Domestic seafood cooking. Accessibility to fish determines familiarity with the product and until the Sixties 
domestic fish consumption in fishing communities was survival cooking. Consumption deeply depended on 
daily captures and when bad weather lasted for one week or more, they suffered from food scarcity even 
though some families had preserved fish, mostly pickled. 

Domestic cookery in fishermen's houses was also humble, although the list of ingredients was wider, as well 
as the diet, which included meat dishes. The list of ingredients includes herbs such as bay, parsley or marjo-
ram and vegetables such as cauliflower, artichoke, eggplant, peas or chard. Regarding cooking techniques, 
deep frying and broth with rice were common, as well as chopping and filleting. More complex dishes were 
filled squid, octopus balls, fish stew, raoles, and baked fish with chard. Some of these dishes, such as octo-
pus balls, are categorised by informants as “old dishes”, while others, such as baked fish or fish broth with 
rice, are still very popular. Other “old dishes” are part of history, such as turtle stew. The oral memory of 
these dishes is still available, although it is becoming increasingly rare because older people often die with 
this knowledge without it having been transmitted or replicated to the new generations. Nowadays habits 
include imported foreign species, fresh and frozen.
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Image 3: Raoles, deep fried Mallorcan fish food made with boiled fish, potato, carrot and flour, are a good 
example of domestic food (Photo: Diana Borràs, 2021).

Seafood cooking and restaurants. With the development of tourism in the 1950s and national immigration 
processes, restaurants changed. The main changes were related to foreign cultures and gastronomy with in-
novations in techniques and species consumed, some of them imported. Traditional cooking was also appreci-
ated and many restaurants offered these dishes to both foreign and domestic tourists. In the meantime, Mal-
lorcan women were hired as cooks in wealthy houses where they learned other culinary practices and habits. 
Nowadays, restaurants are still important places for innovation and for preservation of traditional food.

Handling and cooking fish. Cleaning, cutting and gutting fish is a part of fish culture. This culture is disappear-
ing among the general population and nowadays fishmongers are asked to prepare the fish instead. Regard-
ing cooking techniques, typical Mediterranean practices that are basic in Mallorcan recipes are described as 
well as techniques that combine fish and meat for stuffings. Techniques described in the medieval Mallorcan 
book LLibre del coch are also explained in this panel. Famous Mallorcan cooks were interviewed about the 
more representative seafood dishes and cooking techniques. The answers show fish cooking techniques from 
older fishing communities are well known, shared and socially transmitted.

Transmission of culinary knowledge: oral transmission, cookbooks and recipes. Cookbooks played an import-
ant part in the research into traditional cuisine, although there are also examples of cultural transmission 
through oral culture. Even though cookbooks normally focus on ingredients and basic instructions, and social 
and cultural context is missing, they are a valuable source to get to know geographical products. On the other 
hand, the historical contextualisation of cook books gives the researcher information of cultural eating habits 
and social stratification. Until the 20th century, cookbooks were written in well-educated places such as con-
vents and royal courts or wealthy ambiances while fishing communities were mostly illiterate. Historical in-
formation about Mallorcan cookbooks is given to the visitor, as well as some information about the main sec-
ondary sources of information, such as the Mallorcan folktales or rondalles collected during the 20th century.
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CONCLUSION
An understanding of the intangible cultural heritage of fishing communities and its evolution in the face of 
growing globalisation encourages respect for local knowledge and its transmission offers relevant social and 
cultural value for minority economic groups. Exploration of the origins of seafood heritage and the highlight-
ing of the people who continue to preserve these traditions today are relevant to ensuring cultural diversity. 
Due to its complexity, the study of cultural food habits and practices need to be approached taking into ac-
count aspects related to production, consumption and the market.
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Strokovni članek (1.04)

IZVLEČEK
Družbeni in kulturni vidiki prehranjevanja so povezani z načini pridelave in predelave hrane ter vprašanjem, 
kako se ohranjanje nesnovne dediščine prenaša na naslednje generacije. Kultura uživanja hrane iz morja je 
neločljivo povezana z identiteto Balearskih otokov, še zlasti na Majorki. Opredeljuje vsakodnevne navade in 
odnose v skupnosti. Predelava hrane iz morja vključuje dejavnosti, ki so zakoreninjene v kulturni tradiciji in 
socialni zgodovini. S kuratorskim projektom »Del mar a la taula« (Od morja do mize) se želimo pokloniti kul-
turi morske hrane na Majorki in prednikom, ki so jo predelovali in pripravljali. Raziskujemo začetke nastanka 
dediščine, povezane z morsko hrano, in predstavljamo posameznike, ki še ohranjajo to tradicijo.

KLJUČNE BESEDE
nesnovna dediščina, kultura morske hrane, kulturna tradicija, socialna zgodovina, kulturna reprodukcija

POVZETEK
Prehranski sistemi so kompleksni predvsem z vidika biopsihosocialnih dimenzij, a jih lahko preučujemo tudi 
z družbenokulturne perspektive. Kot družebnokulturna dejanja in prepričanja so prehranske prakse in kuli-
narični sistemi povezani z določenimi skupinami. Ker kultura hrane opredeljuje vsakodnevne odnose v skup- 
nosti, postane neločljiv vidik identitete. Če upoštevamo Unescovo opredelitev, se kulturni vidiki hrane osre-
dotočajo na tradicijo, družbene prakse, simbolne procese in načine, kako se ohranjanje nesnovne dediščine 
prenaša na naslednje generacije. S tega stališča se v nekem prostoru in času prepleta cela vrsta družbenih 
skupin. Danes so v ohranjanje kulturne dediščine v lokalnih skupnostih vključeni novi akterji, kot so admini-
stratorji, mediji in gastronomija.

Ko govorimo o morski hrani in kulturni tradiciji, je pomembno razumeti, da ne gre le za skupino različnih 
užitnih živali, temveč tudi za kulturne procese, povezane s proizvodi, katerih izvor temelji na tradicionalnem 
ribolovu. Gre skratka za življenjsko prepletenost, ki se navkljub procesom modernizacije in krhkosti ustnega 
izročila ohranja, oblikuje kulturne identitete ter občutek pripadnosti regiji.

V prispevku razpravljamo o naslednjih temah: hrana iz morja kot evropska nesnovna dediščina, uživanje morske 
hrane v Evropi, antropološka perspektiva hrane kot nesnovne dediščine. Navajamo študijski primer kulturnega 
opisa sistema prehranjevanja lokalne ribiške skupnosti na otoku Majorka. Opis temelji na kvalitativni terenski 
raziskavi, ki je potekala poleti leta 2020. Glavna metoda dela so bili polstrukturirani intervjuji z ribiči, njihovimi 
ženami, prodajalci rib, lastniki restavracij in kuharji; ustno izročilo smo obravnavali kot izhodišče za spoznavanje 
kulturnih predstavitev in vsakodnevnih življenjskih navad in praks. Osredotočili smo se na: 1. lokalno ribiško pro-
izvodnjo in prodajo; 2. lokalno uživanje rib, ob upoštevanju zgodovinskega razvoja; 3. vsakodnevne prehrambne 
navade in prakse ribičev na ladjah; 4. vsakodnevne prehrambne navade in prakse doma. Prehrambne običaje 
smo preučevali glede na vrsto zaužitih rib, kdo jih je užival, kje in kdaj, ter glede na kulinarične tehnike, sestavine 
in kuhinjske pripomočke. Na podlagi raziskave je bila pripravljena priložnostna razstava z enajstimi panoji.
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ABSTRACT
Etar Regional Ethnographic Open-Air Museum – Gabrovo collects, studies, preserves and promotes Bulgarian 
foods and recipes. 

KEYWORDS
museum publications, Bulgarian code for tasty, food-related events 

COLLECTING DATA, MUSEUM PUBLICATIONS AND EVENTS RELATED TO FOOD
Concepts related to food and the system of nutrition are part of the traditional Bulgarian world view and the 
inherent structure of organised space. This space comprises three clearly distinguished segments: the sky, 
the earth and the underworld, arranged along a vertical axis. Humans and living creatures occupy a prede-
termined place and position in each of these worlds. Among the ancient social signs used in the mythological 
beliefs of various cultures is the food code system. In the notions of traditional Bulgarians, nutrition – a phys-
iologically vital process – was bound to certain rules and restrictions. Some of them were universal, while 
others reflected the specifics of the cultural and national identity. 

The eating habits of Balkandzhii (Balkan Range highlanders)1 in the 19th and early 20th century is discussed 
in the article At the Dining Table included in the museum publication Bulgarian Code for Tasty. Velichka Ilieva2 
views bread as a staple food in the Bulgarian diet. According to this author, the other products were seasonal 
and usually produced by the household – in the fields or grown in gardens. Traditional dishes, such as soups, 
stews and stuffed vegetables, were cooked on a daily basis. For Bulgarian women cooking was neither a 
vocation nor a secret art, but a household chore which needed to be done. During harvesting, when people 
spent the entire day working in the field, food was fairly simple: bread, onions and sometimes white cheese. 
Dinner, which brought everybody together around the table – the old, the young and the children – was a 
sacred ritual. Its role was to unite the patriarchal family. 

In the past, use of spices was not widespread throughout Bulgarian lands. More often than not, only salt was 
added to the bread. Sometimes it was mixed with paprika, savory, crushed roasted corn and other ingredi-
ents to create sharena sol (assorted salt with ground dried herbs). Paprika, mint, parsley and pot-herb were 
added during the cooking process, and on a few occasions fenugreek. 

Food is not only means for the human survival but also a source of information, reaching the genes and determin-
ing the physiology. It strengthens community ties and facilitates social interactions. Day after day, the dinner table 
offered the enticing smell of homemade meals, prepared according to old-fashioned recipes. The family would share 
events and emotions from that day, and the warm and cosy home atmosphere would add value to the food. In rituals 
related to the dead, food came with a message of homage and humility. Festive traditions were essential, and the 
worthier the occasion, the more attractive and denser with emotion was the ritual for setting the dinner table. Food 
constructs the Bulgarian ‘code for tasty’, and the museum strives to explore, preserve and promote it by collecting 
data from respondents and field studies, as well as by organising forums and publishing special food-related editions.

* Translation: Iva Doncheva
1 Balkandzhii - One of the seven Bulgarian ethnographic groups. 
2 ILIEVA, V. 2020, At the Dining Table, in: Bulgarian Code for Tasty. Regional Ethnographic Open-Air Museum Etar – Gabrovo, 2020, 
pp. 8–24. URL: http://etar.bg/izdanie (quoted 7. 9. 2021).
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COLLECTING DATA
The research archives of Etar Regional Ethnographic Open-Air Museum keep food recipes from various 
towns and villages, collected and processed over time by the museum’s specialists. Some of the recipes 
have been recorded during regional field studies and have been included in the book The Bulgarian Code 
for Tasty,3 published by the museum and comprising 199 recipes for dishes suitable for common and fes-
tive occasions alike. Field studies apart, ethnographers also collect data about traditional food and local 
eating habits during food festivals and competitions, organised over the years at Etar Museum. To facilitate 
readers in their culinary journey, the book also includes geographic and thematic indexes, as well as an in-
dex of cooking weights & measures. The book’s compilers offer a selected monthly menu entitled Recipes 
for Common and Festive Days, in line with seasonal eating, and Traditional Festive Dishes corresponding to 
the East Orthodox Christian calendar. 

EVENTS ORGANISED BY THE MUSEUM
Colourful Table, Variegated Table, At the Etar Table Sit & With Pleasure Eat, Festival of Festivals accompa-
nied by a discussion on the topic of Food – a Look into the Traditional and the Nature-Friendly4 are diverse 
forums organised over the years in order to recover long-forgotten recipes from the local cuisine, as well 
as to preserve and promote traditional dishes. Participants present various seasonal foods, work activities, 
customs or rituals. The most sustainable one is the Festival of Damson Cheese,5 held every two years since 
2013 and singled out by the Ministry of Tourism in 2018 as an event safeguarding “the spirit of Bulgaria”.6 
The Festival’s latest edition in 2020 was publicised by numerous live broadcasts of another major national 
television network – Nova Television. Many national and regional media are interested in this food-related 
event. In 2020, The Season of Pickles event premiered. It features demonstrations of how to prepare win-
ter preserves based on old-time recipes.

OTHER MUSEUM PUBLICATIONS RELATED TO FOOD
Food – Sacral and Profane is a collection of volumes related to the eponymous national conferences or- 
ganised by Etar Museum (in 2009, 2010, 2012 and 2015).7 The collection includes articles offering a different 
point of view to food and diet through the ages. It can be of value to students, professors and researchers. 
The first volume was published in 2010; to date, there are four printed volumes with studies of eating habits 
of the population in our lands throughout history.

Present-day Culinary Festivals in Bulgaria8 is the attempt of the museum’s team at summarising information 
from various food-related events held in our country. The article by Petar Petrov9 explores the reasons for 
their emergence, their sustainability and modifications.

The growing number of events dedicated to food over the past 15 years has to do with the nostalgia of Bul-
garians for old-time local gatherings and with their eagerness to promote local culinary traditions. Calls to 
live closer to nature have been attracting more and more followers and have thus prompted keener interest 
in the food of the past. Music and dance performances are invariably part of any modern culinary forum. 
New elements are introduced (Best Dish competitions and various competitive games), adding a different 
flavour to the festive experience. Some include research and educational programmes, while others hold 
tastings and demonstrations, and organise various competitions. Festivals centred on food are events where 

3 Bulgarian Code for Tasty, Regional Ethnographic Open-Air Museum Etar, Gabrovo, 2020. URL: http://etar.bg/izdanie (quoted 7. 9. 2021).
4 Present-day Culinary Festivals in Bulgaria, 2020. URL: http://www.reatravel.eu/page=book&lang=bg&product=352 (quoted 7. 9. 2021).
5 Damson Cheese (Pestil) – plum-based food, characteristic of Gabrovo region.
6 ANTONOVA, V. 2018, Etara Museum in Gabrovo distinguished with “The Spirit of Bulgaria” award. URL: https://trud.bg/%D0%B-
C%D1%83%D0%B7%D0%B5%D0%B9-%D0%B5%D1%82%D1%8A%D1%80-%D0%B0-%D0%B2-%D0%B3%D0%B0%D0%B1%D1%80
%D0%BE%D0%B2%D0%BE-%D1%81-%D0%BE%D1%82%D0%BB%D0%B8%D1%87%D0%B8%D0%B5-%D0%B4/ (7. 9. 2021); Ethno-
graphic Open-Air Museum Etar is “The Spirit of Bulgaria” 2018. URL: https://dariknews.bg/regioni/gabrovo/emo-etyr-gabrovo-e-
duhyt-na-bylgariia-2135635 (quoted 7. 9. 2021).
7 Food – Sacral and Profane, V.2, Gabrovo 2012, p. 288. Food – Sacral and Profane, V.3, Gabrovo 2014, p. 299. Food – Sacral and 
Profane, V.4, Gabrovo 2018, p. 508. 
8 Present-day Culinary Festivals in Bulgaria, Authors Panel, Faber, 2018.
9 PETROV, P. 2020, Festivals devoted to plants, food products and culinary specialties – observations and critical remarks, in: Pres-
ent-day Culinary Festivals in Bulgaria, Faber, 2020, рp. 77–82.
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traditional tastes meet “trendy spices” and new culinary challenges, and where background music is a must 
(folklore, rock or jazz), because after all, what would food be if served without some soul delight?10

The Bulgarian Code for Tasty11 is the latest book released by the museum. It has a digital version only and 
comprises 199 recipes for all seasons. It is a one of a kind challenge to those eager to know more about tradi-
tions related to food in the past (products, crockery, cooking methods) and to experiment using old-fashioned 
recipes in modern conditions. The interest of modern-day people in food from the past is overwhelming and 
fuelled by the latest world trends (eco and organic fashions). The events and publications of Etar Museum on 
this topic are very well received. The digital edition of The Bulgarian Code for Tasty can be found in all large 
libraries12 and universities. Some of Bulgaria’s most popular websites have published articles about the book, 
interpreting the information from different perspectives.13 On the website Ladyzone, part of the online ver-
sion of one of the largest national TV networks bTV, the review of the book is entitled Lalanga, Bozhentsi Style 
Beans in a Pot and 199 More Recipes in the Bulgarian Code for Tasty Published by Etar Museum.14 Another 
popular website in Bulgaria – Darik News, published a detailed review of the book and pointed out that this 
was one of many publications issued by Etar Museum.15 Media interest in the events and publications of 
EtarMuseum16 related to food is never-ending. Television and radio stations, websites, newspapers and social 
media devote significant assistance in the implementation of the museum’s educational goals for the pres-
ervation and promotion of knowledge about food and traditions related to the eating habits of Bulgarians. 

CONCLUSION
In the modern mind, the vertical axis of the sky, the earth and the underworld is considered mythology, and 
the good old recipes as the genesis of the “folk gourmet” haute cuisine. However, along with the conver-
sion of cosmology into science and with the fusion of national cuisines, the dinner table always offers meals 
that conform to the “Bulgarian code for tasty”. In this sense, the commitment of Etar Regional Ethnographic 
Open-Air Museum is to continue to trace this thin thread connecting the past with the present, because food 
is the basis of our existence, most probably genetically burdened to encode the local ethnic specifics in our 
increasingly globalised world.
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Strokovni članek (1.04)

IZVLEČEK
Etar – Regionalni etnografski muzej na prostem zbira, proučuje, ohranja in spodbuja »bolgarsko kodo za oku-
sno« (Bulgarian code for tasty) – hrano in recepte, ki so vključeni v najnovejšo muzejsko publikacijo. 

KLJUČNE BESEDE
muzejske publikacije, dogodki, povezani s hrano, bolgarska koda za okusno

POVZETEK
Preskušeni stari recepti so nastali iz visoke kulinarike nacionalne gastronomije (folk gourmet). V najnovejši 
muzejski publikaciji je 199 receptov – zapisanih, shranjenih in predstavljenih na kulinaričnih festivalih in tek-
movanjih. Zbirali in obdelovali so jih pri delu na polju in na kulinaričnih dogodkih, ki jih je več let organiziral 
Etar – Regionalni etnografski muzej na prostem. Z dejavnostjo so želeli poiskati in ohraniti pozabljene recepte 
lokalne kuhinje, spodbujati njihovo uporabo in izslediti, kako so se razširili med prebivalci v drugih državah. 




